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INTEGRATED BIOGAS TECHNOLOGY TN MEETING ENERGY, FOOD,
AND SANITATION CONDITION OF RURAL INDIA

Basu, S.
De, G.C.

Nemade, N;H.

Chemical Engineering Department
Indian Institute of Technology

Bombay, India

ABSTRACT - Biogas technology, integrated with water hyacinth (Eichhornia
cressipes) based stabilization lagoons, is evaluated as an appropriate tech-
nology in meeting the long-standing "energy crisis" along with grave sani-
tary conditions of rural India. Based on an critical appraisal of different
biogas plant models developed in India and in China, inherent defects in
the standardized KViC models have been pinpointed, and improvement in
the ASTRA model highlighted. For the optimization of digester height/
diameter ratio in a biogas reactor, an attempt has been to develop a cor-
relationship, which could furnish optimal results in terms of minimum capital
costs, and maximization of profits available in the form of cooking/lighting
energy, agricultural inputs, and improved sanitary conditions in rural
areas. • , ,,,.... . !

INTRODUCTION ÏW v,.-,..,„•.;?.. i

In a major part of the world, known as Third World countries, con-
ditions in rural areas are dominated by poverty, starvation, and alarming
insanitary conditions. Poverty of the rural population in those areas be-
comes unbearable, and millions of people are compelled to leave their vil-
lages, and make for the cities. With an annual growth rate of 4%, around
the year 2000, the urban population in agglomeration centres of Third World
countries will be increased from the present level of 28% to the level of 41%
of the total population (approximately 2000 million people). In September
1978, the World- Health Organization stated that the number of under-
nourished people in developing countries has already reached over 500
million people. In 1979, 16 million people died of starvation or under—
nourishment because of lack of medical assistance. The death rate of
children before reaching the first year of age amounts to 30-40% in slum
areas.
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Natural forest, reserves of Hie world diminish daily by 30,000 Ha due
to indiscriminate felling of. trees for firewood. In India, it has been es-
timated that over 50-;> of the energy consumption in the country is needed
for cooking, which is mostly met through non-commercial sources of energy
like firewood, agricultural wastes, and cow dung. While Si>% of energy con-
sumption in urban areas is accounted, in, household cooking, more than 98%
of energy consumption in rural India is met by non-commercial energy
sources («mostly by firewood and/or cow dung), contributing considerably to
derorestaitotï, .and ecological damage to the country. The one-sided efforts
towards industrial, growth, actively promoted by export-oriented industri-
alized .nations, do benefit: only a roiruir part of The middle and upper classes
in developing countries,.

The introduction of biogas technology in rural areas is expected to
furnish the following benefits :

a) Génération of cooking and lighting energy for domestic needs from a
technically simple, and operationally reliable process technology.

b) Increase and improvement of natural fertilizer supply, thereby re-
ducing dependence on the supply of chemical fertilizers.

c) Improvement in hygiene, and thereby better sanitary conditions of
the rural population.

d) Preservation of forests.

e) Possibilities of far-reaching employment and encouragement in esta-
blishment of artisan businesses with related training facilities.

Figure ] shows the socio-economic benefits of biogas.

To evaluate the impact of integrated biogas technology on upiiftrnent of
socio-economic conditions of rural India, a project was initiated at the Clue-
mica) Engineering Department. The Indian Institute of Technology (11.T),
Bombay, with the following objectives :

a) To evaluate the cost-effectiveness of a community sewage treatment
system, integrated with community biogas plants, as a socio-
economically attractive and environmentally sound appropriate rural
technology.

b) To evaluate the techno-economic feasibility of enriched biogas pro-
duction from water hyacinth in admixture with human and animai
wastes.
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Figure 1. Socio-Economie Benefit of Community Biogas Plant
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c) To evaluate and optimise the design, parameters (with respect to
optimal, .digester height/digester diameter, ratio) for a rnocïeî biogas
reactor, so that capital t:osts art", minimised and profits are maxi-
mized, the buter in ternis of generation of energy, agricultural in-
puts , and improvement, of sanitation and rural health.

An attempt has been made to highlight the socio-economic benefits of a
community biogas plant integrated with a .sewage treatment system, and to
explore the techno-ecoTiomic possibilities of improvements for conventional
Indian biogas plants , which are developed and popularized fay the Khadi
and Village industries Commission (KV1C), the Government of India.

DEVELOPMENT IN BIOGAS TECHNOLOGY - A CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF
LITERATURE

Considerable development work was carried out in India during the last
four decades on the development of biogas plants for application in rural
areas , and different models have been proposed ( I , 2, 3) .

Some of the operational difficulties in the earlier biogas models have
been rectified in the design of KVÏC, which started implementation of the
biogas scheme (known as the gobar gas scheme) in a planned manner from
1962.

K.VIC also undertook development and research work at their centre at
Kora Kendra, Bombay, where gobar gas burners with 60% thermal effi-
ciency, a gobar gas lamp, and a gobar gas engine were developed. Reddy
et_jal. (4) at the Indian Institute of Science (HSc), Bangalore, made a
further improvernnet in the K.VIC biogas model by incorporating a solar
water-heater system in the biogas unit .

An. analysis of the KV.IC biogas model, indicates that , due to the re-
quirement of a mild steel gas holder (which accounts for 40% of the capital
costs of the biogas un i t ) , and excessive detention times (50 to 60 days) ,
the initiai capita] cost of the K.V1C is very high and ...beyond the reach of
most of the rural population in India.

From an analysis of the reported biogas kinetics, based on human and
animal wastes, it is found that keeping the solids content consistency at
about 3-10%, the operating pH inside the digester pit at 6.5 to 7 .5 , and the
fermentation temperature within 20 to 30 °C gives pronounced effects on the
biogas yield and its stabilization (Figure 2). In KVIC biogas uni ts , biogas
yield at 30 °C is stabilized at 0.40 m3 per kg of dry cow dung with a de-
tention time of 30 days, as compared to yield level of 0.34 m3/kg in 40 days
at IS °C, and 0.38 m3 /kg at 20 °C with a stabilization time of 50 days.
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Fig. 2 - Influence of Temperature and Detention
Time on Yield of Biogas

Biogas kinetics data indicates that there is a possibility of considerable
reduction of the detention time inside the digester; from the present level
of 50-60 days to 30-40 days, when the ambient temperature remains within
25-30 °C.

Assuming a detention time of 40 days at 30 °C (which is expected to
give sufficient stabilization with respect to pathogenic bacteria), the size of
the biogas reactor could be reduced by the extent of 20-25%, as compared
with the KVIC biogas digester, which is designed on the basis of 50-60
days detention time at 30 °C.

Another feature of the KVIC biogas, which is different from the shal-
lower type developed in China, is its high ratio of digester height to di-
gester diameter (around 2,46). The narrow and deep digester pit, as de-
veloped and standardized by the KVIC» appears to be optimized based on
the minimization of the capital costs of the mild, steel gas holder,

1 At IISc, Bangalore, in connection with their project on the applications
of science and technology in rural areas (ASTRA), studies have been un-
dertaken on the optimization of digester height/diameter ratio based on total
capital costs of the biogas plant, which indicates that a wide and shallower
type of biogas reactor (ratios of the order of 0.95 to 1.10) gives best re-
sults lit terms of biogas. productivity and savings in initial capital invest-
ment.



A comparative features ox the conventional KVIC and ASTRA biogas
.plant, each having a capacity of 5.66 m3/d.f is depicted in Table 1.

Tab 'e ) , Comparison of Conventional KVI.C
d Modified Bioga* Plant; (ASTRA)

Digester of 5,66 m3/d

. KVÏ.C ASTRA

on
Maximization

of Profit/yr

S.
9,

10,
11.

Gas holder diameter (m)
Gas holder height (m)
Gas holder volume (rrr)
Digester diameter (m)
Dieestei- height (m)
Digtster depth/
dige.stor ratio
Capital coi'vt of plant
(Rs) .
Relative costs
Gas yield (cr»37g}
Daily ioadiag (kg dun g/ci)
Mean. t emp eratv re ( ° C )
Improvement in gas yield

,83

,21
.98
.88

,46

8100
.100

28,3+3.2
150

27.60

2.44
0,61
2.85
2.59
2.44

0.94

4765
58.80

32.7+4.0
150

27.60
+14,20%

2.165
0.920
3.3%

•2.175
1.280

0. S90

3587
44.30
32.8

172.50

* T h eor etj c. ai v aJ ue

OPTIMISATION
PROFIT

OF BIOGAS DIMENSIONS BASED ON MAXIMIZATION OF

As indicated earlier* most, popular biogas units of the KV1C design
takes a very high detention time (t } , which couki be changed to a more
rcv'sJistic value for the improvement and optimization of the capital costs and
biogaft production.

Heal, benefit could be achieved in rural areas if biogas units arc inte-
grated with organic fertilizer production and sewage stabilization ponds,
along with fish culture and utilization of biogas in running smali-sscale
village level industr ies, as presented in Figure 3.
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Therefore, socio-economic benefits of an integrated biogas system could
be measured in terms of revenues generated from biogas, fertilizer, and
additional crop yields.

If total expenditures incurred in tunning a biogas plant (including the
depreciation,, maintenance cost, and cost of feed material) are deducted from
the revenues, an expression far profit may be written in. the following
ioj-m*

Profit (P) - f (D,Y)

where D ; Diameter of the digester,
Y t Biogas yield, ID3/kg

When cost dttta under Indian conditions are incorporated in the profit
expression, and optimized by differentiating the objective function (profit)
with respect to diameter, an expression for D may be expressed in t
following form :

D
opt

0.075 ( 4 . U . Y ) + 0.225 (4 . S.c)
1,

3
(1)

I-a x 0 .075 + 0 .225 K . e / 2
"1"

where, <* : a. constant (which takes care of the gas holder sheet thick-
ness, density, and unit cost of the material, Rs/kg)

> : maximum fraction of the daily gas production = 0.60
c : actual biogas plant capacity, m3/d
S : a constant (cost factor)
c : a constant (cost factor)

From Figure 2, by curve fitting approximation» the relationship
between I ,' and Y could foe evaluated as follows :

d

i O 8 Y 4 ' + 1 0 6 Y 3 + 6 2 9 6 x 1 0 ^ - 54125Y - 2 . 4 1 ti O 8 Y 4 + 1 0 6 Y 3 + 62 -96 x 1 0 ^ - 54125Y - 2 . 4 1 t + 963 = 0

With the help of equation (2), profit expression can be represented as
follow s :

P = : K 1 / Y + K21.Y' , 1 2Y»+ 1,Y + ' 14 + 1^/Y

where, 1. : JO?/2.41. K,
I,1 : 10./2.41.K
1^ ; 62.96 x 1Û4/2.43.K
•1 : - 5 1 4 2 5 / 2 . 4 1 . K '
1 : 9 6 3 / 2 . 4 1 . K , '



C o n s t a n t

K . / Y 2 + 3?. Y2 + 21 .Y + I
i i ù \

0, gives

(3)

The maximum value •.>!" P is evî]u:ùed by trial-and--error method* A
value of Y is assumed, and the corresponding t estimated from equation
\Z) , D from equation (3) , from which P is ascertained.

opt

Based on visual cost data (under Indian conditions), the different K.
values are estimated. Table 2 gives the relationship between t and Y,
D » and maximum profit.

opt *

Table ?.. Maximization of Profits

Sr..

No.

1.
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6.
7 .

Y

m3/kg

0.0378
O.0378
0.0378
0.0378
0.0364
0.0332
0.0328

(days)

55
50
45
40
30
20
IS.03

opt
(m)

2.59
2.54
2,49
2.44
2.35
2.245
2.17

3008
3018
3028
3037
3052
3066
3073

-0.4137
-0.4211
-0.4289
-•0.4369
-0.4523
-0.4718
-0.4859

P

(Rs)

2486
2541
2598
26 9 S
2762
2873
2943

Capital

Inves tment (R)

5546
5309
5068
4820
4368
3922
3620

From the r e s u l t s based on maximization of prof i t s as p r e s e n t e d in
Table 2, it can be seen tha t t , could be optimized within a r a n g e of 20-30
d a y s . T h e r e f o r e , it could be "concluded tha t when biogas d iges t e r dimen-
sions arc evalua ted based, on maximization of p r o f i t s , more rea l i s t ic t is
ascer ta ined which g ives optimal benef i t s from biogas t echnology , if imple-
mented in rural areas along with sewage treatment systems, intensive culti"
vatxon, operation of village-level industries as depicted in Figure 3.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENT IN BIOGAS GENERATION

It has hee.n ascertained that for efficient operation of the anaerobic
digestion in a biogas reactor, the carbon (C)/nitrogen (N) ratio of the feed
stuff should be within 20-30. From an. analysis of different feeds (straws,
dung, leaves, grasses, aquatic weeds and others), it is found that grasses
and aquatic weeds (water hyacinth) contain C/N ratio of the order of 21.
In fact, preliminary experimental work, carried out i*t .TIT, Bombay with
weeds and grasses indicates that biogas production gets stabilized with a
detention time of 20 to 30 days» with biogas generation of over 75% methane
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content at a rate more than two times of the rate of biogas formation from
cow dung. With separation of the two phases during anaerobic digestion
process in biogas reactor, a much higher of gas production rate has been
observed.

.During trie last' 5 5 years » extensive work has boc;n carried out with
highly encouraging result:; on. the use of aquatic weeds (particularly water
hyaciiHn) in treatment <>£ sewage and industrial w ay tew ate r s for pollution
control, along with recycling of treated effluents as irrigation water (f>--8).

Therefore s the incorporation of a sewage treatment scheme (stacked
with wafer hyacinth) in stabilisation lagoons (into which digested slurry
^fter a detention time of 25-'id days could be fed after solids separation in
a sand filter bed) -- as per the integrated biotas utilization scheme depicted
in Figure 3 - is expected to give considerable socio-economic benefits to
rural areas of India (and possibly also in other tropical countries of the
Third World) in terms of energy generation, fertilizer production, increased
crop yield, and improved sanitary conditions of the environment. Since
most of the rural population belongs to the weaker, under-privileged group,
who live under hopeless poverty and exploitation, integrated biogas tech-
nology could benefit the majority of the population, if the scheme is imple-
mented in the form of community biogas scheme as presented in Figure I ,

The cost and gas yield of a community biogas plant directly depend
upon location factors. On grounds of social justice, the right location ~
with requires a sufficient quantity of inputs within an economic distance -
is of utmost importance» Due to the domination. of poverty, starvation, and
hopeless socio-economic conditions in rural areas, .and due to the settlement
s t ructure in slum areas which are suffering from lack of space and over-
population» community biogas plants represent the only possible solution.
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BIOGAS TECHNOLOGY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES! FACT OR FICTION ?
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ABSTRACT - This is an overview of some salient points and perspectives of
biogas technology (BCT), The current literature is revfewed regarding the
ecological, social, cultural and economic Impacts of BCT. It is suggested
that the potential benefits of 8GT should not be taken for granted. De-
pending on local conditions, the benefits may be great or small, one benefit
may be a trade-off for another, or may be just a incremental rather a full
one. The literature indicates that the failures in biogas programs have
reached an alarming rate, and caused dissatisfaction and doubt. In order
not to repeat such failures, in-dept studies on local conditions and cons-
cientious planning are urged.

INTRODUCTION

Biogas technology (BGT) has been known for a long time, but the
interest in it has just recently arisen - mainly because of the increasing
costs and the rapid depletion of local traditional fuel sources and of world
fossil fuels. The interest in BGT is further stirred by promotional efforts
of various international organizations and foreign aid agencies through their
publications, meetings, visits, e tc . , in which proponents are usually domi-
nant over opponents - if any. As a consequence, implementation programs
of biogas have been carried out in various parts of developing countries
seemingly without proper planning and studying on feasibility. Impressive
successes from a country are taken as a good example to follow, with a
hope that a similar result will be replicated elsewhere, Quite often it is
not. Bitter failures have been reported at an alarming rate, and together
with them, pessimism and doubts. All of these may unduly discourage
those who attempt to implement a biogas program.

On the other hand, much expectation - and over-optimism - still pre-
vail. While these attitudes are needed for a good start, they may cause
misleading in the perception toward biogas technology and so may engender
even more failures.



For the above reasons, the author realizes a need to give a gist on
the perspectives of biogas technology» Trying not to be over-pessimiptic or
negative, the author considers it. is vitally important to perceive- the tech-
nology as objectively as possible, so that processes of planning and deci-
sion-making can be properly carried out, and failures will less be prone to
happen. Special attention will be given to family-size faiogas Systems in
Asia, due to their inherent complexity and impacts in various respects-
Human waste alone \B not sufficient to feed a family-sized digester. Other
wastes, such as animal dung und agricultural residues» have to bo used
together with human waste. This paper gives a coverage on this broader
scenario.

THE BENEFITS OF BIOGAS TECHNOLOGY

Much has been Said with enthusiasm about the numerous benefits of
BGT. It is often stated .that BGT can offer a great potential to solve
various problems. For instance, it has been estimated (Agarval, 1979) that
India has a potential of at least 18,750,000 family-size biogas plants and
560,000 community plants with daily capacities of 1.7 and 142 m3 of gas,
respectively. If this potential is realized by 1990, biogas could supply
India with an energy amount equivalent to nearly 44% of its projected elec-
tricity consumption, and reduce its projected consumption • of coal by 1.5%,
and. of firewood by 79%. Although the investment required for such a pro-
gram would be very high, about Rs. 66,000 million (about US$ 7,300 mil-
lion), the benefits seem, to be worth it. Are they? This Section will deal
with the main benefits of BGT in their right perspectives.

In rural Asia, some 50% of the energy requirements of a typical house-
hold is for cooking (Skrinde, 1981), A great portion of energy used for
cooking purposes comes from firewood. For example, in Srj Lanka
(Arnaratunga, 1980), Bangladesh (Islam, 1980), and Indonesia ( Wiersum,
1979), 60%, Til and 70-75%, respectively, of the total current -energy re-
quirements come from firewood. With the population expansion coupled with
the increasing need of fuel per capita, the use of firewood has accelerated
deforestation at, an alarming rate. Until recent years, forests had com-
pletely disappeared from most parts of China because the trees had been
cut down for fuel (Revelle, 1976). The forest area of Nepal has declined
from 60 to 301 within 30 years, and, at the current rate, of destruction,
could be completely denuded within 15 years (IDC, 19S1). These facts are
hardly surprising since the requirement of firewood per capita per year is
about 250-300 kg in China (Eggeling & Stephan, 1981), 300 kg in India.
(Makhijam, 1977), and 0.7-0.86 m3 in Indonesia (Wiersum. 1979). A hec-
tare of forest supports about 50 tonnes of wood (Prasari «t a ] . , 1974),

which can therefore supply firewood to about 160 persons. A similar pro-
cess of deforestation is now also occurring in many other parts of Asia. It
is estimated that the present forest reserves of India, at present annual



rates of firewood consumption, can .supply firewood for only 24 years
(Revelle, 1976),

BGT is» therefore,, looked, upon as a means to at least partially curb
the deforestation. It is estimated that a 100-eft (2.8 m3) Ixiogas digester
can save 0,3 acre (about 1,200 m2} of forest per year. Ironically, defo-
restation, with the resulting scarcity of firewood, is an incentive for
adopting BGT. Thus, where firewood is still readily available to rural
people, the development: of BGT is slow. This is at least the case for
Indonesia (Skrinde, 1981) and. Thailand (S-erropol et ai. , 1979).

But the problem of firewood is a rather complex one. It is suggested
(ESCAP, 1979} that the common claim that. d<? forer !:;tt ion in caused by people
cutting trees for firewood does not seem to hold everywhere. Villagers in
F'angdung, Indonesia.» for-their fire gather mainly twigs and branches that
are found within a few kilometers from their village.'!. The severe deforest-
at ion in Java is..primarily caused by the pressing nvxtd for more agricultural
land . to feed an expanding population. Similarly, Makhijani (1977) stated
that much - if. not most - of the soil erosion caused by cutting trees is the
result of the commercial lumber operation of government and industry,
which indulge in thought less clearance of large areas.

Another aspect in Bangladesh adds to the refute of the positive benefit
of forest conservation, where it is found that in Bangladesh (Islam, 1980),
there is little possibility of improvement of deforestation, because the
households who can afford &. biogas plant are also the owners of trees. So
the trees which will be saved due to the use of biogas by richer households
(who without biogas would not need firewood anyway) would not be avail-
able to the poorer households.

The benefit of BGT derived from saving firewood seems, therefore, not
to be always clear. The main criticism of BGT is centered on the high cost
of the digester relative to the low return from the fuel obtained. Although
advocates for BGT estimated that biogas is twice as cheap as firewood

| (Ansari & Yasin, 1980), a critic evaluated the cost of producing 1,000,000
\ BTU b y b i o g a s at $1 .50 a n d b y u s i n g f i rewood a t . $ 0 . i 5 ( E S C A P , 1975) .

I In fac t , BGT may h a v e a n e g a t i v e ef fect on d e f o r e s t a t i o n d u e to t h e
I fact that animal dung is traditionally free to those who collect, it as a fuel
I source. With the introduction of BGT, the owners of animals will claim
I ownership on the dung produced by their animals to produce gas for them-

selves and this will force poorer people to switch from dung to firewood.

There is even a suggestion (Wiersuni, .1979) that investment should be
given to measures to ensure a sustained yield of firewood, due to its ad-
vantage of general familiarity.
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Biogas as a Substitute for Animal Dung

Animal dung constituted 5-10% of the requirements for kitchen fuel in
rural areas of India at the beginning of this century. This figure rose to
25% by 1930, 45% by 1950 and 70% at present (Khan, 1980). Prasad et al.
(1974) estimated that 45% of the domestic fuel requirements in Indian vil-
lages come from burning animal dung. A source as quoted by Revelle
(1976) revealed that about 4.68 million tonnes of dried cow dung were
burned in India during 1970-71, of which 83% was consumed in rural areas.
Another survey, also quoted by Revelle, gave the yearly per capita com-
bustion of dung cakes in rural households as 87 kg during 1963-64. A
similar picture can be seen in Pakistan where 70% of the fuel used in the
villages is animal dung, and this constitutes about 70% of the cattle and
buffalo dung produced (Shah, 1980). The use of anirnal dung as cooking
fuel has an important implication since it is also valued as fertilizer, and
the more it is burned in the homes, the less it is applied to the field.
Although only about a half of the fed dung is degraded in the generation of
gas, the useful heat of the gas is about 20% more than the useful heat ob-
tained by burning directly the entire amount of dung. This is due to the
high efficiency (60%) of burning biogas as compared with about 10% effi-
ciency of burning dung. Thus gas conversion offers an efficient use of
animal dung as a fuel, while still conserving the nutrients to be applied to
crops. • ,

In practice, the belief that using biogas for cooking can significantly
alleviate the loss of nutrients from burning dung is likely to be illusory,
due to the following factors :

i

1. The scale of animal dung saving is small as compared with enormous
costs. India, for example, has set a target of building 100,000
family-size biogas units each year during the period of 1975-1985,
at a cost of US$ 200-400 apiece (Makhijani, 1976). Even if this
target were reached (more likely it will not), this would mean that
by 1985 only 2-4% of India's cattle herd would be involved.

2. This benefit is meaningless to rural people, since animal dung is
normally obtained free, whereas biogas should be obtained at a
cost.

3. As stated previously, the saving of animal dung is traded off with
aggravated deforestation,

Biogas as a Substitute for Fossil Oil

Oil-importing countries are more and more burdened with their sky-
rocketing oil bills, A typical situation can be found in Pakistan, where,
during the period 1971-1979» the amount of imported crude oil and petro-
leum products rose by less than 50% whereas the bill increased 22-fold
(Shah, 1980). Kerosene is still a main source of energy for lighting in



most rural areas of Asia. In Sri Lanka;• about 90% of households use kero-
sene oil lamps for lighting (Amaratunga, 1980). It was hoped that BGT
could partly help save the reserve of foreign currency used for importing
oil. In this respect, it should be noted that rural families in Asia usually
light about 2-3 oil lamps for about 3 hours a day. Such a lighting regime
would not require any substantial amount of oil as compared with the
amount of oil used for agricultural and industrial purposes, for driving
vehicles, and for more sumptuous needs of urban areas. The kerosene
consumption for a household in a survey area in Bangladesh is only about
1.06 gallons (less than 5 liters) per month (Islam, 1980). Even if all of the
oil used for lighting in the rural areas of Bangladesh could be replaced by
biogas, the amount of oil saved would be a small portion of the total amount
of oil imported, which was more than 5 million tonnes during 1978-79 (Shah,
1980). The same situation is in India, where Revelle (1976) estimated that
the energy used for lighting in 1970-71 was about 4,2% of the total rural
energy needs. Comparing with the total energy need of the whole country,
the proportion is much less, should bs lower than 0.1%.

Biogas to Reduce Drudgery

Where firewood.is scarce, the collection and transport of firewood is
very time-consuming. In China, this task requires up to 4 hours per day
per family. BGT can eliminate this drudgery. Also, using biogas instead
of firewood for cooking can reduce cooking time from 4-6 hours to 1.5-3
hours a day (Eggeling & Stephan, 1981). This can lead to more productive
work, and is especially beneficial to women who can have more time for
educational activities and entertainment.

In other situations where un-, or under-employment is still prevalent
(about 63% of the population in rural Nepal are jobless, according to
Shrestha, 1981), and so people still have much free time, or where con-
ventional fuels are plentiful or readily available, such a benefit of time-
saving may not be appreciated. It has also been remarked that the shift
from firewood to biogae for cooking is a iiiajor change for village house-
wives. Whether this change - with all the associated problems of safety,
handling, cooking practice, etc. - will be acceptable to them is a question
which can only be answered in the field (Reddy & Prasad, 1977).

Biogas as a Means of Nutrient Conservation

The nutrient element of concern is nitrogen since this element is lost if
the waste is burned as a fuel, or can be depleted through volatilization,
leaching, etc. during storage or handling if the waste is used as a ferti-
lizer. Although at a first glance the amounts of nitrogen in various types
of wastes seem to be negligible, full recycling of nutrients from wastes
gives substantial benefits. Experience in Vietnam (Tuan & Tam, 1981)
shows that the feces and urine collected for one year from a family of 4-5
persons - when applied to rice, corn or sweet potato - can offer an extra
yield of 130-150 kg.
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It is generally believed that in most handling methods of or g an it-
wastes today, substantial amounts of nitrogen are lost; but nitrogen is not
lost from a biogas digester. In fact, from scanty information it is known
that the nitrogen level does reduce during fermentation, and the degree of
reduction was reported by Chen & Li (1978) to be 5%, by the Chinese Ins-
titute of Soil and Fertilizer (1979) to be 3-10% depending on the input mix-
tures, and by lannotti et al. (1979) to be 2.7%. Therefore, the common
belief that a biogas digester produces fertilizer should be reconsidered.

First of all, it should be pointed out that a biogas digester does not
"produce" nitrogen. Oddly enough, there have been reports of an increase
of nitrogen content in the digester effluent as compared with the influent,
This must have been due to faulty analyses or calculations (for example,
using concentrations instead of total amounts), In a closed digester where
there is no known process of nitrogen fixation, an increase of total nitrogen
amount is inconceivable. Rather, a digester is just able to increase tht»
amount of nitrogen available to plants. This could also be done with other
waste handling methods such as composting.

Then, there have been various reports on impressive crop yield impro-
vements as the result of applying effluents from digesters. Such a method-
ology in assessing the value of digester effluent as a fertilizer is a debat-
able matter. The usual comparison of the effects of digester effluents and
influents on the yields of short-lived crops is not sound since digested
wastes contain more available nutrients and hence should give better effects
on short-lived crops. The situation would be different if raw and digested
wastes are applied gradually at low loadings to perennial vegetation. In
this case, the higher proportion of nitrogen in organic forms in the raw
waste may result in some nitrogen being carried over from one season to
another (Bhatia, 1977), whereas the nitrogen in ammoniacal form in digester
effluent will quickly volatilize within a short time.

Still worse, comparing the yields of crops applied with digester ei'-
fluent with those of crops receiving no any form of fertilizer is practically
meaningless. Unfortunately, this kind of unscientific work has been recom-
mended as a "demonstration" method to show to laymen that BGT has great
benefits, which may be misleading.

The evaluation of digester effluent by measuring its nutrient compo-
sition right after it comes out of the digester is not appropriate. Appli-
cation method, storage time and transport distance - among other factors -
would have a direct effect on a benefit assessment of the end-product.
Unfortunately, data regarding these aspects are not sufficient to determine
the benefit. It-is said (Eggeling et al., no date) that nitrogen escaping
from digested slurry after more than 10 days of storage amounts to about
10-15%. ESCAP (1980) indicates that the "nitrogen effectiveness" of di-
gester effluent which is spread and ploughed is 85% that of dung which is
spread and ploughed immediately. No details are given on whether this
"effectiveness" is assessed on perenial vegetation or short-lived crops. If
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this is the case of the later, the effectiveness of fresh, dung is very li-
mited, and therefore the figure of 85% does not tell much. Shah (1978)
says that if the slurry is dried, essentially all of the ammonia is lost. This
is reasonable since digester effluent needs a long drying period due to its
high water content, about 90%. Ammonia constitutes 75 to 85% of the totai
nitrogen in digester effluent (Institute of Soil & Fertilizer, 1979; lannotti et
al., 1979). Hence, according to Shah, the losses of nitrogen from drying
of digester effluent could be extremely - and unfavorably - high.

It can be concluded that biogas effluent as a fertilizer should not be
construed as a full benefit of BGT. With or without a digester, a compa-
rable amount of plant nutrients , could be obtained from a given amount of

j waste. And if it is desirtd to convert the nutrients in wastes to the forms
] more readily available to plants, other methods should also be considered,
\ rather than blindly adopting BGT. This consideration will be dealt with in
I ^ ^ the Section "Biogas Technology vs Composting".

! •
I Biogas as a Pathogen Inactivation Method

I Substantial portions of pathogens are removed from the effluent of a
biogas digester.

i For helminth ova, the physical mechanisms of removal arer (i) floating
| to the surface where the ova adhere to the scums, and (ii) free settling to
| the bottom. Thus in the Chinese design without any mixing operation and
• with the outlet connected to the middle section of the digester chamber, a

high removal of helminth ova is obtained (Sichuan Institute, 1979).

Long retention times - usually more than 40 days in the Indian design
and several months in the Chinese design - are favorable for pathogen die-
off, Schistosomes are observed to live up to 37 days while 99% filarias die
within 30 days in summer. The viability rates of Ascaris ova - which is

L the most resistant of all parasites - from 63 to 93% after 10-90 days is
I reduced to 20% after 180 days (FAG, 1978). This could cause a concern if

(i) human waste is to be used (ii) in the Indian design (ni) when mixing is
performed and (iv) the outlet pipe protrudes deep down to the bottom.

Because of anaerobic conditions, aerobic organisms such as Leptospira
of hookworm ova are killed quickly in a digester, the latter surviving for
no more than 9 days (Sichuan Institute, 1979), and being removed by 90%
within 30 days in winter; whereas Shigella and Spjrochetes die within 2
days (FAO, 1978). Para-typhoid B bacilli - one of the most persistent en-
teric bacteria - are observed to survive for a period of 44 days in a di-
gester.

Based on these data and others, it has been claimed that BGT is a me-
thod for pathogen destruction and could contribute to sanitation improv
ement in rural areas of developing countries. It is true that significant
improvement in public health is observed in the regions where BGT has



been introduced. Eut building ;•< digester solely for this purpose is not a
logical reason, and this will be discussed further in the next Section,

Biotas Techriology^j/js Compost in g

From the considerations on nutrient conservation and pathogen in;act-
ivation above, the matter of irr-poriance now i>;; to compare the performance
in these respects of waste handling methods that; .-.re common in rural area a
of Asia. Before the: introduction of BGT, compostinr is probably fhe oniv

-waste recycling option in rural developing countries with the eventual par-
pose of fertilization,.

Nitrogen Conservation.

Without going into elaborate details; of the composting process, it suf-
fices to say that - based on data from various sources compiled by Cotais
(1956) - a £orr_ect composting process can help conserve from 8S to 90, and
possibly 95%, of the nitrogen in the raw materials» Also, it has been re-
ported (Tuan & Tarn, 1981) that as much as 95% of the nitrogen contained
in human waste can be conserved by closed, thermophilic composting in
field conditions using soil powder, mud, hay, dead leaves, etc. as bulking
agents. These sources of information show that a biogas digester is not
superior to a correct composting method as far as nitrogen conservation is
concerned. In other respects, BGT has more •disadvantages: it is more
costly» more difficult to operate and maintain, requires more space more
water, and digester effluent is more difficult to handle and transport than
compost.

The comparison between digester effluent and compost is not neces-
sarily concerned only with NPK contents•• Compost is well known for its
beneficial effects in fertilization due to Us cheïating agents, growth hor-
mones, increasing the ability of the soil medium to retain plant nutrients,
increasing the water holding capacity of soil, and improvement of soil struc-
ture. Apparently no information is available to indicate whether biogas
digester effluent possesses these benefits» and if yes, how much.

e,en Inactivatior»

Gotaa.s (1956),, when analyzing the typical temperature curves of a.
compost heap and the thermal death points of a number of pathogenic bac-
teria, parasites and parasitic ova, indicates the unlikelihood of pathogen
survival in composting. K is seen that the highest thermal death points of
pathogens are appreciably lower than the maximum temperatures found in-
side the composting pile. The magnitude and duration of the high tempe-
ratures (50-60 °C for several days), .the populations of microorganisms, the
antibiosis; which is characteristic of a mixed compost and the low water con-
tent: (40-50") •• all are very adverse to pathogens •- provide a sound basis
for believing that no pathogens, parasites, or parasitic ova survive the
composting process.



Few data on pathogen destruction in composting at field scales exist in
the available literature, except that experiments in China indic.-i.te that % -
100% Ascajn_a eggs are destroyed in aerobic composting (McGarry et al. ,
1978). This level of inactivation is much higher than that in a biogas di-
gester.

BGT, especially when human waste1 is used as a feeding material,
should be therefore considered as a convenient method ' of pathogen re-
duction, rather than an' effective means of pathogen destruction.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS

Although BGT may offer various benefits, it: doe not necessarily mean
that it will be accepted with, enthusiasm, This Section will--give an analysis
on the complex socio-economic aspects of BGT,

Feasibility/

There is no general answer to the economic feasibility of BGT, Data
widely vary from country to country,, For example, while it is reported
(Sermpol, 1979) that the maintenance cost for a family-size plant in
Thailand is about 23% of the capital cost, this percentage rises fo about 58%
for a digester in the Philippines producing daily 28-42 m3 of gas (Simpson
& Morales, 1980). The payback time of a digester also varies greatly, from
as low as 1.25 years in, China (Li, 1982) to ? years in Thailand (Pisit,
1979). and even as high as 16.7 years for India (Moulik & Srivastava,
1975).

Even the economic feasibility of BGT has not reached a general con-
census. While many researchers are in favor of BGT, others come to the
conclusion that the monetary benefits do not outweigh the costs incurred by
an individual household (Makhijani, 1977), It is further claimed that the
benefits of BGT will accrue to the society as a whole rather than to the
individual household which adopts BGT.

Due to his lack of knowledge and awareness, a villager cannot be ex-
pected to understand the benefits of deforestation control, nutrient conser-
vation, or health improvement. Hard pressed with all the difficulties of his
life, an uneducated and poor villager has only one thing in his mind, that,
is to try to solve his immediate problems, for the sake of survival. A land
or animal owner-may like to try something new, perhaps only out of curio-
sity. But a poor rural peasant, is very hesitant to enter a new venture.
Also, not being familiar with entrepreuneship practice, he is shy to contact
a bank for a. loan; and not being accustomed with . social relations outside
his village, he is not eager to ask for technical advice on the operation and
maintenance of his digester, or for reparation work when his digester fails.
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He even seldom sounds out. his opinions and feelings. In an extensive sur-
vey in Thailand (Sermpoî et al., 1979), more than 50% of biogas users
stated that the motive of BGT adoption was to please the government offi-
cials who came to them, to promote; BGT, •

The indifferent attitudes as described are more conspicuous with BGT
•since biogas does not bring in cash» and hence the benefits are hard to
perceive. The investment cost for a family-siive digester in Thailand
(Serrnpol et al, , 1979) can be Vised to buy a .smaller pump, or for a down
payment to acquire a small farm tractor. These machines; are considered by
the farmer to be more important than BGT since it can bring additional, cash
within one crop se;tfion *

Long-term Benefits ys Short-term Priorities

The average- capital investment for a digester in Thailand (Serrnpol et
.-il,. , 1979) is ?,67fi Bah t.. From this investment, the owner can get daily
1.2 m3 of biogas, which is equivalent to one kg of charcoal» or a mere 3
Baht. Similarly, the investment COKV. of a digester in India is Rs, 4000
(US$ SOU), whereas the return is équivalent to 2-3 liters of gasoline a day.
From the villager's viewpoint, these returns are either too low in relation to
other uses of handy resources, or hard to quantify» rind hence leads to
hesitation in adopting BGT. Asian farmers usually have no steady income,
let alone a cash reserve. They get their money only twice or three times a
year and at the same time they have pressing demands on their available
•income of a social and agricultural nature. Whichever need comes earlier
will get the funds. As a result, the poor will not jeopardize meeting'their
immediate needs for any long term goals, even if these may ultimately be-
nefit them.

This altitude is consolidated further when the gas is not valued
because of the availability of other sources of energy such as firewood
nearby the house, or kerosene at the village market. In Korea, where 90%
of the villages are said to be supplied with cheap electricity - about US$ 2
per family per month - the high1 capital cost of a digester (about US$ JSO)
and low gas production in the- winter both have adverse effects on BGT
adoption (Subr,.-unan,mn, 1977).

Again, the cost of. a digester is a crucial factor. In China., the cons-
truction materials cost a family about US$ 30 whereas the coal of a bicycle
is $ 100 (Chén & Li,, 1980). This clearly shows the affordability, and ac-
ceptability, of BGT' to the Chinese: peasants.

'..inequitable Distribution of Benefits

A family size digester needs an input from 4-5 head of cattle in order
to produce enough gas for cooking and lighting. Realistic data show that
to set. up ;•-« plant of 100 eft (2.8 rn3) gas capacity, one should possess at
least 4 cows. This will Ih-iit the benefit of biogas to a small number of



families who own enough cattle. In India, this number is about. 10-12% of
the rural population (Agarval, 1979). Another estimate is that less than 5%
of the village population in India own 4 or more animals. (Chiranjivi, 1978;

1 Prasad et j i l . , 1.97b).

Although, it has been suggested (Skrinde, 1981) that 2 or 3 cows could
support a unit of 2-tn3 gas capacity,, such a unit produces an amount of gas
sufficient for cooking only. The hope that, more people will participate in
BGT may not be justified since (i) a plant, of such a scale may not be eco-
nomically attractive, (ii) less benefit (without the benefit of lighting) means
less incentive for adopting BGT; and (iii) families owning less animals are
more reluctant •- or bave iess resources - to join the scheme.

it is evident, that BGT depending solely on animal wastes as input ma-
terials will deprive ? he poor majority a chance tor raising their living

WE standard?;. Using human waste to compensate for the deficit of feeding1

material cannot substantially increase gas yield, besides brings about va-
rious problems of makidors and health har/.ards, and also social constraints.

Social Aecepta/nce

ï Acceptability of biogas (nay be hampered by religious convictions.
I Muslim societies, on account ol their beliefs, oppose the use of pig waste as
I a feeding material (Sermpol et a!., 1979; Subiramankai, t 19??). For ins-
| tance, a plant in Indonesia using pig manure had to he abandoned due to
f the opposition from N-Iuslim villagers- in another case, the use of digested
! human waste as fertilizer was discontinued, when a local witch doctor attri-
f buted sickness to the consumption, of products grown with the digested
I slurry (Skrinde, 1981).

There is aleo much reluctance in Korea, Thailand, and some regions of
India to use h urn an waste as a feeding material as well as to use the gas

^ P produced from it for cooking. {Mazu.md.arj 1982; Moulik & Srivastava, 1975;
Subramanian, 1977). The negative attitude toward the use. of human waste
varies from place to place, but when it occurs it is a major obstacle to the
implementation of BGT.

Ownership of Waste Materials

Major obstacles can be readily seen from the ownership of waste ma-
terials- Traditionally, the institutional structure is arranged in the village
such that the wastes are available for those who need them, without, regard
to the distribution of animal ownership. BGT will provide novel opportu-
nities for the rich in the village to claim ownership of the wastes, and of
their product - whether it is gas» electricity, or machine, power. This will
intimidate the poor from exerting their income rights. From free sources,
the wastes will become a priced commodity like land» animals» etc. The
loosers will be the poorer families who have to seek alternative sources of
energy and fertilizers.
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at the rate of IS'?, can cover the annual expenses even on liquefied petro-
leum gas.

Administration and Organization

Yadava (}%()), when reviewing the working of the biogas pkmt pro--
.gram in India, analyzed main bottlenecks/problems encountered. Briefly,
they are:

* Inadequate technical htïlp;
* Lack of follow-up services, and of monitoring of feedbacks;
* Too much time lag of about one year rind a naif between •!;<«• sub-

mission of application, and actual installa t?.on ;
* Lack of demonstrative effortst and
* Lack of proper coordination

CONCLUSION

Biogas technology, more than any other technology, is a dc.;Ucatf> and
complex iftsiie. This paper just serves as a checklist of the main relevant
aspects, to which there is still much to be added. Apparently successes,
such as those in the People's Republic of China, have not achieved sponta-
neously without initial failures. The technology itself is not enough, even
if current plaguing technical problems can be solved - and there is much
room t'or improvement. As pointed out in the paper, the benefits of BGT
should not' be taken for granted. Depending or. the economic and social
structures, the benefits can be small or great» one benefit may be a trade-
off for another, and a benefit may be just an incremental rather than a. full
one* All of these factors will eventually decide the desirability of BGT. A
careful, objective assessment of every aspect is essential during the plan-
ning phase. The meaning of "objective" is sometimes hard to define since
this depends on individual viewpoint.. For example» while there are cla-
morous praises on biogas as a cooking fuel, an opinion (Makhijani, .1977) is
that using biogas for cooking in India is a basically uneconomic proposition.
The argument is th.it making a per capita investment of over Rs. 100 to
produce a high-grade fuel for cooking while pumps are idle for want of
energy is an unaffordable luxury.

On the other hand, many parameters can be quantitatively assessed,
and all of them should be assessed. Overlooking an. essential factor may
cause irreversible damage. After some years of implementation, it was dis-
covered that more than 501 of the- total digesters built in a country could
have been abandoned. 50% of the owners interviewed said that the reason
of non-use was the unavailability of input materials. In another country,
most of the digesters were abandoned mainly due to their low performance
in winter. These costly failures could have been avoided if the planning
phase had been carefully worked out.



When a technology that îw appropriate to locaï situations has been
identified and the economic affordabiiity has been proved, some other heavy
tasks still lit ahead. These ans - to cite only some of them - commun it. y
education and motivation, good organization and administration, and possibly
re-structuring the whole soeio-culturaJ-economic set-up (such as changes in
living habits and productive conduct, decentralization of the production of
materials, rearrangement of dwellings, etc»).

Col lee tin g feed-back And correcting any problem that pops up during
implementation is no less important. In the .People's Republic of China,
technical progress has been made not before but during the implementation
stage (Thery, Î98.!}. This must have resulted from watchful follow up,-à and
a preparedness for pfobierrr-shooting. In some other regions, promotionals
officials come to villages with all "friendly pen'ttasiorr' and go when the
work is finished, leaving behind them a lot of problems that the users do
not know whom to turn to for assistance; and finally when, the officials
revisit the sites,, all they can do is to say something about "biogas techno-
logy reconsidered"!

Feedback, monitoring requires an assessment of the whole scenario,
besides a study on each component of this scenario. It has been pointed
out that analyses in the past have- often disregarded those effects that took
place in parts of the system not immediately surrounding the project- Such
effects have been called •"second-round" or "linkage11 effects (Qurashi,
1980). As previously mentioned, an increase in the demand for anima]
wastes as a result of the introduction of BGT can induce the second round
effects of reducing the availability of animal/wastes, to other existing users»
and/or increasing the prices of the wastes. Mere exist "chain reaction;/.",
with the subsequent results of accelerated deforestation, a wider gap bet-
ween the rich and. the poor, etc..

The limited length of this paper docs not allow for an elaboration, of
remedial measures and recommendations for actions to be taken ~ feature»
which have been intensively covered in the literature anyway. It suffices
to say that strong will and dedication - but not with a fanatic attitude - is
badly needed for undertaking such a. difficult endeavor. Only then can
biogas technology be well accepted and weli run, and fully show its po-
tential benefits.
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HUMAN WASTE MANAGEMENT IN
LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS IN LAE, PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Thomas Popuei Gabriel

INTRODUCTION '" .. , ,
loi Gwfiv̂ jK'.ty w—«

Just below the Equator, to the Southeast of Indonesia, is the Island of
New Guinea, which except for Greenland is the largest island in the world.
It is divided politically into two sections : the Indonesian-administered West
New Guinea, and the eastern section, which makes up most of the indepen-
dent state of Papua New Guinea. This paper will discuss the methods and
problems of human waste management in low-income settlements in Papua
New Guinea in general with illustrations; and in particular details drawn
from those methods and problems existing in Lae, the second largest urban
centre and a foremost industrial town in Papua New Guinea.

Lae, with its population of 60,000, is situated on the Huon Gulf at 7°
Latitude. The city of Lae is presently experiencing a population growth
rate of more than 5% per annum. This is mostly due to the migration of
people from the highlands where the population density is too high to
sustain a reasonable living standard with existing agronomic methods (1).
Thus to seek employment, which often proves to be elusive, the highlanders
come, via the highlands highway (the longest all-weather highway in the
coyntry and to which they have easy access) to the city of Lae. These
new arrivals face inn same problems that any displaced group faces any-
where in the world. They settle down in self-help settlement areas on the
outskirts of the city, build their makeshift houses, and try to solve their
problems of existence and survival. At present there are 13 settlements in
Lae.

A BIT OF HISTORY

Before the first missionaries came to Papua New Guinea in the begin-
ning of the 19th century, the local people did not use systematic methods of
human waste disposal. Coastal people were using overhung toilets, whereas
the people of the mainland used bushes and shrubs.

The earliest method of human waste disposal introduced after the mis-
sionaries came was the pit latrine. But, as is the case anywhere - when a
new though better and more hygienic method, but drastically different from
the one that has been handed down from generation to generation is



introduced by outsiders - the vise of the pit latrine was not readily ac-
cepted. As the early Papua New Guineans lived in villages, the pits were
mostly communal. And because the people regard waste disposal as a
secret , they were hesitant to walk in front of their village elders to go to
the toilets. Also, a common belief was that anyone in the family of the
person digging a toilet would die soon. Here again the mores and tradi-
tions of a culture were i n t e r f e r i n g with the health and sanitation of the
people. It was not until the end of the second World War that the pit la-
trine acquired a semblance of acceptability. By that time, more and more
people had been to schools, became more receptive to the new methods of
sanitation and came to realize the importance of maintaining hygienic
conditions. •

IN LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS

In a comparative nutritional study in 1980 (2) in Lae, it was
discovered that a high percentage of families in two of the thirteen
settlements were using reasonably sanitary methods of waste disposal. The
number and percent of families using septic tanks, pit latrines and none of
these two systems of disposal are given in Table 1.

Table 1 : Human Waste Disposai Methods
Used in Buimo Roads and Taraka Settlements, Lae in 1980.

Method

Septic tank
Pit latrine
None

Total

Buimo

Number

4
99

1

104

Road

%

4
95

1

100

Taraka

Number

36
172

4

212

17
81

2

100

However, the popularity of the pit latrine in both settlements was
deplored by the researchers (3). In the report of the nutritional s tudy, the
researcher wrote:

"Pit methods are the usual form of sanitation. This method is not
successful, a« the ground water table is high and par t of the
settlement is often flooded during the rain".

It was hypothesized further that the failure of these pit latrines could
have affected the health of the settlement dwellers. For example, the



research found a high incidence of intestinal parasites and diarrhoea in the
pre-school children in both settlement.

In Taraka, out of 2] 3 stool samples, 54% had larvae or eggs of
intestinal parasites present. In 12% the counts were moderately high and in
12% the counts were very high. Out of 352 school children, 76% did not
have diarrhoea at the time they were examined, 5% had diarrhoea during
that week, 11% had diarrhoea in the previous week and 8% had diarrhoea for
both weeks (2).

The results (3) lor the pre-school children in the Buimo Road settle-
ment are as follows.

"Larvae or eggs of intestinal parasites were found to be present in
52% of the 96 stool samples taken during the course of the survey.
These included 36% which were infested with hookworm and 16% with
both hookworm and ascaris. In 19% of the samples the counts were
high (greater than 5000), 11% were medium (2000-5000) and 16% low
(under 2000)".

"15% of the children surveyed had diarrhoea near the time of the
survey. Of these, 4% had diarrhoea the week before the survey
and 6% during the survey week. These two groups (10% of the
sample) are likely to be the children suffering from acute diar-
rhoea. A further 5% had diarrhoea during both weeks. These can
be considered chronic cases".

CONCLUSIONS

Clearly, the high rainfall of Lae (annual rainfall is 4800 mm) and the
poor underground drainage - which results in quick flooding in the
settlements - render the pit latrine unsuitable as far as hygiene and
sanitation is concerned. But, the settlement dwellers cannot afford more
sanitary methods. To be able to develop a more sanitary and more hygienic
method, yet financially within the means of the people (if possible with help
from the local government), would be an ideal solution to this situation.
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IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS
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ABSTRACT - Human waste management is a subject that has received global
attention. It is a daily topic. It is no wonder that the United Nations has
declared the igso's as the International Drinking Water Supply and Sani-
tation Decade. One of the objectives of the Decade is that each household
should be provided with a sanitation (excreta disposal) facility. It has
been realised that many diseases of man are of faecal origin. Diseases like
cholera, typhoid fever, dysentry, gastroenterities and ankylostomiàsis are
spread by man ingesting food or water or trodding on soil that has been
contaminated with excreta. Fortunately, about 80% of these diseases are
easily prevented. One method of preventing the spread of faecal-related
diseases is by properly disposing of excreta, that is, use of latrines. The
provision of latrines in households is certainly a good idea. However, the
implementation of programmes of this nature is not without constraints.

IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS OF HUMAN WASTE MANAGEMENT

This subject has four points to be considered. These arei

1. Acceptability
2. Affordability
3. Extension work itcr-ftnv
4. Training needs

1. Acceptability Î Ï J i ^ • • • • • ' • • • ' • ' !

People will accept good things, things that are to their liking and
conform to their cultural values. This is equally true with latrines. A
flush toilet, for instance, being decent and convenient to use, and despite
its high construction costs, is readily acceptable. On the other hand, a pit
latrine with its disadvantages of bad smell, fly breeding and collapsing, is
not readily accepted.

Tribal customes, taboos, and beliefs have played a big role in the
rejection of latrines. Parents-in-laws, for instance, would not share the
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same latrine with sons- or daughters-in-laws. Elders (men) were believed
not to defaecate and it was shameful to be seen doing so by children.
Defaecation was therefore done in secrecy « The bush served as a good
hiding place for this purpose. Men went out to the bush or forest to fell
trees for building purposes and women went to fetch water or firewood from
the nearby river, dug well or bush. While they were doing these works,
they eased themselves in the nearby bush or in the forest.

. Fear of falling into a pit latrine - the most commonly used facility -
was another reason for not accepting to use a latrine. Pregnant mothers
would not use a latrine for fear of abortion. In fact it was the fear of
falling into the pit. People felt unsafe to use latrines that collapsed too
often. They therefore opted to use the bush which, despite of not being
convenient, was safer.

It is to be observed, however, that when people come to live together
in cities and townships, the need for a toilet becomes apparent. Bushes
are not easily available in these areas to provide a cover. Hence privacy
and convenience dictate acceptability. The provision of latrines in urban
centres is a legal requirement, at least in Tanzania. No house shall be
occupied if it does not have a latrine and it is therefore a legal offense
under Public Health Rules. Therefore, people must invariably accept the
use of latrines.

Even in rural areas, people who have come to live together in villages
as observed in Tanzania (as a result of civilisation policy of the country)
have cultivated the habit of using latrines. In some villages a latrinisation
culture has existed for a long time. Hence, indiscriminate defaecation is
usually rare.

As indicated earlier, there are cultural factors and beliefs that negate
the use of latrine. These, however, can be accommodated in project imple-
mentation. For people who cannot share same latrine, two latrines can be
constructed; one for use by parents, and one by children. Alternatively,
the same latrine could serve both men and women if two separate doors are
placed on opposite direction.

Health education has a role to play in, fostering acceptability. If
people understand and imbibe the idea and reasons of using latrines, they
will no doubt accept to use latrines. The construction of safe and durable
latrines will encourage people to use latrines. Privacy and convenience,
including the desire to prevent spread of diseases, are conducive to the
acceptance of the use of latrines. In this; country, and the author believes
in other countries as well, mass public health education campaigns are
amounted through news media such as the radio, newspapers and public
meetings. Constraints relating to news media range from unavailability of
radio sets, batteries and newspapers. This deficit normally occurs in re-
mote rural areas. In Tanzania between 1973 and 1975 the news media,
mainly the radio, was instrumental to the successful campaigns of Mtu ni
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Afya (Man is health) and Chakula ni Uhai (Food is life) which were jointly
launched by the Ministries of Health, Agriculture and Adult Education.

1' Affordability

This will vary from place to place and between individuals. It will
also depend on the technology chosen, material used and the level of wealth
the people have. Conventional sewerage is an attractive sanitary facility
but certainly it is out of the reach of many people. Even septic tank would
be expensive to most rural people. Indeed very few people can afford this
technology, Pit latrines and pour-flush latrines, on the other hand» are
low-cost technologies that a big proportion of people both in urban and
rural areas could afford. The choice of building materials also does matter.
For example, concrete, blocks, burnt bricks or corrugated iron roofing
sheets would be too expensive to many people. But a good latrine could be
made from materials that are locally available. Such materials would include
adobe, treepoles, mud and thatch. It is certainly advantageous to use du-
rable construction materials for durable latrines. The author is convinced
that if people are educated so that they can grasp the importance of using
latrines, they will be easily convinced and motivated to spend some money
to construct latrines that should last at least more than five years. This
would be a saving to them as they will not require a new latrine every two
or three years as they do now. For poor people, the author thinks they
will require some external assistance. This may come from village govern-
ment or central government. Such assistance could also come from foreign
agencies. This assistance, however, will have to go along with people's
contributions in materials, labour and financial forms. The Wanging'ombe
sanitation project in Iringa Region which complements the water supply pro-
ject is a goad example where a donor agency interacts with the villagers to
produce good and durable ventilated improved pit latrines. UNICEF sup-
ports the project by giving two bags of cement, ;i vent pipe and wire
screen for each latrine built. In. addition to this, UNICEF also provides
squatting plates. The level of UNICEF subsidy in this respect is compara-
tively low. It is about Tsh. 300 (Or about US$ 36) per latrine whereas
UNICEF subsidy and indeed other donor agencies on water is higher; about
50% higher than that provided for a sanitation facility.

The provision of cement, squatting slabs», etc. constitutes a big moti-
vation for the people to construct latrines. It is also a policy that each
household shall built its own latrines. This can b9e done on an individual
or co-operative basis. In the Wanging'ombe Sanitation project, for ins-
tance, each lO-cell leadership makes out burnt bricks that would be enough
to build a latrine for every household in that leadership, irrespective of
whether the owner of the household is a poor or well-to-do person. The
use of local fundis (artisans) has become a common practice. These local
artisans are normally required to work on this latrine building project as a
contribution to the village development. They are usually exempted from
other village communal activities.
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3. Extension Work

While it is essential that each household should have and use a latrine,
it is equally important that public places and institutions such as dispen-
saries» health centres, schools, offices and recreation places should be pro-
vided with latrine facilities. The omission of latrines in these places would
encourage people to find other alternatives such as sanitary lanes and other
obscure places. The spread of faecàl-borne diseases would thus be en-
hanced. Public latrines are normally constructed by urban authorities in
these areas- In rural areas, such facilities are usually built on a self-help
basis by people's participation. School pupils could also build their own
latrines if they are well guided. Latrines in schools would be a good
teaching material for children who would later on influence their parents or
the very young ones at home on the use of latrines. Sanitary facilities in
hotels and restaurants are usually indicated in building plans. These plans
cannot be passed if they do not show the provision of sanitary accommo-
dation .

Maintenance and sanitary upkeep of public latrines require very close
supervision, otherwise they will become an eyesore and indeed a threat to
the health of the public. This would necessitate assigning full-time duty
personnel in charge of keeping public latrines clean all the time.

4. Training Needs

There is a need to train craftmen such as man son s and carpenters who
are able to construct latrines with much expertise. Untrained workers
usually mess about and provide low-quaiity structures that will become un-
safe and collapse at anytime. A badly built latrine is as bad as having no
latrine at all. It would repel people from using it because of fear. On-
the-job training is a best approach.

The question of motivation also applies in this case. While users could
be motivated to construct and use latrine by giving them minimal help as
indicated in the case of the Wanging'ombe Sanitation Project, craftmen or
mansons could be motivated by providing them with construction tools such
as trowels, spirit levels and tape measures. They could also be motivated
by giving them some refresher courses on their specialties. There is also a
great need to train supervisors, who will oversee the work of the mansons
or carpenters. More experienced artisans could be selected for such
training. Also health staff such as health officers or health assistants -
who are normally project staff - could be given an orientation course on
latrine construction. They should be motivated by being admitted to conti-
nuing education programmes.

Study tours overseas would be an excellent incentive. Likewise, the
provision of transportation would motivate project staff to work better and
with more interest.
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For more intricate systems such as sewerage schemes and flush toilets ,
including aqua-privies» we would need to train sanitary engineers, archi-
tects * designers, draftmen and perhaps planners. Good salaries and oppor-
tunities to promotion would be excellent incentives for such cadres to work
diligently.

CONCLUSION

The implementation of human waste programmes could be met with pro-
blems, especially if it is accompanied by tribal customes, taboos, beliefs and
fear. Poverty and ignorance of diseases - and of their cause and how they
are spread - are constraints. The author is convinced, however, that if
people are educated and are motivated well on the importance of latrines
and their use, such constraints can be surmounted. Both users and super-
visory staff require motivation of some kind. Health education for all re-
mains a sole reliable weapon that can be used to change people attitudes
towards better health, and thereby facilitates very much the implementation
of human waste programmes which are vital in improving the quality of life
of mankind.
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ABSTRACT - Waste stabil ization ponds have been used as a means to r e -
duce organic pollution and bacter ial contamination in wastewater pr ior to
d i scha rge to the receiving w a t e r s . However, r esea rch f indings repor ted in
the literature differ from region to region. This paper discusses the per-
formance criteria of five ponds in series under tropicai conditions. The
organic loading was adjusted to 187*4 kg BOO /ha-d so that the first, pond
in the series was anaerobic, and the subsequent ponds acted as facultative
or maturation ponds. The results indicated that the five ponds in series
performed satisfactorily with regard to organic, bacterial, nutrient and pa-
rasite removals. The net average BODr , COD and feacaî conforms removals
were 89%, 79% and 99%, respectively, t h e overall ammonia-N and phospho-
rus removals were 32% and 36%, respectively, while the parasfte removal
exceeded 99%.

INTRODUCTION

Waste stabilization ponds are being used increasingly for sewage treat-
ment in many developing countries, where they have economic and techno-
logical advantages over conventional treatment systems. The climates in
many of these countries are ideally suited to the waste stabilization and
treatment. Pond design methods remain largely empirical; various methods
emphasizing either temperature or solar radiation as the limiting factor in
waste treatment.

Since the performance of waste stabilisation ponds also depends upon
meteorological factors such as temperature, sunlight energy, sunlight
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duration, rainfall and seasonal changes, research findings reported in the
literature differ from region to region (1-7). It was this lack of reliable
information - especially in the tropical regions of Asia, Latin America and
Africa - that prompted this investigation on the performance criteria of
waste stabilization ponds with emphasis on organic, bacterial, nutrient and
parasite removals.

This paper outlines the results obtained from a comprehensive study of
the behaviour of five pilot-scale waste stabilization ponds in series under
tropical conditions in North-East Brazil.

RESEARCH OUTLINE AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

Five waste stabilization ponds treating domestic sewage from the city of
Campina Grande, Paraiba, were investigated for an eighteen-month period,
in tropical North-East Brazil. A high organic loading was applied so that
the first pond (Al) was anaerobic, and the second (Fl) and the subsequent
three ponds (Ml, M2 and M3) functioned as facultative or maturation ponds.
The layout of the five'ponds is shown in Figure 1. Campina Grande is
located at 7° 13' 11% South, 35° 53' longitude West, and 547.7 meters above
MSL. The temperature varied from a low of 20°C to a high of 30°, with an
average value of 25°C. The average sunlight intensity, duration, rainfall
and evaporation are given in Table 1. •

Influent k

Sewage Holding
Tank PLAN VIEW inal Effuent

Inflow

overflow

, ., A A Influent to Fi Influent to M 2
Influent to Ai / influant to M /

Sewage Holding Tank

i
M, 1

VERTICAL PROFILE

Influent to M 3

Fig. I. Layout of Five Ponds in Series
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Table 1, Meteorological Parameters

Parameter Monthly Average

Total rainfall, mm
Total evaporation, mm
Solar radiation, Langleys
Sunshine hours

57.42 (2.7-115.4)
177.02 (121.2-238.1)
603.83 (415.0-707.0)
196.35 (104.3-267.2)

The average sewage characteristics with lower and upper ranges are
given in Table 2 for the 18-month experimental period. The pond dimen-
sions and operating parameters and summarised in Table 3.

Table 2. Raw Sewage Characteristics

Parameter
Mean and Range

(Minima & Maxima)

BOD,, rag/1
COD; mg/i
Ammonia N, mg/1
Nitrate N, mg/1
Fecal coliforms, No/100 ml
Total solids, mg/1
Suspended solids, mg/1
Temperature, °C
pH
Phosphorus, total, mg/1

249 (105-358)
192 (399-827)
43.0 (29.2-54.5)
0.29 (0.02-1.65)
4.0 x 10 (0.2x10 -8.4x10 )
1146 (945-1336)
297 (160-405)
26.5 (24.2-28.1)
7.44 (7.35-8.06)
6.84 (4.50-9.70)

The following parameters were daily monitored during the experimental
period: pH, temperature, BOD,., COD, fecal coliforms, ammonia and nitrate
nitrogen, total and suspended solids, total phosphorus, chlorophyll-a, and
some parasite species.

Chemical and bacteriological analysis were carried out according to
Standard Methods (8). The parasites were determined by successive
centrifugation and subsequent identification under the microscope at a
magnification of lOOx. The experiments reported in this paper were carried
out for 18 months from June 1979 to November 1980.
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Table 3. Pond Dimensions and Operating Parameters

Parameter

Dimensions
m

Area, m2 '

Volume, m3

Raw Sewage
Flow Rate,
m3/d

Mean Hydrau-

lic Ret.

Time, d

Areal BOD5*

Loading, Kg

BQD5/ha-d

Volumetric
B00 5 Loa
ding g
B0D5 /m3<l

A I

10.00 x 3.35
x 1.25

34.0

42.0

21.24

2.0

1874.0

150.0

F1

10.00 x 3.3S
x 1.00

34.0

34.0

21.24

1.6

-

Ml

10.00 x 3.3S
x 1.00

34.0

34.0

21.24

•1.6

-

-

M2

10.00 x 3.35
x 1.00

34.0

34.0

21.24

1.6

-

-

M3

10.7 x 3.35
x 1.00

34.0

36 0

21.24

1.7

-

* Raw sewage influent BOD, was assumed to be 300 mg/l.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Waste stabilization pond kinetics involve a complex process encompas-
sing several dinatological and physical parameters. Existing models of
Marais & Shaw (9), Marais (3),' and Aguirre & Gloyna (10) were based on
first order kinetics and consisted of only temperature and detention time as
major parameters. However, Dissanayake (11), Bowles et al. (12) and
Uhlmann (5) pointed out the need to improve < the above models to include
the parameters such as algal concentration, light intensity, light duration,
dispersion number and organic loading, which were also found to affect the
bacterial die-off.

There are many conflicting claims regarding the efficiency primary and
subsequent ponds. This paper discusses the merits of each pond in the
series. The results showed that, under tropical conditions, the five waste
stabilization ponds in series performed satisfactorily with regard to organic,
bacterial, nutrient and parasite removal, even under a relatively high or-
ganic loading and low detention time. Percentage removals of various para-
meters are summarised in Table 4 for the pond series.



Table 4. Percentage Removals of Major Parameters

Parameter Al Fl Ml M2 M3 Overall

BOD
COD
Ammonia - N
Nitrate - N
Fecal coliforms
Total solids
Suspended solids
Phosphorus, total

Organic Matter Removal

75
69
26
22
85
23
79
37

10
9

-1
-6
40

1
13
-4

23
10

4
11
45
-5
6

-3

22
9
3
0

54
1
2
3

19
7
3
0

50
3

-4
2

89
79
32
26
99
23
83
36

.As seen from Table 4, the net average BOD and COD removals of the
pond series were 89% and 79%, respectively. However, of this amount, the
anaerobic pond Al was responsible for the reduction of 75% influent BOD
and 69% of influent COD. Each of ponds Ml, M2 and M3 was responsible
for an average reduction of only 20% BOD and 10% COD. This confirms the
wide-spread belief that tertiary and subsequent ponds are not very effec-
tive in removing the organic matter of primary pond effluents. One reasons
for this may be that the major portion of BOD coining into these ponds
contains non-biodegradable organic matter.

Pond Fl, which acted as a transition pond between anaerobic and fa-
cultative ponds, was responsible for the removal of 10% BOD and 9% COD.
This was mainly because of the high organic loading (468 kg BOD /ha-d)
and low detention time (1-6 days). The pond series was in fact loaded
heavily and cpsrated with low detention times to investigate the effect of
these extreme operating conditions on organic and bacterial removal kine-
tics. The ponds Ml, M2 and M3, though normally considered as maturation
ponds, in fact achieved facultative conditions. Hence, it is evident that
ponds do not behave according to a set pattern, but rather depends on
operating parameters and prevailing environmental conditions. Therefore,
the results of this study shows that a comprehensive mathematical model
describing the kinetics of waste stabilization ponds should include operating
and environmental parameters.

Fecal Coliform Removal

The overall fecal coliform bacterial reduction in the pond series was
99%, while the individual percentage removals of subsequent ponds ranged
from 40 to 85%. These findings confirm the fact that subsequent ponds in a
series are capable of removing fecal coliforms in substantial amounts (3),
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though marginally effective in organic matter removal. The average fecal
coliform removals in pond Al of this study is, however, compatible with the
results of Dissanayake ( I I ) , Marais (3) and Mara et__al. (7.). However, the
results contradict the belief that each subsequent pond in a series achieves
a fecal coliform removal in the range of 90% or more,

In fact, this study reveals that the actual removal of fecal coliforms in
each secondary and subsequent ponds depends on a number of factors such
as organic loading, detention time» sunlight intensity and sunlight duration.
The low fecal coliform removal values reported in this paper (Table 4) are
mainly due to the high influent organic loadings (FÎ - 468,5, Ml - 421.5,
M2 - 324 kg BODp/ha-d) and low hydraulic detention time,

Dissanayako (11) showed that when the detention time increased from 2
to 10 days, the fecal coliform removal increased from 78% to 92%, Marais and
Shaw (9) tabulated results of ponds in USA and South Africa, where E. coli
and total coliform percentage removals in secondary and subsequent ponds
varied substantially as the organic loading and detention time varied.
Hence, the results of this study further confirms that fecal coliform removal
in secondary and subsequent ponds does not Me in a constant range (as
widely believed to be over 90%) but depends on a number of parameters
such as temperature, detention time, organic loading, pond dispersion num-
ber, sunlight intensity and sunlight duration.

In the pond series, the overall total solids, total volatile solids, sus-
pended solids, volatile suspended solids and 3ettleable solids percentage
removals were 23, 56, 83 and 98, respectively. Pond AL achieved major
portions of these removals, while the efficiencies of solids removal in other
ponds were marginal.

Nutrient Removal

The overall amraonia-N and nitrate-N reductions were 32% and 22%,
respectively. However, major portions of ammonia-N (26%) and nitrate-N
(22%) were removed in pond AX which was anaerobic. These amounts are
compatible with those reported by Gann et al. (13). The overall total
phosphorus removal was 36% and virtually all of this was achieved in pond
Al. This shows that in a series of ponds, secondary facultative and sub-
sequent ponds are not effective in the further removal of nutrients. Since
nitrogen and phosphorus act as limiting factors to phytoplankton growth,
their reductions in higher amounts are necessary to completely inhibit eu-
trophication. However, in designing a series of ponds, consideration
should be given to the fact that secondary facultative and subsequent
ponds are only marginally effective in removing nutrients.

Parasitei__Riemoval

Certain parasite species were measured in the raw sewage and the
effluents of the five ponds. These results are summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5. Parasite Counts in the Influent ana Pond Effluents

Mean and Range (Number/litre)

Parasites ïnTÛ^nT"™ Âï FÏ* ÏCÎT M2 ÏB

588(192-1757) 20(0-40) 1(0-20) 0 1(0-5} 8(0-120)lumbncoiues

Aneilostomi- 8 9 5 ( 1 0 2 . 3 0 5 0 ) 25(0-95) 10(0-60) 2(0-10) 6(0-60) 4(0-50)
dec* sp,

« Entamoeba 1269(79~5087) 33(0-215) 17(0-117) 1(0-15) 5(0-60) 8(0-120)con

Entaraoeba 191((KL414) 8(0-70) 5(0-60) 1(0-5) 3(0-20) 1(0-20)
histolityca

Trichuris
trichiura 23(0-57)

nana

Taenia sp.

Iodarnoeba
butschlii

4(0-19)

2(0-7)

43(0-443)

0(0-3)

0

0(0-7)

0

0

2(0-10)

0

0

2(0-10)

0

0

0

0

0

1(0-20)

The overall parasite removal in the pond series exceeded 99%; pond A3
achieved 90% of this reduction while the efficiency in other ponds varied
from one pond to the other for each parasite species. Therefore, th
usefulness of subsequent ponds in a series stem from the removal of
bacteria and $..i

Algae Genera in Ponds

In the secondary facultative pond and the three maturation ponds»
Euglena, Chlorella anJ Phacus were the predominating algal species. Algal
concentrations were measured in the form of chlorophyH-a. The average
chlorophyll-a concentrations during the 18 month period in F l , Ml, M2 and
m3 were 33, 84, 132 and 142 mg/1» respectively.

In order to have a broaden knowledge about the various algal genera]
present in facultative and maturation ponds, 22 algal species were observed
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ABSTRACT - Several low-cost sanitary alternatives - like the trench la-
tr ine, composting latrine, single tank septic latrine, etc. - have been deve-
loped in recent years for low-income housing areas. The authors have re-
cently developed a composting latrine biogas plant with much success. The
garbage of the locality can be composted together with the outcome slurry
from the gas plant in the adjoining pits. Every latrine chamber is provided
with water with the tank on siphon principle, so wastage of water is com-
pletely avoided. We can get best quality organic manure rich in N, P, K,
and other trace elements, and also the valuable biogas, the value of which
will compensate for the salary of the worker employed for the maintenance
of the unit. It has been found that any community latrine is beyond the
approach of the children, old persons and disabled persons of the families
in .the--community and they cover nearly half of the population of the com-
munity. The 'Box Latnnj;1 has been found to be the best solution for this
problem. From experience in the operation and maintenance of the commu-
nity latrine, we can say that this community latrine must be operated on a
co-operative basis. This system will prove most beneficial for the low-
income settlements as :

1. the users will look after the unit carefully and hence there is no
chance of damages;

2. the latrines will be used cleanly and sanitarily;

3. the community can employ a biogas and compost technician, whose
salary will be compensated for by the value of biogas produced in
the unit;

4. the value of the manure will be a bonus for the community; and

5. the garbage in the locality is to be collected for composting.
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of rural sanitation in India was identified by Mahatma
Gandhi and he brought it to the notice of village social workers and in-
sisted them to emphasize on the same. Gandhiji's main object of rural sani-
tation programmes was total cleanliness of villages, with special attention to
the disposal of nightsoil by a means that villagers would afford by their low
incomes. Naturally from the beginning, efforts were aimed to find out suit-
able alternatives for the low-income groups in the villages. Secondly,
besides sanitation Gandhiji laid equal stress on securing the manure from
the nightsoil. He was against the Western methods of nightsoil disposal
which totally ingnored the manure. The philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi gave
inspiration to many and devoted workers emerged out in a large number.
Such inspiration and devoted workers are important for initiating sanitation
programmes. Mere scientific and technical viewpoints would not suffice.
To achieve his aims, Gandhiji started with a simple trench system for the
disposal of nightsoil; and, with more and more experience and experiments
with it, several improved and modified designs were worked out.

Since 1945, the programme got a momentum and many government and
non-government institutions got themselves involved in the same. As a
result, several types of sanitary latrines were evolved. At present in
India, many types of nightsoil disposal systems are operating like bore
hole, pit, trench, the Wardha type, the Gopuri, the Castle, the PRAI,
etc., and some modified designs of these types. Every type has its merits
and demerits.

'NAIGAON KHATGHA1 (A Family Latrine Unit)

In early fifties, the authors studied and tried many of the above-said
types and finally - on the basic principle of biogas plant - we worked out a
cheaper and most scientific design of latrine which can technically be called
"single-tank mini septic compost latrine". It is well known that the septic
action - anaerobic digestion - is the best method for the disposal of night-
soil. Our design is based on the same principle. In India this type is
known as 'NAIGAON KHATGHAR' (Khat - manure, Ghar - house) - a family
unit producing organic manure. This type has been proved to be very
successful as a family unit both in rural as well as urban areas.

It is very convenient to convert service latrines (basket type) into
this type in urban areas. Hundreds of service latrines were converted into
the 'Naigaon' type in cities. Similarly municipal community latrines were
also converted into the 'Naigaon1 type within a short time. Besides conver-
sion, new erections were also done on an individual as well as community
basis. Later, in mid sixties, the 'Gandhi Smarak Nidhi1 - an institution
working on the Gandhian principles in rural areas - adopted this type for
extension work and is now still propagating the type.



COMMUNITY LATRINE BIOGAS PLANT

Nearly all the workers involved in the sanitation programme had come
to the conclusion that, as far as possible, the community latrine should not
be encouraged. Instead, family units should be advocated. This resulted
in the negligence of the community latrines. The misplaced defecation in
the open was continued, and due to this fact the environment used to
become filthier and unhygienic.

Then onwards we directed our research and extension work towards
Gobar (cow-dung) gas plant-cum-latrine for the villagers. With the expe-
rience of the same, we have designed a community biogas plant utilizing
only human waste as a feeding material which has been proved to be much
cheaper, aesthetic and sanitary than the conventional community latrine.
The unit is known as the 'biogas compost community latrine', the details of
which are given in the succeeding paragraphs.

The unit is welcomed by the public because of its outstanding features
of giving a valuable biogas and rich organic manure - hitherto neglected in
any other type of community latrine - the benefits of which are well known.
Besides, the unit is popular because :

a. it is free from foul odour;

b. there are no fly and mosquito nuisances;

c. the garbage of the community can be composted; and

d. the outcoming effluent helps in keeping the community surroundings
clean and sanitary.

The unit can be conveniently said to serve for a long period since :

a. The excreta from the basin flow immediately to the digester unit;
and there are least chances of the corrosion of the complete latrine
unit as well as of the squatting plates.

b. The gas plant attached is a modified fixed-dome type, constructed
in brick masonary work and nowhere steel is used. Naturally the
whole design is least corrosive and long lasting,

From the economic point-of-view, this type is found to be cheaper than
any other sanitary community latrines. Naturally affordability is no pro-
blem.

As per our experience, unlike any other type of community latrines,
we have found no difficulty in receiving public acceptance of this type as it
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is cheaper, aesthetic, sanitary, easy to maintain, and producing biogas an2
richly organic manure.

WHY COMMUNITY LATRINE BIOGAS PLANTS?

The agriculture throughout the world is suffering from the serious
disadvantages of synthetic fertilizers. The only remedy to avoid these ha-
zards is to replace these fertilizers with appropriate organic manures. For-
tunately, developing countries can handle every source, which will give
abundant organic manure. Human waste is the never-ending source of the
best quality organic manure.

Besides the fertilizer issue, the world is also facing an energy crisis.
Biogas is one of the alternatives which can alleviate the energy crisis to a
great extent and that too can be had from human waste. By implementing a
proper disposal system, we can get organic manure and biogas from human
waste at the same time.

In this way human waste does not remain a waste, but becomes a
national wealth; and the issue of its management - hitherto supposed to be
a time-consuming and tedious task - becomes a wealthy, productive and
lively national activity.

The design under discussion in capable of giving the two main advan-
tages discussed above. Besides, the unit does not contaminate surface soil,
surface water or ground water. It is free from odour and inaccessible to
flies and other animals. There is no handling of fresh excreta and the
construction, materials and methods are simple and inexpensive.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGN

The design consists of a modified fixed-dome type latrine biogas plant,
having an expected gas capacity (say 500 eft). The required number of
latrines with specially prepared basins (having sufficient slope) are
attached to the inlet or feeding chamber of the plant by a pipe line having
a sufficient gradient. The number of latrines to be attached depends upon
the number of users. One latrine can be considered sufficient for twenty
five persons. Each latrine is provided with a small water tank inside at
hand. It is constantly filled with water, which is supplied on the siphoning
principle from the a main water tank outside. This method of water supply
avoids the misuse of water and helps the user keep the basins clean easily.

A community latrine biogas plant of 500 eft capacity will consist of 20
latrines. This will be sufficient for 500 users.
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BENEFITS OF THE DESIGN

This plant will give 500 eft of biogas per day. A gas engine of 5 HP
capacity can be run for 6 to 7 hours by using this gas (@ 15 eft gas per
Hp-hour). Devices like floor mill, generator, etc., can be operated with
the help of this engine. The biogas can also be utilized directly for street
lighting. 500 eft of biogas will light 25 gas lamps of 40-candle power each
for 8 hours.

In addition to the biogas, at least 500 tonnes of compost is obtained
per annum from the unit. The compost is rich in n-'Togen, phosphorus and
potassium, and contains trace elements as well. When added to the soil, it
helps in building up humus content and all the physical properties of the
soil are improved. The population of beneficial microflora and macroflora is
increased, which in turn results in healthy and bumper crops.

MAINTENANCE OF THE UNIT

The community can employ a biogas and compost technician, whose
salary will be compensated for by the value of biogas produced in the unit.
The value of the manure will also be a bonus for the community.

THE 'BOX LATRINE'

It has been found that any community latrine is beyond the approach
of the children, old persons and disabled persons of the families in the
community and they cover nearly half of the population of the community.
There must be some provision for the disposal of human waste for this cate-
gory of users, which should be convenient and cheap. In the absence of
such a provision, environmental conditions will remain filthy and unhealthy
- a source of suffering and disease.

The 'Box Latrine' (costing Rs. 30 to 50 in India), which we have
organised, has been found to be the best solution for this problem. The
box latrine is a handy device, most convenient even for a child. Being
cheap, every family can keep it at home. Besides, the box has been
proved to be a multipurpose sanitary facility. It can be emptied at any
time at leisure in an emptying tank specially provided in the community
latrine unit.
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ABSTRACT - This paper f irst discusses i y p j ^ ç ç
cost human waste management. Among these waste management methods,
the double-vault composting latrine was selected for modification. The
second discussion centers the modifications of the double-vault composting
latrine, so that additional features can be incorporated in this system to
improve its efficiency without too much added-on cost. A new system called
the Vault Wheel-Box Latrine is introduced in this paper. Finally, the dis-
posal of the decomposed human waste as fertilizer to crop land is also dis-
cussed.

ASSESSMENT OF LOW-COST TECHNOLOGY FOR HUMAN WASTE
MANAGEMENT

According to UNICEF News (1), in the industrialized countries, the
cost of installing a modern household water supply system is about US$ 500
per person, and of a waste disposal system connected to a sewer, an addi-
tional US$ 500 per person is needed. Such high costs cannot possibly be
borne in developing countries, in many of which the gross national product
is only US$ 200 to US$ 300 per person. Therefore, technologies for water
and sanitation in the developing countries must be kept as low as possible,
between US$ 5 and US$ 75 per person.

Several low-cost human waste management systems are frequently pro-
moted. Four of which were reported in the UNICEF News (1), namely:

1. The "long drop" latrine,
2. The "ROEC": Reed odorless earth closet,
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3. The pour-flush toilet, and
4. The double-vault composting latrine.

The simplified designs of these systems are reproduced in Figures 1 to
4. Among these four low-cost human waste management systems, the "long
drop" latrine was utilized in Sanna, Yemen, a hundred years ago. How-
ever, its present applicability is limited because modern construction prac-
tice will no longer support the "long drop" latrine. In other words, this
systems is no longer cost-effective in taller buildings.

The "ROEC" system requires a pit in the ground. The underground
waste holding pit is harder to maintain and the waste cannot be easily re-
moved from the pit. Furthermore, if the pit is not lined with impervious
material, liquid waste leakage from the pit could contaminate groundwater
supply.

The pour-flush toilet system was designed to use water to flush the
toilet. In places where water is also a limited resource, the usefulness of
this system will be limited.

As pointed out by UN officials, the double-vault composting latrine
system has merits to be promoted because it requires no water, and the
decomposed human waste can be utilized as fertilizer. This system will not
create the waste disposal problem since liquid waste and solid waste are
separated and recycled safely. In other words, the double-vault com-
posting latrine system has met the criteria of low cost, recycling waste
without inducing disposal problem, and sanitation without the use of water.

MODIFICATION OF THE DOUBLE-VAULT COMPOSTING LATRINE

The applicability of the double-vault composting latrine system has
been discussed above. However, in order to fully utilize this system, some
improvements of this system are suggested in the following. As shown in
Figure 4, this system should have better ventilation by using the screened
vent pipe set-up as showed in Figure 2, The urine collection system and
the storage pot should be covered. Also the feces receptor holes should be
covered when they are not in use. In other words, the system should
cover the waste collection systems to prevent the odor release and insect
intrusion to human waste.

The idea of the double-vault composting latrine is to separate liquid
human waste (urine) from solid human waste (feces); and storing these
wastes in tightly closed containers. Furthermore, the use of double-vault
is to use one of the vaults for storing the solid human waste for an ex-
tended period (45 days minimum) in order to allow the human waste to com-
plete the decomposition process. The decomposed human waste will then
become a useful fertilizer. The dimensions and capacity of each vault have
not been shown in any of the newsletters distributed by the United



Nations. However, judging from the photographs from UNICEF News (1),
the minimum dimensions of a double-vault composting latrine are approxi-
mately 2 m in length, 1 m in width and 1 m in depth. Since one of the
double vaults is used for waste decomposition process and would be sealed
for at least 45 days, the volume of each vault can be designed subjected to
the number of users. If each user produces 2 liters of solid waste per day
and there are eight users for the latrine, the minimum dimensions estimated
previously in this discussion should be adequate.

The other advantage of the double-vault composing latrine design is its
above ground placement which makes operation and maintenance of the la-
trine easier. That is, the decomposed human waste can be removed from
the vault more conveniently than from a pit which is located below ground
level. As showed in UNICEF News (1), the compost in a double vault com-
posting latrine was removed by a boy using a shovel and baskets. This
practice can be modified and a new system is introduced in the following.

THE FOK VAULT WHEELED-BOX LATRINE (An Significant Improvement of
the Double-Vault Composting Latrine)

The removal of human waste from the double-vault latrine is laborous.
In order to simplify the waste removal process, the access doors of the
double vaults can be redesigned to accommodate a suitable sized wheel box,
which can be fitted in each vault like a drawer (see Figure 5). Since the
waste is deposited in the wheel box, the capacity of the double-vault latrine
will have great flexibility because a filled wheel box can be removed. With
this new improvement, the double-vault latrine may also be redesigned as a
single-vault latrine. The construction and design of the wheel box can use
local materials. If the wheel box is removed from the air-tight vault, it
should be covered air-tight during transportation to a decomposing site to
complete the minimum 45 days decomposing process. If the wheel box is
lined with non-biodegradable plastic sheets or other local water-seal ma-
terial, the vault wheel box can be sealed for the completion of the 45 days
decomposing period. There are many alternatives that can be suggested to
this operation; however, the concepts should be maintained in order that
sanitation has the first priority in all operations. The use of plastic or
similar products for the vault wheel box has potential. In developed coun-
tries, plastic or other petro-materials are used for non-returnable con-
tainers.

DISPOSAL OF THE DECOMPOSED HUMAN WASTE AS FERTILIZER TO CROP
LAND

As promoted by UNDP, the decomposed human waste from the double-
vault latrine is used to fertilize crop land, a practice in many countries for
thousands of years. Kitchen ashes added to the vault would help to deodo-
rize the human waste and add plant nutrients. In high rainfall areas where
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crop land soils tend to be acid, the addition of kitchen ashes with lime
would be beneficial. The decomposed human waste has been claimed to be
free of pathogenic bacteria and intestinal worm ova but viruses are a
concern. The virus problems should be investigated.

CONCLUSIONS

According to the discussions presented in this paper, the following
conclusions can be made :

1. The double-vault latrine system has many advantages over other
systems in practical and low cost for human waste management. It
will cost little to built (US$ 50), it requires no water and hence
groundwater contamination is not a problem, kitchen ashes can be
used for deodorizing, urine is separated from feces, and the waste
can be stored in one sealed vault for decomposition.

2. Improvements of the double-vault latrine can be made so that with
slight additional cost, the latrine can be made more effective. Some
improvements suggested in this paper are :

a. The receptor holes for liquid (urine) and solid (feces) wastes
should be covered when the latrine is not in use to prevent
odor release and insect intrusion to the waste.

b. The capacities and dimensions of the vault should be designed
to suit the number of intended users.

c. The double-vault latrine should be provided with a standpipe
for ventilation purposes.

3. A new system called the Vault Wheeled-Box Latrine is introduced in
this paper. In this new system, the vault is fitted with a drawer-
like wheeled box will provide capacity flexibility because the waste
collected from the latrine can be removed and stored in another
location for the sealed decomposition process.

4. Decomposed human waste has been used as fertilizer in many coun-
tries for centuries. Human waste sealed in a container for a mini-
mum 45 days will be decomposed into an organic compost which will
be odorless, free of pathogenic bacteria and intestinal ova.
However, the problem of virus should be investigated so that viral
diseases can be controlled.
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Figure

1. The "long drop" latrine

An example of an age-old technol-
ogy, found in the old city of Sanaa in
Yemen, Sanaa houses are very tall, and
are usually occupied by one extended
family. Each house has one or two
lavatory-bathrooms on each floor, lo-
cated next to a vertical shaft. While the
design is not ideal, it answers the needs
of the urban dwellers for cleanliness
and privacy.

receptacle

Source: Winbud and Kilama, Sanitation without
Water, SIDA. Stockholm.



Figure
2. The "ROEC": Reed

Odorless Earth Closet
This is an improved version of

the simple pit latrine. The ventila-
tion is improved by the pipe,
200 mm diameter, painted black
and put on the sunny side so that
the air will heat and create an up-
draught. The cap with a screen
on the top is to prevent flies
entering and spreading infection.
The ROEC, which has been in-
troduced in Botswana, Philip-
pines, and elsewhere, is mainly
constructed from local materials,
but the pipe and some cement
need to be bought. Depending on
construction method, cost: $100-
$150.

Source: Winbad and Kilama, Sanitation
without Water, SIDA, Stockholm.

Figure

3. The pour-flush toilet

cement floor
water-seal
latrine pan

Source: World Bank.

fly screen
— vent pipe

chute \) \s''
\ -•' i recs' i receptacle y

i y

This simple toilet requires only
one or two litres of water to
flush, compared to 20 to 25 litres
in a standard modern water
closet. The waste is washed
through a water-seal pan, made
of plastic, or for • example in
Bangladesh where jute is the
cheapest material, of jute fabric
coated with plastic. The bowls
are light and easy to transport.
They cost around $5 each, and
are used extensively in India, and
in Malaysia, Bolivia and Laos.
The cost of the rest of the con-
struction depends on the choice
of materials, as with the ROEC.
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4. Double vault composting latrine

groove

access doors

This latrine is principally found in Vietnam and to some extent in
China. It is particularly suited to densely-populated areas, where the
water table is high, and the use of ordinary unsealed pit latrines pollutes
the ground water. In the "double vault" latrine, there are two cement-
lined vaults or boxes above ground level. These are used alternately, and
the one not in use is sealed so as to create anaerobic conditions in which
harmful bacteria are neutralized. Urine is separated from fecal matter by
the use of a groove in the floor, and a run-off into a separate container.
The fecal matter is composted, and after a minimum sealed-off period of
45 days, rendered into a dark grey, harmless, odourless, nitrogen-iich
fertilizer, which is then removed. The cost of construction of the double
vault latrine is very low because only a small amount of cement is
needed: $50. The fertilizer produced also has a value. The double vault
latrine is now being promoted by UNICEF in Bangladesh, Burma and
Egypt.

Source: Winbad and KUamu, Sanitation without Water, Sida, Stockholm.
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Figure 5. Schematic Design of Vault ttal-Box Latrine
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of Ouagadougou
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APPENDIX

Many people around the world live in densely-populated river deltas, where the
high water table means that ground water easily becomes polluted if unsealed pit la-
trines are used. The "double vault" latrine* commonly used in Vietnam and China
overcomes this problem, and also provides a valuable side-benefit: fertilizer. This
latrine, shown here at different stages of construction, is being built in Quang Ba, a
village in Vietnam which the President once described as the dirtiest in the whole
country. The villagers, under the guidance of the local doctor, made such a deter-
mined effort to clean up the village that they eventually won his approval as an
example to other communities. Photos by JACQUES DANOIS, UNICEFs Senior
Information Officer in East Asia.

*A diagram of this latrine is shown on page 21.
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1. The unimproved pit latrine: the human waste, deposited below ground
level, can easily contaminate the ground water, especially if the pit J'N un-
lined. Those who go barefoot are easy prey to hookworm anil other
parasites,

2. Early construction: the basic shell of the "double vault" latrine is made
of sun-baked bricks. The twin "vaults" are above ground and the bamboo
scaffolding for the ceiling of one is already in place. They are divided by a
wall, and are completely lined with cement to create anaerobic or
oxygen-free conditions, in which harmful Ëarms are organically
destroyed.

3. and 4. The models, exterior and interior: these are used as teaching aids
to explain to villagers the benefits of the latrine's design. When one
"vault" is in use, the other is scaled. When composted, the contents are
rendered into a harmless, odourless, removable fertilizer. Urine is sepa-
rately collected, in the groove which leads into the receptacle at right (see 4).

5. Nearing completion: the outer walls are rising. The latrine is conven-
iently situated near the owner's house, which pleases the local doctor, be-
cause people used to build them much further away from their homes.

6. The finished hitrine: its total building costs have come to less than S50—
mostly on cement for the "vault" lining and the floor. The doctor reports
that parasitical diseases among children have all but disappeared in Quung
Ba since the latrines were introduced.

7. Harmless, odourless fertilizer: this is shovelled out after a minimum of
45 days through the door at the front. Human waste is a traditional
fertilizer in this part of the world, and once reduced into this totally in-
nocuous material, it retains all its nitrogen-rich properties without any
risk to public health. UNICEF is now promoting this kind of latrine in
Bangladesh, Egypt and Burma.



ROLE OF SULABH SHAUCHALAYA IN HUMAN WASTE MANAGEMENT
- AN INDIAN EXPERIENCE -

B. Pathak

"Sanitation is infinitely ennobling"
- Mahatma Gandhiji.

UBRARV
INTRODUCTION h, p^f-, -^R Cenfr»

Management of the exit of food is as important as its intake. Although
this is a significant subject and can be discerned as a vital source of
energy and higher production, this was never considered in India as much
important as irrigation, transportation, electricity, etc. Delving into the
past, we find that people in ancient India, due to easy availability of land,
used open spaces for defecation. In our Vedic literature, we do not find
any mention about particular design of latrine. In some of the literature -
like the Code of Conduct, chapter of "Daivi Bhagwat Puran" - it was men-
tioned that one must ease away from dwelling apartments before sunrise by
digging a hole in the earth and filling up the same with dry leaves, grass
or soil, etc., before and after defecation. Our great economist, Kautilya,
too touched upon the subject, but he was not able to give a clear idea
about the types of latrines used for defecation.

There are references of baths and bathing in the Indus Valley civili-
zation , in India, but no details of the types are found. Till the 19th Cen-
tury, no serious effort was made for a passionate search for an economical,
safe and hygienic system - other than the sewerage and septic tank - for
the proper disposal of human wastes. A random sampling reveals that over
70 percent of the urban population in India is bereft of the sewerage and
septic tank facility. People use either service latrines, drains, roads or
open spaces for defecation, which pollute the atmosphere and give birth to
a number of diseases. The lamentable fact is that service latrines need the
services of a particular section of the people to clean manually them and
that section is treated as untouchable in our country.

While the origin of scavenging in India is still shrouded in mystery,
researchers say that the sub-human practice of carrying nightsoil on head
started after the Mughal invasion of India. Now we have come to know that
the English and Americans were also acquainted with the system of scaveng-
ing. To quote Christopher Hamlin 91), who mentioned in his article "Se-
wage Waste or Resource" in the monthly journal "Scavenger" (July, 1982) :

"Before the coming of the water closet, the sewage of European
cities was disposed of by "scavengers", men who made nightly
rounds of the cities (hence "nightsoil"), collect the contents of
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privy vaults and cart these to nearby farming areas. Often the
farmer who brought his produce to the city returned home with a
load of fertilisers. This was also a custom in America, where the
widespread introduction of water closets and sewage systems oc-
curred only late in the century. But by the mid-19th Century, the
scavenging system broke down in many places. As cities grew, so
did the supply of sewage. The laws of supply and demand pre-
vailed and the bottom fell out of the nightsoil market. Farmers
living near cities were saturated, while for those living further
away, transportation costs were too high".

According to the survey of housing conditions conducted by the Na-
tional Sample Survey in 1973-74 (2) , a one-third of the urban population of
120 million in India - accounting for 40 millions - was still using service
latrines, although the sewerage and septic tank systems came into existence
in 1400 A.D. and 1460 A.D., respectively. Then where does the missing
link lie? Certainly it is predominantly the economic constraints which have
barred the mass adoption of sewerage and septic tank systems.

In India from 1930 onwards, a dynamic search for a safe and econo-
mical alternative to the sewerage and septic tank systems for the disposal of
nightsoil started. Trench latrine, dug-well latrine and bore-hole latrines
were tried, but failed. They could not satisfy the conditions laid down for
a sanitary latrine. Then came the one-pit hand-flush water-seal latrine
which was adopted in Gujarat, Kerala, Madras and Uttar Pradesh. In
India, organisations like the All India Institute of Health & Hygiene,

• Calcutta; the Rockfeller Foundation; the National Environmental Engineering
Research Institute, Nagpur; the Planning Research & Action, Lucknow
(U.P.); Nagafgarh, Delhi; the Research-Cum-Action Institute, Poonamali;
the Environmental Sanitation Project, Kerala; the Safai Vidyalaya, Gujarat;
and international organisations like WHO, UNICEF, and UNDP, have played
an important role in establishing the technology of hand-flush water-seal
latrine in India.

In India, although some people talked about - and gave a concept to -
the two-pit hand-flush water-seal latrine, at first they did not give due
attention to it.

On the basis of the designs suggested by Wagner & Lanoix of WHO,
the Ministry of Works & Housing, Government of India; the Harijan Sewak
Sangh; the Gandhi Smarak Nidhi; and the National Gandhi Centenary Com-
mittee, India; the author developed a design of a two-pit hand-flush water-
seal toilet which is popularly known as the "Sulabh Shauchalaya" ' in India.
So far, about 80,000 Sulabh Shauchalayas have been installed in different
states of India like Bihar, WEst Bengal, Tripura, Orissa and Uttar Pradesh.
The installation of a large number of the two-pit hand-flush water-seal
toilet is the contribution of the Sulabh International.
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It was during the Gandhi Centenary year 1969 when, with a view to do
away with the demeaning practice of manual handling of human excreta, the
Government of Bihar, with the concurrence of the Ministry of Works &
Housing, Government of India, directed all the local bodies of the State to
convert all the existing dry latrines into water-flush latrines. The Stage
Government provided the entire cost of construction by giving half of the
amount as subsidy and the rest as loan to the house-owners. From 1967 to
1974, the State Government allotted a sum of Rs. 3.4 million to different
local bodies for the conversion programme, but with no tangible results. In
1974, the State Government recognised the Sulabh Shauchalaya Sansthan,
now the Sulabh International, and since then the programme has been
widely acclaimed.

Sulabh Shauchalaya is a hand-flush water-seal compost toilet, or pour-
flush toilet, which is cheaper in construction than the sewerage and septic
tank systems. Even a petty amount of Rs. 100 can suffice for construc-
tion, which shows that it is equally good for rich and poor people. Only
two litres of water is required to flush the nightsoil from the pan to the
leaching pit. The design of the Sulabh Shauchalaya is such that the gases
produced in the pits are absorbed by the soil. Hence, it is odourless and
this cachet has led to the installation of the Sulabh Shauchalayas even in
bedrooms and in the vicinity of kitchens. As the nightsoil in this system is
converted into a good manure, any - even the house-owner himself - can
clean the pit.

This striking feature of the system does not necessitate the services of
scavengers. The manure obtained can be used in fields or kitchen gardens
as fertilizer, which can increase the productivity of the field and correct
the deficiencies of chemical fertilizers when put together. Moreover, it
fulfills all the seven conditions for a sanitary latrine laid down by Wagner
and Lanoix in their book 'Excreta Disposal for Rural Areas and Small
Communities' which are as follows (3) :

1. The surface soil should not be contaminated.

2. There should be no contamination of ground water that may enter
springs or wells.

3. There should be no contamination of surface water.

4. Excreta should not be accessible to flies or animals.

5. There should be no handling of fresh excreta; or, when this is
indispensable, it should be kept to a strict minimum.

6. There should be freedom from odours or unsightly conditions.

7. The method used should be simple and inexpensive in construction
and operation.
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DESIGN OF THE SULABH SHAUCHALAYA

It would be useful to describe briefly the design of the Sulabh Shaucha-
laya which has been developed by the author (4). The Sulabh Shauchalaya
mainly consists of a paltform, footrest, water seal, pan, drain, tanks and
tank covers.

The platform, made of bricks in cement mortar, is 3 ft (900 mm) long,
3 ft (900 mm) wide, and about 1 ft (300 mm) above the ground level. Foot-
rests, made of bricks in cement mortar, are placed slightly higher over the
platform.

The maximum depth of the pan - which is 400 to 600 mm long, and its
front and rear portions are circular having radii of about 50 mm and 125
mm, respectively - is up to 225 mm. The front depth is 12.5 mm and it
slopes at an angle of 33° towards the point of opening at the bottom, which
is about 75 mm in diameter. It is made of white cement, marble chips and
jnarble dust in the proportion of 1:1:0.25. Its exposed surface is rubbed
with carborandum stone.

The pan is fixed on a water-seal made of c-c-l:2:4 and has an opening
of 75 mm in diameter. The water-seal is made in such a way that its pass-
age is circular tapering at the bottom from both sides.

Our specially designed V-shaped water-seal plays a very important role
as it requires only a minimum amount of water - say a litre or two - for
flushing the excreta into the tank, and always keeps the pan and the sur-
roundings completely odourless, thereby making the Sulabh Shauchalaya
psychologically and practically acceptable to all.

There is a brick surface drain connecting the water-seal with tanks
for the passage of sullage.

Two circular tanks, 100 mm in diameter and 1000 mm deep - or two
rectangular tanks (825 mm x 750 mm), 1200 mm deep - are provided in the
system. Circular tanks consume more space than the rectangular ones.
The side walls of the tanks are provided with honey combs, while the
bottom is left earth-based to facilitate the percolation of water. The honey
comb can, however, be eliminated if the site conditions are favourable.
Only one tank is put to use at a time while the other is kept closed. The
second is opened for use only after the first gets filled up. While the
second tank is in use, the human excreta get transformed into manure in
the first tank. One pit is filled up in about 4-5 years when used daily by
5-6 persons. The tanks are covered with pre-cast RCC slabs with iron
rings on the top for handling if and when needed.

Five typical designs have been enclosed to illustrate the functioning of
the Sulabh Shauchalayas in different conditions.
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FUNCTIONING OF THE SCHEME

Adoption in different soil conditions : The Sulabh Shauchalayas have
been constructed in different types of soil ranging from latérite soil found
in India : parts of WEst Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Kama-
taka, Tamil Nadu, Orissa and Andhra Pradesh, to alluvial deposits spread
over the Indo-Gangetic basin found in parts of Bihar, U.P., Assam and
WEst Bengal. This system covers both the saline and alkaline soils and

r thus it has been found suitable in soils with appreciable variations in gene-
tics and morphological, physical, chemical and biological characteristics asso-
ciated with changing physiography, climate and vegetation.

IMPROVEMENT OF DESIGN

Honey combs in the side walls of the pits are provided primarily for
distribution of earth pressure, absorption of gases and percolation of water
through the side walls. In practice, it has been found that the pits func-
tion well even without the honey comb. Rather, it helps reduce the possi-
bility of pollution and also in warding off the rat menace, without adversely
affecting in any way the structural stability.

The next improvement is in the RCC slabs, used as tank covers.
These are now being plastered on the inner surface with cement to prevent
corrosion of the reinforcement in the slab. At the same time, the slabs
become more durable.

The adopters of the system were apprehensive that the foundation
would become weak due to the accumulation of water in sub-soil. But no
such phenomenon has been noticed so far, even after the installation of
80,000 Sulabh Shauchalayas in various parts of the country in different soil
and water-table conditions. In conditions of high humidity and tempe-
rature, the process of decomposition is accelerated which is conducive to
the transformation of excreta into manure. But for the cleaning operation
the summer season, in India, i .e . , from March to May, is preferable to
other seasons.

The Sulabh Shauchalaya has been found successful in household installa-
tions where the number of users is limited. In public conveniences, the
system of leaching pits has not been functioning very satisfactorily
because of a large number of users, which necessitates a frequent cleaning
of the tanks. This experience of the author has been corroborated by the
findings of Macdonal in 1952 (5), who observed that water-seal latrines
should be constructed only in family installations and they were not suitable
for use in public conveniences. Hence, for community latrines, we have
now switched over to the septic tank system. Biogas has also been intro-
duced of late in community latrine complexes.

• \
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FILLING OF PITS

It is envisaged that filling of leaching pits provided in the system
would be in the order of 2 eft per person per year. Factual observations
have now been made and the results in a nutshell are summarised below
(4) .

Period

The rate of filling is 1.2 eft per person per year in pits of 2-year
old, which gradually reduces to 0.644 eft for pits which have been func-
tioning efficiently for more than 5 years. The results are shown in Table
1.

Table 1, Average Rate of Filling of Pits
of Different Age-Groups

Age of the pit Average volume, filled
cft/person/year

2 years 1.214
3 years 1.036
4 years 0.854
5 years 0.829
More than 5 years 0.844

Soil Conditions

The type of soil has a significant effect on the rate of filling as shown
by Table 2. A
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Table 2. Average Rate of Filling of Pits
in Different Soil Conditions

SI. No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Age

2
3
4
5

More

of the

years
years
years
years

than 5

Pit

years

Soil
Type

1.
0
0
0
0

333
.963
.820
.825
.664

Volume in

Soil
1 Type 2

1.138
1.200
0.744

-
0.587

eft per

Soil
Type

1.024
0.725
0.733

-
0.642

person/year

Soil
3 Type 4

-
1.023

-

Soil
Type ?

0,
1,
1,
0,

,915
.137
.010
.840

Type 1 : Clayer soil up to 1.8 m depth.
Type 2 : Light soil on top followed by clayey soil up to 1.8 m depth.
Type 3 : Heterogeneous soil up to 1.8 m depth.
Type 4 : Light soil up to 1.8 m depth.
Type 5 : Clayey soil at top followed by light soil up to 1.8 m depth.

In clayey soil, which is of semi-impervious nature, the percolation of
water through the walls and the bottom of pits provided with pour-flush
latrines is restricted, resulting in accumulation of sludge in pits at the ini-
tial stage. The volume filled per person per year, therefore, is higher in
such areas. But with time, the soil is saturated with water and, due to its
structural improvements on account of granulation in the presence of or-
ganic or decaying matter, the percolation is improved which is depicted by
a reduction in the rate of filling. The behaviour of filling is different in
sandy soils having a higher infiltration capacity. The depth of filling in
the initial stage is low, with a tendency to increase after a year. After
constant use, the sandy soil gets stabilised with the deposition of organic
matter found in the nightsoil, resulting in a reduction in the rate of filling
per person per year.

Water Table Conditions

Observations have been made at various depths ranging from 3 feet to
10 feet below the ground level. The results presented in Table 3 show that
high water table has practically no significant effect on the rate of filling.
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Table 3. Average Rate of Filling of Pits
in Different Water-Table Conditions

SI. No. Water table category Average volume filled
(in eft per person/year)

1. I (up to 0.9 m) 0.926
2. II (1.2 m to 2.10 m) 0.931
3. Ill (2.10 m to 3.00 m and below) 0.918

IMPLEMENTATION

The Sulabh International, a voluntary social organisation registered in
1970 under the Societies Registration Act 1860, carries out a house-to-house
survey of dry latrines and motivates the house-owners to undertake the
conversion of dry latrines into Sulabh Shauchalayas. It has a general body
consisting of members having faith in the principle of result-oriented work
including some workers of the organisation itself. The general body elects
a managing committee, and the managing committee elects the office-bearers.
The main objective of the organisation is to impress upon different municipal
authorities the top-priority need for the implementation of the conversion
programme. Half of the cost of the conversion is provided by the con-
cerned government and the rest is given as loan to the house-owner
through the municipal committee of the area concerned. The loan is repay-
able in easy installments.

The construction work is done by the Sulabh International on behalf of
the beneficiaries so that the common people may not face difficulty. After
completing, work guarantee cards are issued to the beneficiaries for a pe-
riod of five years. Constructional defects, if any found within the guaran-
tee period, are corrected free-of-charge. It also takes follow-up actions
and supervises the functioning of the Sulabh Shauchalayas.

Thus the Sulabh International has succeeded in maintaining a rapport
between the house-owners and municipal authorities before and after the
introduction of the system. About 75,000 service latrines in the State of
Bihar alone have already been converted into Sulabh Shauchalayas through
this organisation.

The Sulabh Shauchalaya has made its dent in West Bengal where 5,000
service latrines have already been converted into Sulabh Shauchalayas and
50,000 more are likely to be converted within the next 2-3 years. In
Andhra Pradesh and Orissa, nearly 1,000 Sulabh Shauchalayas have been
constructed in each State. A similar endeavour is on in the States of
Tripura, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Haryana and Jammu and Kashmir.
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This clearly indicates the system has been gaining ground gradually, but
steadily, in various parts of the country.

PUBLIC LATRINES

The organisation constructs and maintains public latrines in various
public places like railway stations, bus stands, market areas, hospitals and
office compounds, etc. These public conveniences have become very popu-
lar among the masses, particularly the floating population, rickshaw pullers,
residents of the towns, pavement dwellers and labour classes. The Sulabh
International maintains round-the-clock public latrines, baths and urinals.
The charge is very nominal, only 10 paise per head, for using the latrine
and bath facilities. Women and children are exempted even from this nomi-
nal payment. Soap powder is provided to clean hands after using the toi-
let. In Patna alone, about 50,000 people are daily using the facilities.
Siïnilar facilities have been provided to the masses in several other towns of
Bihar. Due to the fine performance of community Sulabh Shauchalayas,
there has been a consistent demand for their construction in various parts
of the country. In the metropolitan city of Calcutta, three public latrine
and bath complexes comprising 60 seats have been constructed and about
3,000 persons are using this facility daily. -More public conveniences are
also being constructed there. Similar facilities have been provided in some
other states also, like Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and
karnataka.

The maintenance of the community toilets and baths on the pay-and-
use system has caught the attention of the people of India, and now they
are thinking of maintaining these community toilets and baths on the pattern
developed by the Sulabh International.

LIBERATION OF SCAVENGERS

The Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India, has taken up a
programme of liberation of scavengers under the Protection of Civil Rights
Act, 1955. The Home Ministry had given financial assistance to the Govern-
ment of Bihar for converting all the existing dry latrines into Sulabh
Shauchalayas in two towns of Bihar. Hundreds of scavengers have been
freed from the demeaning practice of carrying nightsoil on head and pro-
vided alternative employments like cleaning of roads and drains. Attempts
are being made to train_thejn in other occupations like typing, nursing,
driving, dairy farming, carpentry, etc. Three more towns of Bihar are
also going to be declared free of scavengers by the end of this financial
year, with the financial assistance of the Ministry of Home Affairs, Govern-
ment of India.
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Encouraged by the success achieved in Bihar, the Ministry has also
taken up similar programmes in other States.

The Government of Bihar, with its own funds, has freed three more
towns, and 12 more will be declared free of scavengers by the end of this
financial year. The crusade is on to eradicate this evil practice of carrying
nightsoil on head by the end of the Seventh Five-Year Plan in India.

EVALUATION

, In 1979, a socio-economic survey (6) of the Sulabh Shauchalayas in-
stalled in the Ranchi Municipal area was conducted by the X'viers Institute
Of Social Services. The beneficiaries expressed their full satisfaction and
most of them were convinced that the vulnerability of epidemic diseases had
decreased considerably after the installation of the Sulabh Shauchalayas.

An evaluation study (7) recently made in Bihar by UNDP through Dr.
Z. Ahmen - Professor and Head of the Department of Sociology, University
of Patna, Bihar - reveals that the Sulabh Shauchalayas have been found,
by arid large, to function satisfactorily in different socio-economic, geolo-
gical and hydrogeological conditions; and so the users. were satisfied with
the units installed in their premises. The scheme has been favoured by a
cross-section of the society. It has been acceptable to people belonging to
different castes, communities, religious groups and occupational categories.
However, it has been found to be most popular among the weaker sections.

In his latest evaluation study (8), the author has made an attempt to
find out the process of diffusion of this particular innovation. The adop-
tion ' seems to have occurred in an orderly time sequence. There has been
no concentration of the beneficiaries in a particular socio-economic group.
However, it has found more acceptability among the old, poor and backward
caste people. At the same time, the illiterate people have embraced the
scheme.

Literacy also appears to be an important variable affecting the degree
of innovativeness in the adoption of the Sulabh Shauchalaya scheme. In the
process of diffusion, the change agent, as the representation of personal
media of communication, has played the most vital role.

POLLUTION OF SOIL AND WATER

For a mass adoption of the Sulabh Shauchalaya system, the possibility
of soil and water pollution arising from the leaching pits has been the sub-
ject of research. Dr. T.R. Bhaskaran and Sampathkumaran have made the
following observations (9) :
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"If the soil at the bottom of the pit is composed of clay or sand
with an effective size of 2 mm or less and the velocity of flow of
ground water is up to 3 ft per day, the latrine can be placed even
as close as 20 ft from the well. If the soil is coarser than 0.2 mm
but le,ss than 0.3 mm of effective size, the latrine should be placed
50 ft away from the well. In areas where the soil composition is
coarser than 0.3 mm of effective size, and the subsoil velocity is
greater than 3 ft per day, a careful study of the conditions must
be made in deciding the distance between the latrine and the well-
In such extreme cases, 1 ft to 2 ft envelop of fine sand of effective
size 0.2 mm can be placed all round the latrine pit and at the bot-
tom to protect the ground water pollution resulting from the flow
from the latrine" .

The recent investigations made by UNDP in Gujarat, Bihar and Tamil
Nadu show that there is no evidence of bacterial pollution in this system in
alluvial soils having predominance of silt and clay and low range of proba-
bility, even in wells 8 m away from the leaching pits. In rocky regions
with rock outcrops where the overlying strata is coarse and highly per-
meable, an envelop of fine sand around the leaching pits and about 0.3 m
below can be used as a protective measure against contamination.

INTRODUCTION OF NIGHTSOIL BIOGAS PLANT

The next milestone in the pioneering career of the Sulabh International
is its organising aspect in the field of improvement in the living standard of
people by providing a solution to the problem of fuel shortage with the pro-
vision of an integrated scheme of nightsoil digester system with facilities of
collection and utilisation of gas and digested sludge. The work in this con-
nection is in full swing and three nightsoil biogas plants are already func-
tioning well in Patna, the capital city of Bihar.

Two of them are of lower capacity, i.e. of 100 eft, each designed for a
family of 5-10 persons. The bigger one, having a capacity of about 2000
eft, has been installed in a public Sulabh Shauchalaya complex which is
used by 1000-1500 persons a day. Thus the nightsoil is available enough to
feed the biogas plant.

In this way, the Sulabh Shauchalaya scheme foresees more and more
work in the total environment within which the masses live. Certainly, the
biggest intended and manifest consequence of the scheme is the eclipse of
dry latrines prevalent for a considerable period of time. The Sulabh Shau-
chalaya appears to be capable of catering to the needs of the biggest chunk
of the masses. This holds a wide range of potentials to solve the problem
of human waste removal. The system works creatively as a waste disposal
system\ and energy, particularly in form of biogas, is evolved. Necessity
is the mother of invention and the environmental necessities, which are so
apparent among the masses, will give rise to inventions which will definitely
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help meet the needs of mankind and, at the same time, have a significance
for the larger society.

CONCLUSION

The author believes that his organisation is doing a yeomen's service
quite on a par with the compendium of the letter of the Minister of parlia-
mentary Affairs and Works and Housing, Govt. of India, which was received
by the Chief Minister of Bihar and read :

"I am extremely happy to know that your State Government, in colla-
boration with the Sulabh International, has been successfully imple-
menting the low-cost sanitation programme in Bihar and that your com-
munity latrines are a model for other States to follow".
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DESIGNS OF THE SULABH SHAUCHALAYA
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Figure 1 Design of Sulabh Shauchalaya with Rectangular Tank
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Figure 2 Design of Sulabh Shauchalaya with Circular Tank
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Figure 3 Design of Sulabh Shauchalaya in Limited Space
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AND A T!MN ASPECTS IN SARVODAYA PKOJKCTS

T.N SRI LANKA

Jinadasa

i wish to express my sincere thanks to the Organizing Committee for
inviting me to be presen t at this Seminar, the theme of which is of p r o -
toutid importance especially to those of up living in the Third World. In a
•orld today ivhnrf medical science am) all other sciences have reached.
dmosf the summit of idv purement , it is in.settling to hear of a large .percen-
! i^r of children nui living to see their fifth b i r t h d a y , every of them a ' v i c -
' ""' u ' SHïïHSl*1.!81**2!' diseases which is contacted th rough call it whatever
• •.iu> may deiem H fit i r responsible disposal of human waste or any other
wastes of mo.'it wf :UT ;uvn.ro for that, matter , It is my intention, here not to

provide Bl.;if istien j.ind ..malysis ni \.hv so called diseases anr.l their fatali t ies,
!'!it to creati- .< ini'mhic roncemuis for practical actions to completely e rad i -
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'king a,s -i l'cchnii ;J Assistant for a local authori ty where my last a s s ign-
d as Senioi AsBtKtan! Kn^ineer to .;\ District Council vas four-fold by
!i !a.: 'k;: ,:uid p r c i M1 ( u t'Ki |:ion.'~ :

:• ! " w i t c prclimiviarv house to- house inspection ot existing house
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milieu, driven to desperation with exponential population growth and the
inherent consequential factors. Some of the main features of my new role
with Sarvodaya and. Community on the topic of waste management are :

1. To create public opinion and awareness among local peasants on the
importance and the imperative need for the safe disposal of human
wastes of all types and origins by showing the vicious circle of the
bug theory.

2. To design, with the local participation, safe (but not the best)
possible disposal systems, using local available skills and materials
according to circumstances;

3. To promote conditions, co-ordinating services and activities with
trained Sarvodaya Volunteers on sanitation at the village level; and

4. To integrate the sanitation program with that of other basic human
needs, e.g., food, clothing, shelter, water, etc.

To contrast a little of my new role with that of the same role I was
assigned in Europe, some very differentiating circumstances flash back to
my mind. I am to state some here, in Europe at private, governmental,
institutional and university levels there is always continuing research on
on-going process which is pursued in this discipline always with an eye for
seeking and gaining improvements. So I always had access to a wide-
ranging choice of materials - for example, host of new treatment processes,
varied choices of material and many techniques for adoption - to complement
and supplement my tasks. Another predominant factor was a good communi-
cating link-up with an easy and fast access to all sorts of information.
Furthermore, the statutory regulations are such that in the United King-
dom, The Public Health Act - Section 15, has given wide powers for muni-
cipal engineers and allied officers to enforce the law embodying the Act and
force the public to accept them, explaining to them that any infringement
or violation would cause health hazards detrimental to their own well-being
and society as a whole. As a case in point, the response and co-operation
from the public is excellent. The various institutions, private organisa-^
tions, engineering and manufacturing firms too play a worthwhile supporting
role in providing material needs and technical needs for waste management
as their tasks are well identified. Hence, all are very easy and pleasant,
from personnel to finance, planning, designing, implementation and main-
tenance, much easier and pleasant.

In my new task with Sarvodaya and the public of Sri Lanka, I am
facing new dimensions in the related fields of human waste management.
Principally such lethargy and apathy are seen around with a sense of indif-
ference, and this is coupled with ignorance over the whole vital field of
public health care. People take it for granted that it is another human
chore least to be concerned with once released from the burden and act.
Hence, a large percentage of Sri Lanka peasants have much to learn in



these fields. So back here the same tasks are complex. In addition, a
series of bottlenecks and breakdowns too thwart and hamper the efficient
handling of related criteria. Much of the planned work remains stalled and
shelved because :

(a) there is no whatsoever research on the on-going problems of
waste and waste management;

(b) the plan and design for a task are not identified at all to suit
specific local conditions;

(c) the choice of material and information is limited;

(d) the communication links are poor; and

(e) there are in-built restrictions on finance and personnel and
bureaucratic controls.

Also, the backlog of accumulations left unattended is alarming. To
emphasise a point here, a single public health inspector has to cover more
than 200-300 villages - an area physically too large to cope with. Here, I
feel the Sarvodaya 'Shramadana Ideal1 Voluntarism and the gift of labour as
it implies can only come to the rescue. As the old farmers adage goes 'Go
to the people, learn from them, try to built from what they have, at the
end they will say we did it1. There is more practicality and rationale in
this approach if we are to move forward from stagnancy to progress on
sanitation and health.

With the above presentation as I am entrusted with the task of
speaking to you on the 'Sanitation Aspect of Sarvodaya in Sri Lanka', I
think it is my foremost duty of briefly give this distinguished gathering a
general overview of the Sarvodaya Movement of Sri Lanka. It is not my
intention to take your time off by dealing in-depth with the origin, theory,
methodology and practices of the Sarvodaya Movement. I simply have a
duty to make you understand our most successful approach and experience
during the last quarter century in our struggle for the total development of
man and his environment. The Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement
(Sarvodaya: Awakening of all, Shramadana: Sharing of Labour; a Movement
dedicated to the awakening of all 'Sarvodaya1 through gift of time, thought
and energy 'Shramadana') is an indigenous effort by the people of Sri
Lanka, particularly in rural areas, to bring about self-development. It
draws up on a cultural and philosophical base familiar to the people of the
country. It is non-power seeking and non-party political in nature, and
devotes its entire efforts towards the development of man and society by
non-violent methods of change.

Sarvodaya Sharmadana believes that the development of man - as a
family, village or urban group member - should be the foundation on which
national development activities and efforts are built. Therefore, all the
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programs and projects of the Movement have built - in spiritual cum cultu-
ral cum social elements - as a pre-requisite to material development.

All Sarvodaya programmes are originated from the grass-root level and
extend upwards with the self-reliant and co-operative effort from the imme-
diate beneficiaries of the programme. The Movement has thus succeeded in
achieving a national character and becoming the largest non-governmental
voluntary organisation in the country • today with the following messages to
the human being : Paurushodaya (Personality awakening); to the village:
Gramodaya (Village re-awakening), Deshodaya (National awakening) and to
the world: Vishvodaya (World awakening).

The first ten years of the Movement, 1958-1968, were devoted entirely
to Shramadana (Sharing of Labour) camps, which were organised in all
parts of the country, enabling hundreds of people - including school chil-
dren - to participate in labour-intensive village reconstruction projects,
resulting in direct benefits to the people. However, the major objectives of
the organisers of the Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement during this period
were as follows :

1. To exploit - by concrete development actions - the development
potential of rural people through self-help and self-reliance;

2. To bring about a general recognition regarding the value of uti-
lising labour resources, which the people are voluntarily prepared
to give for the development of the nation;

3. To evolve in the country a grass-root development leadership which
is inspired by the people's traditional and cultural values, and to
gain knowledge through participatory experience in the science of
village development;

4. To pave the way for development theory and practice, in which an
integrated approach is made towards the development of the human
person, of his or her community, nation and the world. This may
be termed a 'Non-Violent Revolutionary Movement of Changing Man
and Society'.

The second ten years of the Movement began with the 100-village de-
velopment scheme, which was later extended to a 1,000-village development
scheme. During this phase of activities of the Movement, strategies for
people's participation in self-development (such as Shramadana Camps, fa-
mily gatherings, group formation at grass-roots, international village-to-
village link-up programmes, self-employment schemes and development edu-
cation programmes, etc.) were developed. Through such methods, an inte-
grated approach was evolved by which changes in ideas and attitudes, in
methods and techniques in village development, and instructural life at the
grass-root are brought about.
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When we study the evolution of the Movement during the past twenty
four years, we can now easily discern, step by step, individuals, villages,
social leaders such as Buddhist monks, etc., joined in the efforts of the
Movement and played an active role, thus resulting in the establishment of
the existing institutionalised formations such as the Development Educational
Institutes. Presently in the 24 districts of Sri Lanka, 24 Sarvodaya Deve-
lopment Education Institutes are at built-up stages, 14 of which have al-
ready completed and established. There are also 170 Gramodaya Centres
spanning the Island, which means that every electorate in Sri Lanka is re-
presented with one Gramodaya Centre. In addition to the above-mentioned
regional centres, at present there are more than 3,000 children's services
village centres spanning nearly 5,000 villages (i.e. approximately 15% of the
national population). These centres are run by the Sarvodaya trained local
staff and maintained by local village mothers' groups. These are our most
vital links for the promotion of health and sanitation in the villages. All
programs at these centres have spiritual, moral, educational, social and
economic elements integrated into a total approach to the development of
man's personality and his social situation.

From what have been said so far, it should be quite apparent that the
'Sarvodaya Serviced Villages' do not face most of the common barriers to an
effective sanitation programme which the rest of the country in general is
faced with. Some of the barriers are concerned with :

1. Lack of knowledge on the etiology of diseases and failure to realise
the need to stop fecal-born diseases through proper conducts and
right attitudes;

2. The design, construction and maintenance of safe human waste
disposal systems; and

3. Manpower requirements to built pit latrines.

However, constraints are also encountered in the implementation of
sanitation projects in the villages. Some major ones are ;

1. Lack of financial support for the very basic essential building mate-
rials for construction of a safe squatting slab, e.g. cement;

2. Lack of established governmental or institutional research in this
field with a regional orientation to give us new leads to update our
techniques;

3. Lack of co-ordination, solidarity activity and good response from
local governmental bodies to promote health education and planning
at grass-root levels;
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4. Lack of an effective statutory act covering public health hazards
and the laxity in the enforcement of the existing law for sympa-
thetic consideration by the authorities;

5. Budgetory expenditure and state allocation being more oriented to
curative functions in the field of health and health care rather than
in the more important functional area of taking effective means for
disease prevention.

Much has been spoken of human waste management over the last quar-
ter of the century, which is also the life span of my organisation
'Sarvodaya Movement of Sri Lanka1. Numerous proposals, theories, techni-
calities have arrived from time to time. Similarly, debates, discussions,
seminars, workshops and conferences have also taken place from time to
time within this period. While emphasising here that in a way all of them
have been contributory to an extent - for example, in the areas of adding
new vistas of knowledge on the subject and most importantly in the function
of 'Consciousness Raising1 in a vital aspect effecting human living - with all
humbleness, I should say here that the Sarvodaya Experience clearly points
out that little has been achieved and much remains to be achieved. It is
also pointless now here to lay the blame for that matter on anybody con-
cerned, person-wise or institution-wise. It is my hope that this Seminar,
through its deliberations, moves forward with zeal and courage to learn
from whatever past mistakes we have dwelled upon and gained experience
thereof, and takes right steps in an integrated approach to bring right
solutions to problems we are facing today in the sanitary aspect of human
waste management for a qualitative life style for all.

In conclusion, may I quote from the founding member and present Pre-
sident of the Sarvodaya Movement, Dr. A.T. Ariyaratne, a word of 'Inte-
grated Approach1 which I referred to above :

"As far as the Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement is concerned, its most
apparent characteristics is its mass nature. This eliminates a weak-
ness that most government programmes have. People cultivate a be-
longing to what happens around them with their participation. An
intelligent and democratic governmental programme can easily incor-
porate itself into this mass approach to self-development without trying
to dominate it. Similarly, even international establishments - I would
not even rule out the World Bank or even UNDP - can integrate them-
selves into a people's programme of this nature if they truly believe in
what they have publicly pronounced as development precepts.
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INTRODUCTION "-• . .,.;,

Ethiopia, being a developing country, is faced with a problem of im-
proving her overall environmental sanitation where • mortality and morbidity-
rates' rank, high among the people. Lack of adequate control of human
wastes are the major causes of diseases. Ethiopia, being a member of the
international community, government institutions und agencies, have realized
her share of responsibilities in the Internationa] Drinking Water and Sani-
tation Deca.de. The Addis Ababa Water Supply and Sewerage, Authority,
the Urban Water Supply and Sewerage, and the Ministry of Public Health
are the major institutions responsible for implementing the programmes on
water supply and sanitation. The Ministry o{ Urban Development and.
Housing, and the Housing and Savings? Batik, are the institutions responsible
for housing provision.

In lieu of the responsibilities entrusted to the institutions, the Addis
Ababa Water Supply and Sewerage Authority has been actively involved in
providing potable water to a majority of the city residents, but equal effort.
is not allotted for a better excreta disposal method, particularly to the
urban low-income sector of the population. The authorities have recently
conducted a survey or., the performance of the existing excreta disposal
systems with more emphasis? on low cost sanitation technology.

This paper is more or less based on the survey conducted by the au-
thorities. It trie;? to discuss the excreta disposal methods in Addis Ababa
from the. viewpoints of affordability and acceptability by the low-income ma-
jority* Some of the. proposals and views of this paper might not reflect the
views of the concerned authorities mentioned above.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION •

Ethiopia is situated in north eastern Africa, along the Equator» and
covers an area of 1»225,000 km*. The altitude varies from 90 ta below sea
level at the depression to 4,550 m at the peak of highest mountain. Cli-
matic conditions vary from hot desert to cold mountains. The total popu-
lation of the country is estimated at 31,065,000 in July 1980 (*). The po-
pulation is expected to reach 41.1 and 54.6 million in 1990 and in 2000,
respectively,

Addis Ababa» the capital city, is situated in the middle of the country
and covers an area of 218 km2. Its altitudes vary from 2,200 to 2,700 m
above sea level, and its annual rainfall is on an average 1,200 in. The city
population is estimated to be 1.2 million in 1980, with an annual growth rate
of 6%.

HOUSING AND SANITATION

Before the Ethiopian Revolution, most of urban land and houses were
owned by individuals or private organizations. The transfer of the owner-
ship of the urban land and extra houses from the private sector to the go-
vernment has entitled all Ethiopians to own urban land and build their own
houses in accordance with the urban development master plan. The total
number of housing units in Addis Ababa is estimated to be over 213,000,
92% of which are of wood and chicka (mud houses). 10.5% of the population
are found to live in shared housing units, with an average of 4.5 person
per household. 62% of houses for rent, and others are under private
ownership. The majority of the population who live in squatters or slums
use communal dry pit latrines or have no toilet facilities. Tables 1 and 2
show statistics on water supply and construction "materials of toilet floor,
respectively, of different toilet facilities in housing units.

The Ministry of Urban Development and Housing encourages self-help
construction by providing technical assistance for cooperatives of the low-
income sector of the population. Effort is being given to relocate people
from squatters to planned, serviced, low-cost settlements.

The Housing and Savings Bank has granted loans repayable through
long-term installments for individuals, co-operatives and state projects -
from single dwelling units to big villas - depending on their loan capacities.
Proper disposal -of excreta, being one of the important element in housing
construction, is closely inspected by the bank engineers* It is understood
by both parties that a water supply connection, a properly built cesspool

* Population Census has never been conducted
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5, All types of hcimin-thic
infectât ions 12,269

6. Gastro-enteritts I 16,055

Totaf of six diseases 31,7/8

* E.C, •• Ethiopian Calender
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'The Ke.beles has much, influence among the people, and it: is cap.ibie of
organizing the niasses for airy large-scale community artivities, like cleaning
ditches, planting trees, conducting literary campaign., building public toi-
'!ots, running schools and shops, etc. in general, tho; Kobeles plays an
important role in the socio political life of tho urbai; dv--eilers.

WATER-BORNE SANITATION

The New Sewerage System

Most: of the urban centres in Ethiopia have no :;ewc:r;ig^ .svstem. Phase
I construction of the j;ew s&r.itary sewers xnrt treatment pLints foi" ih<" city
is to bo completed, and it is assumed to bt- necessary due to the following
major reasons :

1. Pollution of streams and rivers, as the result oi" discharging raw
sewage or effluents from septic tanks of industrial a.nd commercial
buildings, has brought hasard to the down-stream users for domes-
tic p\irposes,

2. Main rivers, which are used as major water .sources for agricultural
development and cattle breading, hrv being, heavily polluted by
toxic industrial wastes.

3. During dry seasons, streams become a severe environmental hazard
when they are inadequate to dilute the waste discharged.

4* In big institutions, high rising buildings» hospitals and hotels,
which generate large amounts of wastes, snptic tanks are ineffective
and the effluents are discharged to storm «ewers or streams.

5. Modern residential units which use flush toilets have the prooh'ni of
leaching effluent from their septic tank:", or cesspools due to the
impermeability of the soil. Effluents overflow and run on the svir™
face of the ground, causing health hazard to the surrounding habi-
taiits.

Based on the above reasons, it was realized the importanc** of a sewe-
rage system combined with other low-cost sanitation option::; to serve best
the city residents.

Stage; I of th».1 construction, v/hicli co'n}:rSses of a treatment plant and
interceptors, i.B near completion. The watr.r--borne K v̂.aj.;e is to be treated
by a series of, oxidation pond; preceded by screens • and grit ciiamber aï)d
followed by digestion tajiks and drying beds. Nigivi soil if-, to be delivered
by vacuum trucks to the plant. 1 he treatment plant is d.esij/;nt.id to serve
110,000 inhabitants and, later on, will be converted to aerated lagoons to
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surve a population of 200,000, The plant, including, ':(.< km length of main
lines ;md tributaries, will cost US$ 2\ million.

Stage .0, whose construction contract has not been awarded, comprises
Eastern interceptors and miscellaneous house connection sewers.

The sewerage system, has become a financial burden to the state and
the project has the following drawbacks ;

a) The project cannot servo the majority of the population. It. is esti-
mated to serve only 1/6 of." the urban population.

b) II is nuwit for commercial, public, industrial building and upper-
class villas, and cannot reach the worst problem areas.

c) Tho total cost is exorbitantly high.

d) The poor will not. benefit from the project.

e) The economic cost cannot be recovered by the beneficiaries.

f) The majority of chick?1- houses (mud houses) have no plumbing ins-
tallation to provide water required to flush solids to the sewers.

On the above ground, a low-cost sanitation alternative is found indis-
pensable to the majority urban population.

Septic Tanks

Septic, tanks are observed in most, big residential areas, schools, and
commercial and public buildings. There is no standard design for septic
tanks in the city. A few of them use leaching fields or seepage pits for
the soak-away of the effluent. Septic tanks built in places where the soil1

is permeable function properly. Since a city-wide percolation test has not
yet been properly done, the effluents of the septic tanks - which were
built without the knowledge of soil permeability - overflow and spread on
the surface of the ground. Tht effluents from commercial and public
buildings are mostly connected to storm sewers.

Plot areas for residential units (*) are not sufficient to dip, seepage
pits or to form leaching fields. As a result, septic tanks function like
cesspools and need frequent der.ludging by vacuum trucks (one to two times
a year^. However, septic tanks are affordable to the upper-class resi-
dential units.

* A maximum of 500 m2/housing unit



The Municipality; of Addis Ababa (the City Council) is responsible for
the construction and maintenance of 'public toilets. There are 50 public
toilets in the city where 16 were built .15 years ago and the rest are rela-
tively new. They are located at places of public congregations. The facili-
ties are generally kept open from (> a.m. to 10 p.m. They are stalled with
municipal employees during hours of operation. The toilets .ire made of
brick walls of concrete structure with corrugated iron sheets or concrete
roofs and a septic tank, which is frequently desiudged by vacuum trucks
(an average of once a month). They are equipped with flash tanks and
Turkish-type squatting plates. All the cast iron f3?sh tanks are enclosed
inside a meta! grill which prevents the plumbing fittings from being stolen.

As recently observed, most, of the public toilets are adequately clear,
and properly functioning as long as there is a water supply.

The genera] set \\p of a toilet consists of :

1. a set of water closet for males, from A to 8 in number, «'ill enclosed
in metal stali;

2. a set: of water closet for females, from 2 to 4 in number, all en-
closed in metal stall;

3. wash basins of ceramic or precast concrete for males, from 1-6 in
number;

A, not more than 2 wash basins for females;

5. urinal troughs for males, from 4 to 8 units; and sometimes

6. a set of shawerss and deep sinks for washing clothes.

The muHi purpose facilities with shawers and deep sinks are small in

number and are usually built, at spots where people were previously using
polluted streams for cleaning or washing purposes. Commonly a few of the
old designs are directly connected to streams, whereas the new ones have
septic tanks- A. public toilet serve?; 1E>0-600 users per day. The heavily
used toilets are those located a1 shopping centres. They are found to
serve mostly :

a) people who live in the vicinity but do not have their own toilets or
have a filthy communal toilet;

b) passers-by who come for shopping;

c) people who wait at bus terminais; and



ci) people v.ho gather to attend rallies or other services?.

Typical public toilet.1 designs are shown in Figures 1 & 2. in the de-
sign shown in Figure 2, the cast, iron water cio;;et is hick'!en front the users
sight. It is covered with iron sheet supported on u. 10-cm (.hick reinforced
concrete slab. Only a rope or vire is ?«*ft for flushing.

The toilet in Figure i costs more than 35,000 birr (t.U>$ 17,^00),
whero.MH the one in Figure <- costs more thai1. 20,000 birr (USS 7,500).
The costs are bas*id on the contractors' unit ra tes .

SANITATION vVIM MOUT WATER

As figured in Table 1 , the majority at the. low-income sector of the JL
population •• particularly those residing in the. slums or squatters ~ have no ^ r
house water connection*; and hence use disposal methods thai operate with-
out, water carriage, namely the dry pit latrine.

Most of the pit latrines cannot meet minimal standards from the view-
points of providing protection of the public health, comfort or safety to the
patrons. They are unclean, some are full, yet they continue to be in use
while waiting for vacuum trucks to be emptied. Most common latrines suffer
severely due to lack of responsibilities by the sharing families. These «re
common scene in the squatters or slums.

Dry Pit JE-atrines

Dry pit latrines; are the cheapest, affordable and appropriate to the
majority low-income sector, provided major improvements are made to the
existing latrine;;,. For the ventilated improved pit latrine, the following
improvements are proposed : A

1. The pit is vented to reduce the odor.

2. A hinged flap is put on the slot, to reduce breeding of flies on the
pi t.

3. A reinforced concrete, slab is placed over the pit in order to mini-
mize infiltration by storm water, and is sloped to drain away iron)
the slot.

4. The supers t ructure is furnished with sufficient siding to afford
adequate privacy for the user .

5. The latrine is lighted to encourage night-time use,

(>. The pit is lined so as to preclude caving.
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Aqua-Privies and Composting Latrines

They are not widely used in Addis Ababa or in other cities. In places
where there is a water shortage, there is a problem in maintaining the
water seal, besides high construction costs. Particularly in the squatters
using communal toilet facilities, where daily washing is not practised due to
water shortage and individual responsibility does not exist, the aqua-privy
will be not practical.

Composting toilets - like the Vietnamese toilet or the Swedish Multrum
toilet - even though are used elsewhere in the world» are not popular in
Addis Ababa due to the following reasons :

1. Lack of market for huraus.
2. Unavailability of garden areas in the squatters.
3. Cultural bias against handling human excreta.
4. Fly breeding during removal of pit contents.
5. Construction cost is expensive for the urban poor who lives in

slums depleted house.

SEWERAGE SYSTEM COMBINED WITH LOW-COST SANITATION

The existing excreta disposal, methods and the various alternatives
need proper evaluation. Since the new sewerage system cannot serve the
majority of the population, it will be unwise to invest in a project where the
beneficiaries are small in number and where there are many competing deve~
lopment projects. On the other hand, large quantities of wastes generated
by industrial and commercial buildings have no any better solution than the
sewerage system. A small number of upper-class residential units, who
benefit from the project, cannot afford to cover the economic cost. As the
result, the Government will be forced to subsidize the whole cost of the
project. Of course, care has to be taken not to touch the poor who do not
benefit from the. -project, and it is worth noting that economic benefits might
carry more weight to the poor than social benefits.

The improved pit latrine, even though an acceptable standard, might
not be affordable to the majority low-income group. It is assumed to reach
an affordable level if local materials are used and the construction is based
on self-help, where all unskilled labour is to be provided by the user and
with some degree of subsidy by the government. In a large-scale construc-
tion, it requires "standardization as well as préfabrication of elements.

In squatters of densely populated regions, the improved (private) pit
latrine might not work due to the unavailability of space and inaccessibility
to vacuum trucks. In Addis Ababa, where the number of vacuum trucks is
inadequate and maintenance and operation costs are high, desludging of pit
latrines is time-consuming and difficult. The other alternative which could
possibly save cost is the communal improved pit latrine, which could be
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shared between families. Since families are used to sharing latrines, there
is no cultural bias against this, but as to the responsib!H£yr~Tt could be
improved through education on health and sanitation, and direct control or
supervision by the community organizations (like the Kebeles or Women and
Youth Associations). ~-—

In the poor housing areas where the improved pit latrine is not afford-
able, the communal public toilet is the only solution. In the case of Addis
Ababa where public toilets are administered by the city council and are
successfully operating, the service could be extended to serve family units
among the slums and the cost can be tremendously reduced if community
participation is fully utilised at the construction as well as at the decision-
making stage.

The other option which could serve high residential units is the
tank. It has been suggested that a city-wide percolation test be carried
out to locate regions suitable for septic tanks and leaching fields so that it
can be effectively utilized.

CONCLUSION

For the formulation of a sanitation master plan which is intended to
reach the majority urban dwellers, one should consider in detail alternative
options from the viewpoint of cost-effectiveness in conformity with socio-
economic condition's of the users. In the case of Addis Ababa, the im-
proved pit latrine» and communal public toilet facilities on one hand are
considered as the low-cost excreta disposal systems, and on the other the
conventional sewerage system and septic tanks are found to be desirable
options. The status of housing stocks in the squatters are generally dete-
riorating and need urgent action. Most of them are unable to provide basic^
shelter, let alone to promote other environmental well-beings of the inhabit
tants. The infrastructural facilities are least maintained in these areas.
Among these problems, the objective of the first phase study is (i) event-
ually to construct various prototypes of dry pit latrine and communal multi-
purpose toilet facilities in the densely populated low-income areas, and (ii)
in the mean time to conduct health education campaigns by public health
experts in collaboration with Urban Dwellerst Associations. However, the
upgrading of squatters and resettlement of inhabitants to a better site-
serviced areas should be planned in conjunction with the improvement in
water supply and sanitation, since housing, water supply and sanitation are
interrelated in the socio-economic and health status of the people.
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ABSTRACT - in spite of the fact that India is a pioneer in the field of
biogas technology, to date she has only 126,000 family-size plants. Some of
the reasons for the programme being a non-starter are the high initial cost
of the plant with a moveable gas holder, the high repair and maintenance
costs, and the dependence upon imported skills and fabricated parts. A
relatively low-cost technology, named as the Janata Plant, has been deve-
loped by the Gobar Gas Research Station, Ajitmal, U.P. AFPRO, a non-
government technical service agency which is involved in the systematic
transfer of this technology through its related grass-root voluntary organi-
sations. Having identified the 'key-role1 of village masons in the cons-
truction of the Janata Plant, AFPRO has been making concentrated efforts
in their training. This paper discusses the systematic approach adopted by
AFPRO in an exhaustive practical brick-by-brick training of village masons
on the Janata Plant in a decentralised manner, as well as the impact created
by this programme.

Indian villages offer a potential of 10 million family-size cattle dung
plants and 500,000 community latrine-attached biogas digesters. This po-
tential will be considerably increased if agricultural waste and wastes pro-
vided by other animals are also used. However» this potential has not been
realized inspite of the fact that India is one of the pioneers in biogas tech-
nology. Some of the reasons for low adoption of biogas plants are the high
initial cost of conventional plants with moveable steel gas holders, the high
recurring cost of maintenance and repairs, and the total dependence upon
an urban-based technology.

DEVELOPMENT OF LOW COST TECHNOLOGY

There has been continuous work at several research institutions to
circumvent these bottlenecks. The Gobar Gas Research Station (GGRS),
Ajitmal, evolved a low-cost» fixed-dome model to suit Indian conditions.



The performance of 14 pilot demonstration plants installed by progressive
farmers was evaluated for 3 year. Finally, after being convinced of their
performance, the Planning Research and Action Division of State Planning
Institute» U.P., the parent body of the Gobar Gas Research Station, re-
leased the design and drawings for the transfer of this technology. The
Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India» cleared the new design for
adoption in 1978. It was called the "Janata" plant, i.e. the people's plant,
to indicate that it was within the means of the common people. This new
design was particularly attractive because of the following features :

Low initial investment for construction

Used locally available construction materials

- Could be constructed by upgraded local skills

- . Since it had no moving parts of steel gas holder, the maintenance
cost was negligible

Saved space.as it was built below the ground level

Was based on the continuous digestions process» which was already
accepted in principle by Indian people

- Could be charged with materials which could be made into a slurry,
a practice already followed with the conventional plant

- Required no fabrication work, therefore no dependence on work-
shop, hence could be built in the remotest area.

INVOLVEMENT OF NGO'S/VOLAGENCIES

AFPRO came to know of the Janata Plant in early 1979 and evolved a
strategy for the promotion and transfer of the technology through vol~
agency efforts. As part of this effort, AFPRO organised a week-long prac~
tical training course for 24 supervisory staff of 20 related agencies in June
'79. The participants had either an engineering background or practical
experience in the construction of the floating dome biogas digester. During
this course, participants were completely exposed to the construction tech-
niques of the Janata plant and observed the working of several plants.
They also had discussions with farmers who were using the Janata biogas
digester. In October '79, AFPRO presented a paper on the biogas plant at
a national workshop on "integrated approach to agricultural development,"
attended by 80 project directors from related NGO's/volagencies, govern-
ment and universities. Two of the major recommendations of the partici-
pants of practical training course and the national workshop were :
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AFPRO promote and transfer the fixed-dome biogas technology by
constructing demonstration plants in various regions of the country,
to enable grass-root level volagencies and farmers to see the cons-
truction, performance and benefits of this technology.

Organise and conduct practical training courses for rural masons an
the construction techniques of the Janata Plant» so that the demand
created for the plants may be met with locally available: manpower
and expertise.

PILOT DEMONSTRATION -CUM -TRAINING PROJECT

AFPRO launched a pilot project in January 1980, to implement the
above the recommendations, with the following broad ob

- To construct demonstration Janata Plants in different regions of
India;

- To train local village masons on the construction techniques of this
technology, using locally available material;

To observe the functioning of Janata digesters in varying soil
conditions, and possible causes for break downs and failures e t c ;
and

- To work out the comparative costs of the Janata Plant for different
areas.

A team of technicians consisting of a supervisor, master masons and
masons was employed and was given, thorough practical training for a month
at headquarters before being assigned to the job of constructing "demons-
tration-cum-training Janata Plants" in different areas. This team travelled
all over the country building digesters at sites selected by NGO's/vol-
agencies. Later on, AFPRO increased the number of "mobile teams" of
technicians for effective working and greater coverage in shorter periods.
While AFPRO bore travel expenses of their technicians, the construction
costs and hospitality were borne by the local volagencies, which also se-
lected mason.'i for training.

Four to ten local masons were trained on the Janata Plant at each lo-
cation, depending upon the resource» and motivations of the local agency»

EXHAUSTIVE TRAINING OF VILLAGE MASONS

The demonstration-cum-training project created widespread interest in
the Janata biogas plant technology. It also brought home to AFPRO the
following two important aspects of this technology :
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- A well trained master mason was the "king; pin" in the transfer or
extension of Janata Plant technology, as plants constructed from
drawing alone by untrained masons had a fairly high rate of failure
due to gas leakage.

- Allowing local village masons to work along with AFPRO technicians
on one "demonstration-curn-traming plant", was not enough to de-
velop sufficient confidence in them to construct independently the
Janata Plant.

On the basis of the above observation and feed-back from the related
volagencies, AFPRO modified its original approach with a view to provide
more exhaustive brick-by-brick, practical training of village masons on
Janata Plants. These trainings are conducted by AFPRO specialists, super-
visors and master masons at selected places and are popularly known as
"construction-curn-training workshop on Janata Plant". During the 21-day
training, selected professional masons from the region construct 2-3 Janata MtL
Plants under the supervision of AFPRO training team. Experience of ^ ^
building different sized plants and interaction amongst masons from diffe-
rent areas have contributed towards making the rural masons a more con-
fident body of people. In some situations where community latrines existed ;
and nightsoil-based plants were built, the masons learnt of this technique
as well. A sample training schedule of construction-curn-training workshop
is given in Appendix A.

The AFPRO technicians classify the trainee masons into three catego-
ries, taking into account their earlier skills and those acquired during the
construction training - namely, Master Masons (MM), Masons (M) and As-
sistant Mason (AM), A total of 694 masons in the three different categories
(MM-114, M-267 and AM-213) were trained from Sept. 1980 to Nov. 30,
1982 (Appendix B). Out of these, only Master Masons are advised to cons-
truct Janata Plants independently, provided they are able to read and un-
derstand drawings. The Masons are advised to have more practice bv
working along with Master Masons for sometime to gain confidence and ski)], _JÊÊL
whereas those rated as Assistant Masons by the trainers are advised only to ^ ^
work under the supervision of master Masons.

FEEDBACK OF THE MASON TRAINING PROGRAMME

For over 2 years, AFPRO has organised and conducted construction
trainings in 21 States and Union Territories of India. Over 200 voluntary
organisations, government, non-government, autonomous bodies, e tc . , have
taken advantage of these courses (Appendix C). As per feedback received
from the field, " several of the masons trained have started constructing
plants independently and are bringing about certain modifications to suit
local conditions. The sponsoring NGO's volagencies provide the necessary
coordination, at the local level. It has been observed from the feedback
that wherever the masons or their sponsoring agencies have strictly



followed the advise given by the AFPRO trainers, based on categorization,
the Janata Plants constructed by them have been successful. On the other
hand, wherever the advise given was ignored, the Janata Plants cons-
tructed have failed due to gas leakage. There is a wide variation in the
expertise and involvement of AFPRO related grass-root level agencies in the
transfer of this technology, but on the whole the prospects look very en-
couraging. The discussions with trained masons from time to time give
AFPRO a confidence that on their own they will bring about some innova-
tions. Under such circumstances, the evolution o.f an even cheaper and
better biogas digester is within the realm of possibility.

IMPACT OF TRAINING ON TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY

The Government of India has launched a national programme for ins-
talling 400,000 family size biogas' plants in the Sixth Plan period. Rs. 50
crores (approx. US$ 55 million) have been earmarked for this purpose,

i The programme which started in 1981-1982, has adopted a multi-model and
multi-agency approach. Based on AFPRO's past experience in training of
rural masons, the project has laid great emphasis on the organisation of
large numbers of training courses through competent agencies in rural
areas. The Government of India has adopted the training model evolved
and followed by AFPRO.

The Government of India, State governments and autonomous bodies
have asked AFPRO to continue the work of dispersing the biogas techno-
logy. AFPRO has accepted this responsibility and involved several expe-
rienced grass-root level agencies, who conduct locally the "construction-
cum-training courses on Janata Plants".

Before the involvement of AFPRO, particularly in organising training
courses, the Janata Plant technology was restricted to one state only, i .e. ,
Uttar Pradesh, where it was developed and adopted for promotion and
transfer by the State Government. The creation of a large number of
trained masons, through the effort of AFPRO and related NGO's/vol-
agencies, has helped in the transfer of this technology to other states and
far-flung areas, eg. North Eastern Region States, and island state terri-
tories like Andman and Nicobar, etc. So far 21 states/union Territories
have been covered by the installation of 152 demonstration or training
Janata Plants of different sizes since January 1980 (Appendix D). The
summarized table of achievements of AKPRO in terms of number of Janata
plants constructed, masons trained and sponsoring organisations with their
statewise distribution is given in Appendix E. This small and systematic
effort of AFPRO is enabling the States/Union Territories to initiate action
for the large scale extension of this technology for the benefit of rural
masses,
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CONCLUSION

To say that there is a vast potential for biogas technology is meaning-
less unless targets set can be realized within a time limit. In AFPRO's opi-
nion, such a target can be realized only through decentralisation of the
implementation, process. A cadre of trained masons must be available at the
block and village levels. There are over 5000 blocks in India and it is es-
timated that each will require the services of two master masons, supported
with 4-8 masons as well as' assistant masons. Approximately 10-12 masons
can be effectively trained at each construction training programme. There-
fore» at least 4000 training programmes will be required before the cadre of
masons is available. ABTRO has indicated a line of action which may offer
solutions; and this is now being taken up by grass-root level voluntary
organisations. Thus, AFPRO's vision of extending a low-cot biogas tech-
nology in a decentralized manner by involving village masons and structures
at the grass-root level has begun to materialize.
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Appendix A

SAMPLE TRAINING SCHEDULE
(21-Day Duration)

AFPRO-Sponsored and Conducted Regional Training Work-
shop for Rural Masons on the Construction of Janata Bio-
gas Plants in the Different States of India.

First Plant
(4 or 6 m3 size)

Second Plant
(2 or 3 m3 size)

First to
fourth day

Fifth day

Sixth to
eight day

Ninth day

Tenth day

Eleventh day
to fifteenth

Sixteenth day

Selection of site
Plant layout

Foundation of the plant

Construction of digester
including pressure area
(gas storage portion of
the digester» which is
just above the arch of
the inlet and outlet
gates)

Form work & shuttering

Casting of Plant Dome

Curing of Dome (5-day
period)

Construction fc plastering
of inlet and outlet
chamber and mixing tank

Open the dome (removing
shuttering from work
and mud mould etc.
through outlet chamber)

Selection of site
Plant layout

- Digging of plant pit

- Foundation of the plant

Construction of
digester including
pressure area (gas
storage portion of
the digester)

Form work & shuttering
Casting of Plant Dome
Curing of Dome (5 days
period)

Construction of inlet
and outlet chamber
and mixing tank
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Seventeenth day - Groove cutting in the
Dome ceiling

- Cleaning/washing etc,
of gas storage area

- Plastering of inlet
outlet chamber and
tank

Demonstration-cutn-'discussions session with local farmers, Extension
Staff of that particular State-based volagencies and other local,
Government agencies, to explain the constructional and operational
aspect of Janata Plant, as well as clarify any doubts etc.

Eighteenth day

Nineteenth day

Twentieth day

Twenty first
day

Painting the grooves
with pure cement slurry
then pasting it with
cement mortar and then
two plastering (first
rough plaster and
second fine plaster)
and finishing.

Digester plastering and
and finishing

Floor plastering &
finishing

Piling of mud on top of
the plant

Fitting of accessories
and final checking etc.

Open the Dome (re-
moving shuttering etc.

Groove cutting in the
ceiling

Cleaning /washing etc.
of gas storage area

Painting the grooves
with pure cement
slurry then pasting
it with cement mortor
and then two plaster-
ing (first rough
plaster and second
fine plaster) &
finishing

Digester plastering
finishing

Floor plaster and
finishing

Piling of mud on top
of the plant

Fitting of accesso-
ries and final
checking etc.



APPENDIX B

Statewtse Distribution of Mason* Trained Under the AFPRO Sponsored and Conducted

Training Workshop on Janata Kant Construction

(From September 1980 to November 1982)

SI.
No.

State
of

Ipdia

Différent Categories of Masons Trained

Master Masons Masons Assistant Maseru

Up to Jan '82
Dec '81 îo

Nov *82

Total Up to Jan '82
Dec '81 to

Nov '82

Totat Up to
Dec ' 8 Î

Jan ' 8 2
to

Nov ' 8 2

Totaf

Totat
Masons

Trained

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

11,

Î2,

13.
14.

15.
16.

17.

18.
19.
20.

21.

Andaman «Nicoba
Assam
Andhra Pradesh
Bihar

Delhi

Gujarat

Haryana
Jamrnu & Kashmir

Karnataka
Kerala

Madhya Pradesh

Manipur

Maharashtra
Meghalaya
Nagafand
Orissa

Punjab
Rajasthan

Tamilnadu
Uttar Pradesh
West Bengai

3
2
2
4

1

5

1
2
4
2
3

2

4

6
7
4

2
8

t

10
1
1

2
8

Î3
Î4

2
3
6
2

10
7
4

3
13

Î
12

3
10
4

Î5

17

9
10
1
7
1

6
9
8

9
2
6
3

2
6
6

17

8
16
4

8
19
25
3
8
7
3

12

5

8
4

28
1

2
5

15
27

1
15
17
4

Î4
28
33

3
8
7
3

19

5
Î7
6

34
4

Î

3
6

4
4

4
1
3
2

2
4

67
4

3
12
5
7
7

19
7
4
4
2
4
3
4

15
4
3

2
4

67
5
3
9

12
5
7

Î1

23
7
4
4
2
9
3
8

16
7
5

4
11
85
38

6
34
36
13
21
42
€9
11
24
12

8
28
11
35
25
56
26

Total 31 83 1Î4 78 267 33 Î8G 2!3 594



APPENDIX C

Statewise Distribution of Organisations (Voluntary, Non-Government and Government Agencies!,

Who Sponsored Masons for the APPRO Conducted Construction Training Workshop on Janata Plants

(From September 198Q to November 1982}

Si.
No.

1.

2.
3.
4,
5.
6.
7.
8.
9,

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16-
17.

18.

19.
20.

21.

State
of

India

Andaman &Nîcobar
Assam

Andbra Pradesh
Bihar
Delhi
Gujarat

Haryana
Jammu & Kashmir

Karnataka
Kerala
Madhya Pradesh

Mampur
Maharashtra

Meghalaya

Nagaiand

Orisss
Pur|ab
Raja s than

Tamilrtadu
Uttar Pradesh

West Bengai

Total

Voluntary

Up to
Dec '81

—

6
6
1

11
1
—

4

9

6
—

2
-

—

4
—

2
5

3

6

66
. . ... .. M

satio

Jan
to

6
2
7
-

5
2
-
î

10

5
7

2
5
1

4
1
I

11

6
4

80

Qrgarri-
ns

' 82 Total

_

6
3

13
1

Î 6

3
_

5
19
11

7
4

5
1

S
î

3

16
9

10

146

University/Institute
Poîytefchnie

Up to Jan ' 82
Dec '8Î to

„

_ _

1 —

1

- -

— —

_ _

— —

î 1
_ _

_ _

— ' • - - —

— —

2 —

- - ..
„ _

1

- -

4 3

Total

—

1
1
—
—
—
—

—
—

2
—
—

—
_

-

2
-
—
1
„ . .

7

Centra! & State GovtJ
Military Ferrrt/iCAR

Institutes

U D to Jan ' 82
Dec '81 to

1
_ _
_ _

1
2
- 3

5
I

2 _

3
1
_ _

— —

— 1
_ _

1
. —

— -
_ _

— 1

14

5 3 1

Tatai

1
—
—

1
2
3

5
1

2

3
1
—
_

1
— :

—

—
-

1
14

36

Up
Dec'

—

1
—

1

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

—

7
—

—
—
—

-

9

KVIC/Kiiadi Board/
A§ro. Industries

Corporations

to Jan ' 82
SI to

?

2
—
5
1
—
—
—
—

4

2
—
1

1
—

--

1

3
1

23

Tots!

1
î

3
—

6
1
—
—

—

4

2
—
1

8
-
_
t

- 3
t

32

Total
Organisa

tions

1

7
10

18
3

25
9
1

7
22
W
1Î

6

S

2
\7

3
3

17

H

25

221



Ago end be J>

Statewise Distribution of Demonstration Training Janata
Biogas Plants Constructed by APPRO

{From January 1980 to November 1982)

SI.
No.

1.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. '
8.
9.

10.
11 ,
12.
13,
14,'
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2 1 .

State
of

India 2

Andaman & Nicobar
Assam
Andhra Pradesh
Bihar
Delhi
Gujarat
Haryana
Jammu Si Kashmir
Karnataka
Kerala
Madhya Pradesh
Manipur
Maharashtra
Meghalaya
Nagaland
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan
TanuJnadu
Uttar Pradesh
West Bengal

Total

m3

-
4
1
1
1
2
1
-
1
1
-

1
_
1
.1
_
1
4
-

20

JAN

3 m*4

1
4
5
1
9
2
_
1
-
-
-
3
_
-
4
2
6
3
8
3

56

ATA

m3

2
-
I
2
1

12
-
-
1
1
4
1
1
_

1
1
._
.,.
2
-

30

PLANTS

6 m3

-
1
4
-
-
2

-
2
-
1
-
-
1
5
2
1
1
1
3

30

8 m

1

-

-
-

1
_
...
„

1

-

3

CONSTRUCTED

3 10 m3

-

_

. -
_

1
-
1
.,
1
1
-

_.

.1
-
I
-

15 m* 20 m3

_

_

j —

1
1
„

-

I
_
1
_

1
1

6 1

Total
Plants

2
2

10
12
3

22
6
1
4
5

11
2
5
7

2
• 1 2

6
r>
6

23
7

152
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Appendix E

Summarized Table of State-Wise Distribution of Organi-
sations who Sponsored Trainee Masons, Number of Masons
Trained, and Demonstration/Training Janata Plants Cons-
tructed by AFPRO

(From January 1980 to November 1982)

SI.
No.

1.
2.
3 .
4,
5.
6.
7 .
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
.16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2 1 .

States
of

India

Andaman & Nicobar
Assam
Andhra Pradesh
Bihar
Delhi
Gujarat
Haryana
Jammu & Kashmir
Karanataka
Kerala.
Madhya Pradesh
Manipur
Maharashtra
Meghalaya
Nag aland
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan
Tamilnadu
Uttar Pradesh
West Bengal

Total

Demonstration/
Training Janata

Jan'80 to
Nov'82

2
2

10
12
3

22
6
1
4
S

11
2
5
2
2

12
6
9
6

23
7

152

Masons
Trained

Sept'80 to
Nov'82

4
11
85
38

6
34
36
13
21
42
69
11
24
12
6

28
11
35
26
56
26

594

Sponsoring
Organisation for
Mason Trainees

Sept'80 to
Nov'82

1
7

10
18

3
25

9
1
7

22
14
11
6
6
2

17
3
3

17
14
25

221



VOLUNTARY AGENCIES AND BENEFICIERY INTEREST
IN HUMAN WASTE MANAGEMENT

G. Surya Rao

Consultant
Urban Community Development

!;.; ' Re':;- — . ^ ^ ^
1. INTRODUCTION n;. '•'

In India, till about the turn of this century, latrines were very scanty
in urban areas and almost unheard of in rural surroundings. They were
also strange to the traditions and customs of Indian home; and defaecation
in the open fields was not only a common habit but also considered a matter
of great convenience before the advent of civilization.

1.1 With the recent trends in urbanisation, human waste disposal has
posed* a great challenge to the Third World countries, where poverty, igno-
rance and customs play a contradictory role against new innovations. With
the towns and cities getting more and more congested and increased in
number, open space has disappeared in the surroundings of living zones;
and lanes and by-lanes, which were hitherto unfrequented by man, have
gained undue importance with busy traffic.

1.2 These changes posed an urgent need to have latrines within and
nearby dwelling spaces according to one's own ingenuity and capacity. The
need to have this facility at a lowest cost was obvious and it was indeed an
evil genius, who devised the bucket type latrine, in which human beings
make house-to-house collection of excreta and carry them to the roadside
dumps, from where they are reloaded into trucks for transport to trenching
pits.

1.3 Human excreta are a reservoir of causative agents for
gastro-enteric diseases and parasitic infestations, transmissible through all
possible media. With improper disposal, human waste can be a source of
disease, a dangerous pollutant to the environment and a misfit as an effi-
cient fertilizer.

1.4 The statistics regarding excreta disposal are very staggering in
India, which is a very vast country spreading over 3.2 million square kilo-
meters, each having on an average a density of 195 persons. According to
the 1981 census, the country's population was around 684 million, with a
per capita income equivalent to US$ 180. With minimised epidemics and
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better living conditions, the life expectancy has risen to 51 years, even
though much of the marginal population is undernourished with children and
women remaining as the worst sufferers (1),

1.5 Against this demographic picture, one third of the urban house-
holds (over 7 million) do not boast of a latrine; another one third are
content with bucket-type service latrines; and amongst the remaining one
third, 21 per cent share flush latrines, 7.2 per cent enjoy independent
flush latrines and 5.2 per cent have septic tank latrines (2).

1.6 There is a terrific disparity in the existing levels of excreta
disposal within the country and rural areas» which have about 80 per cent
of the population» are conspicuously deprived of this facility. Again, in
urban areas these facilities are very much in favour of high-income groups;
that too without much of expense to them.

2. SEWERAGE

Conventional sewerage is no doubt ideal and is the best form of dis-
posing of human waste. But looking at the enormous costs of construction
and maintenance, it is really prohibitive and impossible for a poor and den-
sely populated country like India. We have now just about 300 out of 3000
towns with a sewerage system and most of them are with partial coverage to
as low as 10 per cent. Under-utilization of the installed capacity is another
discouraging feature leading to a large wastage of investment, which is at-
tributable to the negligence and indifference of administration on one side
and poverty and the ignorance of the common man on the other. The con-
ditions might be the same in other developing countries, where the gulf of
parity between resources and requirements is ever widening.

2.1 The need for underground sewer cannot be ignored in the long
run. Until it is necessary to devise and depend upon other simpler solu-
tions for many more years for the simple reason, the core central city will
always be crowded with narrow lanes, where sewerage lines cannot be laid
with ease.

2.2 The delay in latrine conversion programmes all these years was
because of the concept that the sewer system is indispensable for human
waste disposal. Technology must adapt itself to local needs and conditions
and must offer solutions at à minimum cost; yet providing a satisfactory
answer to the total problem. But the engineering stand all these years was
firm stating that no other method except sewerage is desirable to deal with
human waste disposal. Our planning experience over the past three de-
cades is indicative of the infeasibility of providing a sewerage system to all
urban population within a foreseeable future. But the total sanitation pro-
gramme has a rightful claim for priority attention in developmental plans
because of its capability in improving personal hygiene, community health,
social uplift and economic well-being.
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2.3 For us , the problems are three-fold: (i) converting bucket, latrines
into low-cost water-seal latrines; (ii) providing new latrines in houses
where there are none; and (iii) providing well maintained community latrines
to meet the needs of pavement dwellers, floating population and those
having no latrines.

3. INITIAL ATTEMPTS

Persons engaged in excreta collection and carriage are mostly Harijans
(Bhangis) and this occupation has become a social stigma, which undermined
their status and ultimately perpectuated into a hereditary form. For these
very people, whom Mahatma Gandhi has loved so much and rehabilitated
them to some other respectable occupation, several alternative systems to
service latrines have been tried ever since 1930.

3.1 At the request of Gandhiji, one of his close associates, Dr. Cassell,
devised a trench latrine, which was tried out in Wardha Sevagram. An
improvement on this was the dug-well and bore-hole latrines; but none of
these could escape criticisms on some ground or other.

4. NATIONAL PROGRAMMES

4,1 Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Programmes

Soon after independence in 1947, Government of India gave much
thought to human waste disposal and this programme - covering few
selected backward areas - was launched in 1954. Septic tank latrines and
overhead tanks for water supply have been constructed on a war footing to
achieve stipulated targets and spend earmarked budgets.

4.1.1 It was purely an engineering fete, not interferring with the back-
wardness, illiteracy and customs of the local population and as such for

I some time, these latrines have been left ornamental and later dirty eye-
| sores, emitting filthy odour. People have outrightly opposed the idea of
| introducing the latrines inside dwelling premises, and so the construction
I was launched in clusters in-the periphery of habitat zones. The motivation
| to erect privacy walls at their expense did not at all reach the benefi-

ciaries, as the implementing department was not equipped with this type of
task force.

4.1.2 Thus in course of time,, these latrine seats were seen acting as
small elevated platforms for fodder stack and dung cake heaps (fuel made of
dung). Defaecation was common alround the seats but not upon, reflecting
the poor utility of the total programme.
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4.2 Community Development

To make up the community education gap and convert people as willing
partners in the total development programme» National Extension Service
and Community Development blocks have come up simultaneously at a large
scale all over the country in the 1950's and these programmes did not keep
the beneficiaries silent at the receiving end. Through Social Education
Organisers and Village Level Workers, the element of education and moti-
vation about the utility and usage of these toilets wai3 introduced along with
several other programmes. People, who have reached the stage of ac-
cepting and adapting the nev method, were made to commit a portion of the
cost as their share.

4,2.1 This approach gave a positive and right direction to the sani-
tation programme; but the intensity and success again depended much on
the quality of the motivating force, which is an integral part o>* the bureau-
cracy. The changing policies -- out of political and vested interests in the
later years - had a bitter attack on the two crucial and vital elements,
namely, self-help and people's participation, which were indeed part of our
old culture and village life in the past.

4.3 Slum Improvement

Recognising the need to improve sanitary conditions in slums and
backward localities in urban areas, Government initiated the environment?!
improvement programme in the sixties. An amount of Rs. 120.- was initially
fixed as per capita expenditure on community latrines, baths, water supply
street lights and approach roads. Implementing agencies were to ensure a
balanced utilization of allocated funds to provide these basic needs with
people's involvement and co-operation.

4.3.1 But in practice, this again has become another engineering exer-
cise, where the bureaucracy felt shy and diffident to contact the communi-
ties and or at least invite their suggestions. The yardstick provided in the
guidelines stipulated a latrine seat and a bath room for every 20 persons,
and a water tap and a street light for every 200 population. In some slum
areas, taking advantage of the available open space, construction work was
completed for latrines and bath rooms. At this point, if the funds are ex-
hausted, the programme was deemed to have been completed with needy
structures; but not necessarily with water connection, which are essential
for their utility,

4.3.2 There are instances where these funds were also utilized for
laying sewer lines, which can be safely concealed from public view and cri-
ticism. This was again a unilateral decision and action without assessing
the future utility and exact capacity of the residents to make best use of
the community facility. It was executed through a contractor, who is an
alien to the local community, and can be questioned only by the engineer.
Even if there are few people, who are sufficiently motivated to ask for a
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sewer connection, the immediate answer would be: "Apply through a regis-
tered plumber, spend money and go through the usual procedures". AH
this ends up with much capacity and potential for the new sewer line? but
the utility is decimal.

5. THE RESULT

What is the ultimate result?

- The target is achieved, provided the utility aspect is not
questioned.

- The convenience and feelings of the people are simply ignored.

- This has created terrific apathy and aversion against the
governmental agency implementing the programme.

- Taking advantage of the darkness all around, there are instances
where these latrines and baths were utilized for unsocial and illicit
activities, which again provoked unrest and nuisance in the neigh-
bouring communities.

5.1 Who is the looser in all these situations-

- Is it the engineer?
' - Is it, the contractor?
' - Is it the beneficiary?

- Or is it the Nation as a whole?

5.2 At whose fault is it happening?

- The policy maker?
- The bureaucracy and the local subordinates implementing the

scheme?
~ Or the people, who have no say against what is happening

before their eyes?

5.3 The national plans and policies are laudable in any situation. But
encouraging results are not generally evident as the emphasis is more on
targets « monetary provisions and technological innovations, ignoring the
human aspect, which is traditionally handicapped with its own ignorance»
socio-economic conditions and its own perception about its felt-needs. All
the attitudes of considering the local community as an inert object, and
deciding plans and programmes even without uttering a work to them, are
not a surprising fact in our administrative dealings even today. This
makes the people and the bureaucracy assume opposite postures, ultimately
affecting the utility of the total programme.
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5.4 Money, if prudently used and efficiently managed, cannot be a real
problem. It ie ridiculous to count resources only in monetary terms that
come out of govern mental exchequers. There are vast resources in terms
of men, materials and money, which have to be tapped and "made best use
of through proper techniques and approaches. But bureaucracies, in ge-
neral, lay little emphasis oi do not weiccoie them at all» as they may tend
to upset the established practices aud administrative procedures. For alj
problems, the solution is technology or money» which is unfortunate and
distressing. It it high time to •'talise that human approach and people's
involvement are the missing links in our developing nations, which perpe-
tuate misery and instigate apathy and. indifférer ce amongst the masses.

6. GANDHI CENTENARY CELEBRATIONS

This was an instance, where Government and voluntary agencies,
adapting Gandhian philosophy, have played very effectively a joint role;
and these celebrations had a triggering effect on sanitation programmes all
over India in 1969. Harijan colonies were specially chosen with a firm in-
tention to provide all basic amenities and local competitions were also held
to inculcate and promote sanitary and clean habits. To widely preach and
practice some of the principal ideals of Gandhiji, the Gandhi Centenary Ce-
lebration Committee chalked out several programmes to fight against various
social injustices done to harijans.

6.1 Governmental Effort

To popularise house connections to sewer and to promote dry latrine
conversion programme, the Government of India offered 25 per cent subsidy
and 75 per cent loan assistance. This matter received further emphasis in
the Government of ïndia letter dated 10th June, 1968 (Annexure-I) to pro-
mote a special campaign for the conversion of dry latrines into flush type
ones. To achieve maximum success, it was suggested that ; jt

- no new building be allowed without th*> provision of a flush-type
latrine;

- compulsary connections be ensured in sewered areas; and

- a special drive be launched in unsewered areas to convert dry la-
trines into water~seal closets.

6.2 The above order also urged the municipalities to prepare schemes
and submit them urgently for Governmental assistance. However, there has
been no tangible progress all these years in most of the states, presumably
because there is no suitable mechanism to provide the initiative, guidance
and direction necessary to plan and implement programmes of this nature.



6.3 State Governments were equally determined to relieve "the human
beings (Bhang! Mukti) front the undignified job of carrying nightsoH as
head load. An ordinance was promulgated in 1970 In Bihar and Orissa ban
ning construction of new dry latrines and also indicating that continuation
of dry latrines IK a cognisible offense punishable with both tine and impri-
sonment, and this created a sense of urgency for trie people to go in for
latrine conversion *

6.4 Under the relevant provisions contained in the Gujarat. Municipal
Act, the State government issued certain Mode] By-laws for municipalities
(Annexure-II) for conversion of bucket-type latrines into walei—borne la-
trines in. 3.963; but this did not include any clause fo- the provision of a
latrine as such in the houses.

6.5 The break--up of the estimated cost of a iatrlr.e conversion (in,
19?0's) and the ratio of sharing by the house-holder and the local body is
given in Annexure-ÏII, which indicates that the programme is viable and
profitable to both parties (3).

7. VOLUNTARY AGENCIES

•£>alai Vidvalava

It was established by Harijan Sevak Sângh in Gujarat and it did pio-,
neering work to promote Bhangi Mukti and also played a catalytic role in
the progressive conversion programme» An innovative step was taken by
the Government in appointing the Principal of the Safai Vidyalaya as the
Honourary Advisor to Government to ensure speedy implementation of latrine
conversions. This close association and active involvement of a voluntary
agency has given a special dimension to the total programme. With their
joint effort, between 1964 and 1978, nearly I5Q>Q0O dry latrines were con-
verted with nominal incentives to the beneficiaries,

^•'* Stjlabh^ Shauchalaya 'Sansthan (SSS)

It is a product of the Gandhi Centenary Committee in Bihar during
1970, which first thought that the development of a design for the hand-
flush latrine was an end in itself; but soon realised that it was just a
means and the uitiniate goal was to convert all dry latrines, at low cost,
using their own technology and not to allow 'new service Jatrin.es to come
up. The Government of Bihar realised the usefulness of this voluntary
organisation and sought its assistance for its statewide conversion pro-
gramme, offering suitable financial assistance to the beneficiaries in the
form of loan and grant.

7.1.1 On behalf of municipalities, SSS is also maint air; in g several com-
munity latrines, baths and urinals charging a nominal aura of 10 pisa (one-
tenth of rupee) from each user to meet operative expenses and staff



A' <se<*wnitte» of eminent tocaï mimnw with soeHl *•»}<. aptitude
sftar th§ maintenance of these public latrine* and th<r..-r acco

7.1*2 Regarding maintaining eomraurcU/ fc'.tH *e n, "•'w nml he Me»
failed miserably > igpit» of Hug» «Kper. Cimrrv ou ••OMrvMha-cicak duty *i**~
rangement*, eï©«£irtg terrible eyespf.fi*. «n<S >ov«tttî:U di* jsse transmitting
soneg at vital and busy «ntrts» in urbmi a» .•,.,*«, With th* SSÊ- coming Into
picture» these places have turned out to lovely centres wHh baautifuï
gardens and no files,

7.113 The procedures d»vig«d for latrine ceimwion by $Sh prcvidod a
gr#&t relief to houseJioltis. Th© Cantors that pr.omc-;ed confin-urit'/ tnth«siR»m
and psrtkifwilon art (i) m -̂ eh&*'»cWr and fiinctJon-i ro?e of :! ht San#than
work«S5 iii) the urgent nw i fot a praetical and es^iomis »o'uti;>P to get
rid of dry latrmesj » r ' (iâ*) U>t fin«rieia* and piocidaraî aid m tended to
the bmj§ewholder, without himssîf basing exposed ii th<« ci'mbr-io^j procé-
dures <$£ i^euring knai *ftd doing th©: ?"«>rk on hi*

7.1,4 Without this active participation of a vo;untiry ugenry Hke SSS,
the eonvemîpn programme would not have had uweh »• ps<;.e with the pre-
vailing slowmoving adoûiiiitrativ* wa«)finery ant" ^ii-to-iky. corruption*
The voïwntary tg#ncy *• with a v« -̂y fritrndiy and Mfofmnù upptmth - moti-
vates and pey®uad«i people to aeipt the eoîiv«rs,-or prog^mm^. If tht»r«
are any hurdbf or diflicwlt!e« anticipated, It takew fedequaïf pt'eeaution» in

and does not allow the household to lee! Mi j'lnch, S"3S 1» « »»lf-
orgsnisntion wfczh U&tna 10 per c»nt of th«; sosi a» * commission

t© meet the csst QI st^W;.agf ie*ear«h anà développent,. I, h&i nbout
50,000 ktrine» converiions to-it» credit» .in addition to e£ficiertly main-
taining several community latrinee all over th# cour try,

7.Î.5 With iannple and stTPeamlinee! prooeâuree# tha SSiJ take» the pro-
gramme right from the initial propi^ftiKU ••*t»ge to Vh» end. ^ h ^ approach#
with it i laudable result*» « ie t&kfn net© by othex" F ta ••«,§,>• waich »l«*o ^tar^id
iiraikr programmes» seeking tht H Îp of thin Sensv.hbr;, . [-•avin/t («p**"*̂ ' it*
approach and • philesaphy to Sri LMÏÎ-:», SÊ5 h< « *»aqwi *«,£ .nternatio^ai.
•tatu» few yiarp ©go and in row familiarly caUec &e the Suï* ûh Interna-
tional»

7».1.6 Ju*t a» nny oth#r organisation ( thin agency h m p>»ned initial
stages of itruggte lor ïJ*i»»t*ïîce» getting re^ngn'tiop an<J tin ally gaining
wide aeeeptabiUty, Ore»* applaud com@g not 'o?.«ly te^m Oîfterrnt etatéi ir
India, but also from international ager^isii abroad « Of Uta, ihe negative
lorcei» of jealousy and îmtagonUsrn .atnorgst few vnpttd inte»^*1:» in th«
bureaucracy are, striking roots with signa of waning offipi.a support* The

red taptsro and corrupt &tt;tude«« TM\J not h..<v« ?nud. gaJ-n ;ron» thMr
with a volu^itar1/ agency lik« thi», just .ui they «njoy fr̂ Wi tî*«ir

other clients in routine administration arid the e&urtry1*» ovire-H dtv^Jopment
is ol not much eeneern t&r them. Such hardships by tn«s *dminigtr«t^'» at
tower &né intermediary level* appear i*»evita)->lr for feny voJuntfery
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organisation even with a clean record of honest and sincere services.

8. OTHER STATES

Kerala : A scheme was launched at about the «ame time, when the
State government has compelled the local bodies to get all bucket-type la-
trines converted and abandon the scavenger service by the close of the
Gandhi Centenary Celebration year and the results were marvellous. It
remains an on-going programme even today with local organisations and fa-
milies getting supplies of closets and slabs as incentives from the Panchayat
Samithis in rural areas. This practice is now introduced in few urban
areas also through UNICEF-assisted programme of p.will and medium town
development.

8.1 Tamilnadu

The Research cum action project was tackling the conversion pro-
gramme in selected rural areas since 1974 with a government subsidy of Rs.
145.- for each unit. The Urban Community Development project in Madras
has started extending this benefit to urban households in Madras Metro-
politan area.

8*2 West Bengal

In 1974, the Calcutta Metropolitan Development Authority started a
conversion programme in individual houses in addition to providing commu-
nity latrines in slums. The beneficiary under the scheme bears 25 per cent
of the total cost and the rest is offered as subsidy by the Authority.

8,3 Uttar Pradesh

The planning Research Action Institute, Lucknow, invented a new eco-
nomical design called PRAI latrine with one pit, which in some respects was
even better than the septic tank latrine. Some important modifications were
made by SSS and the new type with tow pits is called the pit privy or
water-seal latrine, or the Sulabh Shauchalaya in Bihar. There are even
quite a few modified designs, depending upon the soil and water table con-
ditions. The design of a commonly used one is given in Annexure-IV.

9. SOCIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Many people believe that the main bottlenecks in effectively imple-
menting sanitation programmes in low-income settlements are of economic and
technical nature. So their outlook is more for low-cost methods with better
engineering skill. But in this context, one should not forget (which is not
often the case) several human factors, which influence changes in sanitation
practices - either in initial provision or insubsequent care and maintenance.
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9.1 A recent World Bank study states (4) :

"It is easier to change technology than to change behaviour, and it
is more difficult to determine cultural acceptability than technical
feasibility".

9.2 The same study quotes Dr. David Bradley of the Ross Institute of
Tropical Hygiene as follows :

"No matter how much we have learned abotit the engineering, details
of alternative sanitation systems and the related health aspects,
unless these findings can be translated to thn targe, population in ?
way they can accept and understand, this is mostly an academic
exercises".

9.3 In development there is no such thing as a purely economic or a
purely technical problem; but ultimately they are all human problems.

10. Then what are the key social and psychological factors that have to
be borne in mind, as we attempt a change in sanitation practices?

Dr. William J. Cousins (5) tried to summarize the main factors in the
following formula :

M x 4 A + S = CP

M stands for motivation, the four A1 s are awareness, acceptability,
availability and adaption, S means satisfaction, and CP is for changed prac-
tices. This formula implies that in order to effect change, in present sani-
tation practices, people must be motivated and made aware of new practices,
which should be easily acceptable and available so as to facilitate adaption.
After adaption, the beneficiary must derive sufficient satisfaction so that he
can continue adapting forever the changed practice.

10,1 Motivation is to bring about the desired change for accomplishing
the felt-needs.

The question is then whose felt-needs?

- those of the engineer or health educator, who feel the need for
people to use sanitary latrines?

- or those of the people themselves, who feel the need to use la-
trines?

If the answer is people, then which people?

- rural or urban?
- rich or poor?
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- young or old?
- healthy or sick?

1.0.2 We of tan tend to treat people as an unidentified mass. When we
talk of changes in human behaviour, we shonid remember that we are not
attempting at changing masses; but we are attempting to get individuals,
like us, change the!* habits which they have hoen following all along and
which are backed by customs, traditions and values passed on from gene-
ration to generation.

10.3 Individuals are members of groupe and man is a social animal go-
verned *vy group norms to a great extent à Each ef the members in the
group and the group as K whole have different motivations and urges, some
of which fii'e favourable and seme others antagonistic to our overall ob-
jectives.

.10,4 Inspite of continued effort for the last three and a half decades,
there is still no wide acceptance for the usage of sanitary latrines. This is
due to a variety of radons and beliefs ether than econotmc and technical
and they might be :

- it is cleaner to use fields
- the field gets manure directly deposited onto it
- there arc toe many technical difficulties
- it is a sin to use latrine
- and so on.,,

10.5 Motivating may also vary w'ih age, sex and education. people
adapt latrines for tha sick, women and children. In some cases, women
resist it because i+ deprives them of nn opportunity to gossip with their
friends.

10.6 Socio-economic status may also influence motivation, where conve-
nience, cleanliness and prestige may be the positive factors. On the ether
hand, economic and technological problems aiîd unending paper work in bu-
reaucracy may aci as dis-ineentiveg.

.10.7 So the problem is to analyse various types of people and different
types of motivations and pair them together so as to facilitate acceptability
and adaption. The other important aspect is to pick out relevant infor-
mation and education material and pus* it into the minds of the clientele in
i palliative way,- using appropriate methods and channels. Many people may
be aware oi a uew practice, but not all of them will adapt. Thus awareness
is important, but it alone is not enough.
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11. ADAPTION AND FOLLOW-UP

Once the individual accepts an idea and the agency ensures its avail-
ability, the final step is how to make the individual adapt the new practice
that the agency is struggling to introduce. Peer group pressure, local
leader's influence or a community workers' advice may ultimately trigger
action,

11.1 There is still much work to be done even after people adapt a new
practice. In the case of low-cost latrines, to ensure user satisfaction, the
promoting agency has to guarantee that the latrines are (i) technically
sound, (ii) easy to maintain and keep clean» (lii) odour free and, (iv)
quickly delivered and installed. In short, it is important to anticipate and
avoid all possible negative side-effects, so as to encourage more people to
accept the new ideas for translation to action stage.

11.2 These various agency efforts have nc set chronological order. *w
Where to start to convince people and where to end depend upon the si-
tuation. More stress may be warranted on certain steps and this again is
not constant. To many, it is an herculean task; and this it is true es-
pecially when the idea is totally new to the community, and more so when it
is introduced by a strange community worker.

12. WORK FORCE

As one can guess, the beginning is always difficult, laborious and
time-consuming. Therefore, the motivators - whether from the bureaucracy
or from a voluntary agency - should poases extra ordinary qualities of com-
mitment, devotion and selflessness. Also, they roust be closely identified
with the community in which they are working. People must treat them as
their true friends» philosophers and guides» who are part and parcel with
them in all their joys and soroows. i

13. REPLICATION

This programme approach warrants for workers of superlative qualities
and this may drive us to the conclusion that it is a slow process with no
chances for replication. The habitat housing programme in Hyderabad, in
which toilets for individual households is a part, is a concrete example to
contradict this view. It was indeed a slow process in the initial period,
when the Urban Community Development team had to put in a lot of effort
to gain the acceptance of the weaker section communities and slowly change
their attitudes to the desirable direction.

13.1 After implementing a programme to the stage of vivid perception, an
opportunity was created for other communities to come and have a look at
the evident progress in their neighbouring community after all the
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struggles. Free and frank discussion within the peer groups of the same
social and economic footing facilitates easy communication process, minimises
the agency work, and eliminates many of the initial steps of education and
motivation. Enlightened persons from within the community have been en-
rolled as volunteers to act as effective links between the implementing
agency and the prospective beneficiaries. These efforts have awakened the
masses and aade then ready to accept any developmental programme, in-
cluding sanitation, without much reservation and nesistance. It looks as
though a stage is now reaching, when official agencies might be unable to
cope up with fcLeir demands and thus th<s probieir is becoming the other way
round. This- may at;.••further aggravated if the bureaucracy doe3 not sim-
plify and straighten their procedures for fpeedy and effective programme
implementation.

14. BUREAUCRACY

It does not mind much about its wasteful expenditures as long as it
implements the total programme. But when a local community or a voluntary
agency comes forward to undertake a task» any assistance that comes from
the official end is very often with great reluctance and resistance. In the
housing programme initiated by government for weaker sections, as high as
Rs. 15,000.- were spent for each tenant with no foreseeable returns and at
the same time buying a lot of criticism from thu public. In the Habitat
Housing initiated by the Urban Community Development, the entire cons-
truction has become the responsibility of the elum dwellers and when the
Government was approached to sanction some incentive to these poor, some
officials in key positions have remarked : "When we are constructing houses
for them, we have to spend as much money as is neededÎ' but now, when
people are themselves constructing their own houses, why should the go-
vernment give any incentive or subsidy."

14.1 This type of narrow thinking, wrong interpretation and jealousy
against others - whether those voluntary agencies or Individuals doing
things for the overall betterment of the country - is not desirable. In the
national interest, these volunteers deserve all encouragement and support,
which the Governmental administration should ensure.

15. VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS

They can produce, speedy results at lesser costs. The governmental
effort to reach the poor, in all its welfare activities, can become a reality
only if the local voluntary organisations are given proper recognition and
adequate support sought by them. A suitable mechanism is required at a
state level to plan and guide the field level administrative units, and at the
same time sponsor voluntary agencies to fulfill the overall objectives at op-
timum speed - without leaving matters to the vagaries, individual tastes and
preferences of the local implementation machinery.
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15.1 The sanitation programme ha» large dimensions and a mere expan-
sion of the bureaucratic empire would not yield desirable results. Large
numbers of voluntary organisations community»,' to the task have to be in-
vited to assist the government and create a healthy and long-lasting link
between them and the people. It is only then that.we can expect speedy
results at minimum costs, with the elements of goodwill and understanding
prevailing even after programme implementation. The beneficiary should
also be acknowledged as a crucial partner m tUe total process, whose ac-
ceptance is vital for the ultimate success of any sanitation programme.

15.2 It is important to have a technically sound low-cost latrine; but
that is only a beginning of the total task of getting it widely accepted and
used to the best advantage of the family and the country as a whole.
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THE WANGING'OMBE RURAL SANITATION PROJECT
NOTES FROM THE FIELD

Ivan A. Blakely
UNICEF Project Officer

As a sequel to the UNICEF-assisled Wanging'ombe Gravity Water
Supply project serving fifty developing villages with a population totalling
close on 80,000 inhabitants» the Wanging'ombe Rural Sanitation Project was
conceived in 1980 in order to further up-lift the health standards of the
people in the area.

In realising the close link between a permanent supply of clean water
and proper sanitation facilities in order to eradicate or at least minimize
incidence of water related diseases, many of which are of faecal origin, i
was felt that the water supply would be more meaningful if it were accom-
panied by an environmental health education campaign and the introduction
of better sanitation technology.

A cross-sectional survey of the area» in four villages by the Regional
Medical Officer, together with a TAG mission and UNICEF in August 1980,
and again in October 1980, confirmed the desirability for improved sani-
tation, and also that the villagers were prepared to take up a second chal-
lenge by participating in the same way as they had done in the water
supply.

The sanitation project was therefore designed as a project of the peo-
ple of the Wanging'ombe area, to be implemented on a self-help basis, with
assistance from the Government and UNICEF, only in providing inpui&
which are not available at local level. The UNICEF input is mainly in the
form of hardware, such as cement for the building of pit linings, and ^
reinforced concrete squatting slabs which are being cast at the UNICEF
base camp in the centre of the project area. However, since the new tech-
nology was developed at the base camp, under guidance from Prof. A.M.
Wright of the TAG group, UNICEF is also assisting in transferring the new
technology into the villages, initially by way of seminars at the base camp
for the four pilot villages, and later in the form of demonstration units in
the same villages.

The project was planned for implementation in three phases, namely,
the preparatory phase, the pilot programme phase and the main programme
phase. Having recently entered into the main programme phase, the follow-
ing resume of what actually happened, on site from the beginning up to the
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present date, could be helpful in trying to forecast what might be expected
during the remainder of the most important programme phase.

THE PREPARATORY PHASE

This began with initial meeting in four villages in August 1980, to find
out, firstly, if there was really a need lor improved sanitation in the area
or not, and secondly, if there was a need, what would the level of accept-
ance be in terms of self-help by the villagers, Tho affirmative response,
from village councils in both cases let to a further exchange of ideas on
how best the problem could be tackled, what local resources in terms of
building materials and skills were available, what items or components were
lacking which prevented villagers from constructing longer lasting pit la-
trines which are structurally safe, instead of the existing unsound tempo-
rary types which had to be re-built frequently as storm water caused pit
walls to collapse in the rainy season, and termites weakened the bush-pole
platforms used for squatting on.

Traditionally, Wanging'ombe is a brick-making area, and the use of
both sun-baked and kiln burnt bricks is common in almost all villages, es-
pecially in the construction of primary schools where burnt bricks are preva-
lent , ' however the jointing material used is mud in lieu of cement.

It was soon learnt that cement was one of the biggest constraints
facing villagers, both in terms of availability and also affordability, and
while sun-baked or burnt bricks could be used for structures above the
ground, with only mud jointing, the same conditions would not apply below
the surface, where ground water seepage would tend to disintegrate mud
joints through permanent saturation. It was also learnt that insufficient
appropriate technology, and insufficient environmental health education
which could lead the villagers forward towards a better understanding of
the importance of good personal hygiene, were two other major constraints.

On the basis of what was learnt during the meeting with village coun-
cils, both in August 1980 and again in October 1980, when the second TAG
mission visited the project area, it was recognized that inputs, over and
above local capacity would be required in the hardware, appropriate techno-
logy, and health education components.

Beginning with the hardware and appropriate technology components,
since these two are closely linked, the first step in the design of the pro-
ject was to develop a variety of suitable low-cost pit latrines by building ÏU;
far as possible.on the locally available resources and technology. This
exercise was done at the UNICEF base camp in November 1980, by Prof.
Wright and the UNICEF Engineer, during many hours of discussion and
exchange of ideas» The objective was to create a selection of options, each
of which would be an improvement on the existing technology, and would



also be readily affordable by the villagers, and from which they could
choose in accordance with their needs and preference.

Basically two types of ventilated improved pit. latrines were considered,
and there were (a) permanent type; and (b) semi-permanent type.

Two versions of the permanent type were among the options, one was
the "off-set" alternating type, and the other was the "direct" double vault
compost latrine called the Tanzanian UTAFITI type. Both of the permanent
types would require emptying each .vault in turn after a. period of approxi-
mately 6 years.

Five versions of the semi-permanent type were also included, and out
of these, three were "off-set", and two were "direct" type. The semi-
permanent types would not require emptying, but would have to be aban-
doned on filling up after approximately 12 years.

I
Before the second TAG mission leit the project area in November 1980,

designs were on paper for six of the proposed options, and the design for
the seventh option, namely the UTAFITI type was available from the Minis-
try of Health.

The next stage in the design ol the project was to construct the pro-
posed options at the UNICEF base camp, firstly to test their feasibility,
secondly to monitor any difficulties encountered, and thirdly to monitor the
materials input.

Burnt bricks were of course, the main component, with the use of
cement mortar i'or jointing. Reinforced concrete slabs of various sizes were
used for covering the pits and also ?.5 squatting plates. The privy rooms
or superstructures were built also with burnt bricks, with modesty walls
taking the place of doors, except in the case of the UTAFITI type in which
a wooden sheeted door was used. Some of the ventilation chimneys were
initially constructed using PVC pipes, however these were later changed to
burnt bricks throughout, and included a nylon fiy-screen at the top.
Roofing materials included the use of C.I. sheets, however again as a fur-
ther option, some of the units were changed to a thatched roof in order to
reduce costs and in turn render them more affordable.

In considering the superstructures, the TAG mission recognized that
the most important part of the improved type latrines was that below and
including the squatting slabs, hence it was not considered necessary for
external inputs to include the construction of privy rooms, except the ven-
tilation chimney.

The average number of burnt bricks used in the demonstration models
was 1390_, for the complete structure including the privy room. The ave-
rage number of bricks used below slab level was 760, and the average num-
ber of bricks used above slab level for privy shelters was 630.
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The amount of cement used below slab level was more than two bags
initially, however it was found that by reducing the traditionally thick
joints IV' and sometimes <J" down to ••>,", two bags of cement were more than
sufficient to construct the pit lining and the vent stack. The super-
structures at the base camp were all built, with burnt bricks using- cement
mortar, and tor this an additional two bags were required, on average.

Only a minimal supervision was ofiered to the team which constructed
the demonstration models, this was for the specific purpose o£ seeing a
more realistic result, and in turn getting some idea of how easy, or diffi-
cult it might be to pass on the technology into the villages. The results
were encouragin g -

The construction of the seven selected options at the base camp took
place between mid-November 1980 and mid-February 1981, and their comple-
tion was geared to coincide with the final stages of the preparatory phaset

namely a Seminar for all key personnel involved in the project at all levels, g

The two-day Seminar, which was organized by UNICEF, was held on
February 24th and 25th 1981, at Soliwayo village which is situated in the
centre of the project area. Its main purpose was to bring together all the
participants in order to meet each other, some for the first time, and also
to share with their colleagues details of the specific role which each indivi-
dual would play, as a. contribution to the Wanging'ombe Sanitation Project,
to make it. a success.

The third TAG mission was also arranged to coincide with the Seminar,,
during which time the demonstration models at the base camp were inspected
and discussed by the participants. Later, four "candidate" systems were
selected for promotion in the four pilot villages. These were the two per-
manent types, and two out of the five semi-permanent types. Two main
committees were formed falso during the Seminar. First was the Steering
Committee, headed by the Area Commissioner, and comprising of former
members t,of the water project committee, including Regional and District*
Medical Officers and Regional, District, Divisional and Resident Health Offi-
cers. The second committee, headed by the Regional Medical Officer, was
the technical team comprising of all personnel involved in the actual imple-
mentation of the project.

A field trip was made on 25th, February to each of the four pilot vil-~
lages, alter which the Seminar was closed by the Ag. UNICEF Represen-
tative, Mr. L.G, Wadstein,

THE PILOT PROGRAMME PHASE

Prior to moving into the four pilot villages, a series of one-day semi-
nars were held at the base camp in order to introduce the project to local
artisans, to test their reactions and capability in following the new but



simple technology, and. thereafter work began in earnest in each of the vil-
lages almost simultaneously. The construction of the "candidate" system
was entirely a UNlCEF-supported exercise with the use of local masons.
The reason for this was to speed up the operation in order to get construc-
tion of household latrines underway as early as possible after villagers had.
the chance to observe the options and decide on which one was most suit-
able for them. A request for the construction of all seven options by each
village council was met, however even with this additional work, the demon-
stration models were mostly completed by mid-June, when the Resident
Health Officer eventually arrived in the area to take up duty.

At this stage it was not quite clear how far villagers would be left to
make their own individual choice? from the options, however it was hoped
that a standard model would be chosen for each whole village, thus facili-
tating the casting of con croie slabs at the base camp. It became apparent
towards the end of July that the general choice in all four villages was the

I semi-permanent direct pit latrine, which so closely resembled the traditional^^
design. The selection was made largely on the basis of the very simple^^
technology involved, and also probably because of the limited health educa-
tion which had been possible up to that point.

The huge task of brick-making began in the pilot area as early as
July, and continued throughout the remainder of the dry season up to mid-
November 1981. Reports of the first completed improved pit latrines began
to come in as early as September, and this in turn led to the first Techni-
cal Committee meeting which was held at. Njombe on 21-9-81. Monthly
meetings were held thereafter, however in addition to this, a fourth sche-
duled TAG mission visited the project in early November, and it was during
this visit that some curiosity arose regarding the initial choice of techno-
logy» Participants at the Seminar held in February had recognized the de-

i sirability to promote the use of permanent type latrines as far as possible.
I within the limits of acceptance, and the TAG mission was anxious to learn

about the basis on which the villagers in the pilot area had decided to
adopt collectively one of the semi-permanent options. After brief meetings
at Regional, District and village levels, it was clear that insufficient expla-
nation on the merits of each technical option had been extended to the vil-
lagers. Demonstration models had been built, but there had not been a
formal meeting with village councils to provide guidance during the selection
process, and without this guidance, the model chosen was that most resem-
bling the traditional type.

However, even at this stage, it was not too late to review the, situation
as only about 44 of the semi-permanent units had actually been constructed.
in the pilot area, with pit excavation on-going in a total of approximately
100 households.

A new exercise was conducted in each of the pilot villages which in-
cluded a full briefing on the merits and expected useful life of all seven
options. The exercise also served as an initial introduction to the village



I councils on the topic of decomposed excreta removal from alternating pits,
; and its use as a fertiliser for garden crops.

f The results of the new exercise were indeed surprising. With suffi—
: dent guidance, and more awareness, in the logics of future cost implica-

tions, future space problems within the villages, the harmless nature of
decomposed excreta, and the benefits which can be derived from its use as
a fertilizer, albeit the latter with some reservations, the four_village coun-
cils confirmed the acceptability of a permanent alternating type latrine.

Concrete slab making at the base camp halted temporarily, and a closer
look was taker» at .the design of the alternating pit latrine which had now

\ (been chosen by the pilot villages, in order to try to further reduce its
| cost. From the beginning, it had been noted that the off-set alternating
v model involved the biggest external input of all the options, due to the fact
j ^ ^ that eight concrete ylabs were required to cover the double vaults, and a
Î ^ p further two were required inside the privy room, one as a squatting slab
I and one as a- plain sealing- .slab.

i
} A study of the traditional brick kilns in the area revealed that the
j simple technology, used in forming the arch over the openings left for the
î insertion of firewood, could y'isso be used (with slight modificatio), in co-
I vering the vaults of the double pit latrine by means of a dome, thus elirm-
| nating the need for the eight concrete, slabs. In this, an alternate means
I of emptying the pits had to be found, as the top of the pits would be per-
\ manently sealed, and it was decided that the easiest way to facilitate this
• was to leave an opening of 2 ft by 2 ft at the bottom of each pit. This
s would mean that when, a pit would require to be emptied, a shallow exca-
| vation would be made â  the rear of the pit to locate the opening, through
• which the decomposed excreta could be removed by simply raking it out.
j After emptying, as also during initial construction, the opening would be
f blocked by the use of bamboo canes to prevent backfilled soil from entering
I the pit.

! •
| With the knowledge that there would not_ be any_ more bricks required
I in the new design than the original design, and also with the confidence
I . that the simple technology could be passed on to the local artisans, it was
j decided first to build a demonstration model at the base camp, and there-
| after in each of the pilot villages. However, the construction went only up
| to slab level, with one vault left open, and one completely sealed by the
| dome, so that villagers could see clearly the details of how it was built.
f This work has already been completed, and it is expected that household
\ construction of the new alternating option will begin shortly after the rainy
j season, in April. The pilot programme will therefore overlap into the main
\ programme phase.
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THE MAIN PROGRAMME PHASE

f Having entered into this phasf in January, winch is scheduled to last
: for three years, and consists of 15 villages each year, the first 15 villages
{ were selected in December, and a more consolidated strategy has been possd-
' ble, from experience gained in the pilot phase.

Introductory meeting in each village took place between 20th January
; and 11th February 1982, and the unanimous acceptance of the new dome pit

latrine in all village.*.! to date brings growing hopes that the W'anging'ombe
Sanitation Project might be; as successful as the water project.

»Wja— .
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ABSTRACT - Permatang Tinggi, a new village of about 2,000 people in
northern Peninsular Malaysia, was chosen for the study, The richer v i l -
lagers use the pour-flush toilet system connected to septic tanks. How-
ever, a significant proportion of the villagers uses the buc_ket__systeirn. The
problems of human waste disposal arose mainly with the latter system- The
buckets were manually collected from each house once or twice every week
due mainly to shortage of labour. The wastes were stored at the roadsides^
on the outskirts of the village to await transportation by lorries for final
disposal. The defects of the bucket system are many and they include of-
fensive smells, flies, health hazards and general unpleasantness, it is sug-
gested that underground community biogas digesters be built for primary
treatment of the wastes and the sludge be further treated by stabilisation
ponding. The advantages of the proposed system are discussed.

INTRODUCTION "

The disposal of human wastes in Malaysia is highly unsatisfactory. Xn
1974 it was estimated that about 5% of the population, mainly in urban
centres (2), had direct access to community sewerage systems and that a



large proportion of the population had no facilities for human wastes
disposal (Table 1), The situation has not changed very much since then
( 1 , 5 ) .

Table 1. Percentage of Population in Malaysia Using Various
Types of Human Waste Disposal System in. 1.974.

Sanitary Facility 'a of Population

Sewerage system 5,0
Septic tank ljL4_
Bucket system CI7_. 4 )
Pit latrines 30.4
No facilities 32.8

In rural areas, the problems of human wastes are critical clue to its
low priority given by the government as compared with at lier infrastructural
facilities such as roads, schools, electricity and water supplies. An ineffi-
cient human waste disposal system will expose the community to infections
by pathogenic organisms and provide conditions conducive for the breeding
of disease vectors such as flies.

The probability of risk of occurrence of disease epidemics - such as
cholera and other human waste-related diseases which affect a great number
of people within a short period of time ~ increases from a sparsely popu-
lated rural setting to a more densely populated new village set-up. An
efficient human waste disposal system, therefore, cannot be over-
emphasized, especially when there is a drive for increased low-cost housing
in a national attempt to satisfy the pressing housing demands from the
lower economically and nutritionally disadvantaged sector of the population
which are, therefore, least resistant to health hazards.

THE NEW VILLAGE - PERMATANG TINGGI

Permatang Tinggi (Fig. 1) in northern Peninsular Malaysia is a typical
new village in Malaysia. It is the biggest village in the cluster of five vil-
lages in the area and is the best developed in terms of infrastructures.
The total population of the area is about 3,000 with Permatang Tinggi Baru
having about 2,000 (Table ?,). The village has 324 houses with 382 fami-
lies, each having on the average 4 to 6 people. The land use around the
village is mainly agricultural (Table 3) and the main crops are coconut and
rubber (Table 4).
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Figure 1 Site of Pernatang Tirtggi in Northern Peninsular Motoytio
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Table 2. The distribution of Population
in the Permatang Tinggi Area.

Population

Permatang Tinggi Baru 214b
Tonkang S18
Perrnatang Sena 155
Estât Weng Lee l?,0
Estât Nenas 114

Total 3023

Table 3. Land Use in the Perrnatang Tinggi Area.

Land Use

Agricultural
Non-Agricultural
Governmental use
Housing

Total

Acreage (ha.)

*

49
6
3

12

70

However, only about 30% of the population are involved in agricultural
activities and the rest are mainly factory workers, government employees» Jfe
etc. and others . It is interesting to note that a large proportion of the
population goes out of the village to work. A recent survey of the income
distribution of the villagers {Table 5) showed that about 90% earned M$
400.00 or less per month (US$ 1 ~ M$ 2 .3) .

HUMAN WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM AT PERMATANG TINGGI

Various types of sanitary facilities are presently being used in the
village of Perrnatang Tinggi. These consisted of the bucket , pour-flush,
pull-flush and pit la tr ines.



Table 4. Distribution of Agricultural Crops
in Pernmtang Tinggi.

A g r i c u i t u r al C r op

Coconut
Rubber
OU Palm
Others

Total

Acr;ap;e (ha.)

?A
16
8
i

49

Table 5. Income Distribution of the Villagers
of Permatang Tinggi.

Income per Month % of Population

Less

More

than
-

th an

M$
M$
M$

250.
250 •
400

00
3 400

41
48
13

The majority of the villagers use the bucket system (Table 6). The
bucket system and the pit latrines are most unsatisfactory while the flush
systems discharging into individual septic tanks are more adequate but are
not functioning satisfactorily, due to poor maintenance»

Since the majority of the villagers use the bucket system, the problems
associated with, the system are of utmost concern. Management of human
waste disposal in Permatang Tinggi is under the Municipal Council of
Seberang Prai. Under the sysitem, a team of conservancy workers are em-
ployed to empty the buckets each morning. The wastes are then sent Xp
conservancy trucks to be • transported (or trenching.

The bucket system is very unsatisfactory in Permatang Tinggi since if
is labour-intensive; the working conditions are bad and the workers are
exposed to health hazards. As such, labour to operate the system is in-
creasingly difficult to get, with the result that the already unsatisfactory
nature of the system becomes worse. Although collection includes the
washing out of the remaining wastes from the buckets, very often the
washings are conveniently disposed off in the nearest drains and sur-
rounding areas. This results in the contamination of surface- and ground-
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water sources, besides it at tracts flies. This practice of disposal of the
washings of the remain of human wastes also poses a health hazard to
children playing around the houses.

Table 6. Sanitary Systems in Use in the Village
of Permatang Tinggi

Sanitary System No, of Houses

Bucket 214
Pour-Flush 54
Pull-Flush 18
Pit 18

Total 304

The shortage of labour for the conservancy service has become critical
in the Permatang Tinggi new village, so mu«zh so that the collection of
human wastes from the bucket is presently being done once or twice a
week. Although the service normally begins very early in the morning,
due to severe shortage of labour it occupies the whole morning and some-
times extends to the afternoon. Thus this subjects the villagers to the
unpleasantness of the system for a prolonged period. If there is a break-
down of the service due to one reason or another, there is a real possibi-
lity of overflow of the buckets with subsequent health risks to the vil-
lagers . Also» prolonged non-removal of human wastes results in the
breeding of disease vectors such as flies, cockroaches and rodents . The
breakdown of conservancy service has happened in Permatang Tinggi.

The conservancy services in Permatang Tinggi also face the shortage
of conservancy t racks for the transportation of the wastes for final dispo-
sal. The wastes after collection were temporarily stored at a few sites by
the roadsides at the outskirts of the village. This poses a number of p ro -
blems to nearby residents . The most immediate complaint was the unplea-
sant smells carried by even a slight breeze. Besides being unsightly, the
temporary storage of each batch of wastes became a continuous affair of
storing batch after batch, and so the areas are foci of health r isks due to
spillage and carelessness. The sites also attract animals and flies which
increase further the health r i sks .



SUGGESTIONS FOR HUMAN WASTES TREATMENT FOR A NEW VILLAGE

It is suggested that pour-Hush water-seal latrine h« installed for dis-
charging into underground community digesters at least for primary treat-
ment of human wastes. The construction of such a system is shewn in
Figure 2, The. main digester is made from three pieces oï readiJy available
concrete drains (175 cm (J and 150 cm long) and the effluent compartment is
made from a piece of small concrete drain (60 cm 0 and ri0 cm long). The
cost of constructing the digester is about M$ 1,800 (Table 7) and (he cost
of converting a bucket toilet io a pour-ilush loVlet is M$ 100.

The operative volume of the digester is about 6 > !» m3, Assuming the
volume of excreta per person per day is about: 4 x 10 m \ the amount of
waste from a household of six persons would he 2,4 % Iv ' nt3. ff the di-
lution rate is ten timer., the volume of waHtes per hourfebivld is <ï,4 x 10
m3 per day. If a retention time of 30 days is required, the digester would
be able to serve nine households. The cost of conversion of the bucket
type latrine to the pour-flush water sealed latrine connected to under-
ground digesters is estimated at M$ 300 per household.

Table 7. Estimated Cost of Biogas Digester for
Human Waste Treatment as Shown in Figure ?.

Items M$

Large concrete drains (3 pieces) 900.00
Small concrete drain 50.00
Cement 150.00
Sand 50,00
Manhole cover 50.00
Piping of various sizes 100.00
Cost of digging 100.00
Labour 250.00
Miscellaneous 150.00

Total 3,800.00

The digesters could be desludged once a year by sewage tankers.
The effluent can be retained in three ponds about [?.() an to lri0 cm deep
for, a further period of 7 to 10 days (5), during which organic and bacte-
riological content- of the waste water is reduced by about 90%. Land re-
quired under Malaysian conditions has been estimated to be about one hec-
tare for 5,000 people (5). Operation and maintenance of these stabilisation
ponds require very little skill.
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DISCUSSIONS

Despite its importance, health care received only one percent of the
Malaysian federal government development budget in 1982. In the; Fourth
Malaysia Plan, only H$ 120 million or one quarter of the total amount allo-
cated for health care is for rural health services. Medical services are
given top priority while in rural areas sanitation is of low priority. For
good public health in the rural areas as well as for the protection of the
nation's water resources, effective systems for treatment of human wastes
should be installed. ,

The inhabitants of Permatang Tinggi belong to the lower-income group
of people in Malaysia. Although the bucket system of human waste disposal
is one of the cheapest in terms of capital investment, it is unreliable and
highly dependent on the availability of labour. With increasing standards
of living of the general population and higher expectations of job satisfac-
tion, staffing is a big problem in the conservancy system. The bucket
system at present in Permatang Tinggi is highly unsatisfactory. Similar
situations appear to exist in other new villages. To maintain a clean and
healthy environment, there seems to be very little choice for new villages
like Permatang Tinggi in the near future but to opt to a waste disposal
system that requires as little as possible human labour to operate,, is as
simple as possible to maintain, and is reliable.

Although the pour-flush water-seal latrine discharging into under-
ground digesters is too expensive for the inhabitants in the new villages to
implement, the system is low cost in comparison to more conventional reli-
able waste treatment methods. In considering the improvement of sanitation
situations in rural areas, the Ministry of Health should take upon itself the
concept that underground digesters for the treatment of human wastes in
new villages as basic infrastrtictural facilities are comparable to the central
sewerage systems in urban areas. All the materials for construction of the
pour-flush water-seal latrines connected to underground digesters are avail-
able locally. To establish these facilities, materials could be provided by
the Ministry and the community encouraged through self help by subsidies,
demonstration and training in groups in the construction, use and mainte-
nance of these facilities, as well as technical supervision in the actual con-
struction process.

It is suggested that pour-flush water-seal toilets connected to under-
ground digesters be implemented as a pilot project in rural areas in
Malaysia for the treatment of human wastes. The pilot project should
assess the feasibility» appropriateness, and general acceptance of the sys-
tem from the villagers.

The concept of anaerobic treatment of human wastes followed by stabi-
lisation ponding has many advantages. Besides its effective removal of
smells and reduction of harmful organisms, its biogas could be used as a
fuel for community purposes such as lighting of streets and of sports
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facilities» The sludge after further treatment is an excellent organic
fertiliser. The effluent in the stabilisation ponds is excellent for culturing
algae which could he harvested as auimal arid animal feeds.

The use of biogas system in the rural areas in Malaysia has "been ^u&~
gested (3 ,4) , and their advantages highlighted. Biogas digesters using a
combination of various human, animal and agricultural wastes has been suc-
cessfully used .in China and India ((;).
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GENERA h ASPECTS OF THE AQU-PRIVY (AP)

The aqua-privy is a modified septic tank and was first built by Grifj
and Williams in Darjeeling in 1.917, an adaptation of the American cylindric
septic tank (Williams, 1924). A vertical drop pipe extends from the toil
bowl or :-Kpi;3.Ui.H)?; hole to just below the water surface within the tan
The t.rnk is charged with water at the outlet, and then water is added
fiuiiicient quantities to maintain this water seal. Household wastewat
( grey water) can ahso be disposed of in the aqua-privy. The solids sink
the bottom, and the effluent is carried to a leaching field or soakaway f
infiltration into the soil. The tank must, be desludged periodically. If t
tank leaks.. ^ the water seal ceases to function and the; AP will become a sit
pie pii privy. Due to this aspect, success with tbo aqua-privy has foe*
varied. Thc.ve :.:-.re positive reports from Nigeria (Oluwande» 1976) and t.
British Wast it!dies (Sebastian, and Buchanan 1965), but on the other hai
liolsv/ana '{D-xUv Hews, 1975) once issued a ban on aqua-privies because
the odour proh'k'.m, Aqua^privies in Botswana were usually built on-si
with rv-anua) techniques. Therefore, the water seal could not be ensured.

The unique feature of an aqua-privy is the vertical submerged pi]
which is used as a drop-shute for the faecal matter. (Wagner & Lanoi:
I%8). The shutv: has a water seal which is brought about by the licju
within thi: receiving tank. This .ahute offers an unobstructed passage S<
any materials '*-h>ch are disposed of into the AP, The submergence of tl
fshu!<•••• provides a water seal which prevents odourous gases of the purifyir
sludge front tsntf ring the environment of the user. Comparing the AP sy
tem with the -wv;î) known water-seal latrines such as the pour-flush latri]
or the water-î-eaJ squatting plate (Wagner & Lanoix, 1958), the content
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the AP is inferior in terms of odour prevention; i .e. the odour occurs w:
in the tank will be able to leak into the user's environment at a propor
of (area of chute opening : area of the horizontal cross-section) • this p
portion will generally be around 5:1000. The aqua-privy is, however,
perior in two aspects, namely :

1. The drop chute will not be obstructed by anything smaller than
passage; i.e. b to 15 cm in diameter according to the design. 1.
means that rags, rope, shoes, twigs, leaves etc. cannot abuse
AP but the labyrinth water seal of a pour-flush latrine will be cl
ged by these materials.

2, The drop chute does not require water for flushing. Faecal mat
dropped into the chiite may float and linger for a while but
disperse, and sink to the bottom :>i the tank. Faecal matter o
normal diet composition usually sinks Immediately, leaving the s
face of" the water seal free.

APPLICATION OF THE AP AT REFUGEE HOLDING CENTERS

Refugee holding centers have been established since the influx of
refugees into the Thai territory. These holding centers have been finan-
by many international and Thai agencies. Major contributors to the hold
center management and control are The Thai Supreme Command who contt
the policy, and the UNïlCR who coordinates the supply of resources. '

The holding centers have been organised to actually hold the refug
at a definite locations where appropriate treatment may be rendered. 1
refugees are meant to be staying at the centers temporarily awaiting furtl
transfer to their motherland, or otherwise to a third country.

Due to the above-mentioned situation, the holding centers are not
lowed to developed into a permanent community inspite of their populat
size and density. The nature, of buildings, infrastructures and activjt
have also been kept within the scope of a camp. With regard to the fae
waste disposai, many methods have been applied.

Major applications are :

1. Open Irench privy
2. Pit privy
3. Pour-flush pit privy
4. Aqua-privy

These methods Are being used simultaneously at various proportioi
The AP» being the new-comer» has been introduced by the UNHCR probal
due the accumulated experience on the other preceding methods. For ii
tance, the open trench and the pit privy are difficult to maintain



and the? pouT-fhïsh privy requires flush w«tc:.r \A. hieh is f-rfher not available
or not used regularly. The. A.F is obviously a comproini.se between the two
other tvpes. IT does have a water st'al arid does not requires flush water
in order fo function,

A number 01 AP ba.ve been designed and manufactured by Premier Pro-
ducts Go., Ltd., Bangkok, Thailand, according to 'Hu- pu.rcl-is.fje order of
the UNHCK. 'fhe^e AP are made of fibre glass iv-inforced plastic which may
ensurft ;* number a} particular aspects ;

ï. The. WtiU.:r so.ai i*rî in.-:u."f:ain<:f'i by an ;ii>soj.ut,elv '<v;:u:er-.light structure;

,i- r.iuo to a definite and seli'-supporiing structure f th« tank can be
. moved to, and reused, in, «mother pUee,

3. The unit, can be manufactured,» stocked, distributed an.d ins-jtaiJed
within a short vient:, Prndvuction aîîd stock, am be adjvis t̂ed to cope
with the unpredictable demand, from time to time during crisis si-
tuations.

4. i?relabrica.ti.on. Uv-bniqué allows a rigid <:yus.Uty control»

S» Thr1 light v.eî f-it fnaî.eri,,iï is easy to handle during transportation
and installation, especial)Y bv lautuai Yae'yp among unskilled re-
fugees ,

'1'he AP ri"v.••;•?.̂ rri must be looker] upon as a wasic cfisp«&ai system which
conjprises-: *>f three important parts :

a) The toilet or the receptacle, where defecation rakes place.

b) Tiie digestion tauk,, where tirentrnent oi the i'accal mailer Vuiks

c) The i'mal disposal, of the treated effluent, to recycle tlie tre.î'*id
wasî*:i£ >;,-»!.o the naiura.i environment,

Accordirsg io the (nanufacturer. they have bec?i held responsible for
the iirst two part;;. The mimufacturer, however, oilers also consultancy
upon the construction oi part c) in the form of instructionai -booklets ;md
occasional visits to discuss application problems with the sanitarians at the
camps. Part c) of the AP system is apparent under the management of
camp sanitarians,

TOILET FUNCTION OF THE AP

Personnels have been sent to five holding centers to inspect, more than,
half of all the toilets installed. The total number of APs visited was 1,424
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i
I seats. This large number of sample ensures a good coverage of the situa-

! tion.

I The following aspects arc checked.

| 1. General condition : "Usable" means that the person feels that, he
! has no reluctance to defecate at the toilet, and "not usable" means
: vice versa.

• ^* £?ÎLnJiisanci: : ^ there were less than 5 flies crawling on the seat
; or in the toilet room at the instance the door Is opened, flies will
; be registered as "found". If the inspector sees that the number of
I flies are more than five , he will register the result as "excessive".

If no fly is found he will register "nil".

^' Discharge failure t means that the effluent has been blocked and
| that the liquid level in the drop chute is found higher than normal.

I 4. Smell will be noted as failure when the inspector is disturbed by
! • the smell so badly that he does not want to defecate there,

5. Comfort will be noted as failure when the temperature and the in-
ternal environment such as floor, roof, etc. are so bad that the
toilet cannot serve the purpose.

6. Privacy is a failure if the inspector feels that he can be seen from
! outside through holes, cracks or inadequate visual protection.

\ The results of the survey in Table. 1 show that the APs are generally
I in good conditions as toilet units. Problems on flies and smell are

negligible. The leakage of the AP tanks was not found. The main problem
is only at the final discharge which cannot be improved at the toilet or the
digestion, tank but at the final disposal provisions.



Tabîs T. Performance of Aqua-Privias on Personal Hygiene

Siîe

1. Panât

2. Sra Ksow if

3, Kamput

4. Mairut

5. Karb dwng

Total

%

Inspected

63

60

47

80

61

62.2

No. of

seats
inspected

200 J

632

336

168

88

1,424

Condition

Not
usable

4

24

6

—

-

34

usable

196

608

330

168

88

1,390

%
usable

98

36

98

100

100

98.4

%

fiies
found

15

14

15

37

-

13,5

Reasons et

discharge

4

SiTieli

24 | -

4 | -

i _

i
32 | -

fsi'urs %totai

comfort

__

privacy

i
! • • • - >

* i -

• • —

-

-

vn

T'Z/et fts/nrf on rte s» f are naver more than five per seat



TREATMENT FUNCTION OF THE AP

The AP units are expected to work as septic tanks in two functions,
namely settling and digestion. The treatment functions are indicated, by a
number of analyses as follows :

COD (Dichromate chemical oxygen demand) : When organic faecal mat-
ters are digested and escape from the: digester as methane, COD
will be reduced. Also when organic solids settle and accumulate
in the lower part of the tank, COD in the effluent will be less
than in the influent.

NH-N (Ammoniacal nitrogen) : When the organic protein becomes hydro-
lysed by digesting bacteria, NH-N will be released. Solids will
be reduced and methane fermentation will likely to occur.

Grease (Hexane-extracted solids) : Grease is the main constituent of
the faecal soîids. Digestion process may produce grease in the
form of scum which can also further disintegrate as the reaction
proceeds,

•Vciatile acids (Acetic and other organic acids) : Volatile acids are the
intermediate substances in the anaerobic conversion of faecal
matter to methane.

p_H (Hydrogen ion potential) : pH outside the range 6 to 8 will not
encourage the methane fermentation. Low pH ( i . e . below 7) also
induces the release of odourous gases from the digesting liquor at
a roughly proportional degree.

The result of analyses on samples of influent and effluent of the APs
in Table Z show that the APs are operating well as digesters .

Table 2. Performance of the Aqua-Privies on Treatment

Ana.

pH
COD
NH-N
Grease
Volatile

lyses

(g/D
<g/D

(g/D
acid

(g/D

.
Influent

Range

80 -
1.0

0.

0.3 •

320
- 3.3
47

- 1.2

Mean

237.0
2.8

36.4

0.65

Effluent

Range

6.76
3.6
862

38

4.1

to 7.51
to 18.8
- 2421
- 4] 4

- 44.3

Mean

12,4
1457
105

22.7
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A reduction of COD from 237 g/I to 12.4 g/1 shows that the solids are
settled and accumulated within the tank. Only 5% of the COD is allowed to
pass into the effluent. Solids digestion also takes* place because NH -N
increases to a very high level. An increase of grease from 36.4 to 105
mg/1 indicates that the digestion is still incomplete. An increase of volatile
acids from 0.65 to 22.7 also points out the state of digestion.

The analyses results in Table 3 indicate active digestion and
sedimentation, but methane fermentation cannot be expected. Methane
fermentation and also the general condition may be expected if the number
of users is reduced to below 20 persons per seat.

EPIDEMIOLOGIGAL ASPECTS

This aspect concerns with the prevention of health hazards associated
with faecal contamination. The following tests for parasites in the influent
and effluent have been made (Department of Medical Science, 1980).

.1. Al (Ascaris lumbricoides)
2. Hw (Hook worm)
3. Hm (Hymenolepis nana)

The results in Table 4 show that there is practically a complete re-
moval of these parasites.



Table 3. Varknit Aspects of Treatment in the AP

Number
of

Sample

WT-24/25

WT-26/27

WT-28/29

WT-30/31

WT-32/33

, WT-34/35

WT-37/38

WT-36/39

WT~ 40/41

WT-42/43

Station

S t , in ef

S2 in, ef

S3 in, ef

S4 in, fif

S5 in, ef

S6 in, ef

P% in, ef

Pa in, ef

K t in, ef

K2 in, ef

pH

tr. ef

7.48

12%

6.79

6.95

7.51

6.76

754

7.28

7.00

7.22

COD

tn
g/kg

290

120

270

210

270

240

300

320

270

80

ef
mg/i

9.825

16.963

19.450

9.763

10.938

12.338

18.750

18.338

3.6O0

4.125

NH3-N

in
mg/g

3.3

1.5

3.1

1.0

2.2

1.2

1.0

1.4

15

1.3

ef
mg/i

1218

1936

2027

1172

1842

107S

23S3

2421

635

862

Qreasr

in

mg/g

40

62

ef
mg/l

101

145

45 Î99

47

ni!

28

21

i t s

142

59

406

21 414

16

9

39

38

Volatile

in
mg/g

0.9

0.3

0.8

0.4

0,6

0.5

0.5

1.2

0.S

0.4

acids

ef
mg/i

12.8

36.5

Î5.S

21,5

188

23.3

43.2

44.3

4.1

6.8

i

I

i

in = influent
ef = effluent

S - Srskeow
P * Panatnikom
K * Karnput
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Table 4- Removal of Ascaris, Hook Worm and
from the Faecal. Effluent Which Passes Through the AP

Location

Srakeow

Panat

Kamput

Total

% Removal

Number of

Accarts

in

1
177

0
18
88

-

1
18

1890
1

2194

out

0
0
1
0
3
-

0
0

1
0

4

100

Pars .si tes ]per Grain

Hook worm

in

53
707
88
247
265
283

283
141

3392
8

5467

out.

9
0
0
1
4
0

I
1

4
0

21

100

Sample

Hymenolepis

in

-
18
18
-
1

1
-

53
~

91

out

0
0

0

0
-

0
-

0

too

It is worth nothing that the final disposal of the AP effluent has been
done by discharging it into seepage pits. Many of the seepage pits are
close to water supply sources. This situation is very dangerous to the
environmental health conditions.

Analyses for total bacterial count and also E. coli MPN in Table 5 show
that dug-wells (dug by hand or manual tools, usually not deeper than 10
m) are badly contaminated by the effluents of the seepage pits of aqua-
privies. One of the dug-well which is not yet contaminated (see no. 10 in
Table 5) is quite clean, while the other wells which may be as far as 45
metres from a seepage pit are badly contaminated.

The effluent of the ÀP's should be piped or drained in a covered
trough and be disposed of in an oxidation pond rather than in any of the
soil treatment process because the area of the holding centers are too li-
mited to prevent contamination to wells. 'Otherwise, piped water supply
from an external sources should be used.
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Table 5. Incidents of Dug Well Contamination by Seepage Pits

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

*10

Location

Karb Cherng
n

Srakeow
n

Mairood
n

n
ti

it

H

Distance to

Seepage pit (m)

20
7

26
10
45
40
35
15
35
15

Bacteriological

Total colony
(-/I)

7,800
31,000
8,500

180,000
180,000
300,000
300,000
300,000
120,000

7,000

analyses

E. coli
(MPN/100 mil

240
> 240
>240
>240
>240
>240
>240
>240
>240
<2.2

* This installation is not yet in use, hence does not show a conta-
mination of an uncontaminated.

ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF FINAL TREATMENT

The results of this study show that the seepage method is not suitable
for the holding camps which use dug-wells as sources of water supply, due
to the heavy contamination of these wells. It is, therefore, more
appropriate to isolate the AP effluent from soil water for treatment by
stabilisation ponds.

These ponds should be designed based on the number of users. A
safe estimate of 40 grams BOD per capita per day is applicable.

The primary pond receiving effluent from the AP should be sealed with
water-tight materials such as day, asphalt or cement grouting. The ex-
posed water surface should not be smaller than 2 m2 per person. The pond
should be 1 m deep. In order to make sure that the effluent will be safe
for villagers downstream from the stabilisation pond, polishing ponds are
recommendable.

These subsequent ponds should be designed upon the decay rate of
bacteria. The principles can be found in many technical papers. A design
diagram is also available (Suwarnarat, 1980). With this principle, the ef-
fluent of the AP can be purified and become totally safe.
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12.4 AQUA-PRIVIES

Aqua-privies are essentially septic tanks which are situated immediately below
the lavatory pan or squatting plate (Figure 12-4). The liquid level in the tank

Figure 12.4 Simple aqua-privy.
A, squatting plate; B, drop
pipe; C, effluent pipe; D, vent

pipe

must be maintained so that a water seal is formed at the vertical drop hole.
Since sullage is not usually added to the tank, the water level is in practice
often too low to make the desired water seal and there are the consequent
problems of odour release and of fly and mosquito breeding. A solution is to
divert sullage into the tank; even then additional water may be required. As
a result these units are not very popular as permanent installations on individual
plots. They are useful however as temporary communal facilities in military
and refugee camps where there would be direct control over the maintenance
of the water seal.
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CONCLUSIONS

The AP used at the holding centers are good and reliable as hygienic
and trouble-free toilets. The existing effluent disposal system (soil
seepage) is inadequate. Stabilisation ponds should be built instead.

The prevailing conditions call for an immediate closure of all dug wells
at Karb Cherng, Srakeow and M&irood, while new effluent system should be
constructed.

The camp management must decide between the construction of either
an effluent drainage and disposal (oxidation pond) system or a remote water
supply system.

If the general environmental health aspect is considered important, the
effluent drainage and oxidation pond is unevitable.
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ABSTRACT - This paper presents a case study of the working of three
human waste fed biogas digesters bui l t , one in a semi-urban area and two
in a rural environment. The transfer of a technically perfect system was
beset with problems because it introduced into a cultural ways of life that
contravened age-old social habits, mores and customs. It underlines the
need for considerable educational work amongst beneficiary groups that
must precede the introduction of any alien technology.

This paper presents a case study of three biogas digesters built by
AFPRO, a non-government technical service agency, in a municipal and ru-
ral area of India. AFPRO was asked to undertake this task by the munici-
pality of Midnapur, a town in West Bengal; and by a voluntary agency
working in the areas around Varanasi, U.P., India.

The problem of human excreta disposal is an age-old one but has as-
sumed vast proportions because of the rapid growth of towns; and because
of the inability to serve the 500,000 scattered villages by a safe, efficient,
cheap and socially acceptable means of waste disposal. It is this situation
which forces one to look at the low-cost sanitation options available even
though it is agreed that conventional water-borne sewage disposal systems
are possibly the best,

AFPRO was asked to provide assistance because the organisation had
gained considerable expertise in the construction of biogas plants through-
out the country in varying soil and climatic conditions, and had dissemi-
nated this technology by training rural masons to construct such plants.
AFPRO undertook this task in order to ascertain whether (i) it was possible
in India to use biogas digesters as a safe means of human waste disposal,
(ii) the system could be replicated at a large scale, (iii) the end-products
of the digestion process would be used for fuel, lighting and manure; and
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(iv) these plants, individual or community based, were economically viable
entities.

COMMUNITY UNIT IN A RESETTLEMENT COLONY

The first nightsoil fed plant was built in the municipality of Midnapur.
It was a resettlement colony built for scavengers employed by the Munici-
pality. These people serviced the dry latrines in the town and removed the
waste matter in cart loads. The colony consisted of rows of houses, built
back to front, with an open space between the rows. The district officials
were very enthusiastic about the project, whereas potential beneficiaries
were full of doubts about the prospect of receiving free fuel for cooking
and lighting. They expressed hesitation in using the methane for cooking,
but were extremely excited about arrangements for lighting and were not
averse to dumping nightsoil (previously dumped elsewhere) into the biogas
plant. The State authorities expressed their willingness to bear all the
costs of the project, if AFPRO could bear the expenses of the first experi-
mental plant. AFPRO was assured by the local authorities that once the
plant was commissioned and functional, the beneficiaries and local autho-
rities would look to the maintenance of the plant, and would construct more
plants if they found the first one successful.

The effective volume of the digester was 37.5 m3 with a capacity of
37,500 litre (1:1) of cattle dung slurry, which would produce 15 m3 of gas
daily at a 50-day retention period. This output was considered adequate
for cooking and lighting at a rate of 2 m3 per family. Since this was an
experiment, it was decided to serve the needs of 7 families. For this pur-
pose, a 15-m3 biogas plant was planned, construction began on January 16,
1982, and the plant was completed on 3rd March, 1981. . However, for
keeping in view the public health aspects, it was decided to feed only 300
litres of slurry to get a retention! period of more than 120 days. As the
nightsoil from dry latrines was in a thick sliirry form, it only needed dilu-
tion. Therefore, the daily feeding rate was maintained at 250 litres of
nightsoil to 50 litre of water. Both inlet and outlet chambers were sealed
with rubber to prevent foul odours from escaping. A long channel led from
the outlet chamber to composting pits.

Feeding, which was done in batches, began on April 9th and was com-
pleted on April 25. Gas was first used on May 11, 1981, for lighting and
thereafter all the families started using gas for cooking because connections
were already given and stoves fixed.

The gas was more than adequate and a further 8 families were pro-
vided connections. The inhabitants of the colony were so impressed that
they petitioned AFPRO through the local authority for a similar facility in
June 1981. Unfortunately, AFPRO could not accede to this request imme-
diately. Several months had elapsed when they finally went to complete the
project. The local elections led to a change of the Chairman and the
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Administrator was also transferred. There was a shift in priorities and the
feeding of the plant was discontinued.

AFPRO analysed the reasons for the failure of the first phase of the
project as follows :

1. The project was undertaken by AFPRO at the request of the admi-
nistrator of the area who was able to convince the elected body of
the benefits of the scheme. The newly-elected Chairman was unen-
thusiastic for undisclosed reasons and the new Administrator was
not familiar with the benefits endowed on the community by this
technology.

2. There was no water supply in the colony and the beneficiaries had
to obtain the 50 litres of water from a distance. The local autho-
rity had promised piped water but did not carry out this promise.

3. The non-beneficiaries objected to the smells which arose from the
inlet at each loading time. AFPRO had assumed that persons used
to carrying cart loads would not object to slight odours for appro-
ximately 15 minutes a day. Perhaps the inlet should have been
sited some distance away.

In order to revitalise the project, it has been suggested that :

1. A meeting of the Area Administrator, the Chairman of the Municipal
Cooperation and beneficiaries be called to discuss the problems. An
association or registered society of beneficiaries be formed to en-
sure the smooth running of the digesters,

2. Piped water be made available to the locality.

3. The plants to be built in the second phase be sited some distance
from the homes.

4. The gas be charged for and the proceeds go towards the mainte-
nance and repair costs.

5. The local authority should ensure that a continuous supply of raw
material is available for the continuous smooth functioning of the
plant.

COMMUNITY LATRINES ATTACHED UNIT IN A VILLAGE

The next two plants were built in two village around Varanasi, U.P. at
the request of the Lai Bahadur Shastri National Memorial Trust. The first
plant was built at Beriban, in a Harijan colony after consultation between
the volagency, AFPRO and the beneficiaries who were poor farmers. It was



agreed that four lavatories would be built, two each for men and women,
and that these would be connected to a digester. The plant would provide
a safe means of waste disposal, fuel for lighting, and slurry for a fish
tank. This particular village, Beriban, was chosen because it already had
a community tube-well which had been functioning for two years.

The latrine consisted of locally made china clay pans in a hand
flushing system with a water seal. It was recommended that 1 litre of
water be used after each visit to the lavatory. In order to prevent too
much water flowing into the digester, a U-trap with grill was provided at
the junction of the channel from the latrine and the inlet pipe into the di-
gester; and an inch high obstruction was provided on the bottom of the
channel at its end, in order to reduce the velocity of water flowing in the
channel. A soak pit was provided for extra water to flow into it through
the U-trap, allowing only the human excreta with adequate water to enter
the biogas plant through the inlet pipe. The channel and man-hole housing
the U-trap had removable covers to facilitate inspection and cleaning.

It was assumed that the latrines would gain popularity very slowly.
In order that there may be enough material for the digesters in the early
stages, a slurry mixing tank was provided through which cattle dung could
be fed.

In order that water may be conveniently available, a 1000-litre tank
was built 5 metres away from the lavatories. The beneficiaries agreed to
construct a channel from the community tube-well to the tank for the con-
veyance of water.

It was assumed that the lavatory would be used by approximately 70
persons per day. A digester of 2 m3 (70 eft) capacity was built. A pre-
oxidation tank for pre-drying of digested slurry was also provided.

The commissioning of the latrines and plant was delayed by about 3 to
6 months. This was because the initial feeding was to be done with cattle
dung contributed by the potential beneficiaries. These people were unable
to make this contribution as they had very few animals (cattle) , and were

I using the dung as fuel and compost, and selling cow pats for a small rerau-
'neration. Ultimately the volagency had to buy the 2500 kg of dung re-
quired.

The plant was commissioned in August 1982 and has been working
since but not to its capacity. The reason is that the channel from the com-
munity tube-well to the water storage tank has not been built by the vil-
lagers. Therefore they do not carry the 1-2 litres of water necessary for
flushing the matter out of the pans, rendering the lavatories insanitary.
About 20-30 persons are using the lavatories daily.

Since the potential and actual beneficiaries are very poor, AFPRO has
suggested that the volagency take on the responsibility of constructing the
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channel. Until such time as the channel is ready, the volagency should
consider employing a person who will keep the storage tank full and keep
the lavatories clean. The volagency may also provide large tins of water to
be used by the lavatory users. This is necessary if this project is to suc-
ceed as a demonstration project and more people are convinced of the need
to have safe disposal systems for human waste.

FAMILY UNIT

The third plant was built on the campus of the Lai Bahadur Shastri
National Memorial Trust at Village Murdaha. The Trust had originally plan-
ned a septic tank-cum-soak pit for new lavatories and the Trust wished to
demonstrate to the population around how human waste could be hygienically
disposed of. Since the Trust did not have adequate technical guidance,
AFPRO completed the job by converting the soak pit into a biogas digester
of 2-m3 capacity. The entire project was completed as part of a masons
training programme.

The feeding of the plant began in February and gas was available in
March 1982. The plant provides gas for two 100-candle power lamps. One
burns 4 hours and the other for the whole night. Both are at present
working well. There were, however, some problems later noted. Too much
water was being flushed into the latrine and this happened rather fre-
quently. This resulted in too much water in the digester and reduced the
slurry concentration. AFPRO technicians looked into the working of the
plant and as a remedial measure, a second manhole with a by-pass to a se-
cond soak pit was constructed. The plant has been functioning well since
then.

CONCLUSION

There are many low-cost design options available for the safe disposal
of human waste. However, a large-scale transfer of these systems is ham-
pered by the lack of political will, financial constraints, and social inhibi-
tions. AFPRO1 s experience has brought home the lessons that a technically
perfect system would still require an enlightened and committed group of
people to make it acceptable to the general population. Also, social habits
and usage of the system will necessitate local modifications. For a sus-
tained use and further improvements in technologies introduced, locally
available and well trained technicians are needed in large numbers.
The training and upgrading of their skills should be considered a conti-
nuous support and not only one-time effort to promote a technology.
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With the increasing health consciousness and need for better sanita-
tion, human waste management has assumed special importance. In India,
this,has greater social significance where certain castes are engaged in col-
lection of human waste which places them the lowest in the social ladder.

In many rural and urban areas, open-air defecation is still in practice,
and the areas are exposed to transmission of diseases through inanimate
objects like water, soil and animate objects like flies and other transmitting
agents.

In small towns, dry latrines are prevalent. The human excreta are
collected by scavengers and disposed of.

In a paper read at a National Seminar on the conversion of bucket
privies into sanitary water seal latrines, convened by the Government of
India in collaboration with the World Health Organization and the United
Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) in the year 1978, it was rightly observed
that the conversion of service latrines into another system was highly desi-
rable on social, economic and health grounds. An extract from the report
reads as follows:

"The operation of a conservancy system is vulnerable. Its total weak-
ness lies in the employment of human beings in such degrading work
to which its very beneficiaries attach a social stigma. The stigma per-
pectuates a hereditary service by poor, sullen and unwilling labour.
Increasing wages, decreasing efficiency and mounting tensions cons-
tantly plague the service. Nevertheless, the abolition of dry latrines
may result in a economic disadvantage to the scavenger, arising out of
a fear of loss of hereditary means of livelihood on an assured and per-
manent basis".
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The Seminar felt that a boldier and forward-looking policy was needed
on the parts of State Governments and local bodies to include mass educa-
tion, preferential appointments and promotions as appropriate and vocational
training for other skills (1).

Government and various service organizations in India have been en-
gaged in constant research to stop the service latrine system, to eradicate
social injustice, and also to try to find an alternative to the primitive
latrine system. This would effectively curb the transmission of epidemics
and other diseases.

EXISTING PATTERN OF HUMAN WASTE DISPOSAL

The metropolitan cities do have ground sewer systems. Considering
the prohibitive costs of construction, maintenance and problems of manage-
ment, it is difficult to extend the systems to all the areas. In the absence
of sewer systems, the alternative which is sought after is the septic tank.
It is safe and good from the point of health and sanitation. But it is still
out of reach of the vast number of people due to its high construction cost.
For a country like India, it is equally important to seek alternatives for
management of human wastes which are cheap, have less complicated techno-
logy, are easy to maintain, and widely accepted by laymen.

With further experimentation on low-cost sanitation, methods like
Khurpi, trench, dug well, bore-hole latrine, overhung latrine or drop privy
and aqua-privy latrines were tried and they are described below.

1. Khurpi Method

In this method, the person going to the fields for defecation would
take along a Khurpi, dig a hole in the ground, defecate into it and cover
the excrement with dirt. This method of excreta disposal cannot be con-
sidered as an approved method but rather as a tentative or emergency me-
thod.

2. Trench Latrine

Instead of a single, shallow hole, trenches are dug beforehand. After
defecation, the users would cover the excrement with some dirt. It could
not become popular because it did not prevent bad smells.

3. Dug Well Latrine

Under this system, human waste goes much deeper than in the trench
latrine. But this system was found to be more injurious for the entire
population. Hence this system cannot get mass acceptance.
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4. Bore Hold Latrine

A hole 7.5-9 metre deep with a 23-30 centimetre in diameter is dug.
On the surface, a cement plate is fixed as a foot step. But the main defect
in this method was atmospheric pollution due to the formation of gas and
bacterial growth.

5. Overhung Latrine or Drop Privy

This method is adopted by people living close to canals, rivers or the
sea where the total excreta would drop into the water and be carried away.
But this again pollutes the surface water.

6. Aqua-privy

It is a modified form of the septic tank. The pan of the aqua-privy
latrine is provided in the first chamber itself and it requires less space and
water. The aqua-privy has two chambers, one is a digestion chamber, the
other is called an aerobic chamber. The chambers should be cleaned once
every five years.

But experts have criticised the functioning of these latrines as there
is no provision to prevent atmospheric pollution due to formation of gas,
and to prevent bacterial growth and foul smells.

RESEARCH CUM ACTION PROJECT LATRINE

To invent a system devoid of these problems, the Institute of Public
Health, Poonamallee, Madras, has been conducting extensive research since
1956. As a result of this research, a model which is technically sound,
easy to maintain and socially acceptable was invented in 196,1. The model
was named "Research Cum Action Project" (RCAP) latrine.

Salient Features of Research Cum Action Project Closet

1. It is clean, hygienic and durable.

2. It is convenient for use both by children and adults.

3. Faecal matters glide easily into the trap and leach pit without
sticking to the pan.

4. Water requires for flushing is minimum.

5. Faecal matters will not be visible due to the water seal.

6. The 'Y1 pipe introduced in the design permits a continuous use of
latrine to alternate between 2 pits without any disruption.
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7. Casting of the materials is simplified to minimize expenses.

8. Various faecal-borne diseases and intestinal infestations are
avoided.

9. It is low-cost and is within the reach of common people.

10. Maintenance is individualised and requires no system and hence
management is simplified.

This low-cost water-seal Research Cum Action Latrine, with a simple
but effective pit, can be constructed in sandy, loamy clayey or gravelly
soil conditions.

The essential parts of the Research Cum Action Project Latrine are (1)
Pan and trap, (2) 'Y1 pipe and lead of pipe, (3) Squat plate, (4) Pit cover
slabs, and (5) Pit.

1. Pan and Trap : - The Research Action Project latrine is de-
signed with smooth cement, red oxide cement or porcelain pans to suit
affordability of the rural and urban poor families. The field tested cement
pan is found to be superior to the salt dozen earthware porcelain pan from
the functional point of view. The pan is designed at a 45° angle which
facilitates fast flow of water, thereby less consumption of water. The water
seal facility prevents foul smell and entry of flies into the pit.

2. Pipe Connections : - The 'Y' pipe and lead-off pipes are the two
important and necessary pipes. The 'Y' pipe facilitates easy switch over to
the alternative leach pit when the first pit is filled to capacity.

3. The Squat and Cover Slab ; - The squat plate is standardized to
facilitate easy construction and correct positioning of footrests. In excep-
tional cases where transportation charges are heavy, the squatting plate
can be cast at the site itself, besides covering a slab for leach pit. But
care should be taken to see that the footrests besides the pan are done to
the proper shape and size as per the type design.

4. Pit: - Pit measures .63 x .63 x 1.8 metres and is lined with
bricks. Nightsoil is collected in the pit.

Site for Latrine

The latrine should be located at a minimum distance of 3 metres from
drinking wells in the same compound or in the adjoining compound.

How to Construct the Latrine

Step 1 : - Clean and level the site chosen for the latrine. Now
build four brick pillars each 23 cm x 23 cm to a height of 30 cm above the
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ground level, and spaces 65 cms edge to edge are built. The pillars should
be carried to a depth of at least 7.5 cms below the ground level. If the
soil is other than sandy, the pillars should be taken down to the original
ground. The top of all four pillars should be in a level. This should be
checked by the spirit level.

Step 2 : - Mount the squat plate over the pillars and insert the
pan through the opening in it. The squat plate is made such that the pan
will be suspended from it and can be seated well in it.

Step 3 : - Fit the socket of the trap correctly to the pan. The
trap should be supported on two full bricks placed under it. Now pour
water into the trap and check if the water seal is maintained correctly.
The joint between the trap and pan can be packed with clay or cement mor-
tar with 1:2 ratio.

Step 4 : - The 'Y' pipe is to be joined to the outlet leg (Spigot) of
the trap which should be properly centered on the 'Y' pipe socket. All
joints should be made water-tight with clay or preferably with cement mor-
tar. One branch of the 'Y' pipe opens into the pit through lead off pipe.
Unconnected branch should be plugged with clay inside to prevent leakage
of nightsoil.

Step 5 : - The space below the squat plate can be packed with clay
around the pan and trap. The joint between the squat plate and pan may
then be sealed with cement mortar.

Step 6 : Construction of Leach Pit : - The leach pit should be .63
square or round at the top and should be taken to a depth of 1.8 metres
below ground level. While digging the pit, the tendency to make it wider
at the top for excavation should be avoided. The sides should be vertical.
The pit can be made deeper if a larger storage space is required. If the
length and breadth of the pit are increased, the reinforcement of cover
slabs is required and hence costlier.

The cheapest material that can be used for lining the pit is burnt
earthen rings. These rings are placed one over another from the bottom.
The joints should be kept loose. The pit could also be lined with bricks.
Under-burnt bricks also would serve the purpose. The pit can be square
or circular when bricks are used. The horizontal joints are bounded with
mud mortar and the vertical joints are left open. The brick lining of the
pit below the pipe level should not be plastered.

The open jointed brick work should be stopped 15 cm below the
ground level. The remaining portion at the top should be built in mortar.
The concrete slab should be placed on the top covering the pit. To pre-
vent water seeping into the pit, the joint could be mud-packed.
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If the beneficiary can afford it, a second pit may be prepared into
which the other branch of 'Y' pipe is led. But this pit would not be used
by plugging the branch of the 'Y' pipe with mud. When one pit is filled
up, the second pit can be used without waiting for cleaning the first pit.

How to Clean

After each use, water should be forcefully poured into the pan for
flushing the excreta. It is designed in such a way that a small quantity of
water is required for flushing. Commercial pans and traps require much
more water for the purpose. Disinfectants should not be used for flushing
as they do not serve any useful purpose.

The pit measuring .63 x .63 x 1,8 metres would serve a family of 5
for a period of 5-7 years, depending on the nature of the soil. The night-
soil falling into the pit becomes dry by the leaching action of earth. This
can be removed by the beneficiary himself or with the help of a scavenger
and the pit can be reused as usual. If there are two pits, the branch of
the 'Y' pipe leading into the filled-up pit should be plugged with mud and
the other branch leading to the empty pit should be cleared of the
plugging. The latrine is ready for use without any loss of time. The
filled-up pit can be cleaned when this is convenient. As the pit can be
reused, the Research Cum Action Project latrine becomes a life-long
proposition.

Rate of Pollution of Trend

The travel of bacteria will depend upon the type of soil. If the soil is
compact and clayey, bacteria will travel upto 3 metres. In loose and
gravelly soil, they travel more and hence the construction of the Research
Cum Action Project should be 4.5 metres away from water sources. In such
soil conditions, a 'Sand Cushion1 for leach pits should be given to prevent
bacterial spread.

COST OF RESEARCH CUM ACTION PROJECT LATRINE

Different costs of the Research Cum Action Project Latrine are pre-
sented in Table 1.

Cost Effectiveness and Affordability

The cost of the Research Cum Action Project latrine is about US$ 50,
while that of a septic tank is about US$ 350. A sewer system would cost
US$ 500 to US$ 700 per individual connection. The slum population of
Madras city is poor and 70% of the households are earning less than US$ 35
per month. The earnings in rural areas average much less. In such a
situation, the Research Cum Action Project latrine emerges as the best
alternate sanitation unit and is within the reach of the common man.
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Table 1 : Cost Items of Research Cum Action Project Latrine

S. No.

1.

2.
3 .
4 .
5.
6.
7.
8.

Item

Pan and trap and
components.
One bag of cement
375 No. of bricks
One cart load sand
Mason charges
Mazdoor charges
Pit digging charges
Sundries fluctuation
of market rate.

Total

Cement

78.00

63.20
132.00
15.00
30.00
15.00
25.00
30.00

388.20

Fibre glass

100.00

55.00
132.00
15.00
30.00
25.00
25.00
30.00

465.20

Porcelain

120.00

55.00
132.00
15.00
30.00
25.00
25.00
30.00

485.20

Our experience has shown that it is difficult for the user to pay US$
50 for the installation of a Research Cum Action Project unit at a time.
Financial assistance is arranged through nationalised banks under their
innovative banking schemes at a low rate of interest (about 4% per annum)
repayable on easy instalments (about US$ 2 per month for 25 months).
Besides, in the improved slums of Madras, financial assistance is extended
to slum dwellers (households) by the Tamilnadu Slum Clearance Board for
improving their houses and installation of Research Cum Action Project
latrines.

In rural Tamilnadu and small towns, the local bodies provide material
subsidy which would form about 50% of the cost of a Research Cum Action
Project latrine. In the city of Madras, it is proposed to provide 50%
subsidy to encourage wider installation of Research Cum Action Project
units in slums with the UNICEF (United Nations Children's Fund) assistance
as a measure to promote low cost sanitation.

PUBLIC OPINION AND PARTICIPATION OF THE PROJECT

A study on the awareness, utility, long-term performance and accep-
tance of Research Cum Action Project toilets by households of rural
Tamilnadu was conducted at Kizhicheri village (Chenglepet district). It was
revealed that 80% of the Research Cum Action Project toilets constructed by
the Institute of Public Health are being used. Only 20% have gone obso-
lete. The utility and maintenance of the latrines are directly related to the
education and income levels of the households. Of the 80% who are using
the toilet, 30% are using it for more than 20 years by changing to alternate
pits.



Many people who have installed the toilets do not seem to have the
idea as to how the toilets function, despite the fact that they are properly
informed about the functions of the Research Cum Action Project unit.
However this has not affected the willingness to continue using the toilet as
its functioning is satisfactory.

The degree of willingness to construct the Research Cum Action
Project latrines increases directly in proportion to their awareness. In a
few slums in Madras where a survey was conducted, it was revealed that
the majority of those who have been informed about the Research Cum
Action Project latrine expressed the opinion that this was a low-cost solu-
tion for good sanitary conditions.

When the respondents were asked whether they would like to install a
toilet if they have space, 60% of the households expressed their willingness
to construct a Research Cum Action Project latrine.

In slums where the message of the Research Cum Action Project latrine
has not clearly reached, the people were skeptical about its functioning.
For proper public participation, marketing the concept is found to be
important.

The degree of interest shown in installing Research Cum Action Project
latrines is more among those who have better education and economic condi-
tions. This is mainly because the need for privacy increases with education
and better economic conditions.

MASS EDUCATION CAMPAIGNS

It is clear that public participation could be ensured if the people are
made aware of a given programme. The objectives of mass education in
promoting Research Cum Action Project latrines are (1) to create an aware-
ness among the people on THE dignity of having a private latrine, (2) to
point out the importance of having a toilet from health and sanitation points
of view, and (3) to education people on the availability of a low-cost latrine
which is well within their reach.

The above objectives are aimed to creating a 'felt need' for a latrine
among the people. Mass education is carried through film shows, individual
and group contacts, printed materials, audio-visual aids, exhibitions, etc.

The Government mass media, namely radio and television, are also
being utilised for this purpose. Voluntary organizations propagate these
latrines as a part of their programmes.

According to a report published on the occasion of the 10th anni-
versary of the World Health Organization (1958), "Rural sanitation requires
the provision of facilities and the willing participation of the families. As
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education or persuasion creates new wants, dissatisfaction with the existing
conditions often arises and provides a drive towards betterment" (2).

However, mass education is only a means to create awareness and it is
important to follow it by action programme. This should include generating
necessary resources for the beneficiary and to arrange to install the sani-
tary unit, before the enthusiasm of the target group wanes. Campaigns
combining mass education and action programme would be effective for
implementation of the programme successfully.

The author hopes that this information on alternative methods of human
waste disposal management will prove to be a guideline for future pro-
grammes in improving sanitary practices for developing countries.
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Part A
LOW COST SANITATION TECHNOLOGY IN TANZANIA

INTRODUCTION

Tanzania is a tropical country in East Africa located immediately south
of the Equator. It has a population of approximately 17 million people, of
which 15 million are rural dwellers and the remaining 2 million or so live in
urban centres.

The present national centre is Dar es Salaam, a major sea port of the
Indian Ocean which contains 1 million - or a half of the national urban
population, of these 80% or more are living in squatter, low- or medium-cost
housing in the urban fringe. A new capital city, 'Dodoma', is presently
being developed at the geographic centre of the country.

Urban migration has been a problem over a number of years which the
government tried to solve in the early 70's by the restriction on urban
squatter areas and the creation of Ujamaa Villages, and more recently, by
accelerated regional development programmes. However, the squatter areas
continue to grow and the policy is changing from squatter removal to
squatter upgrading.

Tanzania, which has been defined as one of the least developed
countries in the? world, is presently besieged by an economic crisis caused
by the global rcresfiion, internal problems of drought, the war with
Uganda, and other l.nctors.

The main st.ralrgv lor <<nnomic recovery is the Structural Adjustment
Programme which lif,l.h priori!-y sectors requiring strengthening and support .
The provision <>! ;:mi,itior; is not a part of this programme and also
sanitation is low <M< i h r funding priority list of social programmes.



Tanzania has ;\. socialist philosophy» the main theme of which is development
•hrouph self-reliance and self-help. On-going sanitation programmes have
in 'iopencl heavily 011 thip phii.osophv -

TRAOrnONAI SANITATION IN TANZANIA

Almost without exception, the tradition method of excreta disposal is
the pit latrine, which is commonly seen both in urban and rural areas. It
has been estimated thai up to 60% of rural and 90% of urban dwellers have
access to a pit latrine of some form.

The latrine is commonly constructed by excavating a pit one metre or
so in diameter, about three metres deep, which is then cover by a platform
of poles through which a drop hole is provided. The platform is often
surfaced with compacted earth, and a superstructure is placed over the pit
for privacy and shelter. In urban areas, there is a trend to build a more
permanent unit by lining the pit with old oil drums, tyres or any
convenient material.

The disadvantages of the traditional pit is that it often acts as a focal
point of disease transmission rather than isolates excreta from the
environment. Transmission vectors are created by fly and mosquito
breeding and direct contact with excreta. Also, the pits often collapse
after only a few months of use, or the wooden poles are eaten by termites
and the platform collapses into the pit. All of these naturally lead to
indiscriminate defaecation which further reinforces disease transmission
routes. Although in rural areas a new latrine can be constructed, there is
often a long delay before this is done. In urban areas, there is often not
enough space to excavate a new pit, and the old pit when full has to be
emptied which may also take a long time during which a new latrine is not
available. The emptying process itself is difficult and although some towns
in Tanzania have vacuum tanker service, there are few vehicles and the
service is expensive. Also, the vacuum tankers collapse as many pits as
they empty .

A new local industry has emerged in peri-urban Dar es Salaam - the
Viand emptying of pit latrines. A number of self-employed workers known
as 'frogmen' offer their services of entering full pits latrines and emptying
them with spades and buckets, or alternatively, in very wet pits they
excavate n .second adjacent pit (if space permits), then breach the wall
between, this provides two half-full pits. However, all these methods
require to bo paid for and a recent survey in Dar es Salaam indicated that
••i 1 though r)0f, of peri-urban dwellers h-id r\ latrine", the majority were either
completely full or had collapsed-



TRADITIONAL CUSTOMS RELATED TO SANITATION

Tradition customs are changing and diluting, especially in urban area.
Although in rural areas it is customary for the elders never to be seen to
use a latrine, or for different sexes and in-làws to Use the same latrine or
for children to use a latrine at all, in urban areas these become less im-
portant. It four or five unrelated families share a rented home with one
latrine in a densely populated squatter area, the traditional privacy customs
have little chance of survival.

RECENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE SANITATION SECTOR

In the mid 7 0 ' s, the Canadian International Development Research
Centre (IDRC) funded a Tanzanian research programme in which a number
of excreta disposal technologies were constructed and tested in both rural
and urban areas. The project concentrated on demonstrating the effecti-
veness of composting techniques using multrums and double-vault latrines
alongside ROEC's and other units.

The most successful aspect of the programme was that it did demon-
strate that permanent, latrines could be constructed very cheaply using local
artisans. However, the concept of composting human excreta was not
readily accepted by the users. There was a repugnance against handling
excreta and the users were not prepared to make the necessary efforts re-
quired to operate a sensitive composter, i .e . , the addition of carbonaceous
materials to balance the carbon/nitrogen ratio and the exclusion of liquids
to maintain n low moisture content.

Two lessons may be learned from this research.

(a) The acceptance of an innovative technology and a behavioural
change cannot he achieved simply without a long-term educational
process, even if the technology is appropriate. However the ef-
forts to try and introduce composting latrines into urban Tanzania
where the end-product could not be used and the materials re-
quired to operate the system are not available were doomed to
failure. Even the fact that large volumes of water are commonly
discharged into a latrine from body washing and anal cleansing
resulting in a moisture content far too high for composting was
ignored in a blind effort to prove someone's pet technology.

(b) The project did however demonstrate that a minor innovation in
building materials to reduce construction costs was acceptable to
the local artisans. The units which were constructed from very
thin (50 mm) concrete blocks and thin (20 mm) ferrocement slabs
combined with traditional superstructure materials of makuti
and/or thatch for just a few dollars are still structurally intact if
not operational.
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THE VENTILATED IMPROVED PIT LATRINE

At about, the same pê'rièd the composting research was being under-
takes in Tanzania» research was also taHIjttg place in Zimbabwe (then
Rhodesia) and Botswana which resulted in tîm^^llii^fitieiit of tÉe^Ventilated
Improved Pit Latrine (VIP), which is defiCribid in detail in an annex of this
paper.

The advantages of the VIP are:

(a) It is hygienic and permanent, the |>it ;biil)% lined and structurally
stable.

(b) It is provided with a screened véï|^^|i^i;i>ipe which controls the
inter-linked problems of foul odouràaitt^l|y breeding.

(c) Being an improvement yet still maintaining the format of a tradi-
tional pit latrine, it is readily acceptable to the user.

(d) It. is a robust technology that is not sensitive to changes in usage
or inputs.

In 1980 a Low-Cost Sanitation Unit was formed in Ardhi (Ministry of
Lands, Housing and Urban Development). The Units' first programme was
the design and construction of demonstration VIPs in Dar es Salaam. The
projects success is demonstrated by the spontaneous replication of the units
in Dar es Salaam. However, the construction cost of the unit design was
substantially high (5,000 Tanzanian shilling or US$ 500), which was prohi-
bitive to the low-income group for which it was intended.

FURTHER. VIP IMPROVEMENTS

Because of the imminent Buguruni Squatter Area Upgrading Programme
in Dar es Salaam, an economically better unît design had to be developed,
The development was undertaken by Ardhi, The Building Research Unit and
a consultant funded by the West German Aid Agency, KFW.

The new design incorporates building materials first used in the com-
post project, thin blocks and slabs together with waste sisal/cement roof
sheets , the ventilation pipe being replaced by a chimmey also constructed
from blocks. The new design reduced the cost by three fifths.

One notable problem faced by latrine builders in Dar es Salaam is the
high level of the ground water which in some areas is less than half a
metre below ground during the rainy season. The problem was overcome
by designing a 'Mound Latrine1, These are standard VIP, but constructed
with the floor slab approximately hall a metre above ground. The pit itself
is constructed during the dry season when the water table is at its lowest



and the pit is taken as deep as physically possible; the portion of the pit
above ground level is cement-rendered to reduce porosity and a small flight
of steps are provided.

Presently the VIP i« the favoured appropriate excreta disposal
ti'rhnnlogy in 'Tanzania.

FUTURE RESEARCH

11: is considered that the pour-flush latrine has a great deal to offer as
m appropriate low-cost excreta disposal system and that it should be ac-
ceptable in Tanzania where the majority of the population use water for anal
vloanaing. However, the introduction of the pour-flush would be an inno-
vation which must he thoroughly tested in small pilot programmes when re-
search fun dp bocomr .'t

Part. B
SANITATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY IN TANZANIA

INSTITUTIONAL ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

In Tanzania n number of Ministries and bodies are responsible for
planning and implementing sanitation programmes. They are;

(a) The Prime Ministers Office (PMO) , which has executive powers,
especially for Town Councils and Regional Development Authori-
ties;

(b) Afya - The Ministry of Health;

(c) Maji - The Ministry of Water Energy and Minerals; and

(d) Ardhi - The Ministry of Lands, Bousing and Urban Development.

The inter-linkages between these bodies and the overlapping responsi-
bilities is noteworthy.

The Prime Ministers Office controls the function and policy of Town
Councils and Regional Development Authorities. It also has a Com-
munity Development Division which coordinates community development
programmes in all there aspects.

It is interesting to note that squatter areas and pit latrines are
illegal in urban areas,

Afya, the Health Ministry, has overall national responsibility for
environmental health/sanitation through its Department of



Environmental Health, who plays an a c t t a ^ i ^ e In promoting rural sa-
nitation. However, Afya has little iii^piBfltieein urban areas. Afya
also contributes to the sector by secei&ting health officers that it
trains to Town Councils and other MinistiriêB Such as Ardhi,

Maji, the Water Ministry » has national responsibility for domestic
water supplies and is presently preparing a regional water master plan
for the whole country with support from various bilateral donors. A
number of the regional plans include sanitatloti programmes in one form
or another. These programmes should he complementary to the Afya
programme but tend to be designed in isolation4

Ardhi, the Urban Development Mi^atyy, has responsibilities for
urban sanitation and sewerage as an agjÉittt for PMO/Town Councils and
Afya. Ardhi also trains surveyors, to*wh planners public health engi-
neers, etc. who nro then seconded to Town Councils and Regional Au-
thorities,

Generally, Ardhi is responsible for capital.v:sfc#jrks (new construction),
and the Town Councils assume the réapOiliMility for operating and
maintaining projects.

DONOR AID TN THE WATER SECTOR

Maji, the Water Ministry, which is one of the strongest institutions in
Tanzania with specific responsibility * attr*
donor aid for the rural clean water
into sanitation, especially urban prograiï4«bèl{
in responsibility for sanitation has to some
the aid profile.

majority of:;bijateral
t t l e ^ i ^

Àised the isïtewness in

THE WATER AND SANITATION DECADE

ply, the strength of Maji has
Decade National Action Committee who
sanitation planning* Maji were fulfilling
before tljie Decade was created. Con
support the Decade or sees little need
Group.

;l* ACTION COMMITTEE

effectiveness;cif the
to

i has:vi]ï|p|p:" need to
the National Action

GENERAL POLICY IN SANITATION

Although sanitation responsibilities
institutions and the skewness in aid away
there is a very real awareness in Tanzania
have an important place in the development

through a number of
maY seem gloomy,

disposal programmes
However, because of



the financial constraints faced by the Government, it has become apparent
that subsidies for these programme cannot be made available and that the
only way forward is by self-help. Further»»©*©, having realised that the
only viable option is self-help, it also has become apparent that the promo-
tional and education components of sanitation programmes become just as
important as - or even more than - the technical/engineering components.

It has also been recognised internationally that the provision of la-
trines alone in a community will not improve thé overall health of that com-
munity' The improvement of health is a long-term goal that will be
ichieved a.s much by education and thence behavioural change as by latrine
building.

Therefore, in Tanzania the essential components of a sanitation p ro -
gramme are considered to be:

(a) I he promotion of latrine building by s©l£"help through community
of individual efforts. The latrine type being acceptable from both
hygienic and socio-economic criteria.

(b) An educational process in two areas:

Technical education and support
Health/Hygiene education

The practical interpretation of these components is different for rural
and urban areas .

'.'«BAN AND RURAL PROGRAMMES

It is difficult to weigh !.he priority of urban against rural sanitation
programmes. The rural population is by far numerically greater and deve-
lopment, in the rural sector may help to restrain the urban migration u rge .
However, because of over-crowding and close proximity, the health dangers
inc.ed by the urban population is far greater as demonstrated by numerous
• holer,-) outbreaks in the urban centres over the past few years , and the
urban squatter ,<>oa:-. ;w<- a major problem that will not disappear.

Another factor ha:: f.<> !><•• considered also, that is , urban self-help pro-
«ramnic.1.; arc more difficult to implement but are more cost-effective than
o r o t ? . r a n i m r v ; i n <.'-c.\\ i c i • * • < ! r ; i ! \ ; i ! c o m m u n i t i e s .

'i hr kov !••• r.urcesK in s<-If-help programmes is active participation from
Mu-: i-ommunitv and individual!-; in all aspects of the project from planning to
implementation. In in»;»! areas , the communities are cohesive and more r e s -
ponsive to motivation from village leaders and are more able to find time
from their work programmes- But in urban areas , the communities are less

«-̂ d leKft responsive to community leader motivation. Furthermore,



the urbrmite is less likely to have title to hie dwelling and therefore less
incentive to improve facilities. He is mord lively to be committed to formal

ap,o turning Mctiviti.es that cannot be disrupted. The urban dweller has
Higher expectations and more cash to fulfill tl^etn, therefore he rpay not
iNifnlv be persuaded that a VIP is more realistic than a white porcelain flush
<<iilet tli.it is . nv ail able to others in the town.

The different, approaches to the rural and urba&situations can be ex-
•mplified by comparing the projects in each sector.

(a) The Dar es Salaam Urban Sanitation^EjjroJléfôt'.'hiàB the following', com-
ponents:

* Promotion aimed at individuals usiîl^ fO^Cêll leaders (community

* Provision of long-term soft loans for latrine construction.

* Latrine construction by contractor on a batch basis to gain eco-
nomy of numbers»

* Programme reinforcement through a he^lth/hygiene education cam-
paign. The latrine type, being a siiigle-vâùlt VIP, is designed
for mechanical émfityltig;. . - •

(b) .The Wanglnfl'Opab» Rural SanitaUon J p ^ is the subject
of a separate paper In iWe semWarj HaW ii» 'e^PwiiiitisV as :

* Promotion aimed at village leaders vr360^0^jl^A community partici-
pation in brick burning and latrine i

* Central fabrication (organised by tl^ï <|̂ |t«>ir) of special latrine
components such as reinforced conct0^:C:f00a which are provided
together with cement as a subsidy to the coijamunities.

The latrine type is a double-vault VIP, designed for hand emptying.

'SPECIFIC SANITATION PROJECTS IN TANZANIA

A number of sanitation projects are presently being implemented or
have been designed ;md are awaiting funding. These projects are adminis-
li'red by viirious 'responsible institutions and it is interesting to compare
•he •various spproaches.

i'.\) A fya i s rosporiFiit i lc" (Vu Mtt ' -c p r o j e c t .

1 The 11 NIX •!'] - f i j iu led V V a n g i n g ' o m b e P r o j e c t , a s p r e v i o u s l y
d i di ? e n «
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* The U S AID - f u nde d Schools
grated programme based in
Tanzania.

, which ia;»ix inte-
of two r^g^ns in

The programme consists of health education, nutrition >
sat ion, and provision of water supplies and sanitation.

iramuni-

The . sanitation component is organised on a subsidised self-help
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{<•.) Maji, th_e Water Ministry, as discussed", previously, is preparing
tvgional wa^r master plans for the whole country supported by bilateral
donors.

The original terms of reference for these plans did not require to
consider sanitation, however, because of the various influences from the
donors both internally and externally, many have changed their approach to
integrated Water/Sanitation planning} and without exception the"sanitation
proposals ate based on self-help reinforced by health education.
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Plans for a squatter area upgrading programme and an urban
renewal programme arp being prepared and will include low-cost sanitation
components of self help by promotion, technical assistance and health edu-
cation,
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CONCLUSION

(a) In Tanzania, there is a strong awareness that sanitation programmes
are an integral part of the development process and that alternative
cheaper technologies to water-borne sewerage are essential.

(b) The VIP latrine is considered to be the most appropriate technology
presently available because of its acceptability and robustness.

(c) The strategy for project implementation is self-help programmes that
rely heavily on promotion and education rather than technical inno-
vation.

AUTHOR'S NOTE

The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and not
necessarily those of the Tanzania Government, tHE UNDP or the V/orld
Bank.
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Annex I
THE VENTILATED IMPROVED PIT LATRINE (VIP)

The major problems usually associated with a traditionally constructed
pit latrine are:

1) The pits have a short life span due to the pit collapsing and/or the
pit becoming full.

2) They are malodorous.

3) They are a focus of insect breeding, especially flies which are a
major vector of faeco-oral disease transmission links; and also in
some instances are a focus of mosquito breeding.

4) The squatting plate is often fouled with feces and is difficult to
clean, and thus can be a reservoir of hookworm larva.

Over the past few years, research projects in Botswana and Zimbabwe
have developed an improved pit latrine in order to overcome these pro-
blems. The main features of the improved pit latrine are that it is relati-
vely permanent, easier to clean, and foul odours and fly breeding are con-
trolled. Permanence is ensured by providing a structural lining of the pit
either for the full depth or partially, and sufficient volume is provided to
give a useful life of 10 years or more.

The most important modification is the addition of a ventilation pipe or
chimmey, screened at the top with a mosquito gauze. This has the effect
of controlling both odour and fly breeding which are inter-linked.

The odour/fly control mechanism in ventilated pit latrines is well
researched and established.

Wind shear across the top of the chimney or vent pipe creates a
strong updraft which vents out the foul odours. Gravid or egg laying flies
which are attracted to their egg laying site bv foul odour, follow the smell
to the top of the vent pipe but cannot enter into the pit because of the
gauze. Furthermore, the few flies that do emerge from larva in the pit are
strongly phototropic and fly toward light, the most intense source of light,
into the pit is via the vent pipe. Therefore the young emergent flies
travel up the vent, but are prevented from leaving by the gauze. The
flies remain trapped until they dehydrate, die and fall back into the pit.
This mechanism is reinforced by adopting a superstructure design that pro-
vides a low light intensity in the interior of the superstructure.

The VIP may be in a double- or single-pit format; the twin pit being
suitable for hand emptying in a alternating maturation cycle.

1.I8KARY
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INTRODUCTION

The disposal of waste, in particular human waste, is considered to be
one of the major factors dominating the integrity of the human environment.
The proper disposal of human waste has always been regarded as a primary
social and personal duty. Even in the old Biblical times, people were
advised to carry a paddle in order to dig and "turn back and cover that
which cometh from thee" (Deuteron 23:13). Nevertheless, this basic
environmental duty is still not being properly observed in many parts of
the world, mainly in developing countries, although this negligence poses
very dangerous health hazards and sanitary nuisances. The threat is
mainly caused by human waste originating from people infected with intes-
tinal diseases, such as cholera and typhoid fever. This waste contains
harmful germs that transmit these diseases, and when they are surfacely
exposed, rain floods will flush and carry them by gravity to the lowest
elevation of the area, which is normally the site and course for natural
bodies of water, such as rivers and lakes. The waste is diluted in the
water in small quantities that cannot be observed by human senses, thus
turning the innocent-looking water into an obscur dangerous health hazard.

The sad fact in this hazardous process is that almost all people living
without fit waste disposal facilities also do not have access to safe drinking
water, so that the viceous circle is complete. This environmental situation
is, unfortunately, typical for most rural areas in developing countries.

WATER AND WASTE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

As far as safe drinking water and proper waste disposal are con-
cerned, there is a distinct difference between developed and developing
countries. Unlike the latter, most people living in the developed countries
have today access to safe drinking water and sanitation facilities. Only a
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small fraction of the population in these countries live in rural areas. In
West Germany, for example, only 3.7% of the population of 61.4 million lived
in 1978 in communities smaller than 1,000 people (West German Statistics,
1979). In developing countries, the population distribution is entirely dif-
ferent, with an overwhelming rural population amounting to the proportion
of 72% (WHO, 1973). In some developing zones, like the African Continent,
this proportion is far higher and reaches 83% of the Continent's population
(WHO, 1976).

As a rule, the urban sector is much better off than the rural sector in
almost all aspects of life, including the basic environmental necessities of
safe water supply and adequate sanitation. Therefore, this major problem
in the developing world with its large rural population, lies, and has to be
tackled, mainly in the rural areas.

The World Health Organisation has carried out during the previous
decade (1970-80) a Global Survey on water supply and wastewater disposal
in developing countries (WHO, 1976). An interim report on the Survey,
released in 1976, revealed alarming facts. Only one out of 8 rural people
living in developing countries in 1975 had access to proper waste disposal
facilities, and only one out of 5, to safe drinking water. Based on these
findings, the Survey made predictions for 1980, according to which "only" 3
out of 4 rural people would not have access to waste disposal facilities, and
2 out of 3, to safe drinking water by 1980. However, even these humble
wishes did not come true: according to recent information, the actual impro-
vement in the field of waste disposal has been unfortunately negative, and
the rate has dropped from 14% in 1975 to 14% in 1980. In the water supply
field, an increase from 22 to 29% has been recorded (instead of the pre-
dicted 36%) (ANON., 1981). Table 1 indicates the water supply and waste
disposal situation in developing countries as a whole and in the African
Continent, in particular according to the WHO Global Survey.

The poor environmental conditions in developing countries have had
detrimental effects on the health of the population. For example, out of the
13.6 million children that died in the world in 1979, 13.1 million lived in
developing countries. Most of these deaths were caused by water-borne
diseases transmitted by contaminated drinking water. These deaths could
have been potentially prevented (WHO, 1980).

The findings of the WHO Survey have highlighted the gloomy environ-
mental health conditions in the developing world and have consequently
urged the United Nations Water Conference, held in 1977 in Mar del Plata,
to recommend to the U.N. to declare the coming decade 1981-1990 as The
International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade (IDWSSD). On
10 November 1980, the U.N. General Assembly inaugurated the IDWSSD and
its goal: "Clean water and adequate sanitation for all by the year 1990".
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Table 1: Water Supply and Waste Disposal in the Developing Countries
(According to the 1970-80 WHO Global Survey)

Zone /

/ Year

Dev. Count.

1975

1980

Africa

1975

1980

Per cent population

Safe drinking water

Urban

77

91

65

80

Rural

22

36

21

35

Mean *

37.4

51.4

28.5

42.7

served with

Waste disposal means

Urban

72

94

80

95

Rural

12

24

21

25

Mean *

28.8

43.6

31.3

36.9

* Means were based on 28/72 and 17/83 rural/urban population ratioes in
the developing countries and in Africa respectively.

HUMAN WASTE DISPOSAL

Nigeria, being a developing country in the African Continent, has
accordingly an overwhelming rural population that urgently needs improved
water supply, and in particular, sanitation facilities. The rural people in
developing countries form the backbone of the nation and the major feeders
of its population. These vital duties are hampered by the lack of basic
environmental facilities such as water supply and sanitation. The present
IDWSSD will, no doubt, encourage and buster the search for satisfactory
solutions for these two major environmental issues.

Water supply and waste disposal are two mutually related environmental
issues that complement each other and have to be, therefore, simultaneously
designed, constructed and operated. Certain authors believe that, in a
way the development of a proper waste disposal system should precede the
water supply, in order to provide an already existing protection for the
latter (Feachem, 1978). Nevertheless, there has always been a tendency to
prefer the water supply aspect to the waste disposal one. As a result,
numerous water supplies have been constructed without the necessary
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protection of proper waste disposal system. It is expected, therefore, that
with the start of the IDWSSD activities, this practice will be altered.

An appropriate technology for human waste disposal in rural areas of
developing countries must be considered together with a number of basic
factors that arc involved in - and affect - the adequate solution. Since a
very large number of people are involved in the issue, the recommended
solution must be adjusted to mass production in simple, fast and economical
processes. The economic aspect is particularly important, since rural areas
in developing countries are characterized by extreme poverty. The people
should be encourage, as far as possible, to participate in the construction
of the proposed solution. Its design has to be, therefore, very simple and
consist of the use of easily available local materials. The appropriate tech-
nology in this respect must consider, in addition to the directly involved
technology, socio-economic and psychological factors, in order to reach, a
satisfactory result.

WASTE DISPOSAL DEVICES

There are various human waste disposal devices, each designed ac-
cording to specific needs and circumstances. The most common of these
include the flush toilet, the chemical toilet, the aqua-privy and the pit la-
trine.

The Flush Toilet

This is the most efficient and satisfactory human waste disposal me-
thod. The device incorporates a water flushing system, maintained by a
piped water supply connected to the house as well as a piping network
which carries the flushed waste to a central sewerage system, or to a local
individual system. The latter is usually composed of a septic tank and a
percolation pit. This excellent device cannot be, however, considered as
an appropriate solution for rural areas, not only because it is to costly,
but also due to the need for a piped water supply to operate the device.
Rural areas in developing countries simply cannot afford piped water
supplies connections in the houses.

The Chemical Toilet

This is a sophisticated device where waste is passing a fast aerobic
decomposition by means of adequate chemicals added to the device. In most
cases, it is a costly portable unit, used mainly for camping and public
transportation (aeroplanes, buses, etc.). The device is very efficient, but
it cannot definitely be considered as an appropriate solution, because of its
high cost and the dependence on a regular supply of chemicals.
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The Aqua-Privy

The aqua-privy is composed of a large brick- or concrete-built tank
filled with water, where human waste is collected and stored for anaerobic
decomposition. The waste reaches the tank through a drop pipe hanging
from the floor of the superstructure erected above the tank. The lower
part of the pipe is submerged in the water, so as to provide a seal pre~
venting obnoxious anaerobic gases from entering the superstructure. The
device requires also a ventilation pipe reaching above the superstructure,
as well as a disposal system for the water displaced by the entering waste,
usually composed of a small sub-surface draining system.

Although this device is intended mainly for locations having poor water
supplies, it is too costly and too sophisticated for rural areas in developing
countries. It requires a relatively large quantity of water (1 - 2 m3) that
has to be provided manually. The construction cannot be performed by the
future user, and requires the costly services of competent artisans. The
walls, whether made of bricks or concrete, are likely to develop thermal
cracks, through which water might escape to a level below the drop-pipe,
hence breaking the seal and causing a. severe sanitary nuisance. The me-
thod, however, fits the needs of institutions or wealthy individuals who can
afford to build and maintain it, but not regular houses in rural areas in
developing countries. The most suitable human waste disposal method for
these areas is, however, a device incorporating the same principles as the
aqua-privy, i.e. storage under anaerobic decomposition conditions, but in
dry, rather than in wet surroundings. If this device - known as the pit
latrine - is adequately designed and constructed, it can .serve as an ideal
solution for the human waste disposal problem in rural areas in developing
countries.

THE PIT LATRINE

The pit latrine is a pit dug in the ground, where human waste is de-
posited and stored, so that rain floods cannot carry it to the nearby water
course. The ordinary pit latrine has the dimensions of. 1 x 1 x 4 m depth
(4 m3). Through the process of the anaerobic decomposition of the human
waste that takes place in the pit, most of the waste turns into gases and
water, so that this storage volume can be sufficient for a family of 5 people,
for a period of 3-4 years, provided only human waste reaches the pit
(Diamant, 1979). The structure of the pit latrine is simple, made mostly of
locally available materials. It is very economical with a very simple design,
so that the future user can construct it by himself, under a brief guidance
of a health inspector. These qualities enable mass production of the de-
vice, as required according to the local conditions in the rural areas of
Nigeria and similar developing countries.

The pit latrine is composed of 3 main sections: the dug pit, the super-
structure and the rigid slab in between them, which is usually made of
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concrete, though wood has also been practiced for this purpose.

The Dug Pit

The pit is normally dug by the future user himself to a clo.pth of 3-4
m. Deeper pits are not recommended due to the possibility that anybody
may fall in and be injured. In non-rigid soils, the upper one metre should.
be retained by raw wood sections. An empty drum with the removed top
and bottom can serve as a satisfactory retainer for the upper section of the
pit. The main problem involved in the digging of the pit is its siting.
The proper siting is meant to prevent any near-by water source from being
contaminated by the content of the pit. A considerable amount of research
has been carried out on the migration of the bacteriological contamination
and the chemical pollution through the particles of the soil. Observations
have shown that the direction of migration was identified with the natural
slope of the ground and the ground water table. It has been, further esta-
blished that chemical pollution, such as nitrates, was able to migrate much
further than bacterial contamination. The migration itself depends on the
porosity of the soil and its slope. Under average noil conditions, enemies]
migration can reach a distance of .100 metres horizontally, whereas bacterial
migration was found to penetrate 3 metres vertically and 11 metres hori-
zontally in the direction, of the soil slope (Wagner, 1958).

Pit latrines should be located, therefore, downhill of any water source,
such as a well, at a distance of at least 30 metres.

The .Slab

The slab is the most important component of the pit. latrine. It is
usually made of concrete, but it can also be constructed of any other rigid
material, such, as wood or metal. The only costly parts in the concrete slab
are cement and the reinforcement iron bars, which have to be provided in
cash rather than in kind. If the bars cannot be obtained locally, they can
be replaced with, bamboo canes, The quality and perfection of the slab will
depend largely on the casting mould. The mould can. be made of wood, but
for mass production purposes, metal should be preferred.. The metai
mould, if adequately constructed, can give excellent results. The mould is
normally provided by an organising body of the campaign, usually the local
health, office. The same casting materials (cement, etc.) which arc pro-
vided by the future user, are required for producing a good slab or a bad
one, according to the quality of the casting mould. A good concrete slab
must have the following qualities incorporated to its design (Diamant, 1978):

Strength. The slab must be strong and durable using proper
quantities of cement and. reinforcement, so that it can. easily be
removed from one pit to another, when the former is filled up.

Easy Cleaning. The upper surface should be smooth and have a
slope towards the centre hole, so as to enable quick rinsing with a
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small quantity of water.

- Comfortable Use. The slab should have elevated foot rests, so that
the user will automatically stand in the correct position, minimizing
the contamination of the slab. For the same reason, the hole
opening into the pit should have the shape of a key hole, pre-
venting excreta and urine from reaching the slab.

- Fly Control. Flies tend to breed in human waste, but they prefer
to do so with the presence of. light. The hole in the slab should be
provided, therefore, with a wooden cover, which must be placed
over it after use. In order to ensure the cover's presence, it
should be chained, with the end of the chain connected to a hook
anchored in the concrete slab.

- Easy Handling. A concrete slab is quite heavy and might be
cracked when moved to be placed on a new pit, after the previous
one has been filled. The slab should be cast, therefore, in two
halves, connected by means of tongue and groove (see Figure 1).

- Superstructure Support. In order to prevent the lightly built su-
perstructure from being carried away with the wind during storms,
the 4 corners of the slab should be provided with iron holders an-
chored in the concrete. The 4 poles of the superstructure can be
fixed to the holders, hence turning the concrete slab into a foun-
dation for the superstructure.

~ Smell Control. The slab should have at its far corner a small de-
pression for holding a can containing lime. By spraying daily a
handful of lime in the pit, an alkaline environment is performed
there, hence suppressing the development of the anaerobic pro-
duction of hydrogen sulfide, which is basically acid. The high pH
conditions in the pit will lead to the formation of methane instead of
hydrogen sulfide, the former is far less obnoxious than the latter.
Any alkaline material can be used for this purpose, but lime is the
cheapest and the most available material of its kind in the rural
areas, where it is mainly used for white washing walls.

The metal mould should be prepared in a well-equipped workshop in
town that is capable to produce accurate and good finishing work. The
slab is cast in the mould upside down and is kept there for at least 4 days.
It is recommended to equip the mould with folding walls, so as to prevent
damaging the corners of the slab upon removal from the mould. Hence the
mould will rotate from site to site and it might be suitable to have some 10
moulds for each 1,000 people living in the campaign area. A waiting list
for the use of the moulds has to be established, with those already com-
pleting digging their pits being first in the list.



It is important that the future users should be involved as far as pos-
sible in the simple construction of the pit latrine. They should provide
materials, including reinforcement bars and cement (a half bag, or 25 kg).
This involvement will develop the feeling of partnership and ensure a better
use and maintenance of the device.

FIGURE 1: PLAN OF A PIT LATRINE CONCRETE
SLAB

The Superstructure

Due to the mild climates in most developing countries, the super-
structure over the pit latrine is meant mainly for providing the privacy of
the user. It can be, therefore, built of light materials composed of raw
wooden poles surrounded with home-woven mats. These are cheap and lo-
cally available materials, all provided in kind, and therefore less demanding
in the prevailing poverty conditions.
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In searching for a solution to the human waste disposal problem in
rural areas in developing countries, the guiding considerations should
mainly be mass production, economy and, of course, efficiency. Certain
improvements have been suggested for the pit latrine, such as a concrete
syphon attached to the central hole, ventilation pipes, etc. These impro-
vements require the purchase in cash of materials and sections that cannot
be built by the user. Furthermore, the syphon will require rinsing with
water which is anyhow scarce and has to be carried from far sources. Sim-
plicity has to be the guiding line in the present circumstances. The pit
latrine, with its above-mentioned design features, can be considered as the
most appropriate human waste disposal technology in the present cir-
cumstances.

URBAN WASTE DISPOSAL

Though the main human waste disposal problem in developing countries
lies in rural areas, the urban wastewater disposal aspect has also a strong
impact on rural areas.

Due to the increasing urbanization trend in recent years in many de-
veloping countries, numerous expanding large cities have started to design
and construct central sewerage systems. Due to lack of local engineering
manpower, most of these designs have been and are being carried out by
international engineering consultants, mainly from developed countries. The
most common wastewater disposal method in these countries is by means of
dilution in a large body of natural water. This method can be tolerated
there, because almost all people, including those living in rural areas in
developed countries, have access to safe drinking water. Foreign con-
sultants tend, therefore, to apply this disposal method in developing coun-
tries, where environmental conditions are entirely different, and where most
people drink raw water from natural sources. It should be emphasized that
even fully treated wastewater diluted under excellent dilution rates still
pose a very dangerous health hazard for people drinking the water of the
diluting river or lake (Diamant, 1978a)

Wastewater disposal by means of dilution must be completely abolished
in developing countries and this has to be effected by adequate legislation.
An appropriate replacement for the dilution disposal method is agricultural
irrigation. Instead of being wasted in natural bodies of water where it
causes severe contamination, treated wastewater can be used to irrigate
crops and its organic content used as fertilizer.

However, irrigation with wastewater requires certain precautions and
necessitates some limitations. The irrigated area has to be designated as a
sewage farm and as such, should be fenced to prevent passers-by, in par-
ticular children, from entering the area. Raised crops should be restricted
to kinds that require cooking prior to consumption, such as potatoes, yam
or cassava, but not tomatoes or lettuce. Non-edible industrial crops should
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be always preferred to edible ones, since the former do not require any
supervision and sorting. The method can be further developed by raising
fish in ponds containing diluted wastewater. The fish are fed on the or-
ganic matter contained in the wastewater and the latter can be later di-
verted to irrigation as mentioned above. One important principle must be
always kept in mind when practicing irrigation with wastewater - the pr i -
mary purpose of the operation has to be wastewater disposal and not crop
raising, so that in rainy days, for example, the wastewater has to be ac-
cepted and sprayed as in dry days , though the crop might be affected by
excessive watering. This is the reason why the running of the sewage
farm should not be entrusted with private farming enterprises that are nor-
mally not alert to this principle, but should be carried out by the local
authority.
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ABSTRACT: Waste stabilization pond (WSP) design methods are largely
based on f i rs t -order empirical and semi-empirical formulae. However, WSP
is a complex ecosystem, where the kinetics are governed by several in ter -
dependent parameters. WSP data are seldom being analysed due to lack of
analytical techniques. Due to this shortcoming, there are confl icting claims
as to the efficiency of WSP in reducing organic and bacterial pol lut ion. In
this paper, a computer package is presented to analyse raw data of inde-
pendent primary facultative ponds, anaerobic ponds and ponds in series.
The package is capable of generating percentage reduct ions, surface and
volume loadings - with and without evaporation and rainfall - of f ive-day
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), sus-
pended solids (SS), fecal coliforms (FC) and fecal streptococci (FS). The
program can also generate completely-mixed, plug-flow and dispersed-flow
kinetic constants, based on the models of Marais (1) and Thi rumurth i (2) of
BOD, COD, FC and FS. The results obtained from WSP in EXTRABES,
Campina Grande, Braz i l , were used to demonstrate the specimen calcula-
t ions. The results were found to be more informative than raw data. The
results generated can be used to formulate a comprehensive model, encom-
passing major parameters.

INTRODUCTION

Waste stabilization pond treatment is becoming popular in developing
countries of Asia, Latin America and Africa due to low costs involved and
abundance of sunlight in these regions. Pond treatment is specially
attractive when land is available in abundant quantities. In this paper, a
computer package is presented to analyse any kind of WSP data. In
present day practice, anaerobic, facultative and maturation ponds - single
or in series - are being used to treat domestic sewage. Due to lack of
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analytical techniques, however, data observed from many WSPs have not
been analysed. Although some experimental pond data have been studied
by researchers, data from full-scale ponds, which are in operation for mu-
nicipal waste treatment, are seldom being given much importance. Due to
this shortcoming, especially regarding full-scale ponds, there is a lack of
understanding of the kinetics involved in WSP. Consequently, WSP design
methods vary widely or are still based on empirical methods (3-5). To
overcome the deficiencies of analytical techniques, a computer package is
presented in this paper for WSP data analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

Eleven waste stabilization ponds treating domestic sewage as shown in
Figure 1 were investigated for a two-year period in tropical North-East
Brazil. Four ponds (F2, F3, F4 and F5) were loaded independently (200 -
400 kg BOD /ha-day) so that they achieved facultative conditions. Two
smaller ponds (A2 and A4) were heavily loaded with 6,695 and 2,810 kg
BOD /ha-day, so that they achieved anaerobic conditions. In a five-pond
series, the organic loading was adjusted to 544 kg BOD /ha-day so that the
first pond (Al) was anaerobic, the second (Fi) was facultative and the sub-
sequent three ponds (Ml, M2 and M3) functioned as maturation ponds.
Influent and effluent BOD , COD, SS, FC and FS were monitored weekly as

5
major pollution parameters'.

Chemical and bacteriological analyses were carried out according to
standard methods (6). The experiments reported in this paper were car-
ried out during March 1977 - May 1979. The pond layout is given in
Figure 1.

The city of Campina Grande, Brazil is located at 7° 13' 11" South, 35°
53' longitude West and 547.7 meters above MSL.

During the experimental period, detailed tracer studies were carried
out in some of the ponds. Dispersion number (DN) of ponds were calcu-
lated according to Levenspiel (7) and Thirumurthi (2). These results were
included in the program to calculate dispersed-flow kinetic constants.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PACKAGE PROGRAM

In this paper, a computer package was developed to analyse faculta-
tive, anaerobic and maturation WSP data. Experimental results obtained
from pilot-scale pons in EXTRABES, Campina Grande were used to demon-
strate the specimen calculations of the package. The computer package is
capable of analysing data of upto three independent anaerobic ponds, four
independent primary facultative ponds, and five ponds in series which
should comprise an anaerobic pond followed by a secondary pond and three
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subsequent ponds. However, the package can be used to analyse data in
any number of ponds, provided that the number is less than the maximum
stipulated above for each category of ponds.

Influent

Influent

Influent

mi
Influent

IUI

Influent

A I

Influent

F2
Effluent

iy F3

Influent

F5
Effluent

IUI F4

PRIMARY FACULTATIVE PONDS

A2
Effluent

A4
Effluent

ANAEROBIC PONDS

F l M M2

PONDS IN SERIES

Effluent

Effluent

M3
Effluent

Fig. I. Waste Stabilization Ponds Layout

Components of the Program

The program was intended to determine percentage reductions (PR),
surface removal with and without evaporation (SL and WL), volume loading
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with and without evaporation (VL and XL) , volume removal with and without
evaporation (VR and XR) , plug-flow kinetic constants (FF), completely-
mixed kinetic constants (CM), and dispersed-flow kinetic constants (DF) of
BOD, COD, SS, FC and FS.

Tables 1 and 2 summarise the various parameters, their dimensions,
and abbreviations for input and output, respectively-

Table 1: Input Parameters

Parameter

Biochemical oxygen demand, BOD5

Chemical oxygen demand, COD

Suspended solids, SS

Faecal coliforms, FC

Faecal streptococci, FS

Dispersion number

Pond length

Pond width

Pond depth

Net monthly (evaporation - rainfall)
EVAP

Air temperature, TAIR

Water temperature, TWAT

Monthly sunshine hours, SH

Monthly sunlight intensity, LA

Flow rate

Dimension

mg/l

mg/l

mg/l

No/100 ml

No/100 ml

—

m

m

m

mm

oc

°C

hrs

Langleys

m3/day

Abbreviations

21

Z2

Z3

Z4

Z5

DN

W

B

D

Z8

Z7

Z6

Z9

V1

Q
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Table 2: Output Parameters

Parameter

Percentage
reduction;

Surface loading;
without evaporation

(WE)

with evaporation

<E>

Volume loading;
WE

E

Surface removal;
WE

E

Volume removal;
WE

E

Kinetic constants;
completely mixed
plug flow
dispersed flow

Abbreviation

BOD

PRZ1

SLZ1

WLZ1

VLZ1

XLZ1

SRZ1

WRZ1

VRZ1

XRZ1

CMZ1
PFZ1
DFZ1

COD

PRZ2

SLZ2

WLZ2

VLZ2

XLZ2

SRZ2

WRZ2

VRZ2

XRZ2

CMZ2
PFZ2
DFZ2

SS

PRZ3

SLZ3

WLZ3

VLZ3

XLZ3

SRZ3

WRZ3

VRZ3

XRZ3

FC

PRZ4

SLZ4

WLZ4

VLZ4

XLZ4

SRZ4

WRZ4

VRZ4

XRZ4

CMZ4
PFZ4
DFZ4

FS

PRZ5

SLZ5

WLZ5

VLZ5

XLZ5

SRZ5

WRZ5

VRZ5

XRZ5

CMZ5
PFZ5
DFZ5

Dimension

-

kg/ha-day
billions/ha-day

kg/ha-day
billions/ha-day

g/m3-day
millions/m3-day

g/m3-day
millions/m3-day

kg/ha-day
billions/ha-day

kg/ha-day
billions/ha-day

g/m3-day
millions/m3-day

g/m3-day
millions/m3-day

day'1

day'1

day"1

The complete computer package with subroutines is given in Appendix
A. The input data to the computer program is given in Appendix B. The
pond dimensions, flow rate and dispersion number are given in Table B-l.
Meteorological data (TAIR, EVAP, SH, LA) are listed in Table B-2. Sub-
sequent tables show the monthly pollution parameters (BOD , COD, SS, FC,
FS and TWAT) of raw sewage and each of the other ponds.
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INPUT DATA SEQUENCING

Ponds were divided into three systems according to Table 3.

Table 4 summarises the sequence of data arrangement and components
in the data sets.

Table 3: System of Ponds

Pond symbols

F2, F3, F4, F5

A2, A4

A1, F1, M l , M2, M3

Pond type

Primary facultative

Anaerobic ponds

Series of ponds

Category

System 1

System II

System III

Table 4: Sequence of Data Arrangement

Description of
data set

Pond dimensions
and operating
parameters

Meteorological
data

Pollution data

Components in
the data set

W, B, D, Q, DN

TAIR, EVAP,
SH, LA

80D, COD, SS
FC, FS, TWAT

Sequence of
feeding

Syst. 1, I I , III

Common for
all ponds

Syst. 1, I I , III

End card remarks

No end card is
needed

At the end of the
set print 111.1,
111.1 with
correct format
as first 2
numbers

At the end of the
data set of each
pond print 111.1,
111.1 with
correct format as
first 2 numbers
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If the number of ponds that are to be analysed is less than the sti-
pulated number in the program, zeros should be substituted for the absent
ponds. The correct sequence as given in Table 2 should be strictly fol-
lowed in substituting zeros. However, data obtained for any number of
months can be analysed without alterations.

Input and Output Formats I

Input and output formats can be changed according to user's requi-
rements. For instance, for FC and FS, different output formats can be
used to increase the precision of the results.

FORMULAE USED IN THE PROGRAM

Completely-mixed and plug-flow kinetic constants were calculated using
the models of Marais (1). Dispersed-flow kinetic constant calculations were
based on Thirumurthi (2). Surface and volume loading and removal calcu-
lations were based on mass balance of the ponds.

The equations used for calculations of various parameters are given
below. The dimensions of the input and output parameters are given in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The formulae for BOD, COD and SS are
given in terms of BOD (Zl) only; for COD and SS, Zl should be replaced
by Z2 and Z3. Similarly, for FC and FS, equations are given in terms of
only Z4; to arrive at Z5, all Z4 should be replaced by Z5. The following
abbreviations were also used in the equations.

eq. Zl1 - Influent BOD
Zl - Effluent BOD

Parameters without Evaporation and Rainfall

a. BOD, COD and SS

Surface loading SL;

SLZ1 = 10.0 (Zl1) (Q/WB) (1)

Surface removal SR:
SRZ1 = 10.0 (Zl1 - Zl) (Q/WB) (2).

Volume loading VL;
VLZ1 - Zl1 (Q/WBD) (3)

Volume removal VR;
VRZ1 = (Zl1 - Zl) (Q/WBD) (4)
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b . FC and FS

Surface loading SL;
SLZ4 - Z4> (Q/10WB) (5)

Surface removal SR;
SRZ4 = (Z41 - ïZ4) (Q/10WB) (6)

Volume loading VL;
VLZ4 = 10~2 Z41 (Q/WBD) (7)

Volume removal VR;
VRZ4 = 10~2 (Z41 - Z4) (Q/WBD). (8)

Parameters with Evaporation and Rainfall

Flow rates of the ponds are affected by evaporation and rainfall.
Based on mass balance, the following equations were formulated to determine
the, influent and effluent flow rate changes. Since evaporation and rainfall
changes monthly, flow rate changes monthly accordingly for each pond.

In the equations for flow rates the following symbols are used:

Ql (i, j) - initial flow rate to the pond
QE (i, j) - final flow rate
AQ(i, j) - change in flow rate

Where i - pond and j - month.

AQ(i, j) - is determined by equation (9)
AQ(i, j) - (evaporation - rainfall) 10~3 (W. * B.) (9)
Ql (i, j) and QE (i, j) equations are given in Table 5.

a. BOD, COD and SS

Surface loading SL;
SLZ1.. = (Zl', . X Ql..) (10/W.B.) (10)

Surface removal SR;
(Zl1.. X Ql..) - (Zl1.. X QE..)

SRZL. = ^ 3 _ 3 SL—
33 (10/W.B.)

Volume loading VL;
VLZ1.. = (Zl'. . - Q1..)/W.B.D. (12)

i ] i ] . i ] i l l
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Volume removal VR;

VRZ1.. = JL
.. X QE.J
i] i]

W.B.D.
1 1 1

Table 5: Q1(i, j) and QE(i, j) Values

Pond

F2, F3, F4, F5
A2, A3

A1

F1

M1

M2

M3

QKi,

Q(F2,

Q(A1

QE(A1

QE(F1,

QE(M1

QE(M2

i)

J)

, J)
j)

j)

, J)
' J '

QE(i,

Q K F 2 , j) -

i)

- AQ(F2

*To obtain other ponds F2
replaced by pond symbol.

QKA1, j) -

QE(A1, j) -

QE(F1, j) -

QE(M1, j) -

QE(M2, j) -

AQ(A1,

AQ(F1,

AQ(M1,

AQ(M2,

AQ(M3,

, j)

should

j)

j)

j)

j)

j)

b . FC and FS

(13)

Surface loading SL;
SLZ4 = (Z41.. X Ql..)/10W.B.

Surface removal SR;
(Z4\. X Ql..) - (Z4.. X QE..)

bRZ4 = *—
10W.B.

i i

Volume loading VL;
VLZ4 = (Z4 \ . X Ql . . ) /100 W.B.D.

Volume removal VR;

'iix o y - X

VRZ4 = JL

100W.B.D.
î i i

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)
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SPECIMEN OUTPUT RESULTS

The observations obtained in the ponds during the twenty four-month
period were analysed by the computer package. Printouts were obtained in
tabular form for each parameter for each ponds. These results proved to
be very useful and informative than the raw data. Especially direct compa-
risons can be made on different ponds in different regions, due to the li-
nearity of results.

Output printouts are tabulated in Appendix C. Actual residence times
of the ponds were also generated by the program. These values can be
compared with the hydraulic retention times of the ponds.

In this paper, no attempt was made to discuss the results obtained
from the program. The data were used only to generate to specimen calcu-
lations.

The results obtained using this package can also be used for regres-
sion analysis and other forms of mathematical modelling to obtain the kine-
tics of organic and bacterial removal. They can be effectively used in con-
junction with algal concentration sunlight intensity, sunlight duration
TWAT, TAIR, and hydraulic detention time to obtain comprehensive models,
as pointed out by Dissanayake (8), Bowles et al. (9) and Uhlmann (10).

CONCLUSIONS

a) The proposed package program is useful in analysing raw data of
anaerobic, facultative and maturation waste stabilization ponds.

b) The package is capable of analysing up to four independent primary
facultative ponds, three independent anaerobic ponds and five
ponds in series.

c) For each pond, the package is capable of generating the values of
percentage reductions; surface loading and removal with and
without evaporation and rainfall; volume removal and loading with
and without evaporation and rainfall, of BOD , COD, SS, fecal coli-
forms and fecal streptococci. The package is also capable of gene-
rating the values of plug-flow, completely-mixed and dispersed-flow
kinetic constants of BOD_, COD, FC and FS.

5
d) The results generated by the package proved to be more informa-

tive than the raw data and these results can be effectively and
more meaningfully used to compare the performance of different
ponds from different regions.

e) The generated results can be used with other parameters such as
algal concentration, air and pond temperatures, and sunlight
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intensity and duration to formulate comprehensive models to
describe the waste stabilization pond kinetics.
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WRIIF. U. t2l2 )
212 FCRMAT12X,«En» )

CAIL HE
C*LL WR[T»Z1,Z2,Z3,24,ZE,Z6,M1, 13)

C WRITE Al CAT A
WRITE(6, 214)

ZlA FCR4AT»2X,«Al•)
CALL HE

CALL M IT (Zl',2? ,Z3i2-'+f7.r>t7.6|Nl,8l
C WRITE Fl CATA

kRITFMftiZl'îl '
215 FORMAT12X,»F]'1

CALL HE
CALL KRITlZlfZ2,23,24,Z5|Z6,Vl,<=> .

C WRITE VI V,M£>
W R I T E U . 2 1 6 )

2 If FORMAT(2X,»M1 • )
CALL HE
C A L L VNR -I T ( Z I i Z 2 , 7 ? , 7. 4 , Z 5 , Z. *>, M1-, I 3 1

G W R I T E HZ DATA
W M TE» 6,2 17)

217 F C R M A T ( 2 X , »V2 • )
CAL L HE
CA L L W R I T % Z l , Z 2 , Z 3 , Z 4 , Z . 5 , Z 6 t m , 11>

C VR ITE M3 DATA
WP I T E ( 6 i 2 18 )

7 18 FORMAT,2X, 'M3 ' )
CALL HE
CALL Wk IT Ï 71, Z2, U ,7^,2 5, Z6,*U, 12)

C WRITE F.2 DATA
WRITE (6, 2 Ie?)

219 FCRMATJ2X,•F2•>
CALL HE
CALL W R I T ( 1 1 , 7 2 , 7 3 , M i 2 5 , Z 6 t M l ill

C WRITE F3 DATA
WRITE(6,22O)

22') PCR MAT(2X, 'F3 1 )
CALL HE
CALL KP.ITlZ.liZ2iZ3|2^fZ5,Z6|Mi,2i

C WRITE FA DATA
WRrTE(É,221)

221 FORMAT(2X.f ' M • )
CALL HE.
CALL WRrT(Zl»72,Z3,Z4fZ!,Z6,Ml,3l

C WPITE . FÇ TATA
WRITE(6,222)

222 FORMAT» ?X ,. » F T; • 1
CALL HE
C/LL KR ITIZ1,Z2,Z?,74,7t,Z6,Ml,4)

C WRITE .A2 DATA
WRITE: (6,223)

2?3 FCRMAT12X,'A2')
CALL -H!:
CALL WfU T ( 7. I , 7 ? , 7 3 , ? 4 , 2 1, 76 , M l , 5 )

C W R I T E A3 CATA
W F IT E t É , 2 2 '< )

274 F C R M À T 1 2 X , « A ? • )
CALL HS
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. WRITE ' A4 DATA
wi ., . «PI TE (6,225 ) •
'•: .225 , FCRMAH2X, «A4» J

HE.
WRIT<Z1,Z2,Z3 ,Z4,25,Z6,M1 ,7)

,.(:,,„ CALCULATI.CN OF P E R C F M A C E RHHUCT
:!:,C ••!.: BCD PERCENTAGE REDICTICNS

CALL PRfPR21,ZlfM)
VRITE(6,24O>

, 240 FORVAT(2X,'ROD PEKCËN7ACE V ËOUC T ICNS' )
CALL HEAD
CALL WRE* PP2-1 >^ 1 »
CALL AVEIPRZliAVfPI )
CALL W A V E U V )

'C COD PERCEN RECIC71CNS
_ C A L L P R ( P . R Z 2 , 2 2 i M )

. i & W R I J E ( 6 , 2 4 2 )

r H4 2 F C : E f 1 . A T v 2 X , ' C 0 0 P E R C E N T A G E REDUCT
: '^»ÀLil i

C A U WREIPRZ2fMl)
CALL AVEtPRZ2,AV,M ) m

. C A L L WAVE(AV)
SS PER. RFDLCT ICNS

CALL P R ( P R Z 3 , 2 3 , M )
/ WRITE» 6 , 2 4 3 )
243 FORMAT(2>,'SS FEPCFNT^CE RE DUCT ICNS' >.
' • ..i.'CALL HEAD,:;:,,'.;. ,;..;.,. ,. • . . • ' ;.

CALL WRE(PR73,V1)
;: :;CALL AVE»PRZ3,AV,f 1 )

^R :?$:,- P E R . : REDUCT ICNS

l e t 2 4 4 ) ..
24 4 F O R M A T ! 2 X , ' F S PER R E C U C 7 ICNS • )
^£;CALf'HEÀO

CALL W R E ( P R Z 4 , , * I J
;v--'CALL A V E . ( P R 2 4 | A V f M I

CALL kAVF.»AV)
_ / . FC ;̂ PER REDUCTIONS

CALL PRl P R Z i ) , Z 5 , M )

2^5 FCRMAT(2Xt'FC PERCENTAGE R&OUCTICNS•)
CALL HEAD
CALL WRE(PRZ5,*ll
CALL AVE(PRZ5,AV,M )
CALL fcAVHAVl

C CALCULATICN OF SUREVCl LOADING UTHCUT EVAPORATION
C HOD

CALL WEV* SLZ1 ,Z1,C,U,E,5RZ1 ,VLZ1,C,VRZ1,,MH
C CCD

CALL WEV(SLZ2|22'»0fKfB,SRZ2,VtZ2,CtVRZ2,Ml)

-.Ç . : .ss , . .
CALL W E V ( ' S ' L Z 3 t Z 3 r Q i h f e , S R Z 3 , V L 2 3 t C l V R Z 3 f M l )

.C, . . , , . . , , , , ,FC.
CALL W E V » S L Z 4 , Z 4 , C , W , G , S R Z 4 , V L 2 4 , n , V R Z 4 , M l l

fC-.:. .. F.S
:;:::':;:.;.;^.:.::.CALL fcEVCSLZSi Z-5 tC . h , e , SRZ5 , VL 2 5 , C , V R 1 5 , M 1 )
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GET IN PILLIONSC FC AN r ) F S V A L L Î i S C I V I L ' - BY 1 0 C . Q TO
C A L L CCN ( S L 2 4 , S k Z'• , V L Z 4 , V ? ï Z 4 , 5 0 , 1 2 , N L >
C A L L C C N ( S L 7 5 , SR 7 * , U Z S i VP Z5 , 5 0 , 1 2 , V H

C W R I T I N G S U P . V C L . I . C A C I N G S AND P E M C V A L S H I Î H C U T
C. P G 0

V R I T E ( t , 2 4 C 1
?•'••(: F C P ^ A T t ' i X r ' P Ç u • )

CALL M« A
C :> L !.. H L: A D
CALL M- E (SLZ1 , VI )

CALL ' AVT 4 SI..Z1 ,'\\ , M V
CALL kAVF(AV)
C A Ll W "

• CALL HÉAO
C A L L '* P :: ( S F «'. 1 , N" 1 )

C A L L A V E ( S F 2 1 , A V , M )
C •> !.. L V U V L t A \ )

C A L L fckC
C A L L .h f cAU
C A l . l W F E * V l . / T . , V 1 )

C A L L A V " ( VI.. Z I i A V , M )
C A L L U A V t i . ( A V )

C A L L UfcJ
' .' C A L L 1 - t A D

C A L L WF-E ( V P Z 1 f
 w l )

C A L L A V L W R 7 l , A V , M )
C A L L V. A V !: ! A V )

c cca
V.f-1 \Tcit -,-2?. 1 )

5 ^ 1 F G R N ' A K ^ X v ' C C C ' )
C A L L 'A U i\
C A L L H c A O

V,RE( S I . / . 2 v v l >
A V t ( S L 2 2 , A V , M )
^ A V t. \ A V I .

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CAL I

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL
C^LL
CALL

CALL
CALL

K R t » S R Z Z , M )
A V L ( S R 2 2 f ^ V i ^ 1 )
V . A V E I A V )
Vs V*C
H E A O '
>APF: ( V L Z ? . . v ) . )
A V E ( V L Z 2 » A V , f l )
W V E I A V I
VVvD
H t AD
W!-<E ( V P Z ? , V 1 )
A V E Î V P Z 2 , A V , M 1 )
V v A V C ( A V )

C A L L
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL

TE (6 ,

Vi V̂  A
H F AD

VSS

7?'AÎ--E (Si 7? ,
AVf: ( S L 7 3 ,AV , VI )
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7.12

il'

C A L L
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL
FC
VvRI T

HcAD
WRF (SPZ3,M
AVE(SRZ3fAV
WAVE ( AV )

M

CALL
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL
CA L L
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL
C A L t
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL

HEAP
WRt ( V L 2 3 , M
AVE(VLZ2 ,AV
W A V E » A V »

wwo
H E A 0

WRF» VR77 , Ml 1
A V h ( V R 7 3 , A V :
W A V r ( A V )

E ( 6 , 2 £ 2 )
5 X , ' F C » j

vs W A
hEAC
F W « E ( S L 7 4 , M :
A V F % S L Z 4 , A V
F W A V E ( A V )
WWR
H L": A 0
F W F E ( S R Z 4 , ^ i
A V t ( S R Z 4 ,AV,
F W A V E t A V )
wwc
HEAD
FWPF ( VLZ'. ,f
AVir (VLZ4 , AV
F V A V E ( A V )
W W D
HLAD
FWREÎVra^,^
AVE(VF 74,AV
F WAVE(AV)

M I

1 )

I- £ A D
F W R E ( S L Z 5
A V E % S I. 2 5
FWAVLMAV
WWR
HEAD

WRITE(6,753)
FCRMAT(5X,»F
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CAL'L
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

,AV

AVEISR7 5
F h A V E » A V

WWC
J-LAU
FWiRE: 4VLZ":
A VT: [VI. Z^
FWAVF (AV

WWC
HL-AD

, AV ,
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CALL FWPE(VRZ5tM >
CALL AVE(VRZ5»AViim
CALL FMVE^AV)

C STORE EVAPGRATICMf LC. RATES IN CE(5OO,12) '
CALL CCE fOEiCi Z« » W , e f M >

C COMPUTATION GF SLRFACE VOL LCAC INGS, REMOVALS
C W T H EVAPORAT TC N
C ECD

CALL EV(UL71 ,71,C,V,P,VRZl,OEtXLZl,D,XR7J,wl)
C COD

CALL EV(V«L7? >Z2, C, IP,E ,VR22 ,QEt XL22,n, XR72 ,M1 )

CALL EVffcLZ3iZ3iC.fV!PfhKZ3fQE:f >LZ3fDt XPZ3.MI )
c r-c •••:,.;

C A L L E V ( W l Z 4 , Z 4 f C , l r , 0 , V » R Z 4 , Q c , U Z 4 , D , X K Z 4 , V 1 )
c . F S , . . . .,.....:.... . • • • • • ;•.;:..•;

C A L L E V ( . W L Z 5 t Z 5 i C f l o t B f » i R Z 5 f Q E i > l 2 5 , n t X P Z 5 , M l I
C F C A N D F S V A L U E S C I V I D E B Y 1 C C . T T C G E T I N B I L L I O N S J

. . . C A L L . . ' C C N ( W L Z A » k R 2 4 i > L 2 4 | X R Z 4 | 5 C f 1 2 t M l l
i . G A L L C C N * K L 2 5 , f c P 2 5 , X L 2 E , X R Z 5 , 5 C , 1 2 , ^ i ) i

« C K P Î T I N G
c.;..; e C D .... . . .• • • . . : , : m

HRITE(6-,260l
, 260 F D R M A T 1 5 X , 'SLRFACE A N C VC L U M E L C A C I N G S A N C R E M O V A L S W I T H E V A P O R A T ,i

X T C N » / / 5 X f « B C D ' )
•,,,::,..,.....::,:%,.,^cALL...KWA.. . . . • • • • • . -,.v.;-;i

CALL HEAD
CALL WREtWLZl,M1) !
CALL AVE»WLZ1|AV,V1)
CALL KAVE(AV) i
CALL VhB
CALL HEAD !
CALL WREURZliVll
CALL AVEl'WRZlf AV,M )
CALL WAVF(AV)
CALL WWC I
CALL HEAC
CALL WRE»XLZltMl)
CALL AVE(XLZ1,AV,M)
CALL kAVEÎAV ) ;

CALL HEAD
CALL hREfXRZltMl>
CALL AVE( XP21,AV,M )
CALL WAVE(AV)

:.,..,,..:....ceo,:•••.. .

.WRITE»6f2Él)
261 FCRMAT(5X,«CCD»)

CALL fcWA
CALL HEAD
CALL V*RE(WLZ2,?'l)
CALL AVE(ViLZ2f AVif M
CALL ^AVE(AV)
CALL fcWB
CALL HEAD
CALL KRE(WR22,M1)
CALL AVE(WR72 ,AV,vi)
CALL WAVE(AV>
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262..

263

CALL
CALL
CALL

HEAD
WRE(XLZ2, MJ)

AVE(XLZ2f A V , M )

CALL
CALL

HEAD
WRE»XRZ2 ,M

A V E I X R Z 2
WAVECAV)

55
tWRJTE(6,262)
^FORMAT (5Xt *$Sf >
CALL M A
CALL HEAD
XALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL HEAD

WRE(XLZ3tM
AVE(XLZ3,

? KAVE(AV)
VvWD
HEAD
WRE(XPZ3,M
AVE(XRZ3,
WAVE(AV)

1 t
» A V M

A V E % W L Z 3 ,
V»AVE(AV)

KfcB
HEAD

1 )
A V , I

1)
A V E ( W R Z 3

1Jm
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

I)
A V • 1 )

fc
V R I T E ( 6 , 2 6 3 )
FCRMAT» 5 X , « F C • )
CALL fcWA

HEAD
FWRE,WLZ4,

AVElVLZ^i
FfcAVE(AV

KW8
HEAD
FWRE(WRZ4,

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

M l
fAV
I

M

FVvAVEtAV

HEAD
F W R E ( X L Z 4 i

, A V , M

HI )

F K A V E ( A V
VvWO
HEAD

A V M X R Z 4 ,
FV<AVE(AV)

FS

HI )
AV,
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5 X , • F ï ' J
CALL
CALL HfiA.O
CALL F W R E ( « L 2 5 , * 1 )
CtH. \ V t. ( V L Z ? , A V , M )
CALL FkAVElAV)
CALL VvWR
CALL HEAD
CALL FWRE(UP.Z5,N1 )
CALL AVE.(WR2* ,AV , M )
C*LL FMVfc»AV>
CALL t\UC
CALL HÎAÛ
CALL FWRF» X L Z 5 , M I
CALL AVE (XLZ5, A V i M )
CALL F V>A VE ( AV J
CALL WKD
CALL HEAD
CALL FWPE( XRZ 5, M )
CALL AyEtXPZ5»AV.Nll
CALL F V» A \i t t A V )

C K I N E T I C C G N S 1 A N 1 S C C P F L E T E L Y M I X F C
C A N O P L U G FLCVv C .»> ? l , F F 1 \ , _ ) F / I F I L E S
C C R E A T E DT F I L E C T - O t T f c M I C N T I M E

CC 7 C J = l , l ?
I F I C f J l . l i Q . C . G ) GO T O ? :

C T < J » = ( V ( J ) * R ( J } * C ( J ) ) / t ( J )
G C T O 7 )

3 1 1 H T ( J ) = •:,] . )
7 0 C C N T I N U E

C FCR GCO
C A L L P L U C I P F Z I , C f Z I t Z 1 , CT , V i )

C FCPs C'CD
C A L L P L U C ( P F Z 2 , C w ! 7 2 , Z ? t C T , f I )

C F C R F C
C A L L P L U C ( P F Z 4 t C ^ Z 4 , 2 4 , C T | M 1 )

C F C R F S
C A L L P L U C ( P F Z 5 f C f Z 5 » Z 5 t C T , l ^ l )

C S P I T I N G
c pen

hRITEJ6,27))
270 FCRMAT(2Xf'BCC • )

CALL KPA
CALL HEAD
CALL Iftfb (PF 2 1,^1)
CALL «tVr.iPF71 ,AV »w 1 )
CALL **/4VE ( AV>
CALL KPP,
TALL H = A H
CALL hRE (C.VZ.I ,V1 )
CALL A V e i C P Z l | A V , M r
CALL WAVEiAV)

C CCD ,
V.RITE(ftf?72)

272 FCRMAT»?X, •CCO • )
CALL KPA
CALL HEAD
CALL- WP.L»PFZ2 , !" 1 )
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C

2 73

' • ' . • •' • • . . •

* • . .

C

2 74

• -•

C
C

C

c •
1

ce

c
c ' '. '••'• ." '

2 90

c :;;:•;•.

281

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
FC
WRIT

AVE \ p

. ' W A V E (
KPB
HEAD
WREfCM

AVE(
WAVE

Eté,273
..FORMAT» 2X,.'
CALL

ZCALL1
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
FS
WRIT

KPA
i HEAD
KREfPF

FZ2
AV)

Z2,
CN22
i AV

)
FC

24,
AVLMPF24
M VF_ {

KPB
HEAD
WREfCM
AVE(C

AV J

Z4,
fZ4

WAVE(AV)

E.(6t 274
FCRMAT12X,1

•CALL
..CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

, CALL
CALL
MAIN
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
VR11
BCD

KPA
HEAD
WREtPF

AVE.
fcAVE

KPR
HEAD
KRE(CM

AVE(
UAVF;

)
FS '

15,
PF2
(AV

15,
CHZ
iAV

SECTION
FCR R
DFiDFZ

CD
l.Z

FCR CCD
DF(DFZ
FCR FC
DFCOFZ
FCR

DF»DFZ
ING

C . t . T O 'I

.'FORMAT(2X, •
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CCD
WRIT

KPC
HEAD
WRË(DF

AVE(
h'A VE

E(é,2 81
FCRMAT(2X,'
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

KPC
HEAD
WRE(DF

AVEl

1

)

M
»

>

)

f

I

AV,

1 )
, AV

I )
AV,

1 )
AV,

1)
,4V

Ml )
5
)

1

2,Z2

4,Z
FS
5,2

BCC

Zli
DF2
\ AV

)
ceo

Z2,
DF2

4

5

i

1
J

2

,AV

,01

fOT

,07

,D 1

1 )
,AV

)

1 )
,AV

> 1 )

• » M »

>1 )

M )

,M )

,MI

,ĉ  ,M)

, C N , M 1

, C N , M )

, C h , M )

, M )

,M )
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C A L L V A V f.. { A V )
: FC

U R I T E v e , 2 ? G 2 1
? P 2 F C R M A T l 2 X , ' F C 1 »

C A L L K P C
C A L L H E A D
C A L L WRE ( O F Z 4 , .v 1 )
C A L L * V E » 0 F 2 4 , A V t M )
C A L L W - V E ( A V )
F S
W R I T E » 6 , 2 5 3 )

2 ? 3 F 0 r V M 4 T ( 2 X » ' F S • )
C A L L K P C
C A L L H E A D : :
C A L L WRE ( D F 7 5 , iv 1 )
C A L L A V E f D F ? ? - ! A V t M )
C A L L VvAVE ( A V 1

; PR I N T D E T E N T I C N T I N E S
V t R I T E ( 6 . 5 4 9 )

54?.. . FORMAT! 2>» «PCNC NO IN THE CRDE fi CF F2 , F3, F4, Fr>, A2 , A3 f A 4 , A 1 , F L,
X M1,M2,P3'/2X,«FCNC NC',3X,»DE7 TIME')

CC 6 12=1,12
WRITE (CîrîO) I2,r.T (12)

6 CONTINUE

' . DC 3CI J=l > 12
DC 3 02 1 = 1 f N1

IF»QE» I»J) .EQ.O.O) GCTO. 303
C5CT(I,J)=V«(J)*B(JI+C(JJ/CE(I»J)
GLTC 2C2

20?., CLOT, I .JIsC.O
' 3 0 ? C C N T I M E
?01 CCNTINLE

C WRITE ACTUAL BEfSICENXE TIME
VRrTE(6i28£J

2 Ç 5 F0RMATI2X,«ACTUAL RES IDENCE T IKE' )
CALL HEAD
CALL W R F ( Q H C T . M )

111 CONTINUE
STOP
END
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S t ^ R n i T I M c CF ( V I j V2 , Y3 , Y 4 , Ml ) .
C Y I - D F Z 1 , Y ? - M , Y ? ~ 0 7 , Y 4 - C N S U B - I S
C SU^ TO CALCULA U DUSPERStO FLCV» K-V.ALVES

D I M E N S f C N Y 1 I 5 Q , 1 ? ) , Y 2 ( 5 O f 13 > »Y3* 12 I , Y 4 , 1 2 )
OG 90 j = i , a

DC 9 1 1=1 , M
I F f Y ^ » J ) . F C . C . O ) G O T O 0 8

I F { Y ? ( I , J ) . EQ . - . ) , C . O R . Y.2 ( I , 13 ) . E Q . O . O J G O T O 3 8
Y K - O . C O J l

cr; 3C L= 1 , 1 0 0 0 0
Y K = Y K + 0 . Q 2 5
A = SCfM ( 1 . O M 4 . 0 * Y K * Y 3 ( J ) * Y M J ) ) )

FHS = ^ . : * A * , r:XP» 1 . ) - » / I / 2 . O * Y A ( , J ) ) ) ) / { ( 1 .
X * ( 1 . 0 + a > )

FHS = \ 2 » i , J J / V 2 * I , 1 3 )
I F ( R H S . L E . F H S ) GOTO 3 1

30 C C N 7 I N L Ë
3 1 V I » I »J >=VK

GtTO S I
?. s Y i ( r , J ) = a . o
= 1 CCN7 1MU!:
S'C CONTINUE

00 9 5 J = ( 5 , 1 2
J 1 = J - l .

" 00 S« I = 1 , M
I F ( Y 4 ( J ) . E C . C . C ) GOTO 89
I F ( Y ? U , J ) . t C . C C . 0 R . Y 2 ( I ' l J ) . P O . l . . ) IGCTH 89
YK = O . 00,5 1

DC 3 2 L = t , l C C O O
VK = Y!<40-.G25
A = S^ Hî 7 ( 1 . 0 + ( '• . 0 * YK* Y 3 ( J I *Y 4 ( J ) ) )

* H S = Y2 ( I i J l /Y2-( I f J l I
fF ( R H S . L E . F H S ) GOTO 33

CCN7 I M P
Y 1 ( I f J > = V K
G L TC <-6
V 1 . I , J ) = C . C

CONTINUE
reiu^:
END
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r SUn TO C l . V P C Î ! ï SlU-VZl L G A O f N G S •:- ? - i y C V < U S ' * - ! tTH P V A ? ' ! K V T n;-'i S ! . l t W 2

C Y i - W l . Y 2 - 7 1 Y 3 - C . Y ' t - k YS'-'D Y f t - w r Y 7 - G c Y 3 - X L . Y 9 - ' : " > - j Y 1 j - X k M1 - D A T A

D I M E N S I O N V K 5 0 , 1 2 ) , Y? ( 5 ) , 1 3 ) , Y 3 ( 1 ? ) , YA I 1 2 I , Y* , 1 ? } , Y 6 k 5 ) , 1 2 ) ,

V Y 7 ( 5 0 , L 2 > : i Y E f 5 J , 1 2 ) , Y9 U 2 ) » Y 1 G ( -f> J , 1 ? )

Of." 4 t J = l , S • • '

or 47 i = r , * i
I F ( Y ? ( r i l 3 ) . . = O . 3 . O . C F . Y ? . ( I , J ) . ^ 0 . > . . ) ) G O T O R &
I F ( Y 7 ( I , J ) . ^ Q . J . ' ) ) . C Ç T C 8 6
Y l . I . J » = i V 2 » I , 1 3 » ' * Y 3 » J ) * 1 C . O ) / , Y 4 , J ) * Y 5 » J ) )
Y 6 ( T , j ) = ( ( Y l ( I , 1 3 ) * > 3 ( J ) ) - ( Y 2 ( T i J J * Y 7 ( I , J ) ) ) / ( Y 4 ( J )

X * V t ( J ) )
Y 3 , 1 , J ) = Y 1 . I , J > / > 1 C . 0 * Y O { J V )

• • ' Y I O U t J ) = Ù ( . T i J 1 / Ï I O . O * Y 9 ( J ) > .
; G C T H i 7 ; , ;

1 " C • i l i I | J l ' y i vJ

Y 6 ( T , J ) = : Î . •;) :

YS( I , J ) = ) . )

41 CCNTTNUF
4 6 C.DNTI NIJP •

DO 4 ? • J = Ç , 1 2 . •

J1=J -1
DC 49 1 = 1 , « I

I F f v ' ( \ i ^ Ï r r> • {"• r Y ?• ( r i l ?••• n i t ) r* ' T r ^ i

I F ( Y 7 ( I , J I . h C . j . L ) GOTO 6 7 ;
Y l ( r , J ) = . » Y ? , [ , J ] I n ? 4 J ) * U . ) ) / * Y 4 t J ) = ^ Y 5 , J.) )

Y 6 ( I - , J J = ( ( Y ? { I , • J 1 J * Y 3 ( J ) ) ' { > ? , { I , J ) * Y . 7 ( I , J ) )
X ) / ( Vii U ) * Y ' J ( J ) )

Y f ( 1 , J ) = Y 1 U , j ) / ( l u . 0 * Y 9 ( J ) )
Y l J l t , J ) = Y f { i , J - ) / ( I ) . J * Y 9 ( J | )
GO T O 4 s

C 7 Y U I , J ) = C . C
' ' :• > f t « î i j ) = o . • : / •

Y 1 0 ( I , J ) = 0 • )
^Ç CONTIK'UÏ ;
4 8 CONTINUF

'. '. ' . - . E N D : - ' •' ' • ' •' '. ' ' ' '. .• ' ' ' . ' ; •

. C P R I N . T h ^ A D t K . S L P - 14
i S l F î R C U T t N f - : K F ^

V» 3 I T f: ( 6 , 2 M )
R E T U R N

2 " M F f . 'V . yATCr .X - , ' P L L G f L Ct- K - V A L U E S • )•
END . . •
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C PRINT HEADER SUE -1^
SUBROUTINE KPB
fcRITE(6,27?)

; r" r- '.RETURN ' •
' 2 7 2 F C R M A T ( 5 X | ' C C N P L I : T L L Y M X E l K - V M L E S ' )

r ; > • ' . , l - END .

; ;PPINT HtACLR" SIH -17
r, ' -SUBROUTINE HEAD

V.RI TE» 6,231 )
•"••"' V RETURN
2 3 1 F O R M A T ( 6 X f « A l ' , P X., « R • , 7 X , • M l • , 7> , «M2 • , 7X , • M V , 7X ,

^ . ; : i ; l flX, • F 3 ' , 7 X , M A • f 7 X , ' P 1 ) ' , f > i ' A 2 ( , 7 X , ' A 3 ' . O X .
E'ND

. . . „ , „ S U B R O U T I N E F L I C ( V 1 , V2 , V3 , Y 4 , H I )
C : V I . . Y I - P F Z I Y 2 - C M 7 I , Y 3 - 2 I t >4
C Y I - P F 7 I Y 2 - C V Z F , Y 3 - 2 I i Y 4 - D T , M t - M J N ' 3 Ë F OF D A T A
G-;X.--vii. S U B - 1 3 TO C A L C U L A T E P L I G ' A N D CCM f ' U E C K I N E T I C C O N S T A N T ? .

.: D I M E N S I O N YX I SO i l 2 ) , Y 2 ( 5 . ) , 1 2 ) , Y 3 ( 5 ) , 1 3 ) | Y 4 ( 1 2 )
DC 70 J = l , 8

D C 7 1 [ = 1 , N 1
IF (V3 ( I , J) .tC. ).C). CF.Y3( I ft3) .EQ.n.O) GOTO 33

IF (Y4( J ) .iiC.C.3 ) GO TO 31
Yl\ I TJ »S-»-ALCG»>3» I , JJ/Y3* 1,13) ) )/Y4» J )
Y2(I f J) - (( V3 ( I ,12)/Y i d i J) ) -1. J)/YA(J)

GC TC 71
83' MvltJ)=C.C

Y2(ItJ)=O.C
71 CONTINUE
'JC.',J,Ù^L.-.. • CONTINUE . • .

DO. 72 J = Ç» 1?
Jl-J-1
DC' 7 3 1 = 1 ,V1

IF(Y3(I,J).EC.J.O.OR. >3( I,J1 ) .SO.O.O) GOTO 89
IF (Y4( J) . T C O . )) GÛ TO 89

Yl (I ,J) = (-ALCG( V3(l ,J J/Y3U » J I M )/YAf J)
Y2(I ,J)-( (V3 ( I,J1»/Y3 ( t ,J ))-!.))/Y4(J )

1 GCTO 73
e ç Y n i, j J = o. c

Y2( I ,J)=0.0
7? CONTINUE
72 . CONTINUE

RETURN

' ;;:_ :•, :END
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: S I D ..TO VvPITE AVERAGES IN E FORMAT
SUBROUTINE F W A V E ( V I )

.. 0 I .MENS1CN Y U 12 >
. W R I T E ( 6 , Z 0 0 I . Y H 8 ) ï ^ l m t ' Y U 1 0 ) , Y l ( 1 1 ) , Y 1 ( 1 2 > , Y l ( 1 ) , Y l ( 2 > , Y l ( 3 )

X . , Y 1 ( 4 ) , Y 1 ( 5 ) , Y l {é'<) , U (7 >
RETURN

P.7.0 . F . C R M A T ( 2 X f ' A V E R A G E S ! / / 5 > , . 1 2 ( E 8 . 1 » 1 X ) )
• : BUD . ' ' ,-•.••: ' . . .'•. '.-: . .'.- :

f SUBROUTINE TC WRITE F - V A L U E S S U B - 2 3
- c . : ; - • : V s ' j j B - 2 3 . . .. . •-.•. ••. . ; - . . . ; . . . . . . . - , : , . .....••..:.-

SUBROUTINE PV-R IT (P. )
' ' ' C N R ( 1 2 ) •-.. :

i
; " [ DO 3 0 J = l > 1 2 .. . ..... . . •:•

; fcRITE lé , 2 2 1 ) J t P
20. C O N T I N U E . : : ; S ; u . , .

RETURN
22-O..V-F.dRMAT(2X, «FOND NCS ARE F 2 » F 3 i F 4 , F5 i A2 t A 3 , A^ i , A l , F 1 , M l , M2 , M3 V /

X 2 X , ' P C N D M C ' r ^ X f ' C C R C C E F . ' . ) . . .
22;1Q$ F 0 R M A T i 2 X , I 3 . 7 X , F 7 . 2 >

C,...; .SUfl-18 ADCPTEO FPCK.SU6 WR£ FOR E FORfAT
C • WRITING A MATRIX IN CCLUMN RESHUFFLED ORDER IN E FORMAT

SUBROUTINE F1»RE (VI ,V1 )
;••• D I M E N S I O N - Y K 5 0 , 1 2 >

. . DC . 5 1 = 1 , M .
..,„• ..;'/:•'.% ; " W R I T E ( 6 , 2 8 ^ ) V I ( 1 , 8 ) , Y 1 M , 9 ) , Y l 1 1 , 1 0 ) , Y l ( 1 , 1 1 ) , Y l { 1 , 12 ) ,

. . ; , J , , . .. V 1 ( I , 1 ) , Y 1 ( I , 2 ) , .Y l . ( I , 3 ) , Y 1 ( I , 4 ) , Y 1 ( 1 ,5 ) , Y l ( I , 6 ) , Y l ( I ,
; : li.-Kxï: ; 7 ) . . :••: . . ....

c- .;.-. C C M I N I E
• •' • .' ; ' •'.'. - R E T U R N ;•: .' •• . . r • . • :'''''•: '•• . : ' . . '

2 F A • FOR KA T » 2 X , 1 2 » u 8 . 1 i 1 >) I
• : •". . • • ' ! . E N D ' • • . . • . • •

:
: , ' , : , / ; ; • • • . ; ; . . . - . - . ^ ' - ' ' -

;
- . : - ' , \ . • - . . .

L PRINT HEADtR SUP-1É
SUBRCLTINE KPC
.hPITE(6,273 )
.RETURN

273 FGRMAT»5X,"UiSPEPStD FLCW K - V A L U E S M '
END ;

• 1
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C S L - B - 6 S U B 1 C C C M F U I t S U F A C . H ? : V C L U f E L C A D I K G •: R E M u V A L S
C W T T H C L T fcVAP V I - S U R L C A i S L >• . V 3 - C V 4 - W , V S - B , V 6 - S R , V 7 - V L
C V £ - 0 , V Ç - V R P l - N C Cr- C A T / * . - M O N T H S

• S U B R C U T t N E fcFV(VI,V2fV3»V4,V5,V6 , V 7 , V 8 , V ? » V I J
D I M E N S I O N V l ( c ; O , 1 2 ) , V 2 ( 5 O » 1 3 ) f V £ t 5 0 - , 1 2 ) , V 7 ( 5 0 , 1 2 ) ,

X V 1 ( 5 0 , 1 2 ) , V 4 ( 1 2 ) » V 5 ( 1 2 > » V 8 ( I 2 ) , V 3 ( 1 2 )

n o 3e» J = I . S
D C 4 0 1 = 1 , M i

I F ( V . ? ( T , n ) . E C O . O . O R . V ? ( I f J ) . E G . 0 - 0 ) G O T O 8 2
V K Ï » J ) = \ V 2 » I , 1 3 » * V 3 » J ) M 0 . C I » / i V 4 » J ) * V 5 U M

V 6 . U i J ) = ( ( V 2 ( I * 1 3 ) - V 2 ( I , J ) ) * V 3 ( J ) * 1 0 . 0 ) / ( V 4 ( J I * V S > ( J ) )
V 7 U , J ) = V 1 ( I , J ) / ( 1 0 . 0 - + V 8 I J ) )

V 9 v I , J ) = V f c » I , J ) / » 1 O . O * V S » J ) )
GG TG 4 J :

'}?. ' • V I ! I f J ) = 0 . 0
: • v t » Ï , j ) = 0 . 0 .

V 7 ( I , J ) = 0 . 0
V 9 î I , j » = • • ; ) . " ) • • . .

' O . ..,• CC. N7I\'UE: .:
3 9 ' CONTINUE

Of] 4 1 J = Ç,12
J 1 =. J - 1
D O M I = 1 f M

I F ( V 2 ( I f J l » - E 0 . 0 . O . O R . V 2 » I , J » . E G . : - ) . O ) G O T O S 3
V 1 ( I , J ) = ( V2 ( I , J 1 ) * V 3 ( J ) .• 10 . J ) / I V4 ( J 1 * V 5 ( J ) )

V V 6 ( I , J ) = ( ( V 2 ( I , J 1 I - V 2 ( I , J ) ) * V 3 < J ) * 2 0 . > ) / ( V M J Ï * V S f J )
V 7 * I , J ) = V 1 * I , J ) / a O . 0 * V 8 % J ) )

. ..•;•,•••. V 9 ( I f J ) = V 6 ( I i J » . / ( l G . O * V e ( J ) ) .
GO TO £,2,

!??, V 1 ( I t J 1 = 0 . 0
,;' V t ( [ , J ) = G . ' )

V 7 i I »J > = û . C
: v . i ( i , . j t = c , 3

42;Jv ''•'•'. C O N T I N U E
4 1 CCN.TINIJE

EM)

P F T N T H l A f j t F . S L B - 8 .. • .
S I H R C U T f M F UWR •
V> F I T f : . ( 6 , ? A - * n
R E T U R N

? 4 B F C R M A T ( 5 X , ' S U R f - i C r R E J V . C V A L ' ) '
" E N D : : ." ' •.'

"•' U P Î T I N G H I iAO tR S i J E - 7
S L ' B R G L T I M f ^ ^ A
WR F T F ( 6 , 2 ^ 7 I

• '• : ' RFTURK :
2 4 7 F C R M A T t 5 X , ' S U R F A C E L C A C I N G ' I

A
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C SUBROUTINE TG DIVIDE 4 SERIES VALUES 'PY 1*0.) FOP. FC AND FS
C SUB-24

SUBROUTINE CCNlY 1,Y2,Y3,Y'uNl,Li , fll
D11ENSICN Yl (M ,L1 I ,Y,?(M ,L1 ) ,Y3 (M ,L1 ),Y4(N1, L 1 )

DO 30 J-1,12
DO 3 1 1=1,VI

YK1 , J) = Y1 (I ,J)/100.0
> 2 k I , J > = Y 2 » I » J 1 /1 J O .••") .
Y 3 U , J ) = Y 3 ( I f J ) / 1 0 0 . 0
Y 4 H , J > = Y M I , J l / L O O . ••.)

3.l.r ;•':':''•• C O N T I N U E
'20 . • CCNTINUE
r ;̂  „ RETURN

END

: PRINT HEADER SL&-S
SUBROUTINE VsVvC
W R I T E » 6 , 2 4 < 5 )
RETURN

2 4 9 FCRMAT{5X , •VCLUMF L C A T I N G 1 )
. . END

C " C A L C U L A T I C N CF EVAPCRâTICN QUE S U P - 1 L
C - Y l - Q E , Y 2 - 0 , Y 3 - Z e - E V Y4 - V», Y5 .-B , M 1 -N J CJFNCNTHS

1 SL3R0UTINE CCF. < Y l , Y2 , Y ? , Y 4 ( Y 5 , M 1 I
' D IMENSION Y K 5 J ' , 12 ) , Y2» l -2 ) » Y3» 50 I , Y4 » 12) f Y5 < 12 »

. ! DO 4 8 J = 1 , 12
I U C 4 S I = 1 , , M 1

I F , Y 3 . 1 > . £ € . >. )> GC TC n5
. ; T , F ( Y 2 ( J ) . 5 : C . O . O > GCTO 85

! V l M , J ) = Y 2 ( J » - ( Y 3 H M Y 4 U l * Y 5 f J H O . O
j " ' ^ ' W - J ',:•:•'•.'. • GCTC 4 s

Y 1 ( 1, j ) = :.•;;
CONTINUE

CONTINUE

PRINT HEADER SUR/10
SUBROUTINE
V i R I T E ( 6 , ? 5
RETURN

FCRMAT<5X|
.FND
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SUT FOP PERCtNTAfG REHLCTIONS SUB/4
Y1-PRZ1,PR72.. Y2-21,Z2,...
..SfiRCUTTNt PR{Yl , Y2 ,^1 )
^DIMENSION Y U 5 0 ,12»',Y2»5O ,13)

DC 3 5 J*l,ii
'u... DC 36 1=1,71

l F » Y 2 i I , 13 ) . E C O . U 0 R . Y 2 { I , J ) . E C . ) . 0 > O D T C 8 0
- Y l ( I , J ) - ( ( Y 2 ( I 1 1 3 J - Y 2 ( I , J ) 1 * 1 0 - 0 . 0 ) / Y 2 ( 1 , 1 3 1

GCJTO .3 6

2 6 C O N T I N U E :
3 5,...;;,,, C O N T I N U E

DO 37 J = i ; , 1 2
.'•LL.: .:. J 1 = J - 1 . •
. , . _ . „ . . , DQ 38 1 = 1 , Ml

, : : ; ; , I F ( Y2( I , J 1 ) . E C . 0 . 0 . O R . Y 2 ( I , J » . E-C . 3 . Û1GCT0 8 1
Y l ( I . , J ) * ( ( Y2( I i J l ) -Y2 ( r , J ) ) * U 0 . J ) / Y 2 ( I , J 1

.•.-•...,'•.,. GOTC 3 8
e i .. .- v i ( i t . J ) * c . o •
38 ..*, CONTINUE
2 7 ^ . . '...CONTINUE
, ?•'•;••"• R E T U R N

, „ , , , , _ E N D , .

.Q..' : .SL B. .TCI C A L C L L A T t AVERAGES

DIMENSION Y n S 0 i l ? l f Y 2 ( l 2 )
. / • ' T ' ™ ^ ' ! ..DC 10 J = l , 1 2

Î SUM' = c . j
' • • • ' • • •;.,! . . M M « f j

. DC 1 1 1 = 1 ,M I
. î '• . • I F ( Y 1 ( I , J ) . E ' C 0 . O I GQTC 1 1

; SUM = S L V -»Y1 ( I , J )

1 1 C O N T I N U E
..;.'•,:.'.;.; I F (SUM . É C . O . C ) GOTO 2C

Y 2 ( J ) = S L M / v y
:>-,.-J,: .•;:., ... GCTC I C

ii\' •;;';!• . 'ICCNTINUE • .
RETURN

J^:''. .»... END .

TO WRITE AVERAGES IN F

Y l ( 12 )

W R I T E f 6 , 2 0 1 ) Y 1 ( 8 ) , Y 1 ( 9 ) , Y l ( 1 0 ) , Y 1 { U ) , Y H 1 2 ) , Y 1 ( l ) , Y i i 2 ) , Y U 3 )
X , Y l ( 4 ) , Y 1 { £ ) , Y 1 ( 6 . ) , Y 1 ( 7 )

R E T U R N
2 0 1 F C R M A T ( 2 X , • A V E R A G E S ' / / ? > < , 1 2 ( F 8 . 2 , .1 X ) )

END '
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C R F A O 2 W R I T E W- T E QR 0 1 . CG I C A L n A T - A S U B I
C Y 1 - Z 7 - T M R Y ? - Z H - L V V 3 - Z 9 - S U N Y 4 - V [ - L A ,N^ M 3 ~ N ; i GF 1FT P A TA

S U B R O U T I N G Rtf-':-- ( Y 1 , Y 2 , Y ? , Y 4 » M 3 }
O I M c N S I C N Y K f i . J ) , Y ? ( 5 0 ) , Y 3 ( 5 < . ) ) , Y 4 [ 5 0 )

N = 1 .
r n t T C ( ft,?:)?? )

5 1 0 P O A C H 5 , ! 1 1 I Y K M , Y 2 ( M , Y 3 ( N > » Y 4 ( M
•:. I T 4 Y K N ) , i : C . 1 1 1 . 1 . / 5 N 0 . Y 2 , N ) . E Q . I 1 1 . 1 ) GO T C 5 ? 0

UP r T f ( 6 , 2 ) 2 ) N , Y I I I ? I , Y 2 I N ) » Y 3 ( N ) , Y 4 { N ) ,
N = N + l

' v • 0 0 TC 5 1 0
r: ~}0 *J -!=' N - 1

R E T U R N
1 1 1 R j R M . i T ( ? X , ^ [ F (• , I , , ? X ) )
2(1 P • , F ' d f i ' M - i T ( 2 X , ' M f N T H ' , 4 X , • TA I R ' , 5 X , • E V A P » ' ,'* X , ' S U N • , 4 X , ' L A N G ' )
2 ' ) 2 r o r t M A / n n X f r : •? , . - r i ^ f ' • ( r - f . i , 2 X ) j

END ;

C S U B T O P ï ; i ^ ! T H U / O E K B O G , C D U . , E T C . . . S U B - 2 , "
S U n p O U T I N F Hf -

. ' W R I T E ( 6 i 2 1 1 )
R E T U R N

? ] 1 F O R M A T ; ( 2 X , ' M C N T H ' , 3 X , • R C 0 l , 5 X , I C C C l i 6 X f ' S.S ' , 8 X , • F C ' t 9 X , ' F S ' , 4 X , • T
X W A T ^ ) i

C :, W A I T I N G OF i z f i C h C C L U M N O F S I X F R î ï S S U B - 3

C .:.. , Y l , Y 2 , Y 3 , YA , Y 5 , Y 6 - F I L E N A M t : S " I I , 7.2 . . . 7.h ' U D A T A
C N t - C C L U M N N U M B , V F - h L I . P C W 5 , B U T C M : ' C O L U M N F R O M L-ACH P I L E

« S U B R C L T I N E K K I T ( Y 1 , Y 2 , Y ? , Y 4 , Y S , Y 6 , M , N 1 )
/' D I M E N S I O N Y 1 ( ! 3 C , 1 3 J , Y 2 ( 5 0 , 1 3 > , Y 4 ( B O , 1 3 ) , Y 5 ( 5 1 f n )
. X , Y 6 ( *: G , l 3 ) , Y 3 ( Si'J , 1 3 ) .

OC 2'P .1 = 1 , M 1
U R I T L - ( 6 , 2 1 3 ) î t Y 3 ( ! , M I , Y 2 ( 1 , N . l ) , Y 2 ( I » N 1 I » Y 4 ( ï . * ' l ) , Y c , ( 1 , ^ 1 )

X , Y 6 ( I , ; N 1 )
2 H C O N T I N U E

R E T U R N
2 1 ? F C R M A 7 ( ? X , I 3 , 2 X , 3 ( F 6 . 1 » 2 X ) , 2 ( L : 1 C . 1 , 2 X ) , F*5 . 1 !

W • ' " : ' _j__ ' _ ' ' ' • • __ i

C S ' G B - S ; FOR I N F Ï T I N G V A U ; t S ~ Ô F ~ Â T l 1, E
C C O L U M N S R E S H U F F L E D V I - F I LE N A M E f M - N O C^ DATA

S U ^ R C U T I N t URf ; ( Y l t -11 )
n i M E N S I C N Y l { 5 0 , 1 2 )

DO A? 1 = 1 , h'i
W P I T f - ( 6 » ? ^ i l ) Y U f . f i ) , Y U f , S ) , Y U I , 1 ) l , Y 1 v I , H ) , Y ! . v U 1 2 ) »

X Y 1 ( I , 1). , Y 1 ( I , 2 ) , Y 1 ( I , 3 ) , Y 1 ( 1 , 4 ) , Y I f I , 5 ) , Y U 1 , 6 ) , Y 1. ( I , 7 )
t\ 2 CGNTINUC

2 '< 1. ' F O R M A T ( 2 X , 1 2 ( F f: . 2 , 1 X ) )
E N D



PROBLEMS RELATED TO WATER SUPPLY & SEWERAGE TREATMENT
FOR NEW PROJECTS IN HONIARA

G. Levé

Health Inspector
Honiara Town Council

Honiara - the only urban settlement and the capital of the Solomon
islands - has a population of approximately 22,000. The problems faced
regarding water supply and sewerage projects are by no means unique. The
present water supply for the town is taken from four sources treated at
various parts of the town.

ROVE SOURCE

This source is obtained by tapping the seepage from a hill and feeding
it into an open reservoir. The water is pumped into a chlorination plant
after which the water is pumped further uphill and stored in tanks from
where it is gravity-fed to the main pipe that supplies about one third of
the town.

TUVARUHU SOURCE

This source presents some problem regarding quantity as well as
quality. During drought periods which could be as long as 4-5 months, the
seepage from the hill tends to dry out, thus affecting the capacity of the
system. Areas which are situated on high grounds could only receive
intermittent supply for days. Water therefore has to be rationed.

The Honiara water supply is sampled monthly for bacterial testing,
The Rove supply does show occasional faecal contamination.

The other 3 sources are bore-holes. They present very little problem
regarding quantity and quality. Although the quantity of water appears to
be sufficient at present, it is obvious that within the next 15-20 years
further sources will be required, according to the present rate of popu-
lation growth.

LIBRARY
In; . . . ; Refr.T- - - *™*r*
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The Ministry of Transport, Communications and Public Utilities, which
is responsible for water supply, is undergoing the construction of a new
water supply project which caters for the population increase within the
next 15-20 years.

The work involves trapping the source of a small river by constructing
a dam. The water will then be pumped into a chlorination plant before
taken to large storage tanks, ready for distribution to consumers.

Troubles started when tests were carried out fortnightly to find out
whether the water was bacteria-free. The results of the series of tests
carried out were all showing high concentrations of faecal coli.

It was clear that the source is not a spring as it appeared to be but
an underground river.

An argument then started between MTC & GU who is concerned with
the provision of sufficient quantity of water to the population of Honiara,
and the MHMS who is concerned not only with the quantity but also the ^
quality of water. mm

Up till now the water will not go through some form of filtration before
being chlorinated. The MHMS insisted on the provision of a said filter to
this system.

However, this is going to be proved later when the system is in ope-
ration. Whether to provide a filter before chlorination or to chlorinate the
unfiltered water will be sufficient to make the water safe for human con-
sumption .

SEWAGE TREATMENT

It had been proved that the sewage discharge at various points along
Honiara sea front caused high pollution of the sea which in the future could
provide danger to people eating fish and sea shells caught near these se-
werage outfall.

With this large housing estate at Naha Valley which will have a popu-
lation of up to 2,000 people, the problem of human waste disposal is going
to be greater than what it is at present.

The SIG is seeking the assistance from a consultant from overseas to
study the situation and to draw a proposal for a better sewage disposal to
prevent further pollution of the sea. Such a proposal for sewage treatment
- including oxidation ponds, etc. - will be included in the investigation.



UTILIZATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF "LA FERIA" WASTE PIT

Jorge C. Martinez

Department of Quality Control
Gas Consumer Company (GASCO)

Guido A. Concha
Franklin O. Banados

Department of Analytical Chemistry
Catholic University of Chile 1 R f .
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ABSTRACT - The "La Feria" pit Is a controlled municipal refuse clumping.
It occupies an old excavation of sand, gravel, and rubble. It has a depth
of 12-15 m and and area of 30 ha, and is located in the commune of "San
Miguel" at Santiago city. Urban raw wastes - a mixture of unshredded
trash, rubbish, refuse, garbage, animal solids, and organic materials -
began to fi l l up the excavation from 1975 onwards. The urban raw wastes
were accumulated and compacted in layers of 3.5 m thick and sealed with a
sanitary landfil l , a mixture of clay, gravel and soil of 50 cm thick. This
procedure was continued until to day. In 1979, the pit began to produce
methane. The gas was burned in situ in order to avoid troubles in the
neighborhood. It is assumed that the amount of wastes accumulated will
yield 1 million m3/yr of gas for approximately 10 years. In 1981, the Gas
Consumer Company (GASCO) decided to industrialize the. gas production.
The volume produced is 1,000 m3/h with a concentration of 60% methane and

carbon dioxide.

Initially, GASCO planned to Introduce the purified methane into the
domestic pipeline gas. This is possible only to a certain limit. Beyond
that, the mixing would produce problems in the artifact burners connected
to the domestic pipeline gas. As an alternative for the excess of CH and
CO2 produced, GASCO has planned the cracking of gases to obtain H and
CO. These gases can be mixed with the domestic gas without burner
troubles. The adduction of gases is performed by M0 pipes 24 cm in dia-
meter evenly distributed into the pi t . These pipes are perforated in their
lower parts with holes of 1 cm in diameter, and connected to the main col-
lector. This gas adduction system covers one third of the total pit area.

The purpose of this work is to develop a computer program to allow
optimization of this unproperly designed but operative digestor.



INTRODUCTION

The sanitary landfill "La Feria" is the first experience in the use of a
different type of energy source, very far from the traditional ones. This
exploitation, under the control of the Gas Consumer Company at Santiago
(GASCO), is still in the experimental stage, but. even in these circums-
tance;; yields daily 240,000 m3 of gas with a superior calorific value of 5,000
Kcal/rn3 al S.T.P.

This gas cannot be used m its natural state. It goes through A 'i km
pipe to the main gas plant» where it is mixed with G A .SCO own g:is mixture,
a catalytic cracked light gas oil.

The composition of "La Feria" biogas after four months of exploitation
of • 39- gas pits has been rather constant at 50-58% CH , 40-45% CO ,
0.40-0.43% N.., and 0.35-0.40% O,;.

ù t..

Because the emanation of gas began to endanger the surrounding
neighbourhood, gas exploitation was started hastily. As this exploitation is
in the first stage, there is a lack of knowledge about the composition and
characteristics of the refuse.

Nevertheless, the conditions of humidity» climate, the quality of the
raw waste, and the pH of the landfill, all render this exploitation profitable
at the present time.

In the future» the same complex could be used in other waste pits, of
the city of Santiago. Also, GASCO considers the removal of the CO from
the biogas, and the possibility of a catalytic cracking.

LANDFILL DESIGN AND OPERATION

The "La Feria11 , pit was never designed or constructed to be a biogas,
plant. The digester size was not determined for the quantity of gas re-
quired or the amount of waste material available. Furthermore, the para-
meters that govern the process of anaerobic digestion were not considered
as a criterion for this biogas plant. The pit happened to be there, and it.
was used as a waste dumping site.

The collection and transportation of the domestic refuse to the pit is
performed by trucks with a compressor box and by open ones.

Some years ago, the pit was in the outskirts of the city, but nowadays
is enclosed by blocks of houses. For this reason, the municipality decided
to transform this excavation into a complete sanitary landfill and to utilize
the gas produced. The solid waste produced daily by the inhabitants of
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the communes around the pit is 2»QOO--2,500 kg. The problems of its dis-
posal, odor control, flies and rodents were coped, with by the sanitary
landfill.

The CI-3 produced from this sanitary landfill is very economical, no
shredding or separation is carried out, and the pit has a hif<h rate oi me-
thanogenesis.

The amount oi biogas produced has been nv.;re or less constant since
1979 onwards. Probably the nature of wastes, the loading rates, the ave-
rage temperature and the period of digestion have not varied significantly
throughout the •years. These condition;; have, nursed an appropriate type
of bacteria for the anaerobic process.

The leachate, a dark green liquid with a. pH of 7,5 indicates that a
balanced digestion exists. This liquid ;;eeps through the waste layers pro-
ducing the raw material decomposition.

ECONOMIC STUD1ES

The dumping of the refuse began to fill up the pit in "JV75. During
1.979, the pit began to produce CM and CO..,, adding to odor problems,
flies and rodents to the neighbourhood. The municipality decided to trans-
form this unsanitary refuse dumping into an hygienic one, and also solicited
GASCO to carry out studies on the evaluation of gas potential and the fea-
sibility of its utilization»

The results of gas analysis from the first perforated pit were 55-60%
CH and 40-45% CC>. These concentrations were similar to other, foreign
landfills ( I ) . These" results prompted GASCO to install a gass plant, for in-
dustrialization of the gases and thus avoiding air contamination in the
neighbourhood.

METHODS OF G A S RECOVERY

GASCO has built a gas plant with three !>5-Hp gas compressors, three
gas cfieters (CH , CO and O ) , plus sensors necessary to measure concen-
trations, temperatures, flows and calorific value at S.T.P.

GASCO pays 1.4 cents per m3 of gas of 5,000 Kcal to the municipality.

The biogas is mixed with domestic gas, or is cracked to produced H
and CO before it can be mixed with domestic gas.



EXPERIMENTAL CRACKING CONDITIONS

The cat ni y tic pilot plant was a glass pyrex tube in 3 U form, packed
with a given amount of D.A.N. catalyzer (SI Mi-supported on clay mate-
rial), a water vapour generator, two wet gas meters, and a controlled elec-
trical oven.

The biogas was passée! through the tube at 750-780 °C in different
conditions as follows;

a) Without water v..:pour
h) With an. excr.?;;;•, of water vapour
<;•) Viith. a liulii,:: amount of water vapour
à) Same- us c) but f;imu.'3;iting Onia-Cù.-gi cyclic process.

The results of these experiments are. shown in Table I.

The composition of cracked gases A, », C and D are rather similar to
the cracked topping light gas oil by the basic Humphreys and Onia-Geni
processes shown on Table 2. These systems use the same D.A.N, cata-
lyzer. Nevertheless, the uncracked biogas showed a different position on
the Weaver diagramme:- wobbe index "W" versus speed of the flame "S".
This situation do not permit mixing the biogas with the domestic gas.

SUMMARY OF DATA OF MUNICIPAL REFUSE

Available data (2) are shown in Tables 3 and 4. Some of the values
on these tables will be used in a computer program.

Assuming no significant changes on the type of wastes of the inha-
bitants, these data will be useful for necessary calculations *
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Table J: Rfsuits of Cracking Experiment.

Cias Biogas A B C iî
Component

CO., 40.8 Lï.4 26.00 1.5,80 11.80

I!., - 39.Zb -30.44 13.44 37.38

N., 0.43 0.63 0.43 2.67 15.37

O, 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.80 U.20

CO - 27.25 9.92 22.54 25.82

CM 53.37 20.36 12.81 14.75 9.43

calorific
... , , , ,,,,., 395 ! 3059 3411 2819

value Kcai/m-

Air'"" 0.956 n.601 0,608 0.598 0.662

W 596 533 4M 462 363

S 1.0,65 34.4.1 38.80 37.1 31.94

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

The computer program is shown in Appendices A and fi. Data of the
chemical composition of waste are not available. Also, the program uses the
following a s R urn ,•.;•;. ions:

a) 0.028 m3 biogas with methane content of 55 per cent will provide
138.60 Kcal.

b) 0.454 kg of cow dung 20-35 per cent dry solids yields 0,028 m3

of gas (3) .

The» program, written in BASIC .11, allows calculation of "Estimated GH,,
Production Time" .

This program requires the following parameters as input data:
percentage of methane, waste density, total pit volume, percentage of dry
solids, starting pit volume, flow rate (m3/h) of methane, and feeding rate
(kg/h) of waste to the pit,
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Table 2;: Composition of Gas Obtained bv Other Processes

Component

CO.,

°2
CO

HUMPHREYS and
GLASGOW Process

9.8

b-1.0

13,7

0.4

14.8

2.6

0.5

ONIA.-GEG1
Process

Ï 2.9

56,7

1.0.2

0,3

13.5

2.6

0.5

0.2c
i " 8

c.,ir o.i o.7

C 4 H 1 0 ' " •

Cr 0.4 0.6

Superior calorific • R

value Kcaj/m

•'Air"" 0.511 0.540

W 411 454

S 46.0 44,9

The output ronsists of energy yields (J/m3 and kWh/m3), total waste
quantity, predicted yield o;f methane (m3 per kg of waste), total predicted
volume (m3) of methane» total predicted energy, and the estimated, methane
production time.

Finally» a simulated situation is presented to compare the volume (m3)
. of CM produced with the estimated one from the amount of wastes received
in the "pit.

The basic data of the La Feria pit are presented in Table 5.



Table 3: Municipal Refuse Composition (1950/51)

% Moisture

'I .Drv mat te r

Kiea.n. value

62 .44

37 .56

Refuse components on dry basis

Food / G ;*.r den v.1 astes

Paper Products

PI a stic / Leather / Rubber

Textiles

Wood

Metals/ Glass/ Ceramics

Bones

'I (Hi v,

1 4,0

0.9

2 .6

1. ')

8 , 3

1.7

4: Municipal Refuse Characteristic* (1950/51)

Calorific Value, Kcal/kg

Density ?i*::flur« Organic Matter Ashes
kg/I % % %

Mean
0.293

Maximum
0.341

Minimum
0.215

62.09

73.50

43.66

23.08

34.90

17.18

14,83

9.82

Superior

1031

21.54 1535

759

Wet Dry

Inferior Superior

602 2710

1160 2940

344 2089



Table 5: " La Feria' Gas Recovwy Date

Year fin Year fi l! Refuse in Surface area Ave. thickness Predicted CH^ Annual CH^
began completed, place kg X 1CF ha of refuse, m extraction rate production per kg

I/sec' of refuse
f/kg/yr

1975 sti!! 0.12 30 13.5 " 275 2.3
fiHing
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CONCLUSIONS

.The foî.!ov''ing conclusions resuHs Irons this work;

.1. The experimental crocking conditionF • demonstrated the feasibility of
this procedure and the possibility ui usjng the biogas produced by
mixing with the domestic gas without bursters problems.

2. A computer program for predicting the energy, the. total, volume of
Oil and production lime for "La. Ferla" laedllli was developed» ;"»n<i
tested with the av;uktble data. The c&ie.ulai.ed gas recovery data is
similar with other foreign landfills (4), proving that the
assumptions and ths/ tested data were Sûtif.ïa<-iory arid sufficieni
enough for this study.
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Appendix A
CO M PU T'ïi ïF i :> "R6 G R A M

10 REM*ESTIMATEO CH4 PRODUCTION TIME*

20 CIS

30 INPUT "% METHANE"; M

40 • A» 10* M* 37242.6458

50 PRINT "J0ULE/M3*"; A

60 B- A* 2.7778 £-7

70 PRINT "KWH/M3-"; B

80 INPUT "WASTE DENSITY (KG/M3)"; C

90 INPUT "TOTAL PIT VOLUME (M3)"; D

100 E= C*D

110 PRINT "TOTAL WASTE QUANTITY (KG)»"; E

120 INPUT "% DRY SOLIDS"; F

130- G = F*0.00312

140 PRINT "PREDICTED M3. CH4/KG WASTE-11; G

150, H= E*G

160 PRINT "TOTAL PREDICTED M3-CH4="; H

170 1= A*H

180 PRINT "TOTAL PREDICTED ENERGY (JOULE) = " ; I

190 J= B*H

200 PRINT "TOTAL PREDICTED KW/H = !1i J

210 INPUT "STARTING PIT VOL. RILLED (M3)"; L

220 0- C*!.1:G

230 INPUT "M3-CH4/H MEASURED"; P

240 INPUT "KG/H WASTE TO PIT"; Q

2 50 R= Q*G

260 S= P-R

2 70 IF S>«j THEN T= H/P

280 IF S<0 THEN T= 0/(-S)

290 U= T/Z4-
300 PRINT "ESTIMATED CH4 PRODUCTION TIME (DAYS)-"; 1NT(U+O.5)

310 END



iNPUTS ANÏÏOÛTPUTS

CH4= 50.0%

WASTE DENSITY» 310 kg/m3

TOTAL PIT VOLUME- 3.85 x 106m3

DRY SOLIDS-- 37.56%

STARTING PIT VOLUME FILLED= 0.8 x 106m3

CH4 MEASURED- 1000 m
3/H

WASTE TO PIT» 104 kg/H

OUTPUT DATA VALUES:

ENERGY= 1.8 x 10 7 J /m 3

ENERGY* 5.17 Kw/H

TOTAL WASTE- 1.19 x 109kg

PREDICTED YIELD- 0.117 m3CH4/Kg WASTE

PREDICTED CH4 VOLUME- 1.39 x 10
8m3

TOTAL PREDICTED ENERGY^ 2.5 x 10 1 5 J

= 7.2 x 10 8 kW/H

ESTIMATED PRODUCTION TIME- 16 yr:

These values were used to calculated the predicted CH4

extraction rate, and the Annual CH4 Production per kg of

refuse shown on Table 5.
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BACKGROUND

Indonesia faces immense sanitation problems in urban areas. Nearly
30% of the population (over 40 million people), are estimated to live in towns
and cities, usually in conditions of over-crowding and minimal infra-
structure. City-wide sewerage and treatment systems do not exist. As a
result, well over half of human waste is disposed of in open drains and
canals. All the larger and densely populated cities are also subject to fre-
quent flooding, with the result that water-borne diseases are still at un-
acceptable levels.

Financial resources are limited and there is no prospect of the cities
being able to afford sophisticated disposal and treatment systems.

CURRENT POLICY AND PROGRAMS

Over the last decade, sustained efforts have been made to upgrade
poorer neighbourhoods through the Kampung Improvement Program (KIP).
This program is now being implemented in all cities with over one million
population and is being expanded to cover 200 cities. One component of
KIP is the construction of public toilets and washing structures (MCK) for
approximately 50% of the lower-income population, The Department of
Health also has a program of communal latrines. The scope of this program
is limited and less than 1% of the urban population have access to these
facilities.

This present policy is for scattered individual units. To extend this
approach to all lower-income groups is problematical due to shortages of
land and danger of further polluting the water table.



IMPLEMENTATION PRACTICE AND CONSTRAINTS

Acceptability

On the whole, MCK and communal latrines have been well received. In
some areas, notably Jakarta and Surabaya, the use of. MCK has sharply
reduced the level of waste going into open drains. The program does face
a number of constraints, notably maintenance problems. It is often unclear
who is responsible for managing the units after construction. This is
complicated by the fact that the units are public and open to users from
outside the community where they are located. In some areas, there are
cultural inhibitions on the use of public facilities.

Affordability

This is not an issue at the local or community level in Indonesia nor is
it a criterion for selecting target populations. From the national perspec-
tive, the internal rate of return for KIP, of which sanitation is a com-
ponent, is sufficiently high to justify further loans from institutions such
as the World Bank.

Extension

Extension activities related to sanitation are very limited at the present
time and the Department of Health has yet to initiate a program of guidance
on sanitation problems. One systematic activity is a series of courses in
cities receiving KIP to motivate local government leaders to involve the
population in maintenance of KIP construction and general improvement of
the environment. This course is concerned with sanitation only to the
extent that MCKs are a KIP component which focuses on physical
maintenance of the facilities.

An additional program stressing community participation is the
UNICEF-supported program of block grants for projects developed by the
communities in low-income areas in seven cities. The program has
stimulated a higher level of awareness of local needs and problems, and
cooperative activities to overcome them. While being a promising approach,
the population benefited is very small.

Training Needs

Probably the most pressing need is for the development of a system of
health cadre to overcome problems of ignorance concerning health and
sanitation. Trail programs of this nature have had positive results in the
city of Surabaya.
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FUTURE POLICY

Future policy is still in the process of articulation preparatory to the
4th Five Year Plan (PELITA IV). It appears that PELITA IV will have a
greater emphasis on social programs and that KIP will be greatly expanded.
Since it is unlikely that the KIP component will be significantly modified,
the prospect is for an expanded number of MCKs.

The future direction of the Department of Health is unclear.
Communal latrines are still in the pilot project stage and have turned out to
have high unit costs. Thus, the prospect is that latrines will remain a
relatively minor component of the Department's strategy, if they are in fact
continued.
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ABSTRACT - While generally thought of as a very simple concept, the
septic tank is actually a very complex physical, chemical and biological sys-
tem. The septic tank provides for the separation, storage, and digestion
of suspended solids as well as for the growth, reproduction and death of
large numbers of anaerobic organisms. During the sedimentation process in
a septic tank it is likely that the four general types of settling phenomena
occur simultaneously. For a discrete particle settling, the removal rate is
independent of depth and detention time but is directly related to the sur-
face overflow rate. Thus, a septic tank with the greater surface area is
more effective than one with a smaller surface area if the volume is the
same. Although previous studies indicated some advantage to septic tank
compartmentation in terms of BOD and SS removal, recent studies suggest
just the opposite. Experimental stressing of single chamber and double
chamber septic tanks to simulate wash day, vacation, and a week-end party
of house guests, revealed no observable effect on the quality of the ef-
fluent.

LIBRARY

INTRODUCTION ter/..; • . "I Reft. . • n|f»
f o r C L i i r . i i H i i t i t y V V , . . - ••.- : -^

Sedimentation is one of the most widely used unit processes in waste-
water treatment, which involves the separation of suspended particles that
are heavier than water by gravitational settling. The septic tank is a gra-
vitational settling device that provides a space for sedimentation to take
place to improve the wastewater quality prior to disposal in the subsurface
absorption field. While the septic tank is a very simple concept, in reality
it is a very complex physical, chemical, and biological system.
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PROCESSES WITHIN THE SEPTIC TANK

Septic tanks are intended to perform the following basic functions :

Separation of Suspended Solids

This is the primary purpose of the septic tank. Relative quiescent
conditions allow settleable solids to sink to the bottom and floatable solids to
rise to the top.

Storage

Ample volume is provided within the septic tank so that sludge and
scum may be stored without undue disturbance of the sedimentation pro-
cess.

Digestion

Anaerobic decomposition of the organic sludge and scum takes place,
first forming volatile acids which are then eventually converted mostly to
water, carbon dioxide and methane. Soluble organic matter is also stabi-
lized by anaerobic bacteria by a similar process. The result is a reduction
of sludge volume of up to 40 percent (1).

Growth of Microorganisms

Large numbers of intestinal organisms suffer and die in the adverse
environment of the tank. Many other facultative and anaerobic bacteria
grow, reproduce, and die in the tank. Many of these organisms are car-
ried up by rising gas bubbles so as to seed the liquid contents and en-
hance the anaerobic decomposition of the remaining organic material.

SEDIMENTATION THEORY

In general, four types of settling phenomena have been defined :

Type 1. Discrete particle
Type 2. Flocculant
Type 3. Hindered (also called zone)
Type 4. Compression

During the sedimentation process in a septic tank it is quite likely that
all four types of settling are occurring simultaneously. The four types of
settling are described in Table 1.
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Table 1 - Types of Settling Phenomena Involved in a Septic Tank
(Adapted from Reference 2)

Type of
Settling Phenomena

Description
Occurrence in
Septic Tank

(Type 1)
Discrete Particle

(Type 2)
Flocculant

(Type 3)
Hindered

(Type 4)
Compression

Sedimentation of particles
suspension of low settle
as individual entities,
with little or no inter-
action with adjacent par-
ticles.

Individual particles tend
to coalesce, or floccu-
late, increasing their
mass and settling rate.

The particles tend to re-
main to fixed positions
with respect to each
other, a solids-liquid
interface develops at the
top of the settling mass,
which settles as a unit.

Consolidation and com-
pression of sediment
takes place from the
weight of the particles
which are constantly
being added. Further
settling can occur only
by compression of the
structure.

Remove heavier discrete
irregular particles.

Removes lighter parti-
cles that flocculate
into heavier particles.

Occurs if biological
floe develops.

Occurs in the lower
sludge mass.

ANALYSIS OF DISCRETE PARTICLE SETTLING

A discrete particle is one that does not alter its size, shape, and
weight during the settling process. While the residential wastewater enter-
ing the septic tank contains irregular particles and, therefore, does not fit
the strict definition of a suspension of discrete particles, the analysis of
the settling of discrete particles yields some very important results. The
classic laws of sedimentation by Newton and Stokes state that a discrete
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particle settling in a quiescent fluid will accelerate to a terminal vertical
velocity at which time the frictional resistance, or drag, equals the gra-
vitational force. The frictional drag force is a function of the particle ve-
locity, fluid density, fluid viscosity, particle diameter and drag coefficient
(2). The gravitational force depends upon the density of the particle and
the fluid, the acceleration of gravity and the volume of the particle (2).
Hazen (3) and Camp (4) presented excellent treatises on sedimentation
theory. They analyzed the settling of discrete particles in a so called
"ideal basin", based upon the following three assumptions : a) the direction
of flow is horizontal with a uniform velocity; b) the concentration of sus-
pended particles of each size is uniform over the depth at the inlet end;
and c) the particles reaching the bottom remain there.

For an analysis of the path of a discrete particle settling in a rectan-
gular septic tank and definition of terms, refer to Figure 1. For a given Q
in order for a particle to settle, the actual settling velocity v must be
equal to or greater than v . Where v is the velocity of a particle that
falls through h in time t.

Since: v "
o

t =

C -

h =

therefore:

v =
o

h/t

C/Q

hA

C/A

C/A

C/Q

Q

A

v is called the surface overflow rate (SOR) or surface loading rate
(SLR).° Similarly, particles with v less than v will be removed in the

s o
ratio :

X_ = v /v .
R so

Thus, for Type I settling in an "ideal basin" it is independent of
depth and detention time but is directly related to the surface overflow
rate.

That suspended solids removal is not a function of depth can be de-
monstrated by considering a septic tank exactly the same as that of Figure
1, with the same Q, but half full of sludge as shown in Figure 2. The
actual settling velocity v would remain unchanged with the same wastewater
but since the detention time and depth are half that in the previous ex-
ample, the same ratio of particle removal,

~ V / V

XR so

would be accomplished.
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ARTICLE
TRAJECTORY

Q = Quantity of Flow

C s Volume of Tank

A = Surface Area of Settling Zone

h = Depth of Liquid

f = Detention Time

i = Length

Vs = Actual Settling Velocity

Vo = Velocity of Particle that Falls

through h in Time t

Vx » Horizontal Velocity

b * width

Figure I ! Ideal Settling in a Septic Tank
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Figure 2 ! Ideal Settling in a Septic Tank Half Full of Sludge
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In actual practice the effects of inlet and outlet turbulence, thermal
currents, short circuiting, hydraulic surges, and resuspension of settled
solids by biological decomposition will influence the performance of the tank.

Despite the clear relationship of SOR to sedimentation removal effi-
ciency, there appears to be little application of these principles in the for-
mulation of rules and regulations pertaining to septic tanks and comparing
their performance. Clearly a septic tank with the greater surface is more
efficient than one with a smaller area, even if the volume is the same.

COMPARTMENTATION

There are conflicting findings about whether compartmentation of septic
tanks is beneficial or not. Some investigators have stated that the benefit
of dividing a septic tank into compartments is insignificant, while others
report that a two-compartmented tank is better than a single-compartment
tank of equal capacity. Some experimental studies dating back to 1922 at
the University of Illinois by Lehmann, Kelleher, and Buswell (5), at
Victoria, Australia in 1933 and 1936 by Hepurn (6), and in 1949 by Weibel,
Straub, and Thoman (7) indicated some advantage to compartmentation.
The Manual of Septic Tank Practice (8) and the EPA's Design Manual - On-
site Wastewater Treatment and Disposal Systems (9) state that while the
single-compartment tank would give acceptable performance, a two-
compartment tank would provide better suspended solids removal. This is
presumably due to the trapping action of the second compartment which
allows settling of particles scoured out of the first compartment (10). Re-
calling basic sedimentation theory, the compartmentation of a septic tank
actually results in two smaller tanks connected in series and, thus reduces
the surface area and increases the surface overflow rate. Theoretically,
particles, other than those resuspended by scouring or gasification, cer-
tainly will not settle out in the final compartment if they did not do so in
the first and larger compartment.

Based upon some previous work at the Glide, Oregon, pressure sewer
system, Bowne (14) reported in 1982 that single compartment tanks are sa-
tisfactory but inferior to multiple compartment tanks in terms of suspended
solids retention. Bowne subsequently modified his stand to reflect later
information (15). Bowne pointed out the questionable economics of in-
creasing the cost of an US$ 850 septic tank anywhere from US$ 175 to US$
275 just to provide compartmentation. Bowne also state compartmentation
adds complexity to an otherwise simple tank, the need for which is minimal
when compared with the need for a watertight tank. Some other investi-
gators have stated that the benefit of compartmentation is insignificant (11,
12) and data presented herein indicate the superiority of a single chamber
tank.



NATIONAL SANITATION FOUNDATION (NSF) AND UNIVERSITY OF
WASHINGTON (UW) COMPARTMENTATION STUDIES

Since the whole question of compartmentation seemed to suffer from a
lack of recent definitive data concerning its benefit, or lack of benefit, a
study was conducted by the National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) for the
University of Washington (UW) at their Ann Arbor, Michigan test site. The
study was financed by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment (HUD) and the Washington State Department of Social and Health Ser-
vices (WSDSHS). The purpose of the study was to determine the treatment
efficiency of a single-chamber 1,000-gallon septic tank and a double-
chamber 1,000-gallon septic tank when operated under parallel conditions.
The two septic tanks were installed as shown in Figure 3 using comminuted
raw sewage from the City of Ann Arbor. To simulate a typical single family
residential use, the wastewater dosing to each unit is shown in Figure 4.
Over a six-month period, effluents from the septic tanks were sampled with
automatic sampling devices, and with the exception of dissolved oxygen and
temperature which were measured in situ, all measurements were from 24-
hour composite samples. A statistical summary of water quality parameters
determined is shown in Table 2. It can be observed from Table 2 and
Figure 5, the influent BOD averaged 184 mg/1, and after detention in the
single-compartment tank, it was lowered to 85 mg/1 for a 54 percent re-
moval, and was diminished to 99 mg/1 for a 46 percent removal in the com-
partmented tank. Also, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 5, the influent
suspended solids, averaged 234 mg/1, were lowered to 44 mg/1 for an 81
percent reduction in the single-compartment tank, and to 123 mg/1 for a 48
percent reduction in the compartmented unit. The variability in the BOD
and SS removal percentages is shown in Figure 5, from which it can be
seen that the single-compartment tank was much more consistent than the
compartmented tank. In fact, at times both the BOD and SS of the com-
partmented tank exceeded that of the influent. Weibel (130 has previously
noted that increased liquid surface area increases surge storage capacity
because a given inflow volume creates a smaller rise in water depth and a
slower discharge rate and exit velocity. Thus, surges of flow through the
septic tank are dampened as surface area increases, which allows a longer
time for separation of sludge and scum that may be mixed by turbulence
resulting from the influent surge (13). The superior sedimentation capabi-
lity of the single-chamber tank over the two-compartment tank was also
evidenced in the reduction of the 16,9 mg/1 settleable solids in the influent
to 0,2 and 0.6 mg/1, respectively.
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Table 5. Summary of Data from Simulated Party/House Guests Study

Time

- 1 Day

First 24—Hour
Surcharge of
Aerobic System (1)

Second 24-Hour
Surcharge Aerobic;
First Surcharge,
Anaerobic

Second Surcharge
Anaerobic;
Aerobic at Design
Flow (1)

+ 1 Day

+ 2 Days

+ 3 Days

+ 4 Days (1)

+ 5 Days

+ 6 Days

Influent

BODS

mgA£

260

205

175

231

271

183

292

235

212

201

SS

mg/£

304

238

158

314

236

280

280

296

228

170

Effluent

Single—Chamber

Septic Tank

BOD5

114

118

126

111

118

121

119

103

134

134

SS

52

56

46

50

41

46

56

78

50

37

Double-Chamber

Septic Tank

BOD6

130

104

117

124

(2) .

104

133

128

129

143

SS

50

54

46

52

(2)

56

42

44

36

62

(1) See dosing comments

(2) Freezing; no samples
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•COMMINUTED RAW SEWAGE FROM CITY OF ANN ARBOR, MICH.

DOSING
CHAMBER

IOOO GALLON TWO
COMPARTMENT
SEPTIC TANK

IOOO GALLON SINGLE COMPARTMENT
SEPTIC TANK

Figure 3 : Experimental Septic Tank Study Setup
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Figure 4 : Flow Dosing Pattern ( 600 gpd )



Table 2. Statistical Summary; Influent, Single-Chamber Septic Tank and Double-Chamber Septic, Effluents.

Characteristic

or Parameter

Temperature

PH

Biochem. Oxygen Demand

Sus. Solids

Vol. Sus. Solids

Settleable Solids

Ammonia Nitrogen
NH3 - N

Nitrate Nitrogen
N O 3 - N

Chloride

Diss. Oxygen

Alkalinity as CaC03

Acidity as CaC03

°C

mg/£

mg/£

mg/£

mg/£

mg/£

ma/l

mg/£

mg/£

mg/£

mg/£

Mean

18.9

7.4

184

234

178

16.9

19.0

0.1

92

232

23.4

Influent (1 »

Median

19.4

7.3

175

201

157

15.5

18.3

0.1

90.8
*

210

22.5

Std. Dev.

2.6

0.1

42

96.7

58.0

10.1

3.1

0.0

8.1
•

372

5.6

Mean

17.5

7.3

85

44

34

0.2

18.8

0.1

91
#

253

29.6

Single-Chamber121

Effluent

Median

17.8

7.3

88

39.5

31.3

0.1

18.7

0.1

91.5
#

249.3

29.7

Std. Dev.

2.8

02

12.3

11.8

8.3

0.1

3.3

0.0

10.2
*

22.8

8.0

Mean

18.0

7.5

99

123

56

0.6

18.1

0.1

90
•

262

235

Double-Chamber'3*

Effluent

Median

18.2

7.4

93.5

50.0

37.5

0.1

17.9

0.1

91.1

253

22.4

Std. Dev.

2.9

0.2

31.7

254.5

41.6

0.1

3.5

0.0

12.0
#

28.7

62

(1) n = 41
(2) n = 41

(2) n = 41
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HYDRAULIC STRESSING OF SEPTIC TANKS

Stressing to simulate the effects of wash day loadings, vacations, and
house guests were also investigated.

Simulated Wash Day

In addition to the regular wastewater loading, a special testing se-
quence was carried out to simulate the addition of three complete washer
loadings (wash plus two rinse cycles). Accordingly, each unit was dosed
with 105 gallons of water plus one cup of powdered household detergent.
Effluent grab samples were taken one hour and three hours after the addi-
tion of the simulated laundry wastes. A third sample from each test unit
was a 24-hour effluent composite starting immediately after the three-hour
grab sample was obtained. The data from these tests are summarized in
Table 3, from which it can be seen that, in terms of BOD and SS, no se-
rious disruption of the treatment processes was noted.

Table 3, Summary of Data from Simulated Laundry Study

Time

- 1 Day Composite

+ 1 Hour Grab

+ 3 Hours Grab

+ 1 Day

+ 2 Days

+ 5 Days

+ 8 Days

* Not Measured

Influent

B0D5

mg/£

211

#

#

247

225

297

260

Simulated Vacation Period

SS

mil

250

#

•

238

264

360

394

Single—Chamber

Septic Tank

BOD5

120

120

130

108

121

131

112

SS

80

62

52

44

50

64

62

Effluent

Two—Compartment

Septic Tank

BOD

139

154

143

126

125

160

128

>B SS

56

78

63

46

44

100

71

The relative impact of nonuse on the two units was studied by simu-
lating a one-week family vacation. Both systems were dosed normally until
recovery from earlier stress testing (i .e. , wash day simulation) was as-
sured. It was assumed that before leaving on vacation, a family would
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experience short-term heavy water usage; therefore, 40 percent of the total
daily design flow was dosed over a three-hour period. No flow was dosed
to the two units over the next seven consecutive days (November 11-18).
Effluent samples for November 11 were grab samples collected near the end
of the three-hour, 40 percent of flow dosing cycle. The influent sample
was a composite of the three-hour flow. It was further assumed that heavy
water use occurs immediately when a family arrives home after an extended
period of absence. Test units received 80 percent of their rated daily ca-
pacities in three hours on November 18. Effluent grab samples were col-
lected immediately when available, and after 30 minutes, one hour, two
hours, and 24-hour composite. Normal loading was resumed immediately
following the three hours of stressing; therefore, flow data for the period
of composite sampling was significantly greater than the design capacities.
The influent data refers to a composite of the three-hour flow. Results of
this sequence are summarized in Table 4. The data from Table 4 show that
the two test units were not materially affected by the simulated vacation
loading. In addition, the high levels of both BOD and SS in the influent
noted on days 5, 6, and 8 had no observable effect on the quality of the
effluents from any of the test units.

Simulated House Guests

To simulate the effects of a week-end party of house guests at two
times normal occupancy, the test units were dosed at twice their rated ca-
pacities over a 48-hour period. Results of this study are summarized in
Table 5. With reference to Table 5, the influence of the surcharge on the
single-chamber and double-chamber septic tank was not observable.

CONCLUSIONS

In spite of its apparent simplicity the septic tank is actually a very
complex system. There are conflicting data regarding the benefit or lack of
benefit of septic tank compartmentation, although the data presented herein
suggest the latter. Thus, the authors question the need for compartmen-
tation, since it actually reduced the effectiveness of the septic tank, and
added substantially to the cost. Finally, the septic tank demonstrated a
remarkable ability to withstand any disruption in performance caused by the
hydraulic stressing of wash day, vacation, and week-end party.
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Table 4. Summary of Data from Simulated Vacation Study.

Time

- 1 Day

Prevacation 30%

Loading Period

Post Vacation 80%

Loading Period

Initial

+ 30 Min.

+ 1 Hour

+ 2 Hours

+ 1 Day

+ 2 Days

+ 3 Days

+ 4 Days

+ 5 Days

+ 6 Days

+ 7 Days

+ 8 Days

+ 9 Days

+10 Days

+11 Days

Influent

B0D5

260

244

167

167

167

167

186

195

267

223

466*

516*

261

432*

132

217

260

SS

394

288

228

228

228

228

218

246

322

264

1050*

1180*

292

615*

162

226

304

Effluent

Single—Chamber

Septic Tank

BOD5

112

129

96

88

94

100

110

107

106

118

106

129

123

122

103

107

114

SS

62

52

34

30

42

40

42

40

52

60

46

43

44

52

46

35

52

Two—Chamber

Septic Tank

BOD5

128

142

89

94

92

91

126

124

113

129

128

142

120

128

111

131

130

SS

71

61

76

40

26

20

54

60

76

86

42

44

50

48

50

50

50

"Believed to have resulted from high strength accumulations in the sewers

washed out by precipitation.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper goes beyond the rhetorical issue of women's participation as a key
to improving projects and suggests ways that training and education can make
this potential a reality in achieving Decade goals.

The goals of the Decade are more and safer water not just more wells; more and
better sanitation, not just more latrines. Engineers know how to design ap-
propriate systems. But, how to assure that they are used, maintained and con-
tinue to operate is still the problem. Account must be taken of the human
elements - the operators of the systems, the designers and planners, and most
importantly, the users of the systems. We must go beyond access to improved
water and sanitation systems to the sociocultural factors which influence
their acceptance, rejection or misuse. In order to understand these con-
straints and motivations, we must have access to women and women must have
more than access to the new facilities.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND INVOLVEMENT OF WOMEN

The need for community participation for successful improvements» in water
supply and sanitation is well known and increasingly accepted, ' but the
importance of women's involvement as a part of ccumnunity participation in
order to achieve program objectives is less evidant. ' How to relate training
to these two objectives is even less understood. ' In the beginning, we should
say that our objective is not to segregate the women but to search for ap-
propriate models for adult learning which will be most effective in increasing
total participation of men and women to increase effective utilization of im-
provements in water and sanitation. By recognizing women as primary managers
of water and human waste, special training materials and workshops can be
designed which will give them needed information to perform their old roles
better and their new roles more effectively. The training itself will enhance
their status by giving importance to their many sanitation related tasks as
mothers, wives, kinswomen and community members.

The tasks women carry out in.»relation to domestic water and household sanita-
tion draw on four key roles: '

- Women as acceptors of technologies - traditional, old and new.

- Women as users of improved facilities.

- Women as managers of water supply and sanitation programs.

- Women as agents of behavioral change in the use of improved facilities.
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WOMEN, CHILDREN AND THE MANAGEMENT OF EXCRETA

51
The widely held belief that children feces are "harmless" ' can be a con-
tinuing link in chains of reinfection whether the feces are thrown on a nearby
garbage heap or baby diapers are washed with dishes in an urban home with a
newly installed standpipe. These practices and perceptions should be under-
stood and analyzed as part of the preparation of messages for communication
and training. Evidence shows that as mothers begin to understand the dangers
of infant feces -- not necessarily the "germ theory" -- but the cause/effect
relationship between sanitation and diarrhea they will change their habits, if
acceptable options are available.
In the Yucatan as in many developing countries no diapers are used so diaper
washing is not the problem. Mothers there are so attuned to their children's
needs, that they merely hold the babies away from them, usually over the dirt
floor of the hut or just outside to urinate or defecate. ' The contaminated
soil continues the reinfection of everyone, especially other children.

In many parts of the world children defecate on the floor or ground because
they are afraid of falling through the large opening of latrines or because
the latrines are far away and the interiors are dark. These two problems have
been solved in a very innovative way in Sri Lanka where especially designed
low cost small water-seal latrines are available. These squatplate latrines
are installed without any walls under the eaves of the home just outside the
kitchen door so that mothers can easily train todlers to use it. Bath water is
used to flush the latrine, which doubles as an informal bathing area for
children. ' Is this a model which could be adapted to other areas?

WOMEN AND SANITATION: THE FECAL/ORAL ROUTE OF INFECTION

Even though the oral-fecal reinfection route is well known, there has been
very little designing of facilities and effective health education to help
break this vicious circle. Until women's involvement as a part of total
community participation is applied to breaking the oral/fecal route of
infection, we cannot expect much improvement in health even with new facil-
ities in the poverty areas of the world.

Village mothers will not know how to break this vicious circle until they have
some important bits of information and equipment -- primarily soap and a hand
basin, adequate carrying and storage containers, along with conveniently
located non-malodorous, safe latrines. Water alone does not bring sanitation
or health. Nor do latrines alone.

Along with the introduction of improved community facilities there should be
provision for new appropriate household equipment to maximize effective use.
If there is only one pail and no money to buy another of course it will be
used for everything. If there is no top for the pail, a covering with leaves
is a poor substitute. If there has been only a minimum of water available,
there will be no tradition of hand washing. If latrines are not appropriately
designed to fit customary habits they will be unused. If used followed by
handwashing their positive health report can be greatly increased. '
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BREAKING THE ORAL/FECAL ROUTE

Making available ancillary kitchen, laundry, bathroom equipment and soap at
inexpensive, subsidized prices or even as rewards in recognition of graduation
from a short training course, will make it possible for women to take advan-
tage of the improved interventions in water and sanitation. Audio-visual
messages and health information should be related specifically to local custom
as well as the effective use of the new equipment -- both community and house-
hold -- so that people can efficiently use new facilities with pride and
pleasure, and enjoy better health and productivity.

As more water is made available from pumps or standpipes, there will be a need
for appropriate vessels and patterns of use or reuse of water to enhance the
health aspect. When women have washed their clothes on stones in a running
stream what will they need and/or want with piped water? If water is being
used for laundry and bathing, can it be reused in an aqua-privy? Do we only
think of bathroom planning for elite urban areas?

How can water for handwashing be made easily available to the latrine? How
might people be successfully motivated to adopt hygienic practices^, such as
handwashing? How can hands be washed adequately with a minimum of water? A
minimum of soap? No brushes? Where dried? What are the usual local behavior
patterns? Can there be more dialogue with the women with respect to where they
wash clothes/dishes/hands/children/themselves? Why? All of these activities
can be a part of the reinfection route unless adequate precautions are taken.

With respect to the introduction of excreta disposal facilities, limited
attention has been given to matters of pride and aesthetics, and the related
cleanliness. A case study of water supply and excreta disposal in Colombia
revealed that families,.preferred brightly colored cement stools and slabs over
drab gray facilities. ' And in Yucatan, women also cited their preference for
an aesthetically attractive latrine with a shiny porcelain seat or a brightly
painted cement floor or stool. Not only were these choices less drab than the
rough, gray» cement stools usually installed, but easier to keep clean and
sanitary.L0)

WOMEN AS CHANGE AGENTS

Behavioral mapping, as well as participant observation, are needed as we work
with women on designing culturally acceptable solutions and appropriate
training materials. If water supply and sanitation facilities are to have
successful impact, considerable attention must be paid to the sociocultural
patterns at the community level. Basic equipment as well as training in the
use of community and household facilities must be made available to the women
so they can become better "managers of human waste". It is important to
recognize that the community may accept facilities without altering their
personal hygienic behavior. For this reason, planners must stress the re-
levance of creating participatory educational probrams which focus upon the
"intended" as well as "perceived" benefits if development efforts are to
exceed the mere acceptance of the new facilities.
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The "germ" theory is not enough. If women are to be successful as change
agents they must have a reason and be willing and able to make the desired
changes. Until planners, agencies and leaders involve women who accept the
importance of good sanitation, we can expect limited acceptance. Once the
women understand, they can play key roles in household decisions relating to
changing behavioral patterns and to socializing children in similar behavior
and attitudes in areas such as personal hygiene and sanitation.

WOMEN AS TRAINERS

Parents, fathers and mothers, but especially mothers, will make sacrifices,
even change their traditional habits to prevent illness and death of their
children. Attendance of mothers at maternal child clinics shows clearly that
women will come early and stay late to get help for their sick children
although not as often for themselves. Women may continue their traditional
healing practices but they will supplement these with modern medicines if
there is any evidence of success.

At the November 1982 meeting of the IDWSSD Steering committee, James Grant,
Director of UNICEF, opened the session by commenting on the two greatest
health breakthroughs in the last century - Handwashing and Oral Rehydrationl
Both of these need water. Both of these need women. We should dramatize some
of the new techniques, such a simple thing as handwashing, which can be linked
to increased availability of water and sanitation. Both of these are simple
procedures which will require many changes in basic beliefs, perceptions and
habits. Both require learning and" training. The women are the ones who are the
trainers, the socializers of the children, the food and water handlers, the
managers of human waste. We need to have trainers trained to train these
trainers.

HOW TO FIND TRAINERS OF TRAINERS

Women trainers are needed as are appropriate techniques. There must be
trainers of these trainers and preparation of special health information,
communication and audiovisual materials. All training of women should relate
to their existing roles, help in alleviating unnecessary burdens and improve
the quality of life for them, their households, and communities.

As we have said above, women, as wives and mothers, play key roles in water
use and management, as well as basic hygienic practices. The many women who
are heads of households, de facto or real, are especially important to be
reached. They, with their "25 hour days", will be especially motivated to
accept improvements that save them time and energy. Any training/learning for
women must be compatible with their demanding schedules. Many husbands migrate
for work part of the year or, even when they are stationary agriculturalists,
leave the details of home budgeting and management to their wives.
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RETRAINING OF TRAINERS

Along with training at the regional and community level for field staff there
needs to be retraining and refresher courses for planners and engineers in the
supervising agency, with the promotion of reorientation and attitudinal
changes on issues related to women in health and development. Linkages with
support for community participation and retraining of existing field staff to
increase communication skills with women is also needed. In order to effect-
ively communicate with village women, particularly in traditional societies
where personal habits such as bathing and excreta disposal are often taboo
subjects, training of women from the local region is preferable to having
outside women or men.

One of the greatest problems in going beyond access to new facilities is
access to women who must understand how to use the new technologies and have
incentives for changing behavior in order to break the tragic oral--fecal
route of infection with its accompanying diarrhea, continuing illness and
death for many children. And along with access there must be appropriate
training methods and materials.

TRAINING MODULES IN WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION

First a survey of existing training programs procedures and information
modules is needed, then an evaluation of their techniques and an assessment of
their materials. Special supplementary modules should be prepared to be used
to extend the learning into the homes. Other modules can be prepared to be
used in existing programs to train other outreach workers, such as nutrition
agricultural extension, and especially as part of the school curriculum or
primary health programs.
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TRAINING MODULES

Training modules in household management of water supply and sanitation should
include, among other things, the following:

Drinking

Washing'

Bathii

Humans

Animals

,Hands
Dishes/Jars
Vegetables
Children
Clothes
'Floors

Humans

Animals

.Vegetables

Watering Flowers

Patios

Actual and preferred practices

Excreta

Defecation*^ Sex, Age, Class, Prohibitions

Infant Care &

Training

Handwashing

Reuse
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Anal cleansing

Bathing

Diapers, nappies, or nothing

Laundry of soiled clothing

When

How

Where

Care of Toilet Monthly

^

Appropriate

Casual: pigs, dogs, fish, other



WOMEN AS TRAINEES

Effective training of women will require an adaptation of training methods to
the tradil-uonal ways in which new skills are acquired in local systems of
learning.' The degreee to which women can assume roles within the management
of community facilities will depend of course on the degree to which the local
culture can adjust to a more public role for women. However, within their
homes, as the household managers of water and sanitation, women nearly every-
where need and want training in use of the new facilities which should be part
of planning for improvements in water supply and sanitation. The training
period is only the beginning. Women can be introduced to problem-solving
skills and new tasks, but provision should be made for support and supervision
after training so that the trainees can continue to learn and the new behav-
iors are reinforced, become habits and are rewarded in some way.

TRAINING/LEARNING SITES

Certain sites may also lend themselves for more effective communication with
and education of women than others: markets, clinics, hospitals, washing
sites, grain grinding sites, etc. At each of these sites where women gather,
user education including health information can be shared with a group,wtoich
will provide the individual woman with peer support in her new learning. '

SCHOOLS AS DEMONSTRATION SITES

Care also needs to be taken that rural schools have adequate hand-washing and
excreta disposal facilities. In fact, schools hould be demonstrations of ap-
propriate technologies. Instead the school latrines are often less sanitary
than the primitive facilities used by the community - even if it is only the
open air. Through a process of education and example, children can learn the
importance of washing their hands after defecation and before eating. A simple
facility, such as a barrel with a spigot, can be placed near the school la-
trine, or a special dipper can be used»

Teachers and other community-level agents should use these public facilities
to reinforce the hygienic messages being promoted within a classroom setting.
Hopefully, the same behavior would be repeated in the home, and reinforced by
community health and sanitation programs with parents, especially mothers.

Teachers, particularly those in rural areas, nearly everywhere in the world
are overworked, underpaid, and without adequately prepared educational units
in sanitation even though it is a part of most primary school curriculum. For
an exceedingly well organized national program in environmental sanitation
which was decentralized but locally coordinateed see Margarita Cardenas' de-
tailed description of~the SENASA (The National Service of Environmental Sani-
tation) in Paraguay. '
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The SENASA progamme is based on community participation in preliminary
surveys, in the decisions as to the types of services provided in community
wide and school sanitation education programmes, all being carried on while
improvements in water supply and sanitation are being implemented. The members
of the locally elected Water Board, which is entrusted with the responsibility
for the management, receive a special training course, as do other members of
the community. The school teachers, the personnel of the health center, and
the members of the Water Board become instructors for the local courses.

Educational units, including drinking water, waste disposal, and fights
against parasites, are prepared for the schools which are presented to all
grades during a one month project, with community involvement at all levels.

HEALTH CENTERS AS DEMONSTRATION SITES

Just as in the village school, the sanitary facilities at the health clinic
should be appropriate, and used as demonstrations of behavior desired in the
homes. In some areas health clinics are built with flush toilets - sometimes
without water! Such facilities might not be feasible or economically appro-
priate for the community. More thought should be given to low-cost demonstra-
tion facilities in health centers and how women can be given hands-on training
in use of them.

When mothers meet for innoculations or wait for special treatment at the
health center there is an opportunity for targeted training. Special groups,
such as mothers' clubs, are eager to learn how to manage their children's
health problems and special messages or demonstrations, can be prepared for
them.

WOMEN'S ROLES: 0L0 AND NEW

Women should be thought of not as passive recipients of improved water
supplies but as active participants in the use and management of household
water, food hygiene practices and training.

Women's traditional roles as the primary water-drawers, haulers, carriers, and
users should not limit their active participation in changing and improving
water supplies and systems, both at household and community level.

Sex stereotyping of new roles with improvements and modernization should not
overlook women as the obvious candidates for training in their maintenance and
operation. Traditional roles will vary and appropriate new systems will be
widely divergent. We cannot discuss roles, potentials and needs of women
outside the cultural and social milieu in which they exist, nor the moderniza-
tion process. The many hours formerly spent carrying water from source to home
can now be devoted to income from small industries, handicrafts or to training
for new work, perhaps specially related to the improvements in the water
systems as pump "doctors", barefoot engineers, mechanics, plumbers, tech-
nicians of all kinds.
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WOMEN AS COMMUNITY TECHNICIANS

Anecdotal material is available on cases where women have been trained and
have successfully operated, maintained and repaired pumps, (BoliviaK have
worked as water source monitors (Angola), have been selected for training as
mechanics .^Ma 1 i ) and have carried otit monthly disinfection of wells
(Colombia). ' Perhaps women are not the best personnel everywhere but they
should be considered as primary human resources as we evaluate past failures
in operation and maintenance.

In order to analyze and evaluate these examples more details are needed so
that guidelines and/or materials can be prepared for use in other places.
Selection criteria, community support mechanisms, follow-up training, etc.
should be included in any study.

WOMEN AS PLANNERS

How would women in rural areas design a simple bathing area with a pour-flush
toilet? Would women be willing to carry extra water to flush with? In Yucatan,
the women were extremely interested, even the ones who had to carry water from
a village stand-pipe. They and their families bathe daily and^their hope was
to combine a porcelain pour-flush toilet with a bathing room. '

Many planners assume that women do not want to carry extra water to flush
toilets with. Women should be allowed to make this decision. With more low-
cost piped systems being introduced into the rural areas, are women being
asked if they would prefer a pour-flush latrine to a pit latrine? If they
could have a water seal latrine where would they want it? Does it have to be
so far from the house that children are afraid to use it? How can it be
combined with handwashing and/or bathing so that "gray" water can be used for
flushing? Will communities support and maintain piped systems even though they
are expensive to build and require more care? Some communities particularly in
,hot climates, feel the cost is worth the extra benefits. '

WOMEN AS OPERATORS OF BIOGAS

And have women been adequately consulted about the possibilities of biogas?
This technology, which can be so appropriate under certain circumstances, has
often failed. Why? When we think of management of human waste, biogas is one
of the most demanding. Perhaps women could assume more responsibility for the
daily feeding of a methane producer if they were given adequate training. With
the fuelwood crisis in many parts of the world, the availability of gas for
cooking might be the needed incentive, but careful training is necessary as
well as local acceptability of this use of human excreta.
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SOME CONCLUSIONS:

A REDEFINITION OF ROLES AND TASKS

Even though understanding the many traditional roles of women as primary users
of water and managers of human waste is important, the more important problem
now is how to use this potential so that women can be responsible for the
overall operation and maintenance of the new systems in their communities and
in their homes. All too often there is a tendency to underestimate the extent
to which women's roles can be increased and changed to bring greater benefits
to women, their families and communities.

Sex-stereotyping of new roles often restricts women's full participation. Much
can be done about education, consciousness-raising and training, so that the
traditional .roles of women are incorporated into operation, maintenance and
effective use of new facilities.

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

• Formulation and implementation of projects in water supply and sanitation
require the involvement of the whole community, men, women and children.

• Programs must emphasize the importance of women as ar\ integral part of
community participation.

• Women's involvement in the choice of culturally acceptable technologies,
in project preparation, implementation and evaluation is critical.

t The many roles of women in shaping family behaviors - as the socializer
of children, the manager of the household, and a primary decision-maker
should be given special attention.

t The necessity to inform women and give them training to adopt new
patterns of behavior must be understood if the water and sanitation
services urs to be properly used and maintained.

t A continuing dialog must be carried on with women within the broader
contexts of primary health care, and environmental sanitation, so that
they not only have access to the new facilities, but will effectively use
them within their households.

t The new attitudes and behaviors must become the acceptable norm, approved
by peers, sanctioned by leaders and reinforced by health workers,
teachers and other respected outsiders, as women become the ultimate
trainers and managers of human waste.
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THE COUNTRY

Botswana gained its independence in 1966. It occupies

582 000 sq km, i .e. roughly the size of France or Kenya.

It has a population of 936 000 (1981 National Census prel imin-

ary f igures). This shows a 5% p.a. increase on the 1974

census f igure of 57A 094. The population density is 1,5 per-

sons per sq km. The south East is the most densely pop-

ulated with 15 persons per sq km, while the West, Ghanzi and

Kgalakgadi are sparsely populated with 0,2 persons per sq

km.

The country lies in Southern Afr ica, about 1 000 metres above

sea level. It is a land-locked country with South Africa in

the South and South East, Zimbabwe in the North and North

East, Zambia in the North, Angola in the North West and

Namibia in the West. The Kgalakgadi desert occupies a large

part of central and southern areas of the country.

1.1 CLIMATE

The climate is semi-arid with a ra in fa l l which is erratic and

unevenly d ist r ibuted, ranging from 250 mm in the South West

to 710 mm in the North East. The annual ra in fa l l is 475 mm;

90% of the rain fa l ls in summer, November-April. The country

is subjected to regular occurrence of droughts. Mean temper-

atures vary from 50°C to 38°C. The Eastern side of the

country has good soils, ra in fa l l that is sufficient in most

years, good pasturage and the Limpopo r iver . These features

result in 80% of the population settl ing in this area. The

population is predominantly r u r a l .

The last 10 years have witnessed an accelerated socio-econ-

omic transformation, most dramatically the growth of the urban

population at 10,7% p.a. The present urban population is

150 000 (1981 National Census preliminary f igures), compared

to 54 416 in 1971. The increase is mainly due to migration.

Urban population in 1981 accounts for 16% of the total pop-

ulation compared to only 8% in 1971.



2 THE COUNTRY'S COMMITMENT TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

In the current National Development Plan (N.D.P. V 1979-1985)

the country states i ts commitment to the above problems;

"Environmental heal th problems are common in a l l communities

and to safeguard the heal th of the people at tent ion must be

paid to the disposal of wastes, the provis ion of clean water

suppl ies and the protection of food and d r ink from contamina-

t i o n . To ca r ry out these aims the Min is t ry of Health w i l l

pa r t i c ipa te in an increased effort to ensure that water sup-

pl ies are protected from contamination in cooperation wi th the

Min is t ry of Local Government and Lands and Mineral Resources

and Water Af fa i rs among others. Communities w i l l be en-

couraged and assisted to construct acceptable forms of toi lets

for the dispersal of human waste". (1)

In the same pub l i ca t i on , A Water Resources Policy and I n -

vestment programme is spelt out. "The Government is also

mindful that the 1980's have been declared the Internat ional

Dr ink ing Water and Sani tat ion Decade by the United Nations

wi th the object ive of clean water to a l l by 1990.

Accordingly , the Government has adopted the fo l lowing general

object ives for the 1979-1985 per iod ;

( i ) to reduce drudgery and improve heal th levels.

-' f i r s t by keeping ex is t ing water suppl ies operat ing

- second by i ns ta l l i ng new suppl ies so as to reach v i l lages

by 1985

- t h i r d by act ion against po l lu t ion

four th by a l lowing p r i va te connection in larger v i l lages

thus help ing to redress the r u r a l - u r b a n imbalance.

( i i ) to provide adequate domestic water to urban areas without

subs idy" . (2)



INTRODUCTION

It is accepted that any large scale toi let programme should

necessari ly be hyg ien ica l l y and environmental ly safe, techni -

ca l l y and sc ien t i f i ca l l y appropr ia te , socia l ly and c u l t u r a l l y

acceptable, and economically acceptable. The paper w i l l

deal w i th social and cu l t u ra l aspects of accep tab i l i t y .

The object ives of san i ta t ion projects is lowering of morb id i ty

and mor ta l i ty ra tes , promotion of heal th and improvement

of qua l i t y of l i fe by the resul tant increase in l i fe expectancy

and economic p roduc t i v i t y . These would in tu rn ra ise the

socio-economic status of the people.

Social and cu l t u ra l factors in f luencing peoples acceptance

or reject ion of low cost excreta disposal technologies have

been invest igated in the urban areas of Botswana.

Involvement of benef ic iar ies is seen as cruc ia l to the success

of san i ta t ion pro jects, and the three main aspects of project

design that would seem to be enhanced by the involvement

of benef ic iar ies are technology select ion, i ts d i f fuss ion , and

i ts adopt ion.

Sani tat ion fac i l i t i es which are not acceptable w i l l not be

used, (Botswana has some experience of th is) so determined

efforts to f i nd out l ikes and d is l i kes are necessary.

Involvement of the benef ic iar ies at the p lann ing stage is a l -

most equated to involvement in des ign, so the sani ta t ion

system is seen as thei rs and w i l l not be perceived as just

a cheap a l te rna t i ve foisted on them by central government.

(3 ) . There are problems associated wi th involvement of bene-

f i c i a r i es which have been encountered in Botswana, but i f

benef ic iar ies are involved in p l ann i ng , i t also becomes easy

for the community to be t ra ined to operate and mainta in the

system.



A low cost sani ta t ion project was implemented in Botswana's

urban areas from 1976-1979 in which di f ferent prototype

toi lets were tested. The main thrust of th is project was

to test social acceptab i l i ty of these prototypes wi th a view

to recommending to the Government the low cost toi let that

was fe l t to be acceptable. This paper w i l l concentrate on

the steps taken to involve the community and the recipients

of the prototypes in p lann ing and implementation of the p ro -

jec t .

While th is project concentrated on urban areas th is does not

mean the country has neglected the r u ra l areas. Current ly

there is a pro ject , the Environmental Sani tat ion Protection

Project (E .S .P .P . ) , the object ives of which are to encourage

environmental sani ta t ion and pract ise of good health hab i ts .

In th is context v i l l age rs in the six experimental v i l lages ( in

two d is t r i c t s ) were encouraged to d ig rubbish p i t s , to wash

dishes, cover food, and to b u i l d a low cost improved p i t l a t -

r i n e . Technical assistance has been offered and the adminis-

t ra t ion of the project has been decentral ised to Dist r ic t Ad-

m in i s t ra t i on . At present more d is t r i c t s are requesting that

the project be expanded to cover thei r d i s t r i c t s . Other d i s -

t r i c t s and v i l l ages are also encouraged, through the Health

Inspectors, Health Assistants, Family Welfare Educators, to

stress on the people the importance of owning and using a

well bu i l t p i t l a t r i ne .

The 1976-1979 Experimental Project recommended an aqua p r i v y

to i le t , known in Botswana as a Type B; in those areas where

the soil condit ions were adverse, a Reed Earth Odorless Closet

(R.O.E.C.) was recommended. Both toi lets proved to be very

expensive and to have other major problems. Type B is too

technical for self help construct ion, whi le R.O.E.C's curv ing

chute demands a lot of maintenance in the form of regu la r

c lean ing , f a i l u re of which leads to odours, f l i es , etc.



In 1980 i t was decided that the Revised Earth Closet (R.E.C.)

which is a p i t la t r ine wi th two chambers which are used

a l t e rna t i ve l y , should be accepted as the low cost to i le t .

The R.E.C. substructure is bu i l t in a l l plots to be al located

in the site and service areas. Construction companies tender

for bu i l d i ng these. The tenant is only requi red to bu i l d

the superstructure before he bu i lds h is dwel l ing un i t . The

cost of the substructure is recovered in the monthly service

levy.

This paper w i l l h igh l i gh t the advantages of a mu l t i d i s c i -

p l i n a r y approach to large scale toi let p rov is ion , as well as

involvement of benef ic iar ies by using examples from Botswana.

I t w i l l also discuss the problems encountered, so that others

can learn from Botswana's experience.

The major theme of the paper is community pa r t i c ipa t ion or

involvement of benef ic iar ies in low cost to i let p rov is ion .

The format used is borrowed from a pub l ica t ion of the World

Bank "Appropr ia te Technology for Water Supply and Sanitat ion

- A Planners ' Guide". (4)

In th is pub l ica t ion community involvement is d iv ided into

6 phases.

4 PHASES OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

4.1 FIRST PHASE

In th is phase unstructured interviews are conducted wi th a

few local leaders and a small number of households.

In the urban project these interviews were conducted wi th

counci l lors (po l i t i ca l leaders) of the wards (areas/const i tu -

encies w i th in the township) in which the experimental toi lets

were to be b u i l t . In some areas kgot la meetings were add -



ressed. From these discussions we were able to identify

attitudes to technologies, present then, and to find out how

sensitive people were in responding to questions about defeca-

tion. This consultation enabled the sociologist to draw up

the questionnaire for the next phase, while the engineers

could also try and design some acceptable technologies.

The disadvantage of approaching politicians in a project in

which users contribute nothing, is that they demand complete,

or as near as possible complete, coverage of their own indi-

vidual areas, in order to boost their own individual status,

without many resources from them in terms of persuading their

constituencies to cooperate, had self help been solicited.

4.2 SECOND PHASE

In this phase a community questionnaire is designed and

tested. Information can be gathered in different ways - in

Botswana we used social surveys to find out:

i) Community's desire for sanitation faci l i t ies,

i i) Their preferences to toilet type, whether these toilets

should be individual or communal toilets.

i i i ) Their perception of the relationship of certain dis-

eases to unsanitary conditions,

iv) Their attitudes to convenience i.e. distance walked

to toilet or to water supply.

v) Aesthetic features of the faci l i ty that are preferred,

vi) Identify levels of hygiene development,

v i i ) Identify cultural factors influencing/determining

hygiene practices and technology choice.

v i i i ) Identify whether facil i t ies are used by both sexes

and by children.



4.3 THIRD PHASE

Structured interviews were conducted using the questionnaire

developed in the second stage. The following is a brief

summary of the f indings of the survey:

i) There was a 100% desire for sanitation faci l i t ies and

a 100% preference for a flush toi let. It was when

asked if they could afford it that they chose the pit

latr ine as their next preference. Communal toilets

were not preferred at a l l .

i i ) There was a high percentage of awareness of the

relationship between certain diseases and unsanitary

conditions, even though some of their practices like

forbidding children to use toilets do not conform to

such awareness.

i i i ) Shorter distances to water supply were preferred act-

ual ly on plot or in house water connections would

be better.

iv) Aesthetic features: seating is preferred to squatting

and a screen wal l , even though in some cases where

toilets were owned, there were no screen wal ls,

v) Defecation is perceived as pr ivate, so that one of the

reasons for rejection of the Apex Aqua pr ivy was the

v is ib i l i t y of the act, symbolised by carry ing water

into the toilet for f lush ing. The door of this pa r t i -

cular toilet was designed to be short at the bottom,

for venti lat ion purposes, but then ind iv iduals ' feet

could be seen and this violated pr ivacy. As recently

as December 1982 Ms du Pradal (5) reports that her

respondents in the E.S.P.P. complained of not having

a door, even though there was a screen wa l l , as v io-

lat ing this privacy and her study was in rura l

v i l lages. Therefore, in this case there is no d i f f -

erence between urban and rura l att i tudes.



vi) Levels of hygiene development. While they were

aware that food and water should be covered, it was

the former that was always covered, dishes were

washed, and hands were not washed after every vis i t

to the toi let.

v i i ) There were no peculiar cultural factors affecting

hygiene practices as such, e .g . at that time there

was no dominance of any religious or cultural prac-

tices that required water for abult ion. In the urban

areas there was no fear of witchcraft by use of stools,

yet in Ms du Pradal 's f indings (6) in rural areas

this seems evident.

v i i i ) Faci l i t ies are used by both sexes for defecation, but

a high percentage of males urinate outside or around

the toi let, result ing in odours. The explanation for

this is the fear that the toilet wi l l f i l l up quickly,

or that the seat wi l l be fouled. Ms du Pradal 's

f indings support this even in vi l lages where it is

felt that the seat is too short and the hole too narrow

to avoid foul ing.

Children are also prohibited from using the toi let,

more especially those under 5, for fear of them f a l l -

ing in the pit or their fouling the seat. There is

recent evidence (7) that this practice is slowly

dying and more and more children are being allowed

to use the toi let.

ix) Division of labour re maintenance of the toilet is

evident with over 90% cleaned by females. Actual ly,

it is only when there is no female that males wi l l

clean toi lets. As a result of this f ind ing , it is

better to involve women in al l stages of toilet pro-

vision .

There were other interesting f indings during this phase,

but those highlighted above should be adequate to show the



importance of undertaking a social survey before large

scale provision, so that att i tudes, preference, cu l tu ra l ,

religious and economic factors can be ident i f ied.

4.4 FOURTH AND FIFTH PHA5E5

These two phases were combined in the Botswana case. A

meeting between project presonnel and the chosen recipients

at which alternative technologies were presented was

arranged. While such a meeting augurs well for involve-

ment, it can sometimes lead to problems. In the Botswana

case, we intended to test social acceptance and whether the

technology itself works; but most recipients wanted the

Type B, simply because it Î5 the one technology nearest to

a flush toi let. If after choosing the one they prefer, the

recipients are given an al ternat ive, there is bound to be

resentment.

During the construction stage demonstration toilets can be

bui l t so as to ensure continued involvement of the com-

munity. In the urban project no demonstration toilets were

bu i l t . Those constructed during the f i rs t phase served as

demonstration as wel l ; while in the E.S.P.P. demonstration

toilets were bui l t in prominent places.

The advantage of involving the community in the construc-

tion stage is that avai lable construction ski l ls can be

tapped, or if there are no ski l ls the community can

acquire such ski l ls from the project personnel. It is mor-

al ly wrong to use self help (free labour) without at least

leaving some ski l ls in the community.

During the implementation stage vi l lagers become more i n -

volved as more toilets need to be constructed. If public

toilets have to be bu i l t , v i l lagers can be contacted about

site selection. In the E.S.P.P. project some of the mat-
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erial not available in the vi l lage were bought and brought

to the vil lages using project finances and vehicles. A San-

itary Assistant in each vi l lage had the responsibil ity of

d ist r ibut ing materials needed for construction of individual

toilets. The world bank publication refers to organisation

of work part ies. In the E.S.P.P. work groups were formed

to dig the p i ts . A group of 10 dug for one household

f i r s t , then the next unt i l al l ten had been dug. There

was continued technical assistance, in this case an eng-

ineer and sanitary assistants. The earl ier urban project

was not designed in this way, so there is no such exper-

ience from i t .

As stated above the involvement of the community ensures

that recipients can choose among technically feasible al ter-

natives and can also determine methods of implementation.

If any contributions are necessary, the community itself

decides what these wi l l be. They are also able to set up

social controls for continued use and maintenance.

4.5 SIXTH PHASE

If the community has been involved in a l l previous stages

then i t is easy to obtain their help in the implementation

stage. Their help is needed in var ious forms. The fo l low-

ing are a few instances:

1) a) By keeping the toi let c lean. In a l l our experimental

types th is was easy except for the R.O.E.C. which, be-

cause of i ts curv ing chute was d i f f i cu l t to keep c lean,

or required frequent c lean ing . Fa i lu re to clean toilet

results in odours, f l i e s , etc.

b) For these toi lets to be low cost, empty ing should be

done by _the plot holders. In the Botswana case this

was not possible and , therefore, for emptying purposes

the municipal councils take the respons ib i l i t y , even

for the present option - R.E.C. I I to i le t . This does
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imply that plot holders must pay for this service, but

in Botswana paying is more acceptable. The councils,

therefore, have to plan for vacuum tanks, manpower,

etc.

c) Other operation problems associated with the accepted

technologies in the case of Botswana were:

i) dai ly topping up of the water level in the aqua

pr ivy so that the water seal could be maintained.

Some plot holders did this d i l i gen t l y , while

others did not.

i i ) Addit ion of ash and other relevant materials in

composting latr ines so that the faecal matter

should be stable. As the composting lat r ine was

an unknown technology, recipients required a lot

of education. These composting types were later

discontinued due to the fa i lu re of both technology

and operation. If they have to be re-introduced

a lot of preparation for their acceptance would

be necessary. Actual ly , a mu I t id isc ip l i nary app-

roach would be called for.

In the urban project performance was monitored

by the project personnel and the recipients.

Regular weekly vists were made in the beginning

and as recipients became fami l iar with the techno-

logy the v is i ts were reduced to monthly.

5. MAJOR CONSTRAINTS IN LARGE SCALE TOILET PROVISION

Botswana is able to share its experience of major constraints

associated with sanitat ion provis ion. A few of these wi l l be

highl ighted below.
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5.1 COST

The cost of low cost toi let provis ion is s t i l l considerable.

The fo l lowing schematic table shows the comparison between

options that have been t r i ed .

TOILET RURAL/ SUBSIDISED COST UNSUBSIDISED
TYPE URBAN USE SUPERSTRUCTURE SUBSTRUCTURE COST TOTAL

Rec II Present Urban
Option P 150,00

R.O.E.C. Urban

Type B

BOT V.I.P.

Urban

P 120,00

P 120,00

Rural P 20,00
E.S.P.P. Option

P 350,00

P 400,00

P 800,00

P 3 0 , Ofc P 206,00,' +
Price in-
cludes all
labour £
transport &
materials

P 450,00 (1982
Prices)

P 520,00 (1980
Prices) None built
since 1980.

P 920,00 (1979
Prices) None built
since 1979.

* Prices vary greatly within the country: quoted above (urban options) are Gaborone
prices. The same R.E.C. would cost

P 420,00 in Jwaneng -220 km from Gaborone
P 500,00 in Kasane -976 km from Gaborone

- P 206,00 is unsubsidised cost for BOT V.I.P. in those (9) districts nearer
the rail line. It is likely to be more in the more remote village.

N.B. Figures given by Public Health Engineer.

The E.S.P.P. survey found that only 3% of households

in non-experimental villages would get a latrine at the un-

subsidised P 190,00 quoted by Kweneng District.

As can be seen from figure I Botswana's urban low cost san-

itation is highly subsidised. It would cease to be reason-

able to ask low income groups, who are invariably poverty

stricken, to provide sanitation for themselves, so subsidisa-
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tion of low cost sanitation must be seen as an attempt to

redress the mult i farious effects of poverty. It is therefore

necessary to have governmental intervention, even if through

subsidies. This does not mean low income groups should be

made to be dependent on governmental intervention in al l

their needs.

5.2 DISTANCE

i) If the toilet is fa r , there wi l l be reluctance to walk

at night and during inclement weather.

i i ) If close to the house, it might be felt that defeca-

tion is not adequately segregated. There is

evidence of this from some Batswana respondents who

did not l ike inside toi lets.

i i i ) In high density areas it may be d i f f icu l t to locate

the toilet with sufficient pr ivacy, for instance the

back of the house can be seen as the ideal place,

yet there may be no space and the toilet may have

to be located in f ront .

iv) For those technologies that use hand f lushing, d is-

tance from water supply can affect operation. This

is clearly the case in the misuse of Botswana's

Type B Aqua Pr ivy.

5.3 COMFORT

i) In Botswana there is a cul tural preference for s i t -

t ing when defecating.

i i ) There can also be a part icular commitment to ablu-

tion material , water or toilet paper. Poverty may

force beneficiaries to use other means of ablut ion,

i i i ) Anxieties about chi ldrens' safety can be well

founded.

iv) Addition of washing faci l i t ies to the toilet may make

it attract ive and more acceptable especially for

those beneficiaries whose houses are small and over-
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crowded.

v) Privacy must be ensured; in the case of Botswana,

doors are necessary.

vi) Beneficiaries' preference to private or communal

toilets must be taken into account; in Botswana p r i -

vate faci l i t ies are preferred.

5.4 REUSE

Excreta has a special status, it is referred to with disresp-

ect, i t is a thing apart, despised and taboo. Cultural i n -

terpretation of excreta and defecation underlie peoples res-

ponses both to the disposition technologies and removal and

reuse. (10). One of the objections to composting in Bots-

wana is the negative perception of using human faeces as

garden manure.

Research so far on reuse in Botswana has revel aed that it

is unacceptable. The toilet which is being constructed on

a large scale in Botswana's urban areas wil l in 3 years time

lend itself to emptying problems. Municipalit ies wi l l have

the responsibil ity for th is, but it is not known yet whether

those involved in this process wi l l not be stigmatised. It

is known that people who by their occupation come into con-

tact with excreta become themselves avoided. In many towns

throughout the world sweepers and night soil removers are

drawn from disadvantaged groups. Will this be a problem

in Botswana? This remains to be seen.

5.5 Administrative and pol i t ical policies may place constraints

on options thereby affecting what is perceived as acceptable

by beneficiaries.

5.6 A major constraint may be the one associated with public

knowledge, practices and behaviour. This requires a mul t i -

discipl inary solution.
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6 CONSEQUENCES OF NON-1 NVOLVËMENT OF THE COMMUNITY

6.1 NON-USE

Technology may have been provided but w i l l not be used.

Botswana has a b i t ter experience where in one area each

plot was provided with substructures of the Apex Aqua Privy

and the residents just dug them out and replaced them with

pi t latr ines.

In the urban experiment 20% of the double vaul t toilets were

not used because recipients rejected them.

6.2 MISUSE

Misuse can result because of lack of consultation or lack

of logistical support l ike health education, or other extension

work. In the paper presented in Tanzania in March/Apri l

1982, the author of the present paper highl ighted the pro-

blems associated with misuse in "Use and Misuse of low cost

sanitat ion which can lead to social unacceptabi I i t y " . In this

paper most instances of misuse were discussed; including

poor maintenance.

6.3 CHOICE OF INAPPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

The technology may be inappropriate only because of lack

of understanding or knowledge of how it is to be used, hence

involvement of the community can help avoid th is , by the

community's own choice of what it feels is a feasible tech-

nology .

6.4 POLITICAL PRESSURES

One must always take account of th is . The toilet provision

programme might go smoothly in some areas, yet in others

it might f a i l , owing to the fact that they may be consti-
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tuences of the opposition part ies. Involvement of the comm-

unity wi l l ensure that project personnel are aware of this

and ways of overcoming polit ical problems may even be

suggested by the vi l lagers themselves.

There are numerous instances in which fai lure to involve the

community results in abandonment of a project which is

worthwhile. It is necessary though for project personnel to

be clear in their minds that involvement of the community

is not a cloak for cheap labour.

7 CONCLUSION

Experience in provision of low cost technologies seem to in -

dicate that soft ware should start to play a major role in

these activit ies if governments or planners are to be sens-

it ive to beneficiaries attitudes and preferences. For some-

time now providers of these services have been using the

"Victim Blaming Syndrome" (11) - that is if technology fa i l s ,

the fault is that of the user and the user (victim) is the

one who must change to incorporate the technology. This

has been the attitude of orthodox engineers and it must cease.

flfc Socio-cul tural behaviours are entrenched in the culture of

the people - if these must change then educational campaigns

tantamount to brain washing or propaganda may be necessary.

The expected change may not be achieved with the older gen-

f erat ion, but with the younger, therefore, the latter must be
i

| the focus of educational campaigns. It is recommended that

sanitation should be introduced in the curriculum of both

primary and secondary school, if this is not being done yet.

This wi l l ensure that future adults wi l l have been socialised

into acceptable sanitary practices.
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FOOTNOTES

(1) National Development Plan 1979-1985

(2) National Development Plan 1979-1985

(3) Appropr iate Technology for Water Supply and Sani ta t ion:

A Planners Guide. World Bank Publ icat ion December

1980

(4) From (3)

(5) Ms Pia du Pradal

E.S.P.P. 1982 December

(6) From (5)

(7) From (5)

(8) From (3)

(9) From (5)

(10) From (3)

(11) From (3)

(12) Kgotla : A designated area in the v i l l age in

which v i l l age consultat ion takes place: Can also be

used as a T r iba l Court.
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LOW-COST SANITATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING

IN THE METROPOLIS : THE BANGKOK EXPERIENCE

ABSTRACT

Although there is no sewerage system to carry human waste
and wastewater for treatment and disposal, the sanitation condition
of the Bangkok Metropolitan Area is still liveable because of the
general use of water seal pit latrines with cesspools or septic
tanks and soil percolation. Problems arise due to the low and the
non-permeable properties of the Bangkok soils in most areas,
especially in the rainy season. The situation is saved from disaster
because of the intricated network of canals and the large Chao Phya
River, and the natural phenonmenon that is found to take place all
over Bangkok. That is the emergence of stabilization and oxidation
ponds wherever a piece of land is left vacant. Several master plans
and reports concerning sewerage and drainage systems of Bangkok had
been drawn up in the past, but were either abandoned or partially
implemented. The problems encountered and alternative ways of
handling them are discussed and explored in this paper.



1, INTRODUCTION

Bangkok, a city of about 5.1 million inhabitants, was
founded 200 years ago on the flood plain of the Chao Phya River,

'*? a distance of about 20 kilometers from the river mouth.
mediately after its establishment as the capital city, it was

Hooded for the first time in B.E. 2328 (A.D. 1885). From then on flooding
appeared to be one of the main problems associated with Bangkok,
which has not yet been solved up to the present time, despite the
construction of several multi-purpose dams on some of the tributaries
of the River. A recently completed research work involving a sum
of no less than 20 million Baht covering a period of about three
years, establishes that the land, in general, is subsiding to a
varying degree. The eastern part of the City suffers most with
the rate of subsidence of about 0.50 metre annually. Pumping of
underground water to augment the water supply for this rapidly
growing City at the rate of about 1.0 million cubic meters per day
was pointed out as the main cause of the problem. The Government
has since enacted an Underground Water Preservation Law to control
the abstraction of the underground water, and the construction of
i<--ep wells in Bangkok Metropolitan Area. It has also been planned
lMdt underground water pumping will be suspended in the year B.E. 2530.

The natural ground surface of Bangkok lies at an average
'.•(• 1.5 meter above mean sea level, which is the usual characteristics
;' the delta area. The top soil is invariably dark gray in colour,
homogeneous and low in permeability. The average thickness of the
top soil is about 0.5 - 3.0 meters and that of the soft and medium
clays may be more than 10.0 meters in thickness. The top soil is
more permeable and often cracked as a result of alternating wet and
dry seasons. Rain water trapped in this layer of the top soil can
move mostly in horizontal direction due to the more impermeable
"layer underneath and can cuase failure of most subsoil filters and
leaching pools.



?.. EXISTING PRACTICES IN HUMAN WASTE DISPOSAL

The most popular method of human waste disposal currently
: cised in Bangkok takes the form of simple pour-flush water seal

oit latrines with cesspools for low cost residences. The toilet is
flushed by hand with a small volume of water, 1 - 2 litres, after
use, and equipped with shallow trap to provide the water seal between
thft privy and the device. This is quite adequate from the hygienic
point of view as well as from water conservation and low volume of
"/astn water generation angles. The cesspools are usually surrounded
with few layers of granular materials where the liquid wastes are
expected to percolate through the perforations in the cesspools walls
and leach pass these materials into the soil.

For larger building such as apartments, hotels and offices,
>çptic tanks are employed to remove the gross solids and suspended

which are settled and digested under anaerobic condition at
bottoms. The effluents are usually allowed to percolate into

•I.e soil by distributing it over a leaching field of granular material
• : M $ is essentially the method laid down in th Bangkok Metropolitan
MJthority by-law for building construction. It has been reported
that approximately 70 percent of the population of Bangkok are served
i-.'.y cesspools while the remaing 30 percent are served by septic tanks.

Realizing the limitation of soil permeability while
trying to comply with the by-law, designers have resorted to using
Coptic tanks as primary treatment, but the treatment of the effluent
varies. Activated sludge treatment has been used widely in the case
of large office buildings, and hotels. For medium size buildings and
where some land areas are available, modified subsoil filtration is
also used. Where land area is limited, anaerobic filter has also
Heen used.



National Housing Authority has been leading in the
provision of sanitary sewers and waste treatment facilities for
their housing development projects. Conventional activated sludge
process, aerated lagoons, and oxidation ditches are predominant.
There are 12 sewerage systems with treatment facilities constructed
in the housing estates at present.

The Bangkok Metropolitan Authority and the Ministry of
Health have also installed activated sludge treatment plants for
several hospitals that come under their jurisdiction in the
Bangkok area.

3. BMA'S FACILITIES WITH REGARDS HUMAN WASTE TREATMENT
AND DISPOSAL

The Bangkok Metropolitan Authority maintains a fleet of
41 suction vehicles (2 to 5 cubic meters each) and 24 carriage
vehicles (5 cubic meters each), which for a fee of 50 Baht per cubic
meter will pump out the content of septic tanks and cesspools and
transport them to the public sludge disposal sites at Soi On-Nooch
and Nong Khaem. The BMA operates this desludging service 7 day a
week with a capability of 350 - 400 cubic meters per day.

At Soi On-Nooch, a sludge treatment facility has been
constructed, having a capacity of 600 cubic meter per day. The
treatment process is a chemical one followed by an activated sludge
process. But at the Nong Khaem Dump Site, night soil sludges are
dumped Into a lagoon located near the solid waste disposal site
to be covered by the waste later on.



4. EXISTING LEGISLATIONS

Some clauses of the Bangkok Metropolitan Authority's
Bye-Laws concerning with sanatation are as follows :

No. 85:Slope of drains: must not be less than 1:200.
No. 86:Refuse screen manhole: there must be a manhole

with refuse screen installed before final discharges
into public water ways.

No. 87:Wastewater treatment: wastewater from industries,
hospitals, fresh food markets, restaurants, condominiums,
hotels and other buildings dealing with objectionable
goods, must be properly treated before discharges into
public water ways.

No. 90:Latrines: must be water cleaning type with septic
tank and leaching pool. Latrines constructed within
20.0 m. from public water ways must be non-percolating
type.

No. 91:Refuse disposal facilities: condominiums and large
buildings which are not row-buildings or row-houses,
and which have total floor areas more than 2000 square
meters, or hotels, must have refuse disposal facilities
constructed in such a manner that they will not be
objectionable and nuisance to those residing near-by.

Sanitation Clauses from the Building Control Act :

No. 60:Drain: slope must not be less than 1:200 and there
must be manholes provided at every 30 meters and at
every change of direction.

No. 65:Latrines which are of water-cleaning type can be
constructed within the building: latrines of other
types have to be constructed outside of the building.

"V.



Sanitation Clauses from the Regulation concerning land
sub-division issued by the Land Sub-division Control Committee.

No. 9 (2) a : —drains shall not be less than 0.30 meter--,
b : — f l o w velocity shall not be less than

0.60 meter/second—.

In cases where drains from the sub-divided land are
discharging into other drains or water ways which are not public
sewers, the land sub-divider shall construct wastewater treatment
system to treat the wastewater before discharging.

(3) : Wastewater treatment facilities: --land area,
in one piece, of not less than one hundreadth of the sub-divided
area shall be set aside for the construction of wastewater treatment
facilities of the types approved by the Committee.

5. INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING

The National Economic and Social Development Board is
responsible for the overall development planning of the country,
and the planning of various infrastructures is entrusted with several
responsible government agencies, The Bangkok Metropolitan Authority
has jurisdiction over the drainage and sanitation of Bangkok.
Several report and master plans concerning with the drainage and
sewerage problems of Bangkok had been carried out in the past.
Most of them were either abandoned or partially implemented. Some
accounts of them will now be given.

Litchfield Plan : Greater Bangkok Plan - 2533 (1990) -
submitted on August 13, 2503 (1960).



The purpose of this study is to prepare master plan of
er supply, drainage, sewerage, land use, transportation, schools

Hid others for Greater Bangkok-Thonburi Metropolitan Area.

The resulted master plan recommended separate sewerage
,vsteni with two wastewater treatment facilities.

Husband Report : Sewerage and Sewage Disposal for the
Central Area of Bangkok, Including Reference to Associated Problems
M Surface Water Drainage-submitted on September 10, 2505 (1962).

The purpose of this report was to review and make
recommendation and provide cost estimates for sewerage and wastewater
disposal scheme, and also to study the existing storm-water drainage
system and to recommend facilities to overcome the periodic flooding.

The study recommended separate sewerage system with a
single wastewater treatment facility.

Camp, Dresser & McKee (CDM) : Sewerage, Drainage and Flood
Protection System, Bangkok & Thonburi, Thailand - submitted on
February 29, 2511 (1968).

The purpose of this assignment was to review previous
investigation ; to consider alternative schemes and to prepare a
waster plan.

The master plan resulted from this study recommended
division of the area into 10 sewerage districts with gravity flow
sewerage system to a main pumping station across the Chao Phya River
from the southern tip of Bangkok. Separate sewerage system was
recommended. Trunk sewers would be constructed partly as tunnels
and partly as conduits in open cut trenches.



Japan International Copperation Agency (JICA) ; Bangkok
Sewerage System Project in Kingdom of Thailand - submitted in
August 2524 (1981).

The purpose of this assignment was not only to prepare
a master plan on sewerage system to meet the present demands and
the future needs in the study area up to year 2543, but also to
suggest interim measure to improve the existing environmental
conditions until the sewerage system is completed and sources of
pollution become under control.

The proposed sewerage system was basically a separate
system except in the central area where public drains are already
provided, the system would be a combined one. The area was divided
Into 10 sewerage zones, each with its own wastewater treatment
facilities in addition to sanitary sewers and pumping stations.
The treatment plants were proposed to be using aerated lagoons
process except where land area was unavailable, modified aeration
process was recommended.

Among the interim measures recommended included complete
installation of septic tank system coupled with active desludging
services, particularly in the houses located in the tributary
area of deteriorated klongs.

6. THE PROBLEMS

A period of almost 23 years had lapsed since the first
study concerning with drainage and sewerage systems had been undertaken.
Not much had been carried out during this period. The Litchfield
Plan and the Husband Report served as bases for CDM's Master Plan
which was only implemented to a rather small degree. The Rama IV
Project concerning with drainage resulted from this Master Plan.



JICA's master plan shares a great deal of common basic
factors and assumptions as CDM's. Both planned for the year 2543
(A.D. 2000) and expected almost the same number of population, land
area, and quantity and strength of wastewater. The major difference
between the two master plans lies in the concept of centralization
Into one network as proposed by CDM and decentralization into 10
complete sewage districts independent from one another as proposed
by JICA. The BMA has appointed a committee to study the advantages
and disadvantages of the two proposed master plans, and the committee's
finding is forthcoming.

There are a few points that are common to all these studies
and master plans. They were all based upon the concept of water-
borne sewage as commonly used in the West, and none takesmuch into
account the existing human waste disposal system using septic tanks
and cesspools as to the role they could play in the new system so
that certain cost saving might be achieved. In all plans, about
30 - 40 percent of the population would not be served by the systems,
and there was no indication with regard to the appropriate methods
that should be provided. No.comprehensive measures of water
conservation and reduction of wastewater generation were given either.
There are also other problems associated with the implementation of
the plans. One is the lack of the sense of urgency among the
decision-makers who have so many other problems on their hands.
Flooding is given a higher priority than drainage and sewerage.
This is probably because spetic tanks and drains have kept the living
environment, although not highly satisfactory, from disastrous
deterioration. Traffic congestion and traffic problems are so
serious that major constructions that result in interruption of
traffic flow are ofter avoided. As time passes by, Bangkok City soon
outgrows the master plans and recommendations. Adjustment and
modification of the plans are then necessary, causing further time
delay. Sooner or later new plans are drawn up or offered resulting
in further time delay during the period of review and comparison, and
another decision-making.
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Bangkok is thus a city left virtually sewerless under
a situation now worse than it was 23 years ago , due to the fact
that the city itself has since gown serveal time larger in terms
of population and areas. The problem is further aggravated by the
adoption of modern western sanitary fixtures which use larger amount
of water, hence generating larger volume of wastewater, in place
of the eastern type squat-plate water closet with shallow seal.

If one examines the situation carefully, one can see
that mother nature is stretching herself in trying to save Bangkok
from catastrophe and plays a very important role in environmental
protection, especially with regard the problem of human waste
disposal which might have escaped notice of the general public.

Almost in eyery housing complex, there are bound to be
some pieces of lands left vacant nearby or within the project itself
because the owners are not quite ready to build their houses, or
because the owners are speculating for higher land prices and
simply want to hold them for making profit in real estate business
dealing. These areas are thus left in their original condition at
a relatively low level while the near-by lands have been raised in
level by filling up with latérite, earth and sand before house
construction. As soon as the houses are completed and taken in
occupancy, wastewater as well as septic tank effluent which cannot
percolate into the soil will be discharged into these empty lands,
either directly without owner's permission or indirectly. Very
quickly marshy plants will flourish and help disposing these
wastewater by using them for their own growth and by the process
of evapo-transpiration. An equilibrium is soon established and
the community lives comparatively happily apart from the presence
of mosquitoes and other insects which are a nuisance everywhere,
until those empty lands are no longer empty.
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When new houses or buildings are to be constructed, the
owners will, as before, raise the ground level higher than those
in existence, including the ground level of the houses of their
neighbours. One reason for this is that the ground will settle
and the second important reason is to make sure that they can drain
their storm water, wastewater and can let their septic tank effluents
percolate into the ground, being at a higher level. One by one, owners of
the houses that have been built previously who can afford it, will
start raising their grounds and even the ground floors of the houses
so that their drains will still function. Very soon the streets
are flood, and as one may expect, sometime later the Bangkok <
Metropolitan Authority will come to raise the level of the flooded
streets. Since during the whole process, no substantial improvement
has been done to the general drainage and sewerage systems, houses
will be flooded, and the levels have to be raised again. So the
viscious circle goes on and on all over the City.

7. DISCUSSIONS

It can thus be seen from the past development activities
concerning human waste and wastewater problems that the BMA is
entrusted with the responsibility of the planning and implementation
with regards sewerage and wastewater systems of the City of Bangkok,
but confusion arises as to how to go about it. As time goes by,
master plans after master plans became less relevant to the real
situations which changes very rapidly and in a very uncontrollable
way. The Bangkok Metropolitan Area is still left without the
official city plan, although a great deal of effort has been put
into its preparation. The plan still awaits approval from the
Government, In the mean time, the Metropolitan Area grows in a
rather hapazard way with little or no control, except for the effort
of the BMA which tries to issue regulations concerning land use for
specific areas which the BMA is empowered to do so.
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If the JICA's recommendations with regard interim
measures concerning the construction of proper septic tanks to
handle human waste problems is adopted and the BMA is successful in enforcing
its bye-laws concerning on site treatment of human waste and
wastewater treatment, the future problems of the greater part of
Bangkok, especially in the central areas will be. more on the
handling of septic tank effluents and effluents from those on-site
treatment plants. The question which is now asked is whether it
is approriate to design the sewerage system for the inner city to
handle not the raw waste but rather the effluents. This means that
the cost of the system will be greatly reduced, the construction
much easier and perhaps pressure sewerage system can be employed
to reduce the sizes of the sewers and the depth from the ground
surface which it would otherwise require. There seems to be no
other alternative than water-borne sewerage system, although question
has also been asked whether the concept of waste holding and
transportation by tankers is feasible.

For the suburban areas and the low-income communities
which cannot be economically served by the sewerage system, one
obvious solution is to try to reduce the volume of the waste,
which could be achieved by either using less water in flushing the
toilets, or, perhaps, by prohibiting the use of certain kinds of
fixtures that require large amount of water, such as the western
type water-closets, or the substitution of water seal pit latrines
and septic tanks which are now in common use by compost toilets
for example. But this will give rise to both technical and social
problems since the Thai 1n general are so accustomed to the use of
water for toilet flusing, and to use no water for their personal
hygiene practice is probably unacceptable to the muslim communities.
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Question which could be asked here is whether following the way
nature is handling much of the wastewater problems in many areas
by means of stabilization and oxidation ponds and the emergence
of absorbent fields and marshy areas of the lands left vacant, will
be an appropriate way of keeping the environment liveable, as it
is more or less the case now. But this time it will be done in
a systematic and scientific way as has been demonstrated elsewhere.

8. CONCLUSIONS

From the fore-going discussion, it appears that what
the BMA can do best now is to follow the JICA's interim measures
with regards the enforcement of the construction of proper septic
tanks to handle human waste within the areas under its jurisdiction
and to improve immediately its de-sludging services and sludge
treatment facilities.

The BMA must decide as soon as possible which master plan
is to be followed and what modification has to be made, and strongly
recommend the Government to give it the necessary financial assistance.
It appears that the plan to be implemented should be the one that
is most flexible to future development of the Metropolitan Area
since this problem is largely unsettled. The plan should also be
practicable in terms of the socio-economic condition of the country.
Due to the long time lag in implementing various components of
the plans, they should be not only very flexible, but also independent
from one another as much as possible. In this respect, it would
appear that the concept of dividing the Area into several sewerage
districts, independent from one another, is a ^/ery feasible one to
adopt, since each components of the system could be modified at
any time without affecting another that have been or to be implemented.
It is also very feasible in terms of financing also.
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Research activities, pilot and demonstrated projects in
areas of reducing the volumes of the waste, the use of absorbent
fields and septic tanks, compost toilets, and waterless waste
disposal should be intensively carried out, and the feasibility
of pressure sewerage systems carrying only septic tanks and other
on-stte treatment plants effluents should be further studied in
details.
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WASTE MANAGEMENT IN PEASANT COLONIZATION SCHEMES
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INTRODUCTION

Human settlement is not something new in Sri Lanka. With the arrival
of the Ariyana 2500 years ago, human settlement was augmented and later
was improved. At the beginning, human settlement was started in places
where land and and water were available. All these settlements had an
agricultural origin. With the advent of foreign invasion, these settlements
were shifted to places of security. Extensive ruins of these places are an
evidence of a well-developed system of town planning which encompassed
dwelling houses, roads, and drainage facilities.

Health and sanitary facilities appear to have been carefully considered
in the establishment of ancient human settlements. Ruins at various places
provide an evidence of the existence of well-planned lavatories with water
closets, soakage pits and a drainage system. This is revealed by a human
excreta burial done hygienically (Appendix 1). The terracotta cover of the
soakage pits was fabricated similarly to the dome of the present biogas
unit. Though there is no evidence of sludge utilisation, it can be believed
that the sludge had been used as fertilizer in agriculture (1).

There are ruins of urinal stones, found in various places, which
reveal the use of water for hygiene and disposal of excreta (Appendix 2).
So, historical evidence has revealed human waste management in Sri Lanka.

Due to the invasion of foreigners, the scattered pattern of settlement
was changed and the population flocked together in arid zones, where more
facilities were available. Due to this reason, many social problems arose at
the end of the 19th Century. Therefore it was felt a need to develop lands
in the dry zone.

tot C^-^ = u---W •-<
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SETTLEMENT IN DRY ZONE

From the end of the 19th Century to the • fifth decade of the 20th
Century, the main factor considered was the availability of water and land
for cultivation. Therefore, the pattern of the settlement was spread along
roadways. Though there were difficulties in providing infrastructural faci-
lities, this was more convenient in health aspects. Due to this reason, the
peasant could build a house with more ventilation, a well and a lavatory,
and lived comfortably. The latest settlement scheme of the above pattern
was the Udawalawa Irrigation Scheme, which was situated in the Southern
part of Sri Lanka. The shortcoming of this settlement was a decrease in
production due to long distance travelling from the paddy field to the home-
stead, and so the farmers had to cover for his services and supplies of
day-to-day needs. Therefore, the farmer could not get a reasonable income
from his products, and his living conditions were not improved. Due to
these factors, the authority has now taken action to modify the settlement
pattern into a cluster system. This system is adapted in the Mahaweli Set-
tlement Scheme and the Kirindi Oya Irrigation Scheme in Sri Lanka. In this
system, homesteads are in a concentrated place with a centre of infra-
structural facilities (Appendix 3).

THE KIRINDI OYA IRRIGATION PROJECT

This scheme is the largest settlement one in the South of Sri Lanka.
It is anticipated to irrigate 12,934 hectares of land, out of which 4,525
hectares - which are presently cultivated only one season - can be culti-
vated both seasons. It is proposed to settle 10,000 families in this scheme.
It is planned to construct a reservoir of 183,795 acre-feet water capacity to
provide water for irrigation. The estimated benefits at this project are (i)
a minimization of the population congestion in the wet zone; Hi) an increase
in feed production and job opportunities; and (iii) an improvement of the
living conditions of the peasants. The cost estimate of this project is 1,300
million and the economic internal rate of return is 17.6% (2). When the
project was appraised, the authorities did not give much consideration for
social benefits which would be equal to economic benefits. Therefore, less
attention has been given to health and human waste management in this
scheme. The commencement of settlement was on the basis of advance
alienation.

THE SETTLEMENT ACTIVITIES OF THE SCHEME

A socio-economic survey was done in 1980 and the criteria of selection
of farmers were decided, according to the report. It is revealed that 80%
of the farm families living in the command area did not possess the land on
which they resided. 60% out of these families received an income of less
than Rs. 3,600/- (3). This is the main reason which attributed for not
improving the living conditions of these families, and this led to the
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decision to provide facilities. Each farmer of the settlement will get a 0.5-
acre homestead and 2\ paddy allottment, and assistance in house construc-
tion, land clearance, agricultural implementation, planting material and
World Food Aid, etc.

HUMAN WASTE AND THE RELATED PROBLEMS

In this scheme, homestead allottment is gathered on the highland where
the soil is more permeable to rain water. Gathering of homesteads has an
advantage of providing infrastructural facilities, but in the hygienic view-
point there are more disadvantages, viz. ventilation of the house, drinking
water and lavatory facilities. If any allottee constructs a well and a lava-
tory within his allottment, he will adversely effect the others. Therefore,
wells must be constructed at a suitable place on each homestead. On the
other hand, the farmer has no knowledge of using collected human waste on
his land. The common waste, which can be found in colonization schemes,
are paddy and coconut husks, leaves, decomposed trees, various kinds of
stuble and straw, cow dung, and other types of refuse. To some extent,
farmers have a knowledge of using these waste as energy and fertilizer
sources. Paddy and coconut husks are used as energy sources in the
houses, and ashes as fertilizer for plantations. Paddy straws are used as
fodders for animals, but not in a scientific method or organized way.

Peasants do not know about the gravity of importing crude oil and
fertilizer, and have no knowledge of any substitution. Table 1 (Appendix
4) shows the use of fuel within a year, and the kerosene use is nearly 20%
of the total petroleum products. A major part of the kerosene is used in
lighting and cooking, and this can be substituted by some other forms of
energy, viz electricity or gas. On the other hand, though it reduces the
quantity due to price increase, Table 2 (Appendix 5) shows the quantum of
fertilizer use in each crop. (4). Considering the amounts of fertilizer used
for paddy, subsidiary crops and other crops, the fertilizers can be substi-
tuted by organic matters.

Though we consider electricity as a substitute to fuel, fuel-operated
generators cause a heavy burden on the economy. After the augmentation
of the free-trade economy, more electrical goods are imported, and this is
the reason of the increasing household electricity consumption (Table 3,
Appendix 6).

Considering the rural economy, firewood is the main energy source.
Due to the cultivation shifting practice in the village forests and opening
up of new lands for paddy cultivation, the forests decreasedcby 15% within
the last 40 years. Table 4 (Appendix 7) shows the importance of firewood
in generating energy. Therefore Sri Lanka needs to switch to some other
energy sources like biogas and sikar energy. The farmers of Kirindi Oya
will face with an energy crisis in a near future due to the clearing of
jungles for cultivation.
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SCOPE OF BIOGAS PRODUCTION

There is a continued supply of raw cow dung for biogas production in
the project area. According to the 1982 agricultural census, there is on
average one cow per family (Appendix 8). The farmers make use of cattle
only for ploughing paddy fields and milking. Therefore, the authorities
have intended to improve the biogas production in the colonization scheme.
With the concurrence of the Norwegian Government, the authorities have
donated a few biogas plants to the colonists in the Udawalawe Development
area, (Appendix 9) • These farmers use only cow dung as the input to the
biogas units. They are reluctant to use human excreta for biogas produc-
tion. Therefore the Farm School of the Department of Agriculture has com-
menced a pilot project in Angunukolapellessa, Sri Lanka, in the use of
human excreta and cow dung to educate the farmers (Appendix 10). At
this plant, the sludge is used as a fertilizer for vegetables. The sludge
can also be made use by farmers in attractive processing and educational
purposes. Some farmers presently use the sludge as fertilizer for plan-
tation and feed for pigs. Within and in the surrounding areas of the pro-
ject, there is a remarkable supply of sea shells which can be mixed with
sludge and used as feed for poultry.

COMPOST PRODUCTION

The farmers have little knowledge of using compost and green manure.
When considering the contents of rural wastes like in India, about 80% of
the materials are putrescible and paper (5). Therefore farmers can easily
produce compost using refuse and green leaves. Though they are not
aware of the advantage of the use of compost, some farmers use it without
processing to tree crops. Therefore farmers must be educated in this
matter.

ADMINISTRATION OF RURAL WASTE AND FARMERS EDUCATION

Due to the heavy cost of transport, it is not possible to collect all
rural refuse to one place. Therefore it is easy to manage with the refuse
on the farm. At the same time, administration-wise, it is convenient to
collect excreta to a central place with a proper sewage system and then
produce biogas. Due to the high capital investment, this system could not
be implemented as proposed. Therefore, more consideration is given to
small biogas units which are presently used to produce biogas in China (6).

On the other hand, all home appliances and agricultural machinery
meant to use electricity or fuel must be changed to biogas. If radio, tele-
vision, agricultural machinery or any other home appliances are meant to
use biogas, the farmers can be motivated to produce more biogas.
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A farmer's income is not sufficient to invest at once a large sum of
money for a biogas plant. Therefore, some aid must be given to him as an
incentive. If this is not possible, credit facilities with attractive conditions
could be considered.

The most important factor in waste management is education for far-
mers. Without their participation, we cannot implement a successful pro-
ject. We have to conduct training classes to educate them, both theore-
tically and practically. We must provide technical assistance till the farmers
are familiar with the new technique. Other methods which can be used in
farmer education are leaflets, television, radio and movies. Illustrations of
models should be a part of training. Farmers must be dressed of the im-
portance of biogas production as a means of environmental protection.

Farmers education can easily be done in conjunction with farmers' or-
ganisations which are presently use'd for farmers' activities. It is proposed
to open an agricultural training school for farmers in the project area that
can be used as a training centre for this purpose. There is a project co-
ordinating Committee to coordinate all activities related to various agencies,
which can liase as the coordinating and organizing agency of the whole pro-
ject. In this manner, we may be able to face the energy crisis for the
development of Sri lanka as a Third World nation. L
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APPENDIX 2

Urination Stone Mo.iaragala - Sri Lanka



APPENDIX 4

Table 1. Local Sale of Pretroleum Products 1977/1981 (Metric Tons)

(Abstracted from Economic Review 1981/Central Bank of Sri Lanka)

Year

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

Petrol

111491

129994

115146

107691

109017

Kerosene

212886

244832

229918

188288

168248

Disel

261988

308792

349404

397710

421107

Heavy Disel

46245

62015

64188

63953

106625

Furnace Oil

135530

162556

182539

193800

244295

L.P. Gas

3108

2432

6404

7110

6645

Source - Sri Lanka Petroleum Corporation

APPENDIX 5

Table 2. Cropwise Fertiliser Issues 1978/1981 (Metric tons)

(Abstracted from Economic Review 1981/Central Bank of Sri Lanka)

Crop

1. Paddy

2. Tea

3. Rubber

4. Coconut

5, Subsidiary crops

6. Minor crops

7. Others

Total

1978

136.1

115.5

20.9

42.6

-

-

64.9 (q)

380.0

1979

130.4

105.2

23.2

49.6

—

-

64.0 (1)

372.4

1980

190.0

109.9

22.0

55.8
_

-

62.0 (q)

439.7

1981

155.6

103.3

16.8

37.7

14.8

3.2

34.9

366.3 -*- =

/. Inclusive Issues of subsidiary crops

Source - National Fertilizer Secretariat
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APPENDIX 6

Table 3. Electricity Consumption (Percentage)

(Abstracted from Economic Review 1981/CentraI Bank of Sri Lanka)

Period

1970-1977

1978-1981

1978

1979

1980

1981

Household

9.3

12.6

10.3

11.8

13.7

14.3

Industrial

52.5

47.4

51.0

48.7

45.0

44.9

Commercial

13.0

14.9

13.7

15.5

16.0

14.5

Local

Authority

23.8

23.9

23.7

22.8

24.1

25.2

Street

Lightning

1.4

1.2

1.3

1.2

1.2

1.1

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

Source — Sri Lanka Electricity Board

APPENDIX 7

Table 4. Estimated Energy Supply for 1981

Sources

Hydro-electricity

Thermal power-electricity

Firewood

Others (Paddy husks, wind, biogas)

Kw Hour

1600

3000

5625

Not available

10225

Percentage

15.7

29.0

55.0

0.3

100.0

Source - Economic Review 1982 September, Peoples' Bank of Sri Lanka
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APPENDIX 8

Table 5. Details of Livestock and Draft Animals

(Agricultural Census)

Group

of Animals

Buffalo

Cows

Poultry

Goat

Hambantota

District

27983

51785

Not available

- D o -

Krindioya

Project Area

4632

7232

Not available

- D o -

Within Tract I of

Right Bank Area

985

2060

252

14

No. of Farm Families Live in R.B. Tract 1 = 2417

Sources - Uncertified Data of the Census and Statistics Department

APPENDIX 9

Biogas Unit - Udawalawa Development Area
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APPENDIX 10

Biogas Unit — Farm School, Angunu Kolapellessa



IMPROVEMENTS IN KAMPUNG SANITATION; THE BANDUNG EXPERIENCE:

MINISTRY OF PUBLIC WORKS

INDONESIA,

This paper describes the improvements to toiifd&n^waM- "disposai being
implemented in three kampungs in Bandung as part of the Bandung Urban
Development Project (BlJDP). I ts relevance to the seminar lies in i ts a t -
tempt to solve the sanitation problems of low-income kampungs with conven-
tional, relatively high-cost means.

THE CONTEXT

hBUDP is a US$ ?0 million urban development project being executed by
the Indonesian Government with financial assistance from the Asian Deve-
lopment Bank. The project ar ises from a major s tudy carr ied out in 1978
by an international consortium of consul tants . It is based. on the f i rs t -
s tage implementation program identified in the s tudy and includes fcjie fol-
lowing sec tors :

* kampung improvement program (KIP)
* drainage
* sewerage
* solid waste management
* serviced housing plots with core houses

This paper is concerned with the upgrading of .facilities under KIP.

Nearly 80% of Bandung's .1.5 million inhabitants live in karnpungs. KIP
is directed at three of the worst kampungs, selected by the study after
evaluation on a number of social and physical indicators*

The three kampungs, housing some 110,000 people on about 240 hec-
t a r e s , exhibit all the classic features: very high density (up to 500 persons
per hec ta re ) , low incomes, poor housing, frequent flooding, polluted water
supply , inadequate sanitation, poor pedestr ian and vehicular access , and
lack of social facilities.

There is a wide range of disposal systems in use at p re sen t : pr ivate
flush and non-flush toilets, communal toilets, drop latr ines built over r ive rs



and canals, and the direct use of rivers and cnna'bî (see Table 1), Apart
from 12 ha in Nyengseret, there is no .formal sew*1?- network, although there
are many informally constructed small sewers. Combined open drains carry
most sullagc and soil water to the nearest water course; Hushing is gene-
rally inadequate and t?it::;e drains are oiten blocked with solid waste-
Flooding is a regular occurrence.

Table 1: Access to Sanitary Facilities (% of households) 1978

Padasuka
Babakan
Surabaya

Nyengseret Total

Own facility

Shared private facility

Use communal facility

Other

Source: Bandung Urban Development and Sanitation Study, Background
Paper No. 2, February 1979.

44

23

10

22

28

25

29

18

S3

25

12

10

43

25

16

16

The majority of households obtain water from shallow wells or by hand
pumps from heavily polluted aquifers. Solid waste is normally deposited
straight into streams or drains which causes an obvious danger to public
health, not only in the immediate areas !ait also further downstream. Simi-
larly, the kampungs are affected by the dumping of solid waste in areas
upistream. In this way, public health is threatened and the incidence of
flooding increased over wide areas.

The basic KIP package consists of an extensive network of new or
improved footpaths, each length incorporating local drainage, piped water
supply, and minor sewers linked, as appropriate to the main, city wide net-
work. In addition, communal ablution units (MCKs) and land for community
facilities are provided.

The supporting infrastructure is provided by other sectors. A phased
sewerage improvement/development program is under implementation which
will eventually serve the whole city with a piped water-borne system. The
drainage program aims at the upgrading of the natural river system to cope
with a 1 in 20 years flood frequency, including the selective construction of



new canals. The stolid vra;;U: management program will cover the whole city,
including KIP areas, with an integrated .«torage, collection, transfer and
disposal system, î.roprovernerii to. the city's water supply is being impie-
mented under a parallel ADB-funded program.

KIP SEWERAGE INPUT

A basic network of minor severs* at <3i! metres per hectare, is being
inserted along with the improved path network. The:,;e are connected to the
main network of secondary an î trunk sewcry, This system is designed l>
allow tor eventual connection to ai! houses^ but. it in recognised thai:, foe a
number of reasons, thi: will not be achieved, in. the short terra.

House connection chambers to serve 5-house units are provided every
,10-15 metres. Connections to the chambers from the houses, to acceptable
specifications, are the responsibility of individual house-owners,

A total of 284 MCKs are being provided on land provided tree, by the
community for those households which cannot have access to individual iaci-
lities. These incorporate a toilet, a bathing cubicle and an open washing
area. There is a range of designs available to suit different locations and
sites. The MCKs are connected to the area sewer network. They are "al-
located" by local community leaders to a group of households which is res-
ponsible for cleansing» payments and minor maintenance works.

SOCIAL IMPACT

It is too early yet to make definitive pronouncements on the social im-
pact of KIP, A number of post-implementation surveys have been carried
out but the results are still under analysis. In any event, the nature of
KIP means that, improvement is a continuous process whose impact is not
precisely measured at a point in time. However, it. must be said that the
areas have obviously benefited enormously, both in physical terms (the im-
provenrients to access, drainage, sanitation, etc.) and in terms of general
confidence: the authorities' expression of support for these areas through
major investments has clearly generated the self-improvement of housing by
owners* A basic question, yet to be ansv/ered, concerns the impact of this
improvement process on the target groups with lower incomes; and whether
the scale of investment may in fact act against interests of these groups.

COSTS

The total cost of the Bandung KJ.F works, excluding sewerage and
solid waste, will amount to US$ 36,690 per hectare. Direct comparisons



justified by the increase: in property values which are expected to result
from the program of improvements.

A fundamental policy decision has been taken to tackle the urban sani-
tation problems through a piped sewerage system. It is certainly expen-
sive; but, technically speaking» it is the most: satisfactory and, arguably,
the onVjA satisfactory long-term solution to the sanitation problem in large
urban centres. However» the very high costs mitigate » gainst replicability,
given financial constraints and the need for subsidy'. A short- and
medium-term strategy may therefore have to be evolved, based on the
phased provision of services so that the capital costs are spread out over a
longer period. Intermediate, lower cost techniques will be used (eg. open
drains instead of deep sewers) , which arc consistent with subsequent phy-
sical integration into a comprehensive piped system. In any event» it is
critical that, in the pursuit of public health goals through improved sani-
tation, the concern with cost factors does not result in the exclusion of
low-income, informal housing areas from such programs on grounds of in-
ferior economic viability.



RECYCLING METHODS : POTENTIAL OF LAND APPLICATION OF SEWAGE

B.N. Lohani

Associate Professor and Chairman
Environmental Engineering Division

Asian Institute of Technology
Bangkok, Thailand

INTRODUCTION

There are several options for recycling of human wastes. Land treat-
ment is one of such options having an immense potential for developing
countries. Figure 1 shows a schematic of various processes of recycling
human wastes such as septic tanks, ponds (aquaculture), composting, bio-
gas, etc. (1). It could be easily seen that land treatment forms an integral
part of the overall recycling processes.

Land treatment of sewage (also known as sewage farming) is not a new
technique but unfortunately it has not received the acceptance or recogni-
tion it deserves. The most outstanding example is to be found in China,
where sewage (mainly nightsoil) has been used for this purpose from time
immemorial and is still being used for this purpose. Historically documented
data on land treatment of sewage shows its use as early as in 1559 in
Bunzlau, Germany (2).

Many people equate land treatment with landfills, dumps, odorous
overloaded sites and the like. Land treatment is not dumping of simple
disposal but on the other hand it is an approach that rises and conserves
the resources in the wastes (water, nutrients and organic matter) to en-
hance the soil and crop production. Unfortunately, there is still a lack in
the appreciation of such a conception and therefore little work has been
done on the development of effective methods of its management strategies
and this is particularly so in the context of developing countries. In de-
veloping countries, land application of sewage could be a potential recycling
and waste disposal option and hence should not be overlooked.

UBRAHr

VX..;,,(
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Figure 1. A Schematic Diagram Showing Various Option of Recycling
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Land treatment of sewage is normally carried out in three different
ways and these are slow rate (or irrigation), rapid infiltration and overland
flow. The other processes which are less adaptable to large-scale use are
wetland and subsurface.

Slow-Rate Process

In this process, the sewage is applied to crops or vegetation (inclu-
ding forest land) by sprinkling or surface techniques consisting of ridge-
and~furrow and border strip flooding. The slow-rate process has the ad-
vantage of getting economic return from sewage by producing marketable
crops, conserving water in irrigation, and preserving and enlarging green-
belts and open spaces. It has the highest potential for removal of most of
the pollutants, involving largest area and widest disposal of pollutants, and
thereby has the minimum impact on soil and vegetation.

Overland Flow

Overland flow is a process in which the sewage is applied over the
upper reaches of the sloped terraces and allowed to flow across the vege-
tates surfaces to run off collection ditches. This grass filtration system
has following advantages :

- It requires less extensive sewage piping systems and less land area
than the slow-rate process systems.

- In this case, land with less infiltration capabilities could be used.

- Since treated sewage remains on the soil surfaces, it facilitates
monitoring of treatment effectiveness and the treated sewage is
readily available for recycling and reuse.

Rapid Infiltration

Rapid infiltration is a system in which most of the applied sewage
percolates through the soil, and the treated sewage eventually reaches the
groundwater. In this case, therefore, rapidly permeable soils, such as
sands and loamy sands are used. Vegetation may or may not be used.
The advantages of this system are :

- Groundwater recharge and possibility of recovery of treated sewage
by pumped withdrawal.

- Minimum land area required.
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Figure 2 shows the basic mechanisms of the above three principal p ro -
cesses (5) . Table 1 and Table 2 respectively present a comparison of the
design features and site characteristics of the same (6).

SPRAY OR
SURFACE
APPLICATIOl

ROOT ZONE

SUBSOIL

EVAPOTRANSPf RATION

CROP

• " : • : • • : > : • '

VARIABLE
SLOPE

DEEP
PERCOLATION

(A) Slow-rate Process or Irrigation

EVAPORATION
PRAY OR

SURFACE APPLICATION

PERCOLATION THROUGH
ïmmmm
'Î ZONE OF AERATION

ilUNSATURATED ZONE

WM RECHARGE MOUND

(B) Infiltration Percolation Rapid Infiltration

SPRAY APPLICATION EVAPOTRANSPtRATION

~ r ^ r < SRASS AND VEGETATIVE LITTER

SHEET FLOW RUNOFF
COLLECTION

(C) Overland Flow

Fig. 2 - Methods of Land Treatment of Sewage ( 5 )



Table 1. Comparison of Design Features for Alternative Land Treatment Processes (6)

Feature

Application techniques

Annual application rate, m

Field area required, ha

Typical weekly
application rate, cm

Minimum preapplication

treatment provided

Disposition of applied
waste water

Need for vegetation

Irrigation

Sprinkler or surface8

0.6-6.0

22-226

2.5-10

Primary
sedimentatione

Evapotranspiration

and percolation

Required

Rapid
Infiltration

Usually surface

6-120

1-22

10-210

Primary
sedimentation

Mainly
percolation

Optional

Wetland
Overland Flow ,

Application

Sprinkler or surface Sprinkler or surface

3-20 1 - 30

10-44 4-113

6-15 c 2.5-60
15-40d

Screening and Primary

grit removal sedimentation

Surface runoff and Evapotranspiration,
evapotranspiration percolation, and
with some runoff
percolation

Required Required

Subsurface
Application

Subsurface piping

2-25

5-56

5-50

Primary
sedimentation

Percolation with
some
evapotranspiration

Optional

i

un

i

3 Includes ridge and furrow and border strip.
b Field area in hectares not including buffer area, roads, or ditches for 0.044 m3/s (1 Mgal/d) flow:
c Range for application of screened wastewater.
d Range for application of lagoon and secondary effluent.
e Depends on the use of the effluent and the type of crop.

Note: cm x 0.3937 = in
m x 3.2808 = ft

ha x 2.4711 = acre
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Table 2. Comparison of Site Characteristics for Land-iTreatment Processes

Characteristics

Climatic
restrictions

Depth to
groundwater,
m

Slope

Soil
permeability

Irrigation

Storage often needed
for cold weather
and precipitation

0.6—0.9 (minimum)

Less than 20%on
cultivated land;
less than 40% on
noncultivated land

Moderately slow to
moderately rapid

Rapid Infiltration

None (possibly modify
operation in cold
weather)

3,0 (lesser depths
acceptable where
underdrainage
provided)

Not critical; excessive
slopes require
much earthwork

Rapid (sands, loamy
sands)

Overland Flow

Storage often
needed for
cold weather

Not critical

Finish slopes
2-8%

Slow (clays,
sites, and
soils with
impermeable
barriers)

Wetland
application

Storage may
be needed
for cold
weather

Not critical

Usually less
than 5%

Slow to
moderate

OTHER ASPECTS OF LAND TREATMENT

Vegetation Considerations

Vegetation has an important role in land treatment and particularly in
the slow-rate and overland flow processes. In the case of slow-rate pro-
cess, it serves as a nutrient extractor and in the case of overland flow, it
also provides a matrix for the growth of organisms and reduces the erosion.

Selection of the type of vegetation is mainly based on the rate of
water, nitrogen and phosphorus uptake, and its marketable value. Typical
nutrient uptake rates for different crops are set out in Table 3 (3).

The quality of sewage to be applied over the vegetation, is often
judged by examining the sodium adsorption ratio (SAR) , total dissolved
solids, bicarbonates, boron and other toxic substances. In certain cases
therefore, the sewage needs to be treated (primarily or secondarily) or
diluted such that these minimum standards are satisfied.
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Table 3. Vegetation Considerations in
Land Treatment of Sewage (3)

Crops
Uptake, kg/ha. yr**

Nitrogen Phosphorus Calcium Ref. Magnesium Ref.

Barley

Corn

Cotton
Potatoes
Soybeans

Wheat

Grain Sorghum
Oats
Alfalfaa

Bromegrass

Coastal Bermuda
Grass

Kentucky Blue
Grass

Quackgrass
Reed Canary

Grass

Ryegrass
Sweet Clover
Tall Fescue

Orchardgrass
Hardwood Forest

70.6
168

174 - 193
207 - 269

140*
74 - 112

230
105 - 143

288
134

56 - 91
140
81*

280
168

224 - 538
504

130 - 224
186

392 - 672

202 - 269LJ \J kJ fcuJ h^ f

224
235 - 280

336 - 448

457
202 - 280

177
151 - 325

151
336

94

17
27

19 -
30 -

25*
13
22

12 -
24
13
17
25*
15*
45
27

22 -
39

39 -
33

34 -

45

27
30 -

40 -

63
62 -

18
29
33
49

9

28
49

20

34

56

45

46

45

84

3* 203 11* 203

6 203

2* 203

49 203 45

203

203

203

25 203 203

* Grain
Also takes N from atmosphere

** AISO taKes IN irom atmospnere.
Converted from original in lb / ac . y r . (1 lb /ac . y r = 1.12 kg /ha yr)
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Soil Considerations

Soil properties are an important factor in identifying and selecting
sites for an economical land treatment system. The important physical and
hydraulic properties of soil, deciding the choice of the land treatment
system, are given in Table 4 (5). An incorrect choice of the site, as well
as treatment method, could lead to the phenomenon of soil clogging, which
could cause serious pollution problems in the surrounding areas.

Table 4. Soil Considerations in Land
Treatment of Sewage (5)

Depth of soil profile, ft
1 - 2
2 - 5
5 - 1 0

Texture and structure
Fine texture, poor structure
Fine texture, well-structured
Coarse texture, well-structured

Infiltration rate, in./h
0.2 - 6
0.2
0.2

Suitable for OF (a)
Suitable for SR and OF
Suitable for all processes

Suitable for OF
Suitable for SR and possibly OF
Suitable for SR and RI

Suitable for SR
Suitable for RI
Suitable for OF

Subsurface permeability
Exceeds or equals infiltraiton rate
Less than infiltration rate

Infiltration rate limiting
May limit application rate

Suitable soil depth must be available for shaping of overland flow
slopes. Slow rate process using a grass crop may also be suitable.

Toxicity Considerations

The sources of potentially toxic elements to sewages are residential,
urban and industrial areas. Table 5 provides a useful guide for the
application of contaminated sewage based on five important heavy metals
(7).
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Table 5. Maximum Amounts of Heavy Metals that can be
Safely Applied to Land (7)

Soil Cation Exchange Capacity
(meq*/100 g soil)

0.5 5 - 1 5 more than 15

Max. metal addition, lb/acre

1000
500
500
20

2000

Zinc
Copper
Nickel
Cadmium
Lead

200
125
125

5
500

500
250
250

10
1000

* Milli-equivalents

Public Health Considerations

The risks and countermeasures in the land treatment of sewage have
been well recorded. As regarded the risks, the incidence of shigellosis.
salmonellosis, typhoid fever and infectious hepatitis have been observed.
Several viral hazards have also been associated. In addition to this, heavy
metals, biocides and other carcinogens present in sewage have been found
to be hazardous to public health.

An effective solution to reduce these risks is to carry out pretreatment
of sewage prior to its land application, provide deep soil layers or deep
drip channels, or use plastic sheets to cover the surfaces. Further, a
careful selection of site reduces the odor nuisance and threats due to mi-
croorganism transport as well as the contamination of nearby groundwater
resources.

MANAGEMENT STRATEGY FOR LAND TREATMENT

Land treatment should not be looked at as a mere treatment device. It
is in fact much more than the other treatment processes, since in this case
an organized exploitation of nutrients, soil and water is made to produce
utilizable bio-mass i.e. vegetation. This is in general a common feature of
most of the recycling methods described earlier. Naturally a consideration
in totality is necessary for an effective utilization of such processes.
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From strictly technological view point, we can design land treatment
systems of different types, but the overriding question is what quality of
sewage should be applied to the land. The various thresholds imposed by
the vegetation, soil, toxicity and public health considerations discussed
earlier do not permit the land treatment system to be implemented in iso-
lation, but supplemented by adequate pretreatment system.

The range of 'pretreatment1 is quite large, and studies have been made
with application of raw sewage treated at a secondary level. In the latter,
land treatment is merely looked at as a tertiary treatment device since most
of the nutrients, necessary for the production of bio-mass, are removed at
the pretreatment stage. Application of raw sewage on land, though suc-
cessful in some cases, could lead to problems of clogging and ponding at
site, bad odours, sickening of soil and vegetation, reduction in the eco-
nomic returns of the crops and high probability of epidemics and public
hazard. On the other hand, use of land as a tertiary treatment device is
not so effective as the recycling potentials of land, i .e. , production of bio-
mass and soil enrichment are not exploited due to nutrient deficiency. Pri-
mary treatment consisting of screening, degritting and rapid sedimentation
(short detention times) appears to be the most practicable pretreatment in
such instances. If the sewage is contaminated due to industrial wastes,
precipitation of toxic elements should be carried out at the sedimentation
basins.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Land treatment of sewage as a recycling option is truly an inter-
disciplinary area of research involving biologists, chemists, agricultural
sciences, hydrologists, public health experts, and civil engineers etc. This
heterogenicety has led to several independent studies on different aspects
of land treatment, but organized research on the 'total aspects' and 'total
evaluation' are not many in the literature. Despite the voluminous litera-
ture on land treatment, therefore, several information gaps (sometimes
overlaps), misinterpretations, poor understanding of the process have re-
sulted which realize into debatable prescriptions, making the decision ana-
lysis quite difficult. A more organized and scientific collection of data is
therefore necessary through careful design of experiments and sustained
monitoring.

Most of the data reported so far is from the Western countries and its
applicability is certainly limited when land treatment systems are to be de-
signed in this region. It is therefore urged that the educational and re-
search institutions in this region take up projects for an indepth evaluation
of land treatment systems.

Another important aspect could be that of data dissemination or dif-
fusion. One positive step towards this problem has been already taken by
ENSIC, at AIT, by preparing a state of art review on 'Land Treatment of
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Municipal Wastewater (3) ' . A similar document on 'Land Application on
Sewage Sludge1 has also been published by ENSIC at AIT (4). A lot more
however, needs to be done, especially on the preparation of easy-to-use
design charts and tables, published in the regional languages.
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Conventional sewerage is a very costly and complicated sanitation solution.
Even in many European and American cities, where for a long time sewage pipes
have connected all neighbourhoods to a central sewage plant, there are often
great difficulties in keeping the system functioning without harm to the envir-
onment; the use of modern detergents by the public can given great problems;
the mixing of industrial waste water with sewage poisons the sludge of the
sewage plants, so that it becomes too dangerous to be used as fertilizer; ^
sometimes the distance to the sewage plant becomes so great that the pipes start
to function as unintended biogas plants, and finally the sludge is often so
pathogenic and volatile that it has to be kept to drain and mature for periods
well up to one year. Likewise is the effluent often so rich in organic and
pathogenic material that discharge into surface water bodies becomes inadvisable.
The notorious Lake Eerie turned black, lost all forms of life and it became a
threat to men, because of such discharge. In this whole process the balance
of nature is seriously disrupted: on the one hand valuable minerals and organic
materials are constantly extracted from the land, which becomes depleted. On
the other hand large quantities of unstable organic material are dumped into
lakes and rivers so that the watercycle is disrupted, and is robbed of all its
oxygen.

To restore the natural balance of the land and water cycles, very costly
measures are necessary. For cities, which do not have sewerage systems yet,
these disadvantages have to be considered in addition to the high costs of
building the sewerage network and treatment plants. The very high consumption
of water that this system requires, has to be added to that and it may be up
to fifty percent of the total water consumption of the city.

The search for alternatives has partly been motivated by these consider-
ations, especially since an evolutionary approach often is an economic necessity.
Very few third world cities would have the resources to build a complete sewerage
system for the entire population in one construction project.

The few attempts to this end in Developing Countries have not been encour-
aging. In Ghana such a system was installed, but even in the areas where the
sewage pipes had been built many of the house owners have refused to be
connected. If this is difficult for new housing projects, even worse is to
build such a network of underground pipes through existing, often unplanned,
residential areas, an engineer's nightmare, which often requires the destruction
of many of the dwellings it intends to serve.

Low Cost Sanitation has therefore become a subject that requires a variety
of solutions, which have to improve the housing conditions without destroying
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them. It is often necessary to find individual solutions for sane houses
first, because in many cases resources are lacking to provide sanitation for
an entire neighbourhood. It also may mean to find a less than perfect solution
first/ which in later stages can be inproved. Waterless solutions or systans
which use little water are an advantage, because water is becoming such a
scarce resource in all urban areas.

Fran the point of view of suitability in existing low income housing
areas, some special criteria are necessary in addition to those requirements
necessary for low cost sanitation in general. As argued elsewhere,* these
criteria should include health, environmental and economic aspects.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

In Developing Countries some special requirements are needed over and
above the general criteria of the WHO. The general population has limited
technical knowledge and it is not realistic to expect a complicated toilet
system to function without much maintenance and service. It should also be
clear that the cost factors decide the applicability of the systems. It is,
therefore, useful to add a few points to the general criteria when applied in
Developing Countries.

Operation
l

The daily operation should require minimal educational and technical
; instructions which can be taught to all ages:

f • - A simple, safe toilet routine should suffice for the daily operation
1 of the system.

Costs

The system should economically be within reach of the people:

I - The construction costs should not exceed 10% of the total house
! investment.
\ • •

i' Construction
I : •

4 It is equally iirportant that the maintenance requirements are low and
that the construction will require mainly local materials and can be executed
by semi-skilled labour:

- The facilities should mainly be made of local materials and require
minimal maintenance.

Water

The scarcity of water and the high costs of foul water treatment are
strong arguments to avoid the use of water as a transport medium:

The use of water to dilute and transport the excreta should, if
possible, be avoided

* See Nimpuno, SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES - A REVIEW OF OPTIONS:
| Gothenburg, 1976
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Urban Adaptability

Sanitation systems are not only needed in future residential areas, but
as the great majority of the urban dwellers in the Developing Countries do not
have direct access to satisfactory excreta disposal systems, it is at least as
important to require that disposal systems are identified for existing housing
areas.

Application should also be possible in existing high density areas.

CRITERIA FOR EXCRETA DISPOSAL SYSTEMS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The five special criteria for Developing Countries should replace the
WHO criteria which just state that a simple and inexpensive construction is
needed.

For existing low income settlements without adequate sanitation facilities
it is of great importance that small scale, even individual household install-
ations can be chosen, that in time the individual provisions can be linked up
to form a network and that the systems gradually can be upgraded. These
requirements can be added to the criteria mentioned earlier.

When the list is then put together, the criteria for developing countries
are as follows:

1 The surface soil should not be contaminated.

2 There should be no contamination of ground water
that may enter springs or wells.

3 There should be no contamination of surface water.

4 Excreta should not be accessible to flies or animals.

5 There should be no handling of fresh excreta, or when
this is indispensable, it should be kept to a strict
minimum.

6 There should be freedom from odours or unsightly
conditions.

7 The daily operation of the system should only require
a simple and safe toilet routine.

8 The construction costs should not exceed 10% of the
total investment in housing.

9 The facilities should mainly be made of local materials
and require minimal maintenance.

10 The use of water to dilute and transport excreta should,
if possible, be avoided.
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11 Application in existing high density areas should be
possible.

For existing neighbourhoods should be added:

12 The system should be suitable for a small scale
application, covering a few households only.

13 It should allow gradual integration into a
neighbourhood network.

14 The system is to allow gradual development to
reach a high environmental and health standard.

During the last decade many alternatives to the conventional sewerage
system have been proposed, tested and developed. Several solutions looked
initially very exciting, but did not find any wider application. Others have
showed that there are low cost solutions which are practical and acceptable
for a variety of conditions.

This choice of options should be offering a solution to the most conxnon
conditions and it is reviewed in this paper. It is useful to look at a few
of the solutions proposed during the past decade that did not find any wider
application.

Modern bucket latrine failures

Several of these proposals originated from the industrialized countries
and proved to be far from low cost when applied in developing countries.
Most of these are modern variations of the bucket latrine: systems to conserve
waste for some time without too many adverse environmental effects and allow
later treatment elsewhere. The chemical toilet, the freeze toilet and the
packaging toilet belong to this group. With chemicals, low temperature or
sealing, the waste does not break down for some time, and can be kept, trans-
ported and handled without much inconvenience. The solutions are quite
expensive and only postpone the problem, because the pathogens in the waste
stay alive and the organic material is not being mineralised. The material
has to be transported to a treatment plant and rendered harmless there. This
is often too costly to achieve and since such toilets are expensive in operation
as well, these systems are not appropriate solutions.

On site treatment failures

Other systems included treatment but did not vrork well in developing
countries or were too expensive in use. The mouldering toilets or composting
toilets and the incinerating toilets belong to this group. The incinerating
toilets are expensive to purchase and to use. Operating on oil, gas or
electric power, the incinerators destroy all pathogens and mineralise all
organic matter, but pollute the air and are very costly.

Mouldering toilets or composting toilets which slowly break dcwn the
waste at ambient temperature are very difficult to operate in humid areas,
are very bulky and failed in several African pilot programmes. These toilets
are based on a very slow natural aerobic composting process that is quite
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sensitive to changes in temperature and humidity. Several attempts to
improve the performance of mouldering toilets resulted in complicated and
expensive installations which still would require more maintenance and care
than seems justified in low income settlements.

For hot dry countries, however, such composting toilets can function well,
as has been demonstrated in the traditional "long drop" toilets of Yemen and
Morocco. Here urine runs off separately and evaporates, while the solid
material is mouldering in a closed vault for many years.

Viable options

The seventies have brought much interest in the subject of Low Cost
Sanitation and many research and implementation programmes have served to
identify viable low cost options. The differences in culture, climate and
economic development of different countries require a variety of solutions
and now a few viable low cost systems have proved to be effective and appro-
priate .

Among the waterborne options one can mention the aqua privy, the improved
cesspool, the pour flush latrine and possibly the biogas system. All these
systems use very little water: 2-5 litres of water each time the toilet is used,
while these systems all give on site treatment.

The septic tank - a three compartment system - requires more flushing water
than that, while the oxidation pond offers a low cost treatment system for small
neighbourhoods and institutions, and is a form of sewerage system. These five
options are so well known that no further elaboration is needed.

Waterless systems which have been applied successfully are improved pit
latrines and the Vietnamese toilet: a double vault anaerobic composting toilet.

An option that has not been applied on any large scale is high temperature
aerobic composting yielding animal or fish feed.

The systems mentioned here are all applicable as low cost, small scale
solutions, but from the users point of view these are more demanding than
conventional sewerage systems, which offer the flush and forget comfort, and
where the treatment takes place far away and is done by professionals. With
site treatment systems, the user has to involve himself in the maintenance and
management tasks in sanitation; sludge has to be pumped out, vaults and tanks
must be emptied and other maintenance operations are required. This requires
motivation, training and supervision and is therefore more demanding than the
flush and forget approach.

Some excellent systems fail if tried on a large scale, because of such
difficulties. Low cost sanitation systems, therefore, will be successful only
if the users are prepared to be trained and are willing to take an active inte-
rest in the proper maintenance of the system.

A very disciplined and highly organized country as Vietnam can apply a
system which requires careful use and maintenance of the anaerobic composting
toilet. At a lesser organized level, either a simpler toilet system has to be
chosen or professional management has to take over the maintenance tasks.
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The Low Cost Sanitation options mentioned here will be discussed in detail
on various papers in the workshops, and all required technical information will
be available from these speakers. The double pour flush will be discussed by
Mr A K Roy of the World Bank project and by Professor Bhatt. The cesspool and
upflow filter will be discussed by Dr. Chongrak and myself. The Improved Eit
Latrine will be presented by several African speakers as well as by Mr R. Carroll
of BRE.

Dr. Le will give details of the Vietnamese anaerobic composting toilet -
Dr Ksemsan and Mrs Mbere will share soms of their experience of the aqua privy
with us. From Brazil and Hawaii we will hear some details on aeration ponds.

Mr Rajput and several other Indian speakers will take up the Biogas system,
which above all is of relevance in conjunction with animal waste.

The conventional three compartment septic tank is certainly known to all and
will not need any further introduction.
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DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS

The Aqua Privy

The Aqua Privy has gained new interest with the recent improvements. The
Aqua Privy is a single water borne sanitation system which can be used
for family size units as well as for large public facilities. It consists of a
single waterfilled tank, where excreta decomposes under anaerobic conditions
into gasses, which are vented out of the tank and sludge which settles in the
tank and which has to be removed periodically. The Aqua Privy can be built
either with or without flushing arrangements.

Waste water cones into the tank through the drop pipe causing an equal
volume of effluent to leave the tank through an overflow into a soakage or
into a sewer line. The water in the tank is covered with a layer of scum which
hinders oxygen from the air to dissolve into the water but allows gas from the
tank to bubble through. This biological membrane plays an important role in
the effective decomposition of the excreta in the tank, and should not be
ruptured by incoming or outflowing material. The drop pipe and the outlet should
therefore be well submerged under the membrane.

The effluent is not as well purified as the effluent from a septic tank
and it still contains lighter, suspended solids and seme pathogens. It can
however be infiltrated into the ground or even be used for subsurface irrigation.

In a recent R & D project in Botswana, several improvements of the Aqua
Privy were tested to increase its convenience for the users. Instead of a
squatting plate a pedestal of ceramic material was used, with a circular pan,
causing a spiraling flow of the flush water, thus increasing its flushing effect.
An inlet for the disposal of laundry water, dish water and shower water was
introduced as well.

The Aqua Privy has proved to be an effective low cost sanitation system and
in a number of countries it functions well in housing estates as well as in
public buildings. The size of the tank can be adapted to the number of people
using the systems. For the refugee camps in Thailand a new type of aqua privy
was developed locally. A prefabricated plastic tank of ca. 4 cubic metres with
4 squatting plates on top has been installed as a neighbourhood unit in the
latest camps. Overloading as well as overflowing soakage pits have been plaguing
the first units.

It is possible to interconnect several Aqua Privies with a small bore sewer
for additional treatment. Since the effluent already has lost most of its
organic load a very simple treatment system, such as an oxidation pond suffices
to assure a satisfactory result.

The sludge has to be removed periodically from the tank and has to be
stored for some time before it is suitable as fertilizer. The Aqua Privy is
suitable for refugee camps and offers a good standard of sanitation. The
system is also an economical solution for permanent settlements, the mainte-
nance is simple and the installation and operational costs are low.
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The Cesspool

The cesspool design as it was launched as the low cost solution for urban
areas in Thailand in the early seventies, consists of two interconnected tanks.
The first tank is for settling solids, while the partly purified effluent flows
into a second tank, a soakage.

The first tank has a ventpipe, since most of the biogas is produced here,
and an inlet for the waste is a squatting plate with a waterseal. Both tanks
are made of concrete rings; the first one has a tight bottom, the second one
has no floor. This design requires regular removal of the sludge, but the
system still percolates a considerable quantity of unstabilized organic matter
and pathogens into the ground water. It is however very easily constructed
and requires little maintenance.

The system works reasonably well in areas with a high ground water level,
which keeps the second tank filled with fluids. As a result a secondary
treatment takes place before the effluent soaks away. If there is a lew ground
water level, however, the overflowing fluids from the first tank soak away into
the ground before any secondary treatment takes place. The pollution effect
will then be considerable.

Very few houses in Bangkok lack a toilet facility. The sanitation
campaigns of the last two decades have resulted in a very high acceptance of
individual facilities: well over 90% of the slum households have one kind of
toilet system or another.

Two important factors have played a role in the rapid acceptance of toilets
in the Bangkok slums. The availability of an effective waterseal prevents the
occurrence of unpleasant odours and the vicinity of a toilet is therefore not
provoking negative reactions.

The second factor contributing to the general acceptance relates to the
simple construction methods developed for the system. The whole construction
is readily available in prefabricated parts from a multitude of suppliers at
a very low price. The system is so cheap in its implementation that many
households build a second toilet instead of emptying the original one. A
complete unit is available from any building material supplier for as little
as US$40.

In summary, easy and economic supply of the installations and the elimin-
ation of unpleasant sights and odours are the key factors behind the high
implementation ratio of toilet systems in Thailand.

A second look at the system however discloses a different picture. The
actual installations that one finds in the slums are somewhat different from
the original cesspool design.

Instead of two tanks, there is only one - it consists of a set of rings
without a bottom plate and has a squatting plate with a water seal, but without
a ventpipe on top. The tank sometimes hardly enters into the soil, but rises
through the surrounding water up to the floor of the house. The user still
enjoys the same advantages as in the case of the correct double pit cesspool;
cheap and easy installation and an effective waterseal keeping out all
unpleasant odours.
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The treatment process however has changed radically. Fluids leach
directly without treatment into the surrounding surface water. There is no
secondary treatment of effluents and the percolation of fresh faecal matter into
the water body is quite possible. There are many operational problems with
this type of toilet, but from the users point of view it is satisfactory: it
is cheap to construct and pleasant to use. The operational difficulties are
not immediately apparent. The leaching effect constitutes a long term health
hazard and causes severe pollution. The direct soakage reduces the mineral-
isation process of the settling solids. The lack of a ventpipe results in a
build-up of biogas in the tank and causes blockages.

The adverse environmental conditions in the slums are partly related to
this malpractice of building simplified cesspools. In order to improve the
performance of the cesspools much development work has been done in recent
years. The addition of an upflow filter as a secondary stage after the cesspool
is a radical improvement.

The upflow filter is an effluent purification tank connected with the
overflow of the cesspool. It can be built as an improvement to the regular
cesspool as well as for the simplified one.

The effluent is released at the bottom of the upflow filter and flows
through a gravel bed to the top of the filter tank and is then discharged
through an outlet pipe. The purification is the result of microbiological
action of bacteria attached to the surface of the gravel.

The final effluent may be safe enough to be discharged in storm water
drains. The first field tests of the upflow filter have been quite successful,
although clogging problems have occurred. Intermittent loading, and flushing
with stormwater should however be adequate to cope with this problem. The
upflow filter can be constructed with the same prefabricated concrete rings
as the cesspool system and is therefore a cheap improvement of the existing
cesspools.

The Vietnamese Toilet

The Vietnamese Toilet is a family unit consisting of two above ground
tanks for dry anaerobic composting. Each toilet yields about 1 cubic metre
of biofertilizer per annum. The Vietnamese Toilet is a composting toilet,
but differently from other systems, the composting process takes place
aeration or turning over of the material. Composting systems are usually very
sensitive to temperature, humidity, acidity and C/N ratio.

The Vietnamese avoided most of these problems by separating urine from
faeces and by constructing the system for anaerobic composting. The separate
treatment of urine greatly reduces the acidity, humidity and lowers the
nitrogen content of the waste pile. To achieve a suitable C/N ratio it is
sufficient to throw some ashes on the fresh excreta, which also eliminates
odours and prevents the presence of flies. Urine is led away to a separate
container with either water or soil and ashes. The urine is, after a few days,
used as garden fertilizer.

The toilet is very simple to construct and to operate, and the Vietnamese
claim to have applied the system for practically the entire rural population.
The system is surprisingly free from odours, insects and other disagreeable
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by-effects. It is the only toilet system that functions well in swainpy and
flood prone areas. For refugee settlements it should be possible to construct
larger units. The Vietnamese system has been tested in Mozambique and Canada
and it should be a very suitable solution for many other countries. It has so
far not been used in public facilities, but only as a family size unit. In
Vietnam the toilet is generally applied in peri-urban and rural areas.

f It seems that the system lends itself for further development so that even
I public buildings and urban housing can be served by this excellent sanitation

system.

The Improved Pit Latrine

The basic concept of the pit latrine is very simple. The human waste is
• deposited in a deep pit which is gradually filled and then sealed and left

undisturbed for a long time to ensure the mineralisation of the organic matter.

The pit latrine is the most widespread and simplest of the rural sanitation
: systems. In favourable circumstances pits will have a long lifetime and can
• be effective at a very low cost. But pit latrines have developed a bad name

because of the problems caused by inadequate construction. A poorly constructed
pit can collapse, be flooded, be smelly and plagued with insect infestations.

The infiltration of fluids from the pit into the ground water may pollute
it over a wide area and may contaminate nearby wells. It is essential that a
pit latrine is well drained; if fluids accumulate in the pit anaerobic cond-
itions develop, producing very disturbing biogas. Pit latrines should therefore
be built in stable permeable soil with a low water table. In rocky or very
clayish soils the pit will function as an open cess pit, which obviously should
be avoided.

A reliable and functional construction is necessary to avoid unpleasant
events such as collapsing or flooding pits. Surface water should be prevented
from entering the pit and undermining its stability. The construction should
be so stable that collapse will not occur.

It is therefore in most soils necessary to have a strong lining of the
upper part of the pit. Insect proofing of the latrine is another measure which
should be considered.

Among the recent improvements of the pit latrine, we can mention projects
in Botswana, Zimbabwe and South Africa which used a ventilated pit, with a
15 cm. diameter ventpipe. The pipe is topped with mosquito netting (wire mesh)
and allows daylight to enter into the pit to attract flies. It was found that
flies get trapped and die at the top part of the ventpipe. The toilet room
itself was often placed on undisturbed ground next to the pit with a diagonal
asbestos or PVC chute into the pit. This offset positioning of the pit reduces
the risk of collapse.

Another interesting detail in pit latrine design was introduced in the pit
slabs in the Mozambican sanitation programme. The slabs are round and concave.
Made of reinforced concrete, these have proved to be strong enough for trans-
port handling and for the maximum loads required.
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Another variation is the VIP (Wright, Ghana) which combines the advantage
of the vertical drop with the stability of a partly offset pit. The use of
a waterseal, in the pour flush latrine, also allows offset positioning of the -
pit while it has the additional advantage of preventing odours from entering
the toilet roan. In the Khao I Dang refugee camp in Thailand, long trenches
of 3-4 metres depth were used under long rows of toilet cubicles, crude timber
ventpipes at the back of the cubicles reduced the odours, while lime was thrown
into the pit after each use. The capacity of the latrines proved to be great,
but flooding and collapsing of pits plagued the system.

These quite large pits of 3-5 cubic metres or more can serve for periods
exceeding ten years and are during that time almost maintenance free. After
the pits have been filled, the contents will have to be left undisturbed for
about a year before they are well-mineralised and safe to handle. Emptying
a pit after a shorter period of time is both very unpleasant and risky.

A double pit design has been developed by the Building Research Establish-
ment of Watford, UK (Carroll) using shallow (1.5 cubic metre pits) as a family
unit with a three year emptying cycle. The arrangement should be practical
in areas where the ground water table can reach up to 1.30 metres under the
soil surface. This Permanent Improved Pit latrine (PIP) being tested in
Botswana can be planned as a permanent installation. The size of the pit and
the dimensions of the slab are critical factors in the construction costs of
pit latrines. The limited size of the PIP pit gives also the advantage of a
much cheaper installation. The requirement of a one year retention period is
easily fulfilled and emptying is therefore safe.

The PIP is therefore a promising design which has considerable advantages
over the conventional large pits.

The Double Pour Flush

Thé Double (Vault) Pour Flush system has been developed in India and is
now applied there as well as in Nepal and Bangladesh on a wide scale by the
World Bank projects.

It combines features of the Vietnamese and the cesspool systems, is easy
to operate and cheap and simple to build. It is however less suitable for areas
with a very high ground water level because it leaches. The Double Pour Flush
consists of a squatting plate with a water seal alternatingly connected to
two tanks. When a tank fills up gradually the fluids seep out through the
perforated bottom leaving the solid material in the vault. When the tank is
full, the connector is switched to the second tank while the dry material in
the first one is left undisturbed to mineralise. The retention time is as
long as one year, which guarantees an adequate pathogen destruction. The
stabilised compost is removed and used as fertilizer when the second tank has
filled up. The emptied first tank is now ready for use again. As with the
cesspool, this toilet is siirple and pleasant to use. Two litres of water are
enough to flush the system and the squatting plates are easy to clean. Double
vault systems have the advantage that the faecal matter is retained for a long
time to ensure mineralisation and pathogen destruction. Urine and flushing
water are allowed to seep away, while only solid material is accumulated which
constitutes merely 20% of the total volume of excreta received. The composting
of the dry material is similar to that of the Vietnamese toilet, which is known
for its effectiveness.
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The effluent leaching away certainly still contains elements of faecal
matter and thus pathogens. Cn well drained grounds where the vaults are
above ground water level this is acceptable. It concerns small quantities
which do not exceed the absorption capacity of soil. In high ground water
areas, however, the tanks fill up with water and become leaching pools,
similar to the cesspool. It is not a suitable system for such areas. The
double vault pour flush allows cleansing water to enter into the tank. It
also has the advantage that it requires no handling of unstabilised material.
The compost is, by the time it is removed, inoffensive and safe; emptying and
transport is therefore not experienced as repulsive.

Aerobic Composting

Different from the options mentioned above, Aerobic Composting of
Human Waste has not found any wide scale application so far. It offers how-
ever, exciting possibilities for recycling. The organic matter in human waste
is still rich in protein and is suitable as animal feed for fish and pigs. In
South East Asia this has been utilised for centuries: in Vietnam and Indonesia
fish ponds are fed with fresh human waste, while China, Bali and the Philippines
have used it as pig feed.

This practice is far from safe since intestinal parasites and other patho-
gens can reinfest man after surviving in these animals. Effective pathogen
destruction can be achieved by aerobic composting, which produces sufficient
temperatures (50 - 60 C) to pasturise the compost. The compost is a neutral
and inoffensive stable soil, which is easy and safe to handle. It is still
valuable as a nutrient for animals or as a soil fertilizer. The great draw-
back of composting is the need for handling the fresh night soil; a risky and
disagreeable task. It requires a regular turning of the compost pile to
assure good aeration and a sufficient pathogen destruction. The development
of box composters has solved many of these disadvantages.

A mixture of human waste with straw, paper or hyacinth fed into the in-
sulated, aerated composting box can be left undisturbed until the compost has
been stabilised. The compost has a considerable value as fish, pig and chicken
feed and can be an income-generating product. The technology of aerobic
composting is simple and not costly. The constraints lie in the organisational
and cultural fields. It would only become attractive if it can be organised
at the community level. It is then that sufficient quantities are available
and that paid workers can operate the system. A safe bucket collection system
combined with a well organised composting unit may become an attractive neigh-
bourhood level solution.

IMPLEMENTATICN

Sanitation is a collective concern, which requires the active understanding
and cooperation of all community members. Since it is a taboo ridden subject,
it also is difficult to achieve such cooperation. Cultural and organisational
constraints are more important than the technology; the technical options are
there, but application requires much determination and effort. Educational
factors play a very important role because only if a basic understanding of the
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needs for sanitation has been achieved, the people can be mobilised for its
implementation. The implementation programmes will be different for each
area, adjusting to the local traditions and culture. At the same time, it
changes habits and beliefs and becomes therefore an element of cultural change.

This complexity of factors may be one of the reasons why sanitation so
far has failed to reach most low income groups.

Technicians are not the best agents of change, while other professionals
feel unsure of the technical requirements of sanitation and environmental
health.

Sanitation for part of the population, however, does not make any sense,
and the implementation of affordable and acceptable solutions for lew income
groups is therefore an important question for us all.
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Hygienic disposal of human waste is a serious problem in most deve-
loping countries, especially in the rural areas where the level of education
and concern for health are at a minimum. There are various ways to treat
and dispose of human excreta. However, with the recent energy crisis, the
concept of waste recycling rather than waste treatment alone has received
wide attention. One of the waste recycling technologies currently being
promoted is anaerobic digestion of human excreta for the production of bio-
gas. Biogas largely consists of methane (CH.) about 65%, carbon dioxide
(CO_) about 30%, and trace concentrations of other gases. CH. is the de-
sirable gas because of its high calorific value (890-1,070 BTU/ft3) and can
be used primarily in household cooking, lighting, and heating.

It has been reported that there are approximately 80,000 biogas plants
in China, 36,000 in India, 27,000 in Korea, 7,000 in Taiwan, less numbers
in the Philippines, Thailand, Indonesia and Japan (1). The majority of
these biogas plants are fairly small (1-6 m3) and owned by individual
farmers, though larger community-scale plants (30 m3) on plantations and
associated with schools and co-operatives exist. There is variation in what
thought to be the minimum number of animals required, or gas used, by a
single household, though reports indicate that in practice consumption may
be as low as 0*2 m3 per capita for daily cooking and some biogas digesters
could operate on one cow and the family nightsoil. The monthly production
of biogas from one person's excreta (or nightsoil) was estimated to be about
1.0 mJ, depending on dietary habits; whereas the monthly gas consumption
for cooking was 5 to t it3 per person, assuming efficient burner operation
(2). Thus, to produce sufficient biogas, the human nightsoil to be fed to
a biogas digester should be supplemented with animal manure or vegetable
matters. This paper presents long-term performance results of four pilot-r
scale biogas digesters fed with a mixture of nightsoil, water hyacinth
(Eichhornia crassipes), and rice straw. Data of some microbiological inves-
tigations are included.



PRINCIPLE OF BIOGAS PRODUCTION

The anaerobic process in which the biog;vs is formed involves the de-
composition of organic and inorganic matter in the absence of molecular
oxygen, and. consists of two phases oi digestion. In the first phase, sa-
prophytic bacteria attack or hydrolyse complex organic compounds present
in the nightnoii and other waste materials such fats, proteins, and carbo-
hydrates; these compounds, arc converted to simple organic substances suit-
able for ac.:d~f arming bacteria to metabolise and produce volatile acids
(mainly a ;et;ic acids), h) the second phase, the activity oi methane-forming
bacteria is prédominant in which the volatile acids produced ~dre utilized

with, the formation of CK and other A ..diagram oi anaerobic
digestion of organic compounds Is shown, in Figure 1.
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To maintain an anaerobic system that will stabilize organic compounds
and produce bioga.s efficiently, the acid-forming and methane-forming
bacteria must be in a state of dynamic equilibrium. Some of the important
factors influencing efficiency of the biogas process arc as follows.

I The difference between ambient; temperature and digester temperature
| is ir. the order of 1°- 2e C, as there is not much heat generated during
I anaerobic decomposition. 'The methane bacteria of various kinds ar^ present
! within the mesophilic and therrnophilic ranges. The higher the température
î the better the anaerobic digestion (more, gas produced), up to :\ limit of 55
î °C. The digester can be heated by external sources, but it may be
1 cheaper to bury the digester underground.
I

t i^- Loading

I This term can be expressed in terms of organic loading (kg BOD or
I COD/m*/-d), and hydraulic loading or detention time.. A too-high organic
I loading will normally result in excessive, volatile acids concentrations in the
| digester (sour condition) with a consequent decrease in pH, an adverse
I effect to methane-forming bacteria. A too-low organic loading to the di~
| gester will not provide sufficient quantity of gas for household uses. An
I optimum loading to the digester has been reported to be about 2 kg
I COD/m3-d for pig and poultry manure wastes.
\
I The hydraulic loading or detention time has an equally significant e(~
| feet to digester performance. An optimum detention time for a digester
| (normally 30-60 days) is dependent on the types of incoming raw materials
I and environmental conditions inside the digesters. Too short a detention
{. time will not allow sufficient time for the bacteria to metabolize the wastes,
§ while too long a detention time could result in accumulation of digested ma-
| /""s- terials.

| ' E"

I Low or acidic pit retards the growth of methane bacteria. This con-
| dit ion could occur when there is too high acidification of the fermenting

mass, due to oveT-loading or some environmental factors that will inhibit
methane-bacteria growth, the gas generation will suffer. Too high pH can
also cause adverse effects to the methane bacteria. Dilution or low loading
have been found to make pH less critical, in this case.

Ammonia 'J.'oxicity

Ammonia nitrogen increases with long detention time and could inhibit
gas production when its concentration reaches a critical level. Again, dilu-
tion or low loading makes ammonia toxicity less critical.
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2£^E£ ; This is! the free npace in the top por-
tion of the digestion chamber, the volume of which is subjected to changes
due to gas pressure developed inside the chamber. The developed pressure
will push the digester slurry up through the three opemngs, ruï.Eiieiy the
inlet, the outlet, and the water pressure tank connecting pipe.

4» 0u^^ei: : ï'h-e outlet is made of 100 inrn diameter PVC pipe fitn-d
to the digestion chamber tit .the level 150 mm above the. digester bottom. A
drainage pipe, made of 100 mm diameter PVC and incorporated to the outlet,
is closed with a valve except whe.i draining off the digester slurry»

5* Water Pressure Tank : 1 he water pressure tank, B hollow
square of concrete (700 x 700 x !>IK'J rotn : width x length x depth), is con-
nected to the digestion chamber by a 120 mm diameter steel pipe inserted
into the slurry about 1000 mm above the digester bottom. The slurry en-
ters the water pressure tank when there is pressure developed in the di-
gestion chamber and will stay there as long as the pressure in the gas sto-
rage chamber is higher than the atmospheric pressure. The level of slurry
in the water pressure tank is used as a. pressure head to force the gas in
the storage chamber to flow through the gas vent to the gas facilities.
Because the pressure head of slurry in the water pressure tank is equal to
those in the inlet and outlet, the locations of these inlet and outlet should
be high enough to avoid unnecessary spill of the slurry. The water pres-
sure tank is necessary for storing the excessive slurry pushed up by the
biogas pressure; Otherwise, the sizes of the inlet and outlet have to be
enlarged.

6. Gas Vent : The gas vent, made of 20 mm diameter PVC pipe is
equipped with a valve for controlling the gas flow rate. There is a mano-
meter connected to the gas line for pressure measurement. 'The. excessive
gas produced is stored in :i separate gas storage tank as shown in Figure
2.

''" Mixing Device ; A mixing device is consisted of a central steel
pipe with a handle at its top and four b mm thick steel disks (300 x 300 mm
; width x length.) attached as shown in Figure 2. Mixing is accomplished
by rotary and vertical translator1/ motions of the: central steel pipe. The
disks agitate the slurry to provide better contact between the organic mat-
ter and the bacteria, and this op«-ra? ton prevents accumulation of the di-
gested residues in the digestion chamber.

Four 'i.b m3-digesters of thta typr were constructed for i:he experi-
ment. The total construction cost of: tsach digester, based on 'ch«; ^ocal mar-
ket price in. Bangkok during August ! 9'il, wa.v 4,900 baht (or U8$ 215).

Raw Materials

The raw materials- used as influent to the bir.jr̂ w digester a were a mix-
ture of nJghtsoii, water hyacinth, and rice straw. The nightsoil was
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obtained from a jail in Patumthani provice, the water hyacinth and rice
straw were available in abundance nearby; some characteristics of these raw
materials are shown in Table 1. The water hyacinth and rice straw were
shredded into small pieces» about l-Z cm long» prior to mixing with the
nightsoii. The influent mixture was prepared in such a proportion as to
produce a carbon/nitrogen (C/N) ratio of approximately 25/1, suitable for
microbial metabolism, and its moisture content adjusted to be about 9-10%.

Table 1. Characteristics of Raw-Materials Used
for Biogas Production

Raw
Materials

Carbon
% by

Weight
(C)

Nitrogen Phospho- Moisture
% by rus % by Content

Weight Weight % by
(N) (P) Weight

Volatile
Solids C/N
g/kg Ratio

Water'hyacinth 38.2-47.1 1.2-2.4 • 0.3-0.8- 12.0-93.0 688-848 18/1-30/1

Nightsoii 45.2-51.0 3.4-4.8 0.5-1.0 81.0-86,0 814-918 10/1-13/1

Rice straw 44.0-49.0 0.5-0,9 0.09-0.2 10.0-12.0 792-882 48/1-86/1

Digester Operation

Each biogas digester was started up, with a batch process of 50 days,
by being loaded with 200 1 of anaerobically digested sludge from a waste-
water treatment plant in Bangkok, and 2.8 3 of the influent mixture. Sub-
sequently, the digesters were operated on a semi-continuous basis with
feeding undertaken once/day, while mixing was. conducted twice/day, before
and after feeding. The hydraulic detention time of the digesters was kept
between 50-70 days to ensure adequate degradation of the raw materials.
The quantity of slurry withdrawn from the digesters was made equal to that
of the influent fed to maintain the above operating conditions. All four
digesters were operated in a similar way. The organic loadings of the four
digesters varied from 0.6 to 3.5 kg volatile solids/m3/day, depending on
the raw material jnixture •characteristics.

Digesters No. 1 and 2 were initially loaded on 17 and 26 June 1980,
respectively. However, these digesters did not function until December,
mainly due to leakages. Digesters Mo. 4 and 3 were initially loaded on 26th
December 1980 and 10th January 1981, respectively. Digesters No. 1 and 2
started functioning from the first week of December 1980 and Digesters No.
3 - and 4 from 20 January and February 1981, respectively. Continuous
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loading of digesters No. 1 and 2 was started from December and. continuai:s
loading of digesters N, 3 and 4 from the first week of March 1981.

The measurement of biogas production was conducted regularly, as fre-
quently as possible, while the other parameters, pU, temperature, total
solids, volatile solids, nitrogen, phosphorus and COO of the influent mix-
ture and digester .slurry were analysed periodically.

Public Me'i.i.-'h

The «.ttRmu'tiori of ert-:;rie organisms (bacteria, viruses and helminths)
during the anaerobic digestion process was studied. Samples of biogM tli-
gt;,^ter ini!u...Pt and effluent: were collected monthly and analysed for stan-
dard plate count bacteria, total coJiforms, faecal coliforms, bacleriophage,
and for the ova of helminths.

RESULTS

The percent COD reduction for the four biogas digesters ranged from
about 80 to over 90, depending on the influent concentration. Because the
bulk form of the influent was volatile solids (vs), the mean percent reduc-
tion for volatile solids in all digesters was also more than 80, while the
mean reduction of total solids ranged from 76 to 89 percent. There were
about 44-45 and 40-53 percent reductions of N and P, respectively, in these
biogaf> digesters. The slurry pH were found to be between 7.8, the most
desired range for anaerobic bacteria. A summary of the biogas digester
performance based cm the chemical characteristics of inffuent and effluent
are presented in Table 2. These data indicate that all four digesters ope-
rated satisfactorily.

A comparison between ambient temperature and the temperature within
biogas digester number 1, made every 3 hours for a 48 hour period, indi-
cated relatively slight changes in digester temperature from 28.4 °C to 30.0
°(-. Ambient temperatures were higher than the digester temperature
during the day but were lower during the night. More routine semi-diurnal
measurements of the temperature of biogas slurry from the four digesters
also indicated a relatively low and uniform temperature of ranges of 1. to 4



To maintain an anaerobic system that will stabilize organic compounds
and produce biogas efficiently, the acid-forming and methane-forming
bacteria must be in a state of dynamic equilibrium. Some of the important
factors influencing efficiency of the biogas process arc as follows.

The difference between ambient temperature and digester temperature
is in the order of i°- 2'"' C, as there is not much heat generated during'
anaerobic decomposition. The methane bacteria of various kinds art; present
within the mesophilic and thermophilic ranges. The higher the temperature
the better the anaerobic digestion (more gas produced), up to 3. limit of 55
°C. The digester can be heated by external sources, but it may be
cheaper to bury the digester underground.

fad ing

This term can be expressed in terms of organic loading (kg BOD or
COD/m3/-d), and hydraulic loading or detention time. A too-high organic
loading will normally result in excessive, volatile acids concentrations in the
digester (sour condition) with a consequent decrease in pH, an adverse
effect to methane-forming bacteria. A. too-low organic loading to the di-
gester will not provide sufficient quantity of gas lor household uses, An
optimum loading to the digester has been reported to be about 2 kg
COD/m3-d for pig and poultry manure wastes.

The hydraulic Joading or detention time' has an equally significant ef-
fect to digester performance. An optimum detention time for a digester
(normally 30-60 days) is dependent on the types of incoming raw materials
and environmental conditions inside the digesters. Too short a detention
time will not allow sufficient time for the bacteria to metabolize the wastes,
while too long a detention time could result in accumulation of digested ma-
terials.

Eli

Low or acidic pll retards the growth of metham, bacteria. This con-
dition could occur when there is too high acidification of the fermenting
mass, due to over-loading or some environmental factors that will inhibit
methane-bacteria growth, the gas generation will suffer. Too high pH can
also cause adverse effects to the methane bacteria. Dilution or low loading
have been found to make pH less critical., in this case.

Ammonia Toxicit

Ammonia nitrogen increase-:; with long detention time and could inhibit
gas production when its concentration reaches a critical level. Again, dilu-
tion or low loading makes ammonia toxicity less critical.



Viscosity of the Slurry

Viscosity can cause stratification of the, slurry which then reduce the
bacterial activity to a minimum. Moreover, the gases produced would be
accumulated in the slurry and some of them such as H S have an inhibiting
effect on the bacteria. Stirring, dilution and low loading can help solve
this problem.

Stirrtn g_

In general, stirring has advantages to the biogas digester as the bac-
teria will be uniformly dispersed and will contact better with the incoming
wastes, stratification is prevented, all result in better gas yield. Stirring
can be done by gas mixing and plunger. However, the benefits of stirring
to small-scale digesters are less than those for large-scale digesters.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design Jj£

There are two major types of biogas digesters employed worldwide,
namely, the movable cover or the Indian type and the fixed cover or the
Chinese type. Although a considerable number of these biogas digesters
have been installed-, there have been numerous problems such as the high
capital cost of construction and installation, temperature fluctuation, block-
ing of the inlet and outlet chambers, and no provision for mixing the con-
tents of the digester. These factors, either individually or.in combination,
could lead to failure in CH production and eventually to the abandoning of
the biogas digester. Previous work was undertaken to develop and modify
the existing types of digester, and the size of the pilot scale digester (or
the low-cost biogas digester) constructed was 60 litres (3). In this study,
the digester is similar to the low-cost biogas digester except with a lew
modifications. 'The digester size is 3.5 m* (Figure 2). The main compo-
nents of this biogas digester are describe'.! below and the construction de-
tails are presented elsewhere (4).

1. Inlet ; The raw materials (influent) are fed through this inlet
into the digestion chamber. The inlet is made of 100 mm diameter PVC pipe
fitted to the digestion chamber 100 mm above the digester bottom to allow
for maximum contact between the organic matter in the influent and the
anaerobic bacteria,

2, Digestion Chamber Ï The digestion chamber is made of a ferro-
cement cylinder with an inner diameter of 1500 mm and a height of 2000 mm.
This chamber, where digestion of the organic matter occurs, is connected
with the inlet, outlet and the water pressure tank connecting pipe» The
chamber is placed 1300 mm underground to avoid excessive temperature
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Â ™ ^ J is the free «pace in the top por-
tion of the digestion chamber, the volume of which Is subjected to changes*
due to gas pressure developed inside the chamber. The developed pressure
will push the digester slurry up through the three openings, namely the
inlet» the outlet, and the wafer pressure tank connecting pipe.

4. ÇîiiiÎ5:J: : The outlet is made of 100 mm diameter PVC pipe fitted
to the digestion chamber at .the level 150 mm above the digester bottom. A
drainage pipe» marie of 100 mm diameter PVC and incorporated to the outlet,
is closed with a valve except wherî draining off the digester siurrv»

5, Water £* r££su^ Tank : The' water pressure tank, a hoiiow
square of concrete (700 x 700 x 500 mm ". width x length ;-c depth) > is corr
nected to the digestion chamber by a 120 mm diameter steel pipe inserted
into the slurry about 1000 mm above the digester bottom. The slurry en-
ters the water pressure tank when there is pressure developed in the di-
gestion chamber and will stay there as long as the pressure in the gas sto-
rage chamber is higher than the atmospheric pressure. The, levé) of slurry
in the water pressure tank, is used as a pressure head to force the gas in
the storage chamber to flow through the gas vent to the gas facilities.
Because the pressure head of slurry in the water pressure tank is «qua! to
those in. the inlet and outlet, the locations of these inlet and outlet should
be high enough to avoid unnecessary spill of the slurry. The water pres-
sure tank is necessary for storing the excessive slurry pushed up by the
biogas pressure; otherwise, the sizes of the inlet and outlet have to be
enlarged.

&as v e n t » made of 20 mm diameter PVC pipe is
equipped with a valve for controlling the gas flow rate. There is a mano-
meter connected to the gas line for pressure measurement. The excessive
gas produced is stored in a separate gas storage tank as shown in Figure
2.

7. Mjj£mjjj_ j^evice ; A, mixing device is consisted of a central si eel
pipe with a handle at: its top and four b mm thick, steel disks (300 x 300 mm
: width x length) attached as shown in Figure 2, Mixing is accomplished
by rotary and vertical trans.iat.ory motions of the central steel pipe. The
disks agitate the slurry to provide better contact between the organic mat-
ter and the bacteria, and this operation prevents accumulation of the di-
gested residues in the digestion chamber.

Four 3.i:) m3-digesters o,C this type were constructed tor. the cxperi-
raent. The total construction cost of each digester, based on the local mar-
ket prie*- m Bangkok during August 1981, wa:- 4,900 baht (oi US$ 215).

Raw Materials

The raw materials used, as influent to the bio par-; digestt-rs were, a mix-
ture of nightsoil, water hyacinth t and rice straw. The nightsoil was
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obtained from a jail in. Patumthani provice, the water hyacinth and rice
straw were available in abundance nearby; some characteristics of these raw
materials are shown in. Table 1. The water hyacinth and rice straw were
shredded into small pieces, about 1-2 cm long, prior to mixing with the
nightsoil. The influent mixture was prepared in such a proportion as to
produce a carbon /nitrogen (C/N) ratio of approximately 25/1, suitable for
microbial metabolism, and its moisture content adjusted to be about 9-10%.

Table 1, Characteristics of Raw "-Materials Used.
for .Biogas Production

Carbon Nitrogen Phospho- Moisture
Raw % by % by rus % by Content

Materials Weight Weight Weight % by
(C) (M) (P) Weight

Volatile
Solids C/N

g/kg Ratio

Water hyacinth 38.2-47.1 1.2-2.4 0.3-0.8 12.0-93.0 688-848 18/1-30/1

Nightsoil 45.2-51.0 3.4-4.8 0.5-1.0 81.0-86,0 814-918 10/1-13/1

Rice straw 44.0-49.0 0.5-0.9 0.09-0.2 10.0-12.0 792-882 48/1-86/1

Digester Operation

Each biogas digester was started up» with a batch process of SO days,
by being loaded with 200 1 of anaerobically digested sludge from a waste-
water treatment plant in Bangkok, and 2.8 3 of the influent mixture. Sub-
sequently, the digesters were operated on a semi-continuous basis with
feeding undertaken once/day» while mixing was conducted twice/day, before
and after feeding. The hydraulic detention time of the digesters was kept
between 50-70 days to ensure adequate degradation of the raw materials.
The quantity of s lurry withdrawn from the digesters was made equal to that
of the influent fed to maintain the above operating conditions. All four
digesters were operated in. a similar way. The organic loadings of the four
digesters varied from 0.6 to 3.5 kg volatile solids/rn3/day, depending on
the raw material .mixture characteristics.

Digesters No. 1 and 2 were initially loaded on 17 and 26 June 1980,
respectively. However, these digesters did not function until December,
mainly due to leakages. Digesters No. 4 and 3 were initially loaded on 26th
December 1980 and 10th January 1981, respectively. Digesters No. 1 and 2
started functioning from the first week of December 1980 and Digesters No.
3 and 4 from 20 January and February 1981» respectively. Continuous
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loading of digesters: No. I and 2 was started from December and continuous
loading of digesters N. 3 arid 4 from the. first week of March 1981.

The measurement of biogas production was conducted regularly, as fre-
quently HS possible, while the other parameters, pH, temperature, total
solids» volatile solids, nitrogen, phosphorus and COO of the influent mix-
ture and digester slurry \v«;re analysed periodically.

PubVk He-ti-'h Aspects

The attenuation of enteric organisms (bacteria, viruses and helminths)
during th.'.:- ar .aerobic digestion process was studied. Samples of biogas di-
j2.ost.er influent and effluent were collected monthly and analysed for stan-
darcî plate count bacteria, total coliforms, faecal conforms, baeleriophage,
and for the nva of helminths.

RESULTS

The percent COD reduction for the four biogas digesters ranged from
abo*i! 80 to over 90, depending on the influent concentration. Because the
bulk form of the influent was volatile solids (vs), the mean percent reduc-
tion for volatile solids in alt digesters was also more than 80, while the
mean reduction of total solids ranged from ?6 to 89 percent. There were
about 44-45 and 40-53 percent reductions of N and P, respectively, in these
biogas digesters. The slurry pH were found to he between 7.8, the most
desired range for anaerobic bacteria. A summary of the biogas digester
performance based on the chemical characteristics of inffuent and effluent
are presented in Table 2. These data indicate that all four digesters ope-
rated satisfactorily.

A comparison between ambient temperature and the temperature within
biogas digester number 1, made every 3 hours for a 48 hour period, indi-
cated relatively slight changes in digester temperature from 28.4 °C to 30.0
° C Ambient temperatures were; higher than the digester temperature
during the day but were lower during the night. More routine 'semi-diurnal
measurements of the temperature of biogas slurry from the four digesters
also indicated a relatively low and uniform temperature of ranges of 1. to 4



Table 2. Summary of the Chemical Characteristics of the Infkient and Effluents

of the Four Biogas Digester!

Parameters

COD

Total Solids

Volatile
Solids

Total
Nitrogen

TotaS
Phospr.orus

pH

Infiuent
Range
(mg/i)

26,225-88,784

39,167-55,500

29,167-44,500

760-1,611

143-197

7,0-7.9

i

Digester No.

Range
img/l)

1,725-12,642

3,875-12,900

1^50-6,980

391-863

70-95

7,1-7,6

1 Efficient

Reduc-
ion (%!

85-93

72-93

80-95

31-57

36-59

Digestar No. 2

Range

(me/1)

1,660-14,014

3,934-12,326

1,625-6,213

310-731

71-99

7.1-7.6

Efftuent

Reduc-
tion, {%)

84-93

73-91

82-94

28-61

38-58

Digester No, 3

1
Range
(mg/i)

2^56-8,477

5,237-19,850

2,100-11,000

598-863

79-102

7.1-7,4

Effluent

Reduc-
tion, {%

89-90

58-91

70-95

15-61

31-61

Digester No. 4

Range
(mg/i)

5;856-1,808

10,400-3,700

1,900-5,800

382-746

66-81

7,1-7.5

Effiuent 1

Reduc-
tion {%$

93

75-93

81-96

30-74

45-66

L
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Detailed data of biogas production on ,v daily basis are presented in
Figure; ï,. Then* was some fluctuation in the daily volume of biogas pro-
duced, due mainly to irregularities in organic, loading because of problems
involved hi the collection and transportation of nigbisoil. However, initially
there was leakage of gas at the joint between the fcrrocement cylinder and
the top cover, hut. this was remedied by applying epoxy tar. The biogat;
production rate and H.H methane content are present in Table 3. The mean
b .log as production raves in the lour digesters were, similar and approximately
G..i ur'/kg volatile solids/da y whilst the gas had a rrsethonc. content oi' 60%,

Alter about 2 months of operation» there was scum accumulation in the
upper p«ri oi the slurry inside the digester;, which caused difficulty adding
raw materials and mixing the digester content;--. This problem was overcome,
by releasing the pressure inside the digester, by vigorously mixing the
slurry, and by withdrawing parts; of the slurry which were refed into the
digester and remixed with the contents. A second problem was the deve-
lopment of excessive pressure inside the digesters due to the biogas • pro-
duction, which could have caused, gas leakage, especially at the joints or
connecting parts of the ferroceuient structure. This problem was overcome
by diverting excess ga.s for storage in the separate g;»s storage tank as
shown in Figure 4. However, in practice the gas produced would be conti-
nuously vised for cooking, heating and lighting, and the need for a. sepa-
rate gas storage tank would not be essential. Apart from the above two
problems» the ferrocement. digesters were found to (unction efficiently anri
satisfactorily.

Public _ Health Jjwestigation

Parasitic ova removal in the biogas digesters was effective. It was
found that only one slurry sample had Ascaris ova, while in the rest ova
were absent or identified as dead. Because parasitic ov» have a relatively
high specific gravity and large size, most of them would, settle down to the
digester bottom'with the residue; if retained for a long period of time, an-^
aerobic conditions in the digester could cause the ova to die-off also* How-"
ever, the digester slurry were found to still contain hi^h concentrations of
bacteria and baeteriophages (Table 4) which could be due to several • rea-
sons; heterogenous character of the slurry, inadequate mixing of the slurry
and short-circuiting of fluid flow in the digesters.

Complete data on the digester performance and public h«alth studies • can
be found in the project report (5).
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Table 3, Ths Bfopa» Production Rate {m3 of Gas/kg Volatile Sclids/day) and the Percentage Methane Content

Content of the Gas from the Four Digeîters

Month

Digester Number

Siogas
Production

Rate
VS/day

Methane
Content

(*)
Production

Rate
trfl/kg VS/day

Methane
Content

Biogas
Producî'On

Rate
m3/kg VS/day

Methane
Content

Biogas j
Production

Rate
VS/day

Msthene
Content

Dec 80

Jan 81

Feb 81

Mar 81

Apr 8Î

May 81

Jur> 81

0.057

0.CS6

0,121

0.270

0.400

0.163

0.180

0.184

48.3

-60.5

64,0

63,10

60,0

60.5

S4.0

59.3

0.09

0.15

0.125

Û.27Q

0.^0

0.173

0.182

O.t91

49.0

61.7

S2.5

63.7

82.0

61.8

60.8

0225

0.350

0.179

Q.18Ô

0J2Û?

39,0

65.5

61.3

63.0

64.0

62,0

59.13

0.350

02BQ

0.1 Û2

0,156

0.19S

54.8

6ÎJJ5

61.0

60.3

61,0

59.67
•
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Table 4. Bacteria and Bacteriophage in Biogas
Influent (Night soil) and Biogas Slurry.

H
26
? J

30
20
17

11
26
23
30
20
17

.11
26
23
30
20
17

U
26
23
30
20
17

Date

Dec
J a n

F e b
Mar
M a y
Jtin

Dec
.fan
Fef>
Mar
May
J u n

Dec
Jan.
F e b
Mar
May
J u n

Dec
Jan.
F e b
Mar
M a y
J u ri

ao
s >
81
81
81
81

30

SI
81
81
81
tfi

80
81
81
81
81
81

80
81
81
SI .
VA
Si

Tests

Standard
plate count/
i ml, i g

Standard total
coliform MPN
index/100 ml,
100 g

-

Standard
fecal coîi- -•
form MPN
index/100 ml,
100 g

E. coli
Bacterio-
phage iv!PN
index/ 100 ml.
100 g

DISCUSSION

Biogas
influent

7.8x10*
i .2x10
5.0x10,
7.8xl.(T
6.8xKK
8,9x10

5.4x10/!
l , 3 x i o '
3.5x3 0.,
3.SxïO'
5.4x10.1
3.5x10

3 .5x10 '
1.7x10;
3.5x1(1,'
3.5x-î6j,
1.7x10^
1.7x10"'

9.2x.m6
o

5.4xiof
2.2x10^'
9.2x10,
Î . 3M i or'
S. 1x10°

Biogas
slurry

digester
i(

3.3x10?
7.fixl0ÎJ

7.1x10.'

1.3x10^
9.2x10
1.7x10^
8.5x10^
7.0x10;
5.4x10

.3.5x10^
3.5x10^
1.7x10^
3.5x1ûf
1.7x10.'
1.3x 10

7.9x10^

z.sxiorj
2.8x10^
6.8xiO r

3.5x10^
7.0xl0 J

Biogas
slurry

digester

b. 2x10*1
9.0^10,"
4.Ûx.iô,,

6.3zlO'

1.6x10?
1.6x10^
3.5x10
2.4x10.'
3.5x1.0 '
3.5x10 •

'1.4x10^
l.JLxlO"
2,4x1(1
2 . 4 x 1 0 ?

?..7xlO.
7,9x10

3.3xl(L
Z. 1K 1,0
1.3x10^
7.0x10,.
3.5x10^
l . l x i o '

Biogaa
•i lurry

digoster
3

7
3.8x1O'
2.2x10^
4 . 7 x 1 0

--
.... y

1 . 4 x 1 0 ' '

1 . 8 x l . o '
I J . x l O

.-,

1.4x1.0°

1.6x10

—

-
2.6x10^
3. Sx 10.'
1.3K101

Biogas
slurry

digester
4

3.2xio|?
4.6x10

-
-

l.8xiol
9.5x10

_
-

h
7.9x10"
3.3x10

-

_
-

4.6x10^
4.9xl0 : >

The anaerobic process in the biogas digesters involves the biochemical
reactions of anaerobic bacteria in breaking down the complex organic
compounds-, into simple compounds. The major end-products of this process
are methane (Oil ) and carbon dioxide (CO.,) plus trace concentrations of

4 2
other gases which result from the bioconversïon of the organic matters. In
this respect, there arc reductions of the BOD (or COD) and volatile solids
of the influent, but in most cases, the digester .yhirry still con tain Û high



concentrations of substrate and. nutrients suitable for further reuses. Be-
cause the anaerobic bacteria, especially the methane formers, arc .sensitive
to environmental changes, the proper operating conditions have to be pro-
vided for the digestion, process. In this s tudy, although there were some
operational problems due; to excessive scum accumulation inside the digesters
periodically, the vigorous 'mixing of the digester contents helped to maintain.
the gaii production satisfactorily. Other operating conditions were normal
and the 'treatment results obtained were comparable to those reported in the
li terature. it should he noted that, the percentage reductions of nitrogen
;md phosphorus of 44-4S ar.ci 40-53%, respectively, in the digester were
obtained lorr-.i Ihe difference in nutrient content o( influent arid effluent.
Since the digest .ors were not desluck>cd during the project, much of the
nutrients accumulated in scum inside the digester. The similarity in the
data (or N and P suggest that little N was lost by volatilization.

SUMMARY

The results of this study showed that human nightsoil mixed with
water' hyacinth and rice straw at a proportion to yield a C/N ratio of 25/1
could be used to produce biogas. The biogas digesters , constructed of
ferrocemomt and used in the experiment, were relatively low-cost, easy to
operate, and allowed for digester mixing. However, the digester slurry
still contained high densities of microorganisms which could pose some pu-
blic health problems if disposed of unhygienically into the environment.
These slurry could be further reused or treated prior to disposal.
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THE PROBLEMS OF CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
IN BUNDUNG LOW COST SANITATION PROJECT

Mrs. Nurhasanah

Directorate of Building Research
Bandung, Indonesia

OBJECTIVES

The development objectives of the Low-Cost Sanitation Project are:

a. To improve the health conditions and—well-being of the urban
low-income population through the prevention, or decrease in the
incidence, of water-borne diseases, which are primarily caused by
defective sanitation and the consequent pollution of essential
drinking water resources.

b. To strengthen the Government's long-term capability to plan for the
development of the urban sanitation sector.

BACKGROUND

Indonesia's present urban population of approximately 32 million
(including peri-urban settlements) is expected to increase to 70-80 million
by the year 2,000. Of the present population, only 30% have access to
satisfactory excreta disposal facilities. The expansion of these services is
to a great extent taken up by the growth in urban population.

So far the Government of Indonesia has given priority to the expansion
of urban water supply systems, and planned to pursue vigorously its policy
of providing piped water supply at basic need levels to 60% of the urban
population by 1985.

Over the past years, sewerage and sanitation studies have been
conducted for a number of large cities. These, without exception, point at
the large investments required for fully-fledged centralized sewer systems.

However, the increased investments in safe water supplies will fall
short of yielding their full benefit if they are not complemented by adequate
excreta and solid waste disposal systems. Given the large backlog in satis-
factory urban excreta management, and the unfeasible high costs of
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conventional urban sewer systems, intermediate systems need to be deve-
loped and introduced. They will considerably improve the present situation
and at the same time can be constructed within the present budgetary and
economic constraints.

Substantial efforts in this direction have been undertaken under the
Kampung Improvement Projects.

This paper describes low-cost sanitation in three kampungs in Bandung
as part of the Bandung Urban Development Project (BUDP), with special
attention to the problems of construction, operation and maintenance, Its
relevance to the seminar lies in the attempt to achieve what the seminar
brochure says cannot be done, i.e. solve low-income groups' sanitation by
conventional means.

BUDP is a US$ 70 million urban development project being executed by
the Indonesian Government with financial assistance from the Asian
Development Bank. The project arises from a major study carried out in
1978 by an international consortium of consultants. It is based on the first
stage implementation program identified in the study and includes the
following sectors:

kampung improvement (KIP)
drainage
sewerage
solid waste management
serviced housing plots with core houses.

This paper is concerned with the upgrading of facilities under KIP.

Nearly 80% of Bandung's 1.5 million inhabitants live in kampungs, KIP
is directed at, three of the worst kampungs, housing some 120,000 people,
which exhibit all the classic features of such areas: very high density (up
to 500 persons per hectare), frequent flooding, polluted water supply,
inadequate sanitation, poor pedestrian and vehicular access, and lack of
social facilities.

There is a wide range of disposal systems in use at present: private
flush toilets, non-flush toilets, communal toilets, and drop-latrines built
over rivers/canals. Apart from one small area, there is no comprehensive
sewer network.

Combined open drains carry most sewage to the nearest water course;
flushing is generally inadequate and these channels are often blocked with
solid waste. Flooding is a regular occurrence. The resultant sanitary and
hygienic conditions are unsatisfactory.

The basic KIP package comprises an extensive network of new or im-
proved footpaths. Each length of the network is incorporated to local
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drainage, piped water supply and minor sewers; and linked, as appro-
priated» to main networks. In addition, communal ablution units (MCKs)
are provided as well as land for community facilities. The BUDP Solid
Waste sector will provide a comprehensive domestic refuse collection and
disposal system.

KIP SEWERAGE INPUT

A basic network of minor sewers, each 230 meters per hectare, is
being inserted along with the improved path network. These are linked to
secondary/trunk sewers provided by the BUDP Sewerage sector. The sys-
tem Is designed to allow for eventual connections to all houses.

House connection chambers are provided every 10-15 metres. Indivi-
dual house-owners are responsible for the construction of connections to the
chambers according to acceptable specifications.

MCKs are being provided for those houses which cannot have access to
individual facilities. These incorporate a toilet, a bathing cubicle and a
clothes washing area. There is a range of designs to suit different lo-
cations. These are allocated to a group of households who are responsible
for cleaning and payment.

ISSUES

The paper examines the program under implementation with respect to
the following points:

Cost:

- an analysis of capital costs on a gross and per hectare or capita
basis and a comparison with other KIP component costs.

the proposed cost recovery system and its implications for
affordability, particularly by 10 lowest-income groups.

- cost implications for the extension of the project to other kampung
areas.

Construction :

The relatively sophisticated level of technology being used demands a
comparably sophisticated construction and supervision capability.

- the use of small local contractors and typical construction problems.
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- the effectiveness of contract supervision and the contractor/project
relationship.

- maintenance problems.

Management:

- description of the proposed integrated management organisation.

- short-term management/operation implications pending launching of
Bandung Water & Sewerage Authority. Î fBRABY

Land Values:
I M l fyj ^ i ± i ,• fe ]. L,i 11S i. 5 i> '• *-* " S! r *

The cost-recovery system is based on the anticipated increase in land
values,

- the impact of main sewerage delivery on land values and the
resulting effect on the dynamics of the housing market, with
particular reference to the rental sector.

Social Dimension:

- analysis of social response with particular reference to
lowest-income groups.

- prospects for those unable/unwilling to obtain individual sewers
connections.

- assessment of the match between the technology of the system and
the community's percention needs and development priorities.
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AFFORDABLE SANITATION - THE DOUBLE PIT LATRINE

by R P Carroll, CEng MIMechE, UK Building Research Establishment

INTRODUCTION

The BRE Permanent Improved Pit (Plp)t'A2) latrine concept was developed in an
attempt to bring together the best in simple and minimum cost sanitation tech-
nology for situations where only pit type latrines axe affordable. The result
was an effective latrine and on-site treatment system that satisfies the basic
criteria of providing a means of collecting and retaining human excreta until
rendered harmless and inoffensive before discharge to the environment. To ex-
tend the PIP principle of utilising twin pits or chambers and allowing a two-
year retention period for stored excreta to eliminate health hazards through
human contact, two alternative designs have been produced for situations where;

(i) there is a high water table or persistent flooding,

(ii) a small amount of water can be used for flushing a low volume waterseal

These two latrine designs are respectively the Raised Improved Pit (RIP) and
the Double Improved Pourflush (DIP). They are intended to complement the PIP
design in giving alternatives to meet most situations likely in developing
countries.

The designs« figures 1 to 4» are intended to illustrate concepts. A variety of
construction materials could be appropriate and must be selected to suit avail-
ability in a particular situation; the choice must also be linked to suitability
and durability.

DOUBLE PIT LATRINES - IMPROVED AND PERMANENT

The first major development of PIP type double pit latrineB was in Botswana,
where over 2000 werexbuilt in 1979-80 and where they were called the Revised
Earth Closet (REC)^. The cost at that time was marginally less than the
large,ROEC single pits and considerably cheaper than the Botswana type B aqua

The PIP concept is basically that twin chambered pits are used, only around 1.5
m? effective volume of each chamber, and are intended to be emptied by suction
hose or manually with long handled shovels. The material to be emptied would
have been retained in a chamber for at leaBt two years after sealing off to en-
sure advanced decomposition and removal of organisms harmful to humans * The
material should be friable and humus-like if retained above the water table.

If emptying takes place in wet conditions, eg where the pits are flooded, then
the chamber contents could be like a running slurry and suction emptying would
be necessary. However, as long fts the retention period of two years has been
observed then the material should have little offensive odour and should be
harmless to health.

The designed capacity of each chamber is intended to last a family of five or
six persons for around three years before sealing off and bringing the other
chamber Into service. Two more years are allowed to elapse before emptying
the first chamber.



Ventilation pipes are provided to both chambers, discharging above roof level.
This drawing»-off of gas and air from the chambers» produced mainly by yind
blowing across the open end of-the ventilation pipe, induces an inflow of air
through the latrine inlet hole. This prevents gases entering- the superBtruc-
ture from the pit via the inlet hole, thus reducing unpleasant odours.

The PIP concept is primarily intended as a basic dry pit latrine, although it
vill function even if periodically flooded. Emptying1 dry material lends itself
to manual emptying and if suction is to be used then a high air flow machine is
necessary, drawing through a 100 mm diameter hose. Traditional cesspit empty-
ers will only draw material such as thin slurries, since the hose needs to be
completely filled with liquid; often a 75 mm,hose is used, which for domestic
latrine emptying is susoeptlble to blockage by domestic rubbish sometimes de-
posited in latrines.

VARIATIONS OP THE DOUBLE PIT CONCEPT

For areas with high ground water all the year round or which are subject to
flooding, a double pit has been designed to allow the decomposing excreta to
be retained above ground level. This has been called the Raised Improved Pit
(RIP) latrine.

The HIP has a Band filter 1 m deep immediately below the waste matter. Liquids
of decomposition, urine and water that have been put into the latrine will seep
downwards and sideways. The sand filter will reduce the pollution problem by
filtering out most harmful organisms that might otherwise contaminate the ground
water.

In many developing countries water is used for personal cleansing after defeca-
tion and there is often a desire to incorporate a waterseal in the latrine as a
gastight seal. A twin chamber, pourflush type latrine design has been produced
and has been called the Double Improved Pourflush (DIP) latrine. Flushing is
by hand using a container of water around 1-£ litres. The waterseal should be
around 12 to 18 mm.

To assist percolation of liquids, the twin chambers in the ground are surrounded
by a sand bed to increase the percolation area of the pit sides. Some cleaning
of the sand filter could take place during the retention period, where naturally
occurring bacteria would tend to break down the solid particles and slime that
may block the interstices between the particles in sand and soil.

It is important that the percolation capacity of the surrounding ground is suit-
able if quantities of water are to be introduced to pit type latrines.

PERMANENT IMPROVED PIT LATRINE (PIP) - Figure 1 '

This design is the original BRE concept of the double, emptyable and ventilated
pit latrine. It is suitable for suction emptying or manual emptying with long
handled shovels. Main features are:

(i) No water necessary. If water is used for personal cleansing
the amount should be kept to a minimum.

(il) Small double pits or chambers, each 1.5 m effective or
storage volume.



(iii) Pit tops and superstructure supported.

(iv) Pita ventilated, to reduce odour and insect nuiBance.

(v) Mechanised or manual emptying,

(vi) Two year retention period,

(vii) Three year emptying cycle.

(viii) Pit contents decomposed, harmless, inoffensive and useful
as a fertiliser.

(ix) The retention period is also a rest period, allowing bacteria
in the ground to break down organic matter tending to block
soil interstices and affecting the absorption of liquids into
the ground.

The construction sequence:

(a) Initial shallow excavation, 350 mm deep, with level bottom.

(b) Concrete liner (ring beam), 500 mm deep x 100 mm thick, cast
in shutters on undisturbed ground.

(c) Pits excavated within liner and partition wall constructed
up to the underside of the liner.

(d) Precaste concrete floor panels and access covers assembled.

(e) Superstructure erected on floor panels.

(f) Separate ventilation pipe with insect screen to each pit.

HAISED IMPROVED PIT LATHINE (RIP) - Figure 2

This design is a variation of the original PIP latrine, incorporating the same
principles* It is intended for situations where the groundwater is high or
the sit© is subject to flooding.

Excréta is retained in the chamber above ground level and in this way the re-
sultant decomposed soil-like material should be free of excessive water on
emptying, thus keeping the bulk to a minimum and helping to prevent odour.

Filtering out of harmful organisms should be achieved by the shingle and sand
layers, thus reducing the risk of pollution of groundwater.

The rest period of at least two years (retention period for material before
emptying chambers) should encourage a self-cleaning effect of the sand and
ground interstices. Naturally occurring bacteria can break down organic
particles, and slime that tend to block originally porous media.

Exterior walls can be of brick or concrete block. The partition wall should
be rendered at least on one side to make it impervious and so prevent any
migration of pathogens between chambers through the partition wall.



DOUBLE IMPROVED PODHFLTJSH LATRINE (DIP) - Figures 3 and 4

Another variant of the PIP and incorporating a pourflush waterseal. There
iB therefore a requirement for water in small amounts to flush the watereeal
traps after use» Around 1-J to 2 litres of water should be sufficient to
clear the trap, remaking the shallow waterseal of from 12 to 18 mm.

The chambers have honeycomb brick or blockwork end walls to allow percolation
of liquids to the ground. By surrounding the perimeter walls with a sand bed,
increased percolation should result. This would be unnecessary if the latrine
is constructed in porous sandy soil with good percolation.

Similar to both the PIP and RIP latrines, the rest period for the ground and
Band barrier may help to prevent clogging by organic matter, utilising
naturally occurring bacteria.

Figure 4 illustrates a version of the DIP that has the toilet pan inside the
house and the chambers of 'pits' outside. Twin squatting plates are shown,
but could be a single plate (toilet pan) with outlet pipe taking the flow to
a 'diverter' arrangement. The flow is directed to one or other of the re-
ceiving chambers»

StIMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Several thousand emptyable double pit latrines have been installed on site and
services plots in Botswana and Lesotho. Plotholders generally have accepted
the technology because they are used to the traditional idea of a pit latrine
and they accept the advantages to be gained from the new designs.

An effectively ventilated pit that is properly maintained produces hardly any
odour and consequently minimal fly nuisance. Fly breeding in the pit is con-
tained when an effective insect screen is fitted to the outlet of the ventil-
ation pipe, thus preventing the escape of flieB and reducing the spread of
diseases of faecal origin.

Longer term aspects, such as possible pollution of groundwater and structural
stability of the installation, need to be studied. Already in some types of
ground in Botswana it has been found necessary to continue the pit lining to
the bottom, to prevent erosion of the soil walls due to the seasonal rise and
fall of groundwater. If suction emptying is adopted particular attention to
soil suitability will be important in deciding on the extent of necessary
lining to prevent erosion*

There is widespread interest in the possibility of efficient mechanised empty-
ing of pit latrines. This interest is mainly where large traditional single
pits exist and are full, so that their useful life can be extended.

BEE has current research into likely systems for pumping out pits and chambers,
principally to service the types of double pit now being developed. A proto-
type suction tanker is being built for extensive field trials in Botswana,
that Bhould be capable of drawing dry sludge as well aB the range of wet
sludges found in pits, aqua privies and septic tanks.

Economies can still be made in latrine construction costs by experimenting
with available materials, improving detail design and by using more self-help
labour. •
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In Africa field testing is required for the RIP and DIP versions of permanent
doublt pits, although pourflush double pits are already in service in other
parts of the world. It is hoped to build démonstration examples of the Raised
Improved Pit in Malawi so that not only can its acceptability and construc-
tion costs be ascertained, but also the need for and the effectiveness of the
sand filter be studied.
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WPOHDABLB SANITATION FOR DEVELOP!NO COUNTRIES

by R F Carroll CEng MIMecHE

INTRODUCTION

The BRS Permanent Improved Pit (PIP) latrine concept war. developed in an nttoinpt
to bring together the best in simple and mininmm cost sanitation technology for
situations where only pit type latrines are affordable. The result was an
effective latrine and on~site treatment system that satisfies the basic criteria
of providing a raeana of collecting and retaining human excreta until rendered
harmless and inoffensive before discharge to the environment. To extend the PTP
principle of utilising twin pita or chambers and allowing a two-year retention
period for stored excreta to eliminate health hazards through human contact, two
alternative designs have been produced for situations whereî

(i) there is a high water table or persistent flooding,

(ii) a small amount of water can be used for flushing a low volume waterseal.

These two latrine designs are respectively the Raised Improved Pit (RIP) and
the Double Improved Pourflush (DIP). They are intended to complement the PIP
design in giving1 alternatives to meet most situations likely in developing
countries.

The designs, figures 1 to 6, are intended to illustrate concepts. A variety
of construction materials could be appropriate and must be selected to suit
availability in a particular situation; the choice must also be linked to suit-
ability and durability.

DOUBLE PIT LATRINES - IMPROVED AND PERMANENT

The first major development of PIP type double pit latrines was in Botswana,
where over 2000 were built in 1979-80 and where they were called the Revised
Earth Closet (KSC). The cost at that time was marginally less than the lar̂ çe
ROEC single pits and considerably cheaper than the Botswana type B aqua privy.

The PIP concept is basically that twin chambered pits are used,, only around
1.5 ro3 effective volume of each chamber, and are intended to be emptied by
suction hose or manually with long handled shovels. The material to be emptied
would have been retained in a chamber for at least two years after sealing off
to ensure advanced decomposition and removal of organisms harmful to humans.
The material should be friable and humus—like if retained above the water table.

If emptying takes place in wet conditions, eg where the pits are flooded, then
the chamber contents could be like a running slurry and suction emptying would
be necessary. However, as long as the retention period of two years has been
observed then the material should have little offensive odour and should be
harmless to health.

The designed capacity of each chamber is intended to last a family of five or
six persons for around three years before sealing off and bringing the other
chamber into service. Two more years are allowed to elapse before emptying the
first chamber*



Venhilation pipes are provided to both chambers, discharging above roof levrcl.
Thir; <i rawing-of f of gas and air from tho chambers, produced mainly by wind
blov/ing across the open end of the ventilation pipe, induces an inflow of air
through the latrine inlet hole. This prevents gases entering the superstructure
from the pit via the inlet hole, thus reducing unpleasant odours.

The PIP concept in primarily intended as a basic dry pit latrine, although it
will function even if periodically flooded. Emptying dry material lends itself
to manual emptying- and if suction is to be used then a high air flow machine is
necessary, drawing through a 150 mm diameter hose. Traditional cesspit emptyers
will only draw material such as thin slurries, since the hose needs to be com-
pletely filled with liquid; often a 75 mm hose is used, which for domestic latrine
emptying is susceptible to blockage by domestic rubbish sometimes deposited in
latrineB.

VARIATIONS OF THE DOUBLE PIT CONCEPT

For areas with high ground water all the year round or which are subject to
flooding, a double pit has been designed to allow the decomposing excreta to
be retained above ground level. This has been called the Raised Improved Pit
(RIP) latrine. ' '

The RIP has a sand filter 1 m deep immediately below the waste matter. Liquida
of decomposition, urine and water that have been put into the latrine will seep
downwards and sideways. The sand filter will reduce the pollution problem by
filtering out most harmful organisms that might otherwise contaminate the ground
water.

In many developing countries water is used for personal cleansing after defecation
and there is often a desire to incorporate a waterseal in the latrine as a gas-
tight seal. A twin chamber, pourflush type latrine design has been produced and
has been called the Double Improved Pourflush (DIP) latrine. Flushing is by hand
using a container of water around 1|J- litres. The waterseal ahould bo around 12
to \8 mm*

To assint percolation of liquide, the twin chamber» in the ground are surrounded
by a sand bed to increase the percolation area of the pit sides. Some cleaning
of the sand filter could take place during the retention period, where naturally
occurring bacteria would tend to break down the solid particles and slime that
may block the interstices between the partiolen in sand and soil.

It is important that tho percolation capacity of the surrounding ground is suit-
able if quantities of water are to be introduced to pit type latrines.

PERMANENT IMPROVED PIT LATRISE (PIP) - Figures 1 and 2

This disr.ign is the original BHE concept of the double, emptyable and ventilated
pit latrine. It is suitable for suction emptying or manual emptying with long
handled shovels. Main features areî

(i) No water necessary. If water ia used for personal cleansing the
amount nhould be kept to a minimum.

(ii) Small double pits or chambers, each 1.5 ro3 effective or storage
volume.

(iii) Pit top::; and superstructure supported.



(iv) Pit« ventilated, to reduce odour and in3ect nuisance.

(v) Mechanised or manual emptying,

(vi) Two year retention period.

(vii) Three year emptying cycle.

(viii) Pit contents decomposed, harmless, inoffensive and useful as a
fertiliser.

(ix) The retention period is also a rest period, allowing bacteria in
the ground to break, down organic matter tending to block soil inter-
stices and affecting the absorption of liquids into the ground,

Tho construction sequence:

(a) Initial shallow excavation, y}0 mm deep, with level bottom.

(b) Concrete liner (ring beam), 5̂ () mm deep x 100 ;mn thick, oast in shutters
.on undisturbed ground.

(c) Pits excavated within liner and partition wall constructed up to the under-
side of the liner»

(d) Precafite concrete floor panels and access covero anrsembled.

(e) Superstructure erected on floor panels.

(f) Separate ventilation pipe with insect screen to each pit.

E--IMPROVED PIT LATRIME (RIP)» Figures 3 and 4

This design is a variation of the original PIP latrine, incorporating tho. n-irne
principles. It is intended for situations where the groundwater is high or the
site; is subject to flooding.

Excreta is retained in the chamber above ground level and in this way the result-
ant decomposed soil-like material should be free of excessive water on emptying,
thus keeping the bulk to a minimum and helping to prevent odour.

Filtering out of harmful organisms should be achieved by the shingle and sand
layers, thus reducing the risk of pollution of groundwater.

The rest period of at least two years (retention period for material before
emptying chambers) should encourage a self-cleaning effect of the sand and
ground interstices» Naturally occurring bacteria can break down organic par-
ticles and slime that tend to block originally porous media.

Exterior walls can be of brick or concrete block. The partition wall should
be rendered at least on one side to make it impervious and so prevent any
migration of pathogens between chambers through the partition wall.

DOUBLE IMPROVED POURFLUSH LATRIRE (DIP) - Figures 5, 6 and 7

Another variant of the PIP and incorporating a pourflueh watcrseal. There is
therefore a requirement for water in small amounts to flush the waterseal traps
after use. Around 7-§- to 2 litres of water should be sufficient to clear" the
trap, remaking the shallow v/aterseal of from 12 to 18 mm.

3



The chambers have honeycomb brick or blockwork end, walls to allow percolation
of liquide to the /"round. By surrounding the perimeter walls with a sand Vied,
increased percolation should result*, This would b<,; mne'eesaary if the latr ine
10 c on 31 rue tod in porous n;uidy soil with {rood percolation.

Similir to "both the PIP and HIP latrinen, the rest period for the ground nnd
nanti barr ier may help to prevent clogging by orproiic matter, u t i l i s ing naturally
occurring bacter ia .

Figure 7 i l l u s t r a t e s a version of the £HP that haa the to i lo t pan inside the
house and the chambers or *pita* outside* TVin squatting plates are ahowni but
could be a single plate ( to i l e t pan) with outlet pipe talcing the flow to a
•diverier* arrangement. The flow i s directed t o one or other of the receiving
chamber3.
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1. My present write up is based on my personal experience

which I came across while working as a community organizer for

three years now, in alHICEF sponsored project for Katchi Abadi

(Slum) improvement, in Baldia Town, Karachi.

Baldia Town:

It is located towards the North of Karachi. The

industrial areas, which is very close to Baldia, provides

employment for many of its people. According to the census of

1971, the population of Ealdia was 79,529. But now it is not "

less than 200,000 covering a total area of 430 hecters, having

24,200 plots.

The people and their living condition:

The population is economically and socially Hetro-

geneous. People from all over the country live in small pockets

or Mohalias (neighbourhoods) which are extremely homogenous,

because people belonging to same villages live within their own

ethic group.

Majority of the houses are seml-pucca, that is the A

Walls are made of C O . blocks with no plaster, and tin or

asbestos sheet about 5% are hutments, and 5% have good quality

R.C.C. structure most of the people are unskilled labours e.g.

potters and apprentice for mason and carpenters. Quite a few

are working as loaders at the fish harbour. But a good percen-

tage of trained mechanics and technical people, who work in

the industries near Baldia, Unemployment seems not tobe a major

problem. Although they are low paid workers.
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Water is supplied by a net work of stan_d_j3i£es

installed by the K.M.C. (Karachi Metropolitan Corporation)

for 5 hours a day.

Sanitation the most common latrines are served by

the conservancy, system. About 10%•- 80$ of the houses in

Baldia has bucket latrines. The residents place a gallon

oil drum or a battery case, in a .rectangular channel in

which faces is collected. Another common practice is that the

latrine has a plinth slabes towards a hole, in the outside

wall through which faeces are removed and urine and cleaning

• water runs off to the road way or open ground outside the

: plpt.

The containers or channels are emptied by sel f - e m pi oy e_d

sweepers. Who collect the excreta in bigger tin, then the

house owner throws water into the channel, to clean it.

The water usually runs through the outside face of the boundry

wall, and stays there. ':'

When containers of the swe*pers are full, he takes

them to one of the three main disposal points, or dumps the

contents into a nearer drains or vacant land. The condition

of these laterines get worse. When the sweepers do not come

for 2 days, excreta and waste water flow on the streets.

Sometimes a small pool of stagnant sullage and excreta, are

found out side the plot near the latrine. The occupants of

the houses with out latrines, and also some children from

house holds with latrines defecate, in open spaces and streets.
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According to K.M.C. health reports on developing countries,

more than one in 9 babies born in the slum areas of there

countries die before reaching one year of age. Those who

survive suffer from frequent diseases and ill health.

The main causes of this high mortality and morbidity

rate are unsanitary methods, of human waste disposal and a low

level of health consciousness.

Baldia Town being one of the oldest and largest Katchi M

Abadi (Slum) concentration of Karachi, faces these problems.

Since the sufferers were mostly children, this made

UNICEF interested in the sanitation programme of Katchi Abadies.

Since 1*979 I am working at the grassroot level as community

organizer. My work Is mainly to organize people to improve

their sanitary conditions by upgrading their existing sanitation

system that is the soakpits latrines. The first mohalla (neigh-

bourhood) where we started our programme was in Turk Colony in

Baldia.

Turk. Colony the people and Community,: '

This community is right in the middle of Baldia Town,

It is a compact homogenous community, who call themselves Turk

Sepoys, because their ancestors orglnally came from Turkey as

soldier of Muslim Army who conqured India. The area was totally

inhabited by Turk Community in 1958, when Baldia was a large

piece of vacant land, on the out skirts of Karachi. In 1960

after the fire,in the city inwhich a large number of huts were

burned, the government got them settled in the present area.

About 250 small plots were alloted to them. The area now covered

by this community is 70,000 sq. feet, with more than 500 plots
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accommodating more then 600 families.

The people of Turk Colony came in 19̂ -7 from veraval

a village in Junagharh State (India). The community is like

one big family, because of inter-marriages, one finds every

family related to the other. Their language is Gutjrati, but

can speak Urdu too.

The total population of this colony is about 4000 to

6000 people. The family pattern is generally joint family

system. Illiteracy rate is high, and eighty percent of the women

cannot tread or write, the area lacked any medical and educational

facilities from the government or any other institution, most

of the people are skilled and unskilled labours e.g. masion,

carpenters, petty shop-keepers, hawkers, paddlers. The average

income is Rs. 400 to Rs.1,000 per month. Few who work in middle

eastern countries sends home a good amount some of the women

are also involved in income generating activities within on

outside their area. Water is supplied by 12 stand pipes in

lanes of the colony. These taps receive water every second

day for 2 hours. There is a extreme shortage of water.

Sanitary condition is the same as In whole of .Baldia,

about 80% of the people have bucket laterines, and 2O# have a

traditional style soakpita latrines. This shows that people do

have sanitary knowledge, although the number is few with soak-

pits latrines. But as these soakpits are poor in construction,

and lack proper technology, thus they do not function properly,

and get filled up within a very short period, the other aspect

was that these pits are made outside the houses on the streets,
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which creats an obsticle in. future development of the area

as well as the pits gets Qamaged by heavy vehicles. Seeing

the failure of the locally make soakpit laterines, mor,t of the

people do not make an attempt to construct one for themselves.

The Social Organization of Turk Colony:

The people of Turk Colony has a local social organiza-

tion. This organization was created to check the antisocial

elements and to solve family problems of the community, it is

call ed Veraval Turk Jamat, it has a office in Turk Colony. T

organization consist of elderly people of the community, who

were elected about more than 5 years, ago, although the election

is supposed to be held every year, since then there has been

no election. The Jamat has a strong social control over its

community. The community ;,:,ives Rs. 2/~ (about ?5 cents) per month

as member ship fee. The other way of income of this Jamat is,

that they rent out crokery, cutlery, tents and other requirements

of wedding ceremoneys, and other items on social and religious

occasions of their community. ^

The major community services the Jamat provides are

as follows:-

T) Distributing charity to the widows and orphans.

2) Running a sewing centre for the girls.

3) A night tution centre for the boys.

4) Giving assistance in the marriage of destitutes.

5 ) Holding functions and. arranging visits for the outside

visitors and for their sprituai leaders.
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6) The most common and the ma^or function of the Jamat as

told fey the people and the Jamat's members, was and still

is, is arbitration. Fights and qurrals often occurs within

groups and families. The Jamat settles all sorts of problems

from divorce and family problem, to anti-social problems of

the community. So none of the cases go to police or courts.

Jamat's decision is final. In case of disobedience the

person or family is socially insolated, and nobody visits

the person or family, in times of happenies or sorrow even

in death, the Jamat and the members do not give any .assistance

Social Engineering and Appropriate Technology;

.In 1979 when we came incontact with s me of the

younger people of Turk Colony and discussed the sanitary condi-

tlon of their area. It was revealed that they themselves were

very much fed up, with the dirt deseise in their area the

soakpits they made were of poor quality and would not last long.

After holding many meetings and exchange of ideas for solutions

for a proper sanitation programme. It was found that due to

following reasons people do not have a' proper latrine.

1) Generally people are not aware of the relation ship between

human waste and deseise.

2) The efforts the few made to construct soakpits, failed to

•;'̂ ||solve the problem, due to lack of knowledge for appropriate

^technology.

3KPeople are too poor in some area, to have a soakpit.

4) The availability of the sweepers who are employed by the

household, for cleaning of their bucket latrines.
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5) Lack of understanding: and awareness In the local community's

social organization for the solution and management of

sanitation.

6) Dependency upon local authorities for a sewerage system.

7) Depending uron God to take care of the ill health and

desicses.

In the view of the above finding; UNICEF tiok up the

'•lesign of long life soakoits latrines prepared by wast and

water in developing countries (Vfedc) group ffom the:University w

of Technology Loughbrough, England. Since the pit latrine was

to last longer and was technically more durable, the cost was

higher then what the community, could afford. The other problem

was that the pit has to be constructed inside the houses, the

design of the soakpits was such that minimum amount of water

was required, an/ï if the family is of mine members, the pit

would last for 10 to 15 years, depending upon the proper

utilization of the latrine. For these reasons following approach

was used by UNICEF in colaboration with Karachi University, ^^

Deptt: of Social Work and Pakistan Jaycees (Junior Chamber of

Commerce. ).

1 ) There will be a Baldia Soakpit Pilot project which will have

a Civil Engineer for the technical side of the soakpits.

2) For the social aspects there will be a community organizer,

who will organize the community and creat health counciousness

by motivation, education, training and demonstration and then

transfering the successful sanitation models in other areas,

through local community organizations.
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All these details of the project were di"cuf;sed

with the people of Turk Colony and after months of motivation,

meetings and demonstration of the designs the group of these

young men who belong to a cricket team in Turk Colony was

organized, for construction of soakpits in side their bouses.

Once this small group of young people were convinced and

motivated» Û ICE.7 provided an engineer to plan and help the

project, in the technical aspects.of the construction of pit

latrines.

Designs and illustrations were printed and distributed

by this group, an', efforts were made to list the poorest and

the most filthy condition of the latrines. A survey was

conducted on chi'ds mortality and morbidity rate, and on the

existing sanitary conditions of the area.

The cost of the eoakpits was drawn out which carne to

about Rs.1700/=(US.170 Dollars) per pit,.this was too much for

the people to bear and for any organization to provide. So people

were asked to share in the cost by providing the labour. This

was though and time taking Job, for many reasons, which w will

discuss in the end. To start with and to break the bearer this

group of cricketers started digging thsir own pits, and started

organizing to oroduce the construction material for soakpits

themselves, in order to bring down the cost. Within a months

time mor- then ten pits were constructed by the mason, who

'belong to this group of Turk Community, he was trained and

assisted by the engineer of the project. All the labour was

done by the people while material assistance came from UNICEF



(US.170) Rs.1000/
this not only brought down the cost from 1700 rupe*s/(US.100

dollars) out also helped this group organize better, and

probiced an appofturcity for others to see the new and improved

design and to observe and learn construction of the pit laterine,

and also to see the benefit and the- marked cleanlines of the

homes as well as the lanes.

All these points had a very positive impact on the

Soalcpit construction and acceptance of the pit latrines,. V'ithln

a short period of less then six months 90 soakpit laterines

were constructed, in which labour and management was provided

by the people, wMle the material for the poorest cane from

UNICEF, rest of the well off house holds made their own latsrines

by their own resources, with the technical assistance from *he

project.

This groups of people of the Turk Colony organized very

strongly and made remarkable contribution to the sanitation

programme of their area as well as in the motivation of their

mother Jamat that is Turk Jamat, who did not participate at all,

and did not approve the participation of these younger people

also, because they organized themselves in a Turk Welfare

Society and started their own news paper, in which they gave

all the details of soakpit construction and asked the Turk

Jâ iat to widened its approach and take sanitation up as one of

its functions. The efforts the Turk Society made in motivation

deronstration and participation in •••-the construction of the

soakpit laterines are asfollows:-

1) Holding meetings and motivating people, by making home visit,

and distributing designs and methods in the construction of

soakplts.
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2) Purchasing of material at th» whole sale rate.

3) Storing the material.

4) They brought ° sets of digging tools for the people wanted

to dig their own pit themselves.

5) Producing construction material themselves e.g. blocks

and lids, covers of the pit.

6) Doing free labour for the destitute and the widows.

7) Listing of the houses and marking them for the follow

up, in sanitation training programme.

8) Thr society also provided a place for the office of the

project, in v/hich all the-labour for the carpentory of

table and chair was done by the people.

9) They invited the may or cf Karachi and showed him that how

they have cleaned their area and asked for more water taps

in their colony.

10) Apart from sanitation the society under took the following-

responsibilities of their community. Helping and assisting

the K.!>:.0.( Karachi Municipale Corporation) ani the local

Councilor In the developmental .plans of their areas, for

e.g.lease construction of roads, open drains, electricity.

'11) They manage to get more water taps and street light,

12) A resrvior water tank was constructed.

The obsticale they faced was of lack of confidence and

trust in the people. Following were the ways through which the

people expressed their mistrust, and created problems in

motivation and construction.

1) That why should we put in our labour this should be also
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provided by the project, may be the society or the project

Is holding back the money for the labour,

201 That these people have some personal interest or they will

aske for votes or want to convert us In to Christians or they

will take away our land after the soakplt is made.

3) What will happen if the pits gets full, we do not want to

have all the dirt in side our houses.

4) Sanitation will not help in improving our health it is God's

will even if we have laterlnes, still it is God's will to

keep us healthy, laterine or no laterine, so why bother.

These and many oth?r small inquiries were made, some

tirae-s by the people themselves and sometimes by inciting

the issue by Jarnat fs members who though and brlie^e that the

sanitation Is not people responsibility.

The Jamat said that they cannot do all this construction,

work its members being old and weak physically, they wanted

to carry on with their traditional role, that one gets by

being an elderly member of a society. Their believe that all A

the-problems will be solve by giving charity to the poor, and

leaving the rest to God's will. But at the same time they did

not approve the popularity and success of this young group of

Turk Society.

Impact of Sanitation:

After the construction of Soakpits the woïn_en and children

h-i'd to be trained and educated on the utilization of the laterln*

Since sanitation, hygine and health is basically concer-

ned with women and children, and I had to visit every family
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personall-, this brought me in close contact with women.
ed

All the women who now had soakpit laterines form/ In groups

and regular group meeting were held, in these mestings they

were taught how to store waste water from bath room and the

left ovrjr wat-r from washing clothes. Demonstration was made

how to flush with minimum water. Leaflets and hand books were

printed on better child care,ahygine and sanitation . Eut when

these reading material was given to the women, they could not

read at all, and it was at this point their men and women

realized the need for the education of women and children.

As the community of Turk Colony was thinking about the draw backs

of lack of literacy in their women and girls, I used this oppat-

tunity, at once by discussing and investigating the problem in

more detail, soon I came up with the following reasons of high

Illiteracy rate in women and children.

1) The government schools do not have enough place, to

accomodated all the children.

2) Parents do not send their daughters and small children to

'School, because the schools are too far from home.

3) Education for girls is consider useless, as they will be

married and have children and home to look aftrr.

4) The parents who wants to educate their daughters, do not

want to send them to school, but would prefer, to send to a

neighbours home for religious education.

5) Most of the children work, and cannot follow the school

timings.
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6) Schooling is too expensive for most of the parents, so

if they can afford they would prefer to send their bovs to

schools, rather then sending their daughter.

7) The mother's keeps the eldest daughter to help her in the

house work and look after the babies.

8) Some parents were against girls education, because they

belive that once she knows to read and write, she will

write letter to her boy friends, which will bring disgrace*

to the family.

9) Most of the children and especially girls and working boys,

and those who are small, but is old enough for school, do

not ,• o to school, because of expenses involve for books,

Uniform, shoes lack of attention, timing and distance of

school.

From the above findings., we searched for a traditional

educational system present in the community, besides g-overnment

primary schools. We found the followlngs:-

1 ) Large number of children goes to the homes of their neighU^rs

for religious education only, here they pay a fee of Rs.5,/-

per month (US,50 cents) for two hours a day.

2) Few women and girls who ar? educated up to high school, teachrî

small children and girls In their horn*s and ^ives primary

education as well as reHglous education and charges Rs.5/-

(US 50 cents) to Hs.15/- (US 1.50 Dollars )• p.-r month.
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3) Since this traditional pattern of education, do not have

fixed timing, and the girls are sent her.- more easily,

because usually this educated girl or lady is wel kno*n and

respected by the community, it does -not give the impression

of a formal school that is outside their community and control.

In women's meeting we discussed a educational programme for

women and children which will be based on the same traditional

educational system present in the community. This idea was

very much accepted by both men and women of the community

So in August, 19811 I alongwith the women of the community

prepared a programme to look for, girls, and women who have

high school education and by November,1981 we had ten such girls

and a women who were given training in primary education, by

a student of social work Deptt: Karachi University, who has

a degree in education also.

Onô| women was given training in adult literacy to teach

women read and write.Funds for the teaching material was collec-

ted from the mothers and wo-̂ en of the group, and by end of Nov.

1981 these ten teacher were teaching to more then 300 children

in their own homes,for two hours a day, for a fee from 50 ps.

(US 5 cent) to Rs.1r?/- (US 1.50 Dollars) per month. The children

wers taught by charts slates, which the parents of the children

provided.

Women started a sev.'ing and. craft centre and literacy to

classes, up to now more then 100 women have learned to read

and write. And most of these women asslqt me voluntary in
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motivation In the new neighbourhoods to start sanitation

programme. •

In July,1982 UNICEF started supporting this home

school programme too, and by this support we have now trained,

50 girls, out of these 43 are giving primary education combine

with hygine and sanitation lessons, to more than 900 children

out of these more than 600 arelgirls, who have never been to

any school. In each home school there ".sa mother group,

these mothers meet once a month, for training and lectures on

health and sanitation.

Through these home schools our soakpit programme

has expended in 14 neighbourhoods of Baldia, having morr thsn

5000 families. The clean lises inside their homes because of

pit latefine made them realize that things can be done» if they

participate In improving the conditions themselves, soon at

every door came a dust bin the little children for whom it was

normal to defecate on the street, or infrnnfc of the their homes,

became into trouble by the women and older children. I myself

women fighting over a child, who has defecated on the street^at

practise £*v$%g -£*• for nearly 30 years. The rest of the women

wanted, the mother to clean it atonce. This successful community's

traditional social organizational model, is presently being trans-

ferred in another community in Baldia. The community is Cambell.pur

Colony, and this time the people are rural migrant?, who have

alongwith them, brought their own social organization too.
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Demonstration and transfsrtng'of Turk Colony's sanitation
model to Gamble pur Colony; ^_

Soakpits as aald earlier was not a new or an alian

idea, but it was already present in the community, it was only

due to lack of technology and social organization for management

that people could not construct a long life pit latrines with

stronger design. It proved to be a very successful approach to

up grade the existing traditional sanitation system. Turk Colony

Is now serving as a demonstration of a low cost sanitation and

managfttent for other neighbourhoods of Baldla Town, The

Community of Camblepur Colony In Baldia hho has a similar

sanitation system as a Turk Colony but they are rural migrants

from Punjab, and is presently under the process of transfering

of the Sanitation programme OfcSoakpits from Turk Colony to

their Colony.

The process for this expansion depends on the

demonstration teaching and trsini<*# of Turk Welfare Society.

It is started when people of Camblepur Colony requested us,

to start a same soakpit programme in their area. We arranged

a formal Meeting with the Turk Welfare Society and the people

of Camblepur Society. In this meeting people of Turk Colony

presented their experience, and approach for the Soakpit

construction. The people of Turk Colony explain, how they

motivated and organized their community, and how they managed

to bring down the cost of construction. Slides on the work

of Turk Colony were shown to them, and all the questions and
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enquiries by Gamblepur wer? this time answered and satisfied,

by the people of Turk Colony.

The n;xt step was field demonstration of soakpits in

Turk Colony, all tin- people of Cambulpur Colony interested in

the sanitation programme were invited by the people of Turk

Colony to see and observe the design and working of the new

soakpits, and the deaness in their area. After this demons-

tration the people of Ca:riblepur requested our project Engineer

to come to their area, a help them construct their soakpits, W

they also requested the mason of Turk Colony who is also the

president of Turk Welfare Society, to train them in the

construction of the soakpits, which the Turk Welfare society'?

masion immediately agreed.

The people of Camblepur Colony has constructed more

than 30 soakpits within two months they have their own irasion

trained by the maston of Turk Colony, and the whole management,

and construction is exactly the same, as it was in Turk Colony.

The reasons that construction of soakpits started faster then A

Turk Colony were as follow:-

1) Ca;r,blepur Colony had a Community organization from before,

known as Tanseem-e-naw Camble^ur. Since they ca^e from rural

area of Pakistan, it is their 'tradition to have a local

village organization in their village. It was this organization

they took up the soakpits construction and management.

2) Any technical or other problems that come up they did not

have to wait for the project stalf but they went to Turk ^olcny
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and get Immediate assistance from them.

3) It Is easier and more acceptable to learn from the people

belonging to the neighbouring area who has more or less same

socio-economic status. The Community's response towards the

outside educated and professional people, is that they are to

be respected but not to put into practice to what they say

they feel that it Is easier for the educated and trained out-

siders to do what they are saying but they themselves cannot

do it. -"ut once if the Improvemental approach comes from the,

people of their awn area, then they feel sure that they can

also do it.

Conclusion and recommendation:-

The miseries, problems and struggle for survival,

makes the people ofrKatchi Ibadles more united, and informorly

organized. Their very survival in such adverse conditions is a

prove, that they do have some organization within them, of which

sometimes even they are not conscious. Our work with them was

basically to study this traditional survival or organizational

models the very existence of these Katchi abadies whow that

there,has to be some system in these apprently disorganized Abadies.

We see that soakpit served as a success full entry point in the
• *

area, for the following reasons. • -

1) Because an intensive observational àuûy of the social economic

environmental and organizational structure was first carried out.

2) Soakplts and home schools being the existing traditional

sanitation and educational system was Introduced and accepted

because it has been practiced by the people for a very long time,
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even their ancesters used soakpits long before they come

to Baldia, this system served as an entry point, rather

then bring and Imposing a refined and expensive technology,

which would have been difficult to'maintain, due to lack of

water even if provided by any authority, same i's with Home

School education.

3) An immediate solution to their problem once the people

were organized to take up the programme, immediate assis-

tance rather then to delay the process due to bureucretic

Chennels, which in return' break the tempo of community

motivation and accelerates the mistrust already present

in them.

A, Meetings were held to establish trust, confidence and

communication at their level, while following the

traditional community's oommunicational system.

5) Not to expect quick results, but to move at the

people's pace, the officers of the programme were not

official or formal, but that of team work with the

people.

6) We did not enter the area with any establishment, as,

office staff furniture carpets, chokidars(care takers),
*

peops, clerks such an official establishment, immediately

creates a berrier between the people and the programme,

, and most of the time is spent in organizing the office,

then to know and be in the community, It is also
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observed that provision of a elaborate office, makes

the already reluctant field officers v.v.o avoid the field

work to sit in the office more.

7) Since sanitation, health education are those social

services which are received and maintained by women,

and because we had organized women worker at the

Implyroentation level, this helped the local co^T.unity

women to be organized in involving activly in the programmes,

because it Is traditionally not expected to deal with women,

we first discussed with their men and by their consist

approached their women.

8) We noticed that there was a social organization present in

Turk Colony from before, which was preforming the traditional

role only, while they could have helped improve the environmen-

tal conditions of their area too, as they had a strong social

control on the community, but it did not realize th* need to

change its out look and to up grade its functions, according

to the changing needs of the time, untill the Turk Society

was created during the process of soakpit construction.
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INTRODUCTION

The prevailing epidemic of the bowel diseases in Sri Lanka

apparently reflects the inadequate sanitary facilities

available especially to the lower income group of the

Community and also the necessity of providing Sanitary

Excreta Disposal Facilities.

It is estimated that 80% of the urban and 50% of the rural

households have the fortune of utilising some mode of

sanitation facilities while the rest are confined to none.

Pipe Sewerage Facilities are not common features in

Sri Lanka and are only available in Colombo, the capital of

the country. The Government of Sri Lanka is making every

endeavour to provide improved sanitation facilities to the

Community with the assistance of the United Nations

Development Programme (UNDP), United Nations International

Childrens Education Fund (UNICEF) and the World Health

Organisation (WHO). Greater emphasis is being made under

these programmes initially, to convert all bucket latrines

to either water sealed or pit latrines. Also whenever and

wherever adequate water supplies are available sanitary

excreta disposal systems will be encouraged among people

through incentives provided by the Sri Lankan Government.

In the last decade it has become evident that all inter-

national and bilateral development programmes launched

in providing better sanitation facilities in Sri Lanka

have not achieved the results originally forecast. Therefore,



such comparative failures have a serious impact when they

are related to the Public Health Sector. The adoption of

inappropriate and highly sophisticated technology has been

the main reason for the lack of success of these programmes.

Today, it is an accepted fact that proposed technical

solutions for development projects, besides being technically

feasible, should conform to the technological infra-structure,

economic, sociological/cultural traditions.

This survey was carried out to explore the possibility of

promoting the existing sanitation facilties among the low

income group of the Community and it wais based on Midland

areas such as Anuradhapura, Matale and Polonnaruwa. The

inability to carry out this survey in the coastal areas

was due to no availability of requisite data and information.

Therefore, the proposed Exreta Disposal System is planned to

suit the geological conditions and the sociological standards

of the Community in the aforesaid areas.



' '* THE EXISTING SANITATION FACILITIES

The overall sanitation conditions of a village depends

mainly on the sanitation conditions of individual

households rather than that of the public buildings

and industries. Major attention is being given to

excreta disposal, whereas disposal of sullage and solid

waste is given a lower priority.

Low cost, on-site latrine systems have been adopted

normally in the rural areas of the country for fundemental

different types which are used for excreta disposal.

- No latrine - Defecation in the scrub

- Improvised pit latrines without water seal (with

improvised squatting plate).

- Direct pit latrines with and without water seal

- water sealed latrines with offset pit

S - bucket type latrines

- V.I.P. (Ventilated Improvised Pit) latrines

Although in the urban areas of the country a large number

of cistern flushed modern (water sealed) toilets are used

by the middle class popoulation, the poorer defecate in

the scrub as its a must in their lives.

The improvised pit latrine consists of a squatting plate

placed directly above a pit (Fig. Nos. 1 & 2). The

phrase "Improvised" is used because the squatting plate

is made out of different materials such as clay or wood

rather than concrete or bricks with cement rendering.



WOODEN SUPERSTRUCTURE FOR USE WITH IMPRQVISED

OR DIRECT PIT LATRINE

FIG-1

SO- PLATE
TIMBER a
CLAY

•

' <

IMPROVISED DIRECT PIT LATRINE

FIG.



DIRECT . PIT j \. LATRINE WITHOUT , WATER ^SE'AL

FIG.3

WATER SEALED OFFSET PIT ' LATRINE : '
FIG. 4



'* Although the improvised pit latrine is cheaper and

has a high potential for user participation in

construction, the major disadvantage is that people

tend to wash outside the latrine in order to save the

squatting plate from decaying. This practice will

increase the risk of polluting the vicinity of the

latrine with pathogens, and for that reason this type

of latrine is not considered to be satisfactory from a

sanitary point of view.

The principle of the direct pit latrine is similar to

that of the improvised latrine, except that the squatting

plfite is made of concrete. Such plates are preferred as

it is possible to wash inside and prevent pollution by

washing outside (Fig. No.3).

The offset pit latrine consists of a latrine compartment

with a water sealed squatting plate completely offset

from the pit (Fig, No.4).

As an exception cistern flushed water sealed toilets are

used in the rural areas where the survey was conducted.

The design of different types of latrines does not vary

considerably from an area or village to another. However

for each rural community, the prevailing types of latrines

differ depending on the parameters as described below.



1. Water Supply

2. Location of Village

3. Size of Village

4. Topography

5. Soil Conditions

6. Standard,of Living

1. Water Supply

Pour Flush System is very rarely used in the water

scarce areas and in certain places where the latrines

have been built with water sealed pans fixed to the ^

squatting plates, where the owner has removed or

destroyed the pan converting the peur flush latrine

into a direct pit latrine.

,./
During the dry season when there is an accute shortage

• of water, many people stop using their latrines and

defecate in the scrub close to streams or rivers

where water is available.

Thus the standard of sanitation depends very much on

the presence of a good and adequate water supply. If

this is made available or improved it will almost

automatically result in an improvement of the

sanitation conditions in general.



2. Location of Village

In remote areas where there is plenty of scrub jungle

no latrines are available as people do not seem to

consider lack of sanitation facilities as a problem.

On the other hand where scrub land and convenient

places are less, the need for a latrine haf; become

necessary.

3. Size of Village

Any implication of the sanitation conditions does not

reflect this factor.

4. Topography

Topographieffllconditions are independent with sanitation

systems.

5. Soil Conditions

Normally the direct pits are unlined and in the dry

zone of the island only very few users complain about

collapsing of.the pits during the wet periods. But

in certain areas it has completely opposite results

with the pit latrines, because of sandy soils.

6. Standard of Living

In uderdeveloped villages, the la«;k of sanitation is

evidently greater than in the developed villages and most

latrines are of the improvised pit type. Very often a

latrine is situated as far away from the house as possible

and invariably at the boundary of the land. Attached type

of latrines are rare in th« rural areas and if found are

always of the water seal type.



PRESENT PROGRAMMES

Sanitation activités and health education are the

responsibility of the Ministry of Health and

Sanitation Programmes are implemented through

Public Health Inspectors (PHI) of the Department

of Health.

Since 1955 there is a scheme of rural latrine

construction where a subsidy is provided to house-

holders to construct water sealed latrines. The

financial provision for this programme was

increased to Rs.4 Million in 1981 and this facili-

tated an increase in the subsidy that was granted

from Rs.25/- to Rs.25O/- which alu'o resulted in

construction of latrines being increased from

12,000 to 15,000. This financial provision was

subsequently reduced and construction of latrines

was also reduced to 8,000. Since latrine

construction is undertaken by the household

concerned, the major constraint in implementation

of the sanitation programme, however seems to

have limited production. Therefore, it is

necessary to initiate a more realistic scheme

if total sanitation is to be achieved in the

coming yesrs.



At present number of Sanitation Projects are

under way in Sri Lanka and the Danish International

Development Agency sponsored JRkmmÈémgmmé Rural

Water Supply and Sanitation Programme in Matale

and Polonnaruwa areas is one of the outstanding

Projects among these. The cost of the complete

Project amounts to Rs.225 Million Rupees-and the

estimated total cost for sanitation improvements

will in 1981 prices amount to:

General Sanitation

Institutional Sanitation (Schools)

Supervision and Overheads

TOTAL COST

In order to get the maximum benefits from the

proposed programme in improved water supplies and

sanitation, an intensive health education programme

is being carried out in the relevant communities.

The cost for training health instructors and

carrying out the programme over a 3 year period has

been estimated to Rs.6.52 million.

Million Rs.

25

1

6

34

. 6 1

.77

. 6 5

. 0 3

*#**#*#*•## * * # * * *



PROPOSED EXCRETA REMOVAL SYSTEMS FOR INDIVIDAUL

HOUSEHOLDS

Based on the economical and sociological standards

of the people in the considered areas a number of

excreta disposal systems are proposed. The

proposal envisages the provision of adequate

sanitary excreta disposal facilities to the people

with lower income. Excreta Disposal Systems suitable

for adoption are:

(A) Direct pit latrine without water seal

(B) Direct pit latrine with water seal

(C) Pour Flush latrine with offset pit

(D) Pour Flush latrine with septic tank and soakaway

systems.

The direct pit latrine without water seal is included

as the lowest standard of • o>rcreta removal systems to

be used in the study area whereas the septic tank

system is included as the highest possible standard.

Direct pit latrine without Water Seal

This system can be easily adopted specially in the

water scarce areas (Fig. 5).

Design Criteria

^a) The pit - Generally the cross section of the pit
2

is, about lm and depth approximately 3 - 6m. The

walls of the pit may be fully lined, semilined or

unlined depending on the stability of the soil.

In sandy soil or when ground water table is high the

pit would be lined to prevent collapsing preferably

with wood, concrete or., burned brick. In any case

the lining should not prevent seapage of fluids in

to the ground.

Generally the top most lm could be lined to avoid

any type of collapsing involved.



* The-pit should be constructed as deep as possible

to ensure a longer life time. However the volume

(v) of the pit can be calculated from equation.

V = 1.33 x C x P x N m 3 Réf. 5

3
Where C - the pit design capacity m /cap/year

P - the No. of people using the latrine

N - the No. of years the pit is to be

used

The factor 1.33 is introduced as the pit is filled

with earth or emptied when it is % full. The value C
3

varies from 0.04 to 0.06 m /cap/year depending on

whether the pit is wet or dry and what kind of

materials are used for cleansing in Sri Lanka. Where

only water is used for anal cleansing in latrines,

the valuve of C could be considered as 0.05 m /cap/year.

For pits more than 4 meters deep, the volume is calculated

as: V = 1 + C x N x P m 3

The factor 1 is added to allow for filling of the upper wcsl

meter with earth.

(b) The Squatting Plate

The squatting plate dimensions are shown in Fig.6 and

it can be made out of reinforced concrete.

(°) The Super Structure

The super structure could be made out of lined Brick

walls and tiles or corrugated sheets. The structure

must be able to last the life time of the pit. The

;he
2

2
size of the compartment varies from 0.75 x lm to

2 x 2.5 m



Note- All dimensions ar* in Millimetres

Ground Level

Ventilation

I

Squating Slab

.Base

Soil dug from Pit

DIRECT PIT LATRINE WITHOUT WATERSEAL
SCALE-i: so F.gS

IOOO

16mm R«inforc«m«nts

SQUATING PLATE
SCALE-I". 10 FIG 6



*(B) Direct pit latrines with water seal

The water seal pan is inserted in the squatting plate

and this type is almost similar to the direct pit

latrine (fig. 7). The water seal may be designed with

provision to remove it when there is a shortage of

water.

Design Criteria

The principles in the designs are almost similar to a direct

pit latrine except in the water seal. The details of the

removable type cement water seal pan are shown in fig.8.

The outlet is in the opposite direction of the inflow and

the thickness of water seal is assumed as 25 mm.

(C) PoutFlush latrine with offset pit

The super structure is completely seperated from the

pit in this type of latrine and when this is filled a

new pit can be easily dug and connected without moving

the superstructure (fig. 9).

POUT flush latrine", have 3 main advantages :

1. Low water requirements of 1 - 3 ltres/flush as opposed

to 9 - 2 0 ltrs/flush for rU.,./; cistern toilets.

2. Complete odour elemination by the shallow water seal

and also they can, if desired be' located inside the

house.

3. They are particularly suited wherever water is used for

anal cleansing criteria.

Design Criteria

The volume of the pit and the super structure designs are

similar to the previous systems.



TYPICAL DIRECT PIT WATERSEALED LATRINE

N O T E - ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETRES

O.L.

%:-

SECTIONAL ELEVATION

RAISED PIT LATRINE FOR USE IN AREARS OF

HIGH GROUND WATER TABLE 7 7 5

K E Y

©/—-.
2

n"—S

3

6 6 0 X 1625 Ledged Braced 8 Battened Door

Calicut Tile Roofing over 2 5 X 5 0 Reapers

6 0 0 X 4 0 0 Opening

( V ) 12 thick Lime Cement Sand Plaster I : I : S

115 thick Brick Work in Cement Sand I!5

12 thick Cement Lime Sand Plaster C i : 5

75 thick Preconcrete Slab In \\2 ! 4
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Precast Cement Concrete Water Seal Pan

i : 2 : 4 (20) Concrete

115 1200
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The squatting plate and water seal pan

The water seal pan is cast with the squatting plate and

the pan is made out of cement, clay ceramic or PVC

( . . ,) . The height of the water seal varies from 10

to 20 mm.«Mrt, The cement clay pans are less

expensive but cleaning is not as easy as in PVC.

The Sewer Pipe from the pour flush pan to the pit should

be as short and straight as possible, and the maximum

should be 3m. and a sufficient slope should be provided

to avoid clogging of the pipe.

D. Pour Flush Toilet - Septic Tank

This is the most sophisticated excreta disposal system

considered. The principle is similar to that of the

pour flush latrine except that the offset pit is replaced

by a septic tank discharging to a soakaway or absorption

trench.

21 Design Criteria

The super structure and the squatting plrite are similar to the

pour flush off-set pit latrine.

a. The Septick Tank

This is a water tight tank in which sewage is retained

sufficiently long to permit sedimentation of suspended ' '
a.-iiH >":'+,;.i-1. ,-i.y a e r o !)':<:. dines1 ;-Y\ ci .<;oii:. ,, sl'j,d )e -.'.il'tie .'-' -h + c-r

A solids and grease form a thick scum on the"surface. "

Although digestion of the settled solids is reasonably

efficient same sludge accumulates and the tank must be des-

ludged at regular intervals, normally once in every 1 to

5 years (fig. 10).

Septic tanks may be constructed of brick work, rubble

masonary or concrete. Selection of the size of the Septic

tank. 'Table 1 . )



TABLE 1 RECOMMENDED CAPACITIES AND SIZES OF SEPTIC TANKS

No. of
Users

5

10

15

20

50

Length
L

m

1.50

2.00

2.00

2.30

4.00

Breadth
B

m

0.75

0.90

0.90

1.10

1.40

Liquid Depth
D

(For Cleaning Interval
of)

6 1 2
months year years

m m

1.00

1.00

1.30

1.00 1.30

l:..00 1. 30

m

1.05

1.40

2.00

1.80

2.00

Liquid Capacity
(for Cleaning
Interval of)

6 1
months year

2
m

-

-

-

2.53

5.60

2
m

1.12

1.80

2.34

3.30

7.28

2
years

2
m

1.18

2.52

3.60

4.55

11.20

Depth of Sludge
be Withdrawn: in

6 1
months year

m

-

-

-

2.28

0.32

Ref

m

0.32

0.40

0,60

0.57

0.64'

. 2

to

2 >
years

m

0.

0.

1.

1.

1.

64

80

20

14

28

NOTE 1 - The capacities recommended provide for wste water also

NOTE 2 - A provision of 30 cm should be made for free board
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(b) The Soakaway Systems

The effluent from the septic tank is disposed of either

to a soakage pit or an absorption trench of which the

soakage pit is the most simple and least expensive

(flg.lt).

As the effluent from the septic tank is comparable to

raw sewage in pathogen content no soakage pit should

be located within 30m of the drinking water source.

With regard to ground water pollution the absorption

on trench system is a safer way of discharging

the effluent from the septic tank as the waste water

is distributed over a larger area and as the trenches

are located in the upper lm of the soil where micro-

biological activity is generally higher. .

The necessary size of the absorption trench is
* 2

determined from the allowable water dosage per m

per day. This is highly dependent on the type of

soil and varied fi

20 1/V7day.(clay)

2
soil and varied from 50 - 100 l/m /day cosrse sand to

3
Based on daily waste water flow of 0.05 m (5 persons

of 10 1/cap/day) and assuming a clay type soil, the

necessary length of the absorption trench is found

to be 5m, if the infiltration area is taken as
2

0.5 m per meter trench
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COST ESTIMATES

Cost Estimates for each excreta disposal

system considered are described in the

Tables.

For every system the cost estimate is

divided into materials and labour cost.

These cost Estimates are extracted from

the Rural Water Supply and Sanitation

Programme which is to be launched in

the Matale District of Sri Lanka.



EXCRETA DISPOSAL SYSTEM

. . ' . • • • ' • . • ' • • "

1. Direct pit latrine without;

water seal, lm diameter

3.5m deep gemllined pit,

precast concrete squatting

plate and 1 x 1.2 m brick

wall superstructure with

calicut tile roof and door

2. Direct pit latrine without

water seal as per 1

exclusive of superstructure

3. Direct pit latrine as per •

1 inclusive of removable

cement water seal pan

4, Direct pit latrine as per 3

exclusive of superstructure

5, Pour flush offset pit .

latrine with lm diameter,

3.5m deep semillned pit

with concrete slab, creamic

water seal pan and gm E,W.

pipe. I x 1.2m brick wall

superstructure with ealiciit

tile roof and door.

.6. Pour flush offset, pit

latrine as per 5 exclusive

of superstructure.

COST IN RUPEES

Materials

1030

300

1055 .

325

1530

800

Labour

490

125

490

600

230

Total

1520

425

1545

450

2130

1030



EXCRETA DISPOSAL SYSTEM

7. Pour flush latrine with

in situ or precast septic

tank and soakage pit, 5

persons capacity septic

tank and lm diameter,

1.6m deep soakage pit

with concrete slab,

ceramic water seal pan

and 2m E.W. Pipe. 1 x

1.2m brick wall super-

structure with calicut

tile roof and door

8. Pour flush latrine with in

situ or precast septick

tank and soakage pit as

per 7 exclusive Nof super-

structure

9. Pour flush latrine with in

situ or precast septic

tank and absorption trench.

Septic tank and super-

structure as per 7, 5m

absorption trench

10. Pour flush latrine with in

situ or precast septic

tank and absorption trench

as per 9 exclusive of

superstructure

COST IN RUPEES

Materials

2800

2070

3080

2350

Labour

950

580

935

565

Total

3750

2650

4015

2915



V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

With the increase of Bowel Disease in the island,

the sanitation facilities require urgent attention

of th<; Government. But the Government of Sri Lanka

is unable to launch massive sanitation programmes

throughout the island due to prevailing economic

problems. An ideal alternative for this problem,

is to introduce less expensive sanitation systems

to the community. Therefore, this study was

conducted to investigate the best suitable excreta

disposal systems for the low income settlements

in the midland areas of Sri Lanka. Present

sanita>?l(f«» conditions ami sociological standards

were analysed with the available data, and low cost

excreta disposal systems have been brought forward

to #$mpler;ent with the sanitation programmes under-

way and to promote the present programmes. Excreta

Disposal Systems described are particularly to,

meet the requirements of the low income settlements

and the financial figures clearly indicate the low

cost of the selected systems. Therefore, these

systems can be implemented to promote sanitation

facilities in the areas under review.

•X * * • * * • » * • ! ! • » * # * * # # *
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the increased activity in the field of excreta disposal promoted by

the UN Water and Sanitation Decade,' it is intended that substantial pro-

gress will have been made in the provision of sanitation for at least

1500 million people who at present have totally inadequate facilities.

Most of these people live in the periurban and rural areas of the develop-

ing countries and have household incomes of less than US % 500 per year.

They are not only unable to afford piped sewerage, it may also be technically

inappropriate for them. The need therefore exists to use alternative, well-

proven technologies which, if properly designed, will safely dispose of

excreta on site, while being both socially acceptable and affordable to t h e ^

householder. The on-site excreta disposal technologies appropriate for most

developing countries are the Ventilated Improved Pit Latrine (VIP) and the

Pour Flush Waterseal Latrine (PF).

These latrines are best designed in such a way that when their pits are full,

the superstructure can be moved to a new site, or a second pit used while

the contents of the first are left to decompose into harmless and inoffen-

sive material. In.some cases, however, it may be necessary to empty a pit

containing fresh, hence pathogen-laden excreta. This is likely to occur if

the householder cannot afford to dismantle the superstructure and re-erect

it elsewhere, if only one single pit is available due to financial limita-

tions, or if there is insufficient space on the plot to accommodate a second^

pit. These constraints are common in fringe and urban low-income areas. In

this context, even small to medium sized towns must be counted as urban

areas if they have locally high population densities.

The scale of the pit-emptying problem is therefore very large, and it will

be even larger in future since many cities and towns in developing coun-

tries are embarking on major latrine-building programmes. Most of these

programmes of urban excreta disposal provision are currently proceeding

without a sufficient technical basis for the removal technology. In parti-

cular, removal is rarely considered as imposing any limitations or adapta-

tions on the overall system chosen.



The IRCWD-study presented in this paper was initiated in 1981 with the aim

to examine the problems on four levels, namely:

- the pit contents: their composition, physical properties

and accumulation rate,

- the technology: currently available and used removal technologies,

their shortcomings and possible further development,

- management: case studies of currently operating removal

services,

- planning: the mutual consequences of removal technology and

latrine design.

There is little published literature relevant to this study which is based

mainly on the rest-Its of field investigations. These were carried out in

two quite widely differing African cities (Dar es Salaam, Tanzania and

Gaborone, Botswana) and in one or two cities in each of Taiwan, Japan,

South Korea and Thailand. Between them they represent most of the types

'of urban excreta disposal technology currently being advocated, and a' range

*of physical and socio-economic conditions. No doubt, further areas could

usefully have been included in the study, but it was felt that at this stage,

further efforts would be best directed towards practical developments, be-

fore a second round of evaluation.

2. LATRINE SYSTEMS AND THEIR EMPTYING REQUIREMENTS

Table 1 shows the basic types of latrine and compatible collection systems

and the fate of excreta and sullage when each is used.

Table 1. Latrine and collection system types

Ljtrinp sysU-m Collection system Li'iuids

Fate of:
Solid-;

PU latrine Build new latrine

Emptyable pit latrine Manual (bucket, scoop)
Vacuum truck

Vault latrine

Bucket latrine

Septic tank

Sewerage

Manual
Vacuum truck

Manual

Manual
Vacuum truck

Pipeline + water

1

1.3

3

3

1.2.3

1

3

3

3

3

3

1.2

1.2

Z

I

1,2

3

Key: 1 - remains in or seeps into ground

2 - dispersed on surface to seepage or water body

3 - removed



The liquid fraction of the excreta includes urine, anal cleansing water

and some of the water associated with faeces. The solid fraction is the re-

mainder of the faeces, solid anal cleansing materials (paper, stones, corn

cobs, etc.), absorbent materials used by menstruating women and a surprising

variety of rubbish. Sullage is the domestic wastewater from washing, bathing,

food preparation etc. and can have quite a high organic (particularly fat)

content.

There are three ways in which these three major components can leave the

house plot: by subsurface seepage into the soil and thence sooner or later

into shallow aquifers; on the ground followed by a combination of evapora-

tion, seepage and flow in surface drains and other water bodies; and by tech-

nological means which can be broadly divided into manual methods employing

buckets and scoops, mechanical pumping, usually by vacuum trucks, and

sewers.

As far as emptying is concerned, there are in principle only two major types

. of latrine systems: those (pits) which allow some of the liquids to be dis-

posed of by seepage, and those (vaults) where all the liquids and solids

*• "(but no sullage) are retained for collection. In the former case, the sludge

tends to be thicker and more compacted. The remainder of the waste not assi-

milated by the environment has to be removed by technological intervention.

Disregarding sewerage, this means manual or mechanical removal followed by

cartage to a treatment, disposal or re-use facility.

Manual methods employing scoops and buckets are suitable for the more fluid

type wastes, but present obvious health and aesthetic hazards to the workers

involved. Thicker sludges have to be dug out, and this can involve almost

total immersion in the sludge, as, for instance, by the "vyura" (frogs) of

Dar es Salaam who may spend up to six hours in the pit, digging it out.

Twin pit systems can overcome the unpleasantness and health hazards involved

by allowing the excreta to digest and become virtually pathogen-free after

two or more years' storage in the pit. This is the only method devised to

date which makes manual emptying an acceptable practice.

Mechanical methods revolve at present almost entirely around the use of

vacuum trucks, where atmospheric pressure forces the pit or vault contents

along a hose into a tank under partial vacuum. This method of pumping is



preferred because the pump does not have to come into contact with the

sludge, which may contain solids capable of blocking or damaging it. Again,

the thicker sludges can present problems, since the system relies on fluid

behaviour by the material to be pumped. In some cases addition of water

and/or manual agitation of the contents may be practised to increase

fluidity.

3. THE SHORTCOMINGS OF EXISTING PIT EMPTYING SERVICES USING VACUUM TRUCKS

In many Third World countries, pit emptying services using Vacuum Trucks

(developed in industrialised countries) have been in operation for many

years. However, most of these services have proved inefficient and unsatis-

factory due to organisational as well as technical reasons. Three main short-

comings have been identified during the study.

Firstly, the physical size of the machinery can prevent adequate access to

latrines. Currently available vacuum trucks are of sizes from two tonnes

.upwards and are too big to be able to drive into the hearts of the ancient

cities of Asia.or the more recent urban squatter settlements around the world,

with their narrow, winding streets adapted for pedestrian traffic. Depending

on sludge consistency and strength of the vacuum pumps, hoses of up to 30-

70 m length can be used, but in many cities and towns a sizeable proportion

of houses can be further than this from the nearest suitable roadway. Even

in planned sites and services schemes, where road access is generally good,

latrines are often situated at the back of the plot, creating unnecessary

difficulties for collection workers.

A more fundamental problem is the absolute constraint that vacuum systems'

cannot handle some of the thicker, compacted sludges in old pit latrines.

In a few cases this can be overcome by mixing extra water with the sludge,

using a pole. The principle of vacuum systems demands fluid behaviour of

the material to be removed, and an alternative concept is required for sludge

not exhibiting this type of behaviour.

The third problem area is in the management of vacuum trucks. Their engines

must be kept running all day, either to move the truck or to operate the



vacuum pump when stationary!' This causes rapid wear and makes them es-

pecially susceptible to breakdowns resulting from poor preventive main-

tenance. Fuel consumption is high, and vacuum trucks may be prime targets

for cuts in fuel supplies if the operating agency is forced to make econo-

mies. These and other similar problems are typical of high cost, high techno-

logy equipment in poor countries, but this does not make them any less real.

In addition, a very interesting behaviour of the crews has been observed in

places where the fleet of available vacuum trucks is by far too small compared

to the requests for emptying. Instead of trying to empty each pit as well

as possible, the crews are mainly concerned to serve as many houses per day

as possible. This behaviour can easily be explained by the fact that a house-

owner is only served by the crew if he or she is willing to pay a consider- ^

able amount of money to,the crew directly, in addition to the official rate.

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF PIT CONTENTS

In order to determine what kind of material has to be handled by an appro-

*• "priate pit emptying device,the content of pits and vaults in Tanzania, Ga-

borone, Taiwan, Japan, South Korea and Thailand were analysed for its pro-

perties.

4.1 Distribution

As excreta is stored in a pit or vault it tends to separate into different

layers. In the most general case there are three layers, but depending on

circumstances one or two may be absent. The three layers are, from top down:

- floating scum

- liquid

- sludge/sediment

For a well-drained or "dry" pit latrine there is no liquid layer and there-

fore also no floating scum layer.



When liquids are retained in the vault or pit, a scum layer is possible.

Its formation, appears to be related to at least two factors: the use of

paper for anal cleansing, and the number of users of the latrine. When

paper is used for anal cleansing there is nearly always a floating scum

layer, usually 100 mm - 200 mm thick, which may give the appearance of

being \iery solid. If pressed with a pole, it flexes considerably before

the pole breaks through to the liquid below. However, observations show

that it is possible to break up such a scum layer with a little persist-

ence, and mix it with the underlying liquid to a consistency allowing easy

removal by vacuum truck. Large balls of paper may cause blockages, but these

are relatively easily cleared.

In areas where water is used for anal cleansing, scum is less common, and,

when it occurs, usually in a thinner layer (50 mm - 100 mm) and with a

softer consistency. Scum samples taken in Thailand had a moisture content

around 85 % and did not need to be broken up prior to removal by vacuum

truck. Data from a survey of 192 pit latrines in Dar es Salaam showed that

latrines with large numbers of users are more often completely covered with

a scum layer. Strictly speaking, it is probably the number of users per unit

cross-sectional area of the pit which determines scum formation. This means

th,at in practice nearly all vault type latrines are scum-covered because of

their relatively small size.

The formation of a sediment below the liquid layer appears to beamuch slower

process. Observation of regularly emptied vaults suggests that it takes about

6 months before an appreciable sludge layer starts to build up. This is pro-

bably related to the digestion process, fresher excreta floating as scum due

to the entrained gases produced during the early phase of decomposition, and

sinking when digestion has proceeded to a certain degree. This is borne out

by analyses which show non-volatile solids comprising 12 % - 23 % of total

solids in scum samples, but 30 - 50 % or more in sludge. However, once a

sludge layer is laid down, its composition and properties are broadly similar

to those of sludges from "dry" pits at a similar stage of digestion.



4.2 Sludge composition

As stated previously, any scum layer can easily be mixed with the underlying

liquid to form a fluid presenting no handling problems. It is the deposited

or well-drained sludge layer which proves to be the most difficult to move.

The sludge has therefore been studied in more detail.

Sludge composition was measured in Dar esS.alaam, Gaborone and Bangkok,

whilst in the other countries visited, so little sludge was found that no

measurements were made, and published figures for the average composition

of nightsoil are presented. Average and extreme values of water content,

NVS (as % of total solids) and density are presented in Table 2.

Table-2, Sludge composition and density

% water NVS % Density kg/dm3

mean range mean range mean range
Country Source

Japan

Taiwan

S. Korea

Thailand

Botswana

Tanzania

97

?7

95

86

63

46

97-98

96-98

94-96

01-89

43-91
1 26-74

40

41

29

40

59

42

30-50

19-87

24-34

12-84

37-76

23-59

1.01

1.02

1.04

1.27

1.45

0

1

1

-

.97-1

.03-1

.11-1

.13

.43

.75

Magara et a l . 1980

Camp, Dresser,
HcKee 1970

Dept. of Preventive
Health, 1978

Measured
»

i i

In addition to these basic components, many latrines contain a certain

amount of rubbish, the nature of which reflects the users' lifestyle. In

practice, however, the rubbish causes few problems when pits are being emp-

tied, any blockages being relatively quickly and easily cleared. When vacuum

trucks are used, it is the bulk flow properties of the sludge which causes

problems.

As shown in Table 2, the density of the sludge can be as high as 1.75 kg/dm ,

which obviously greatly increases the static head against which any empty-

ing device has to work. In the case of a large vehicle emptying a deep pit,

the difference in level from the base of the pit to the top of the tanker

may be up to 7 m. With a density of 1.75 this would generate a static head

of 1.2 bar, rendering any vacuum-based emptying system useless.



4.3Sludge flow properties

The dynamic properties of the sludge may cause further difficulties once

the static head is overcome. Sludge generally exhibits a yield stress, shear

thinning behaviour and a degree of thixotropy. All these phenomena have the

same practical implication: starting the sludge moving is the most difficult

part of the operation, but once it is in a fluid state it can quite easily '

be kept moving.

The addition of small quantities of water can also have a dramatic effect

on sludge fluidity. Two effects are involved: simple dilution, and thixo-

tropy. 'Tests with sludges from different pits with water contents of 83 %

and 64 % have shown that the addition of an extra 2 % of water can reduce

resistance to flow 30-300 fold, respectively. This effect is probably due

more to thixotropy than to dilution.

Another factor of great importance in determining the properties of the

sludge is the compaction which occurs over time as it is stored in the pit.

This compaction is due partly to pressure from the pit contents overlying

the sludge, and partly to the continuous leaching of liquids down through

the sludge, washing out soluble digestion products and leaving a matrix of

inorganic matter and less easily degraded organic material such as fibre.

In the African samples it was observed that a significant amount of sand and

soil particles were also to be found, washed in from above and also from the

surrounding soil during times of falling water table.

The results of this process can be seen most clearly in the rise of yield

stress» density and solids content with time. The overall tendency appears

to be for most of the compaction to take place during the first year or so

of storage. In addition the measurements showed that the presence or absence

of free water in the pit does not correlate with the sludge properties, and

that compaction proceeds at an equal pace in both "wet" and "dry" pits.



4.4 Sludge accumulation

The sludge accumulation rate was found to be between 7 and 17 (average 12)

kg of dry matter per person per year. Thus for the compacted pit latrine

sludges of Dar es Salaam and Gaborone with typical moisture contents of

50 - 60 % this represents around 25 - 30 litres of wet sludge per person

per year. In Bangkok, with a typical moisture content around 85 % this comes

to around 80 litres, and in Japan and Taiwan, with nightsoil of 97 % water

content, to 400 litres per person annually.

4.5 Implications for pit emptying

In summary then, it is apparent that the major pit emptying problems are

associated with the sludge layer that starts to be deposited after about

6 months' storage. The longer it is stored and the more water that is allowed

to leach out of it, the more stiff and resistant to flow it becomes. Organic

content too tends to decrease over time because of digestion, and this again

reduces fluidity. The mixing in of small quantities of extra water can

greatly increase sludge fluidity, mainly because it is thixotropic and re-

duces its viscosity after the shearing necessary to mix in the water.

Considering this analysis, various possible options for pit emptying would

appear feasible:

a) Use vaults or small pits of limited leaching capacity to maintain water

content and provide less than one year's storage capacity, thus yield- i

ing a fluid material which is easily pumped out.

b) Use pits of more than one year's capacity and fluidise the sludge de-

posited by some device to apply shear, mixing it with water already

present as a separate layer or, in well-drained pits, with additional

water.

c) Use pits of more than one year's capacity and remove the sludge as a

solid material. The simplest way of doing this is probably by adopting

twin pits and desludging manually. For single pits, a solids handling

device would be required.
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5. CURRENTLY AVAILABLE PIT EMPTYING TECHNOLOGY

Because access to thé sludge is very often only through the (small) drop-

hole, arid the latrine itself may well be inaccessible, the use of a

flexible pipe to convey the sludge from the pit to the removal container

appears the most attractive option for a pit emptying device. Accepting this

constraint, there are four major options currently available:

- vacuum trucks

- helical rotor pumps

- diaphragm pumps

- air drag systems

In the longer term, solids handling technologies such as bucket or screw

conveyors might be developed for pit emptying purposes, but currently avail-

able devices of these types are too heavy and bulky for this application.

The. first three systems are only effective on liquid wastes and wet sludges

which have not been stored long enough to become compacted. Manufacturers

of these types of equipment recommend a minimum moisture content of around

"80 % if sludges are to be effectively shifted. Thicker sludges can be moved

by a "gulping" technique, but this is slow and laborious. With these tech-

nologies, therefore, there is a need for concurrent use of some fluidising

device when handling thick, relatively dry, compacted sludge.

The last-mentioned system, air drag, does not rely on the sludge being fluid,

as the fluid flowing in the collection hose is a high velocity air stream

which entrains solids or liquids and deposits them in the removal container

when the air stream enters and slows down.

5.1 Vacuum trucks ' •

By far the most widespread of these four systems in use for pit emptying

is the vacuum truck. The main problem with these is engine wear, since the

engine runs under load throughout the working day, either hauling the tanker

or driving the pump. Some models are fitted with an auxiliary engine to power

the pump, but this merely spreads the same maintenance requirement over two

engines.
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There are two generic types of sliding vane vacuum pump, and these do show

significant differences. Most European and North American manufacturers make

high-speed pumps with fabric-reinforced resin vanes lubricated by a total

loss drip-feed system. This reduces capital cost and is effective in the

countries of manufacture where maintenance is efficient and spare varies and

bearings are easily obtained and stocked. In developing countries, however,

spares and maintenance are perennial headaches, while capital costs are

often met, wholly or partially, by foreign assistance. Even where this is

not so, a municipal capital budget is more likely to receive central govern-

ment support than the recurrent budget. This makes the other (more expensive)

type of vacuum pump, manufactured primarily in Japan, much more attractive.

Rotational speeds are generally lower, increasing pump lifetime, and the

vanes are made of thick steel plate which does not wear or shatter in the |

same way as resin. In addition, the lubrication system is enclosed, with

oil"circulating from a reservoir. This allows a much higher lubrication rate

than is affordable with a total loss system and hence more reliability.

JL*? Other fluid pumping equipment

Helical rotor (also known as progressive cavity or ("Mono") pumps and dia-

phragm pumps are both capable of handling only liquid sludge and, additionally,

the sludge must pass through the pump. This calls for more rugged (and expen-

sive) construction than for vacuum pumps and for some device to prevent rigid

solid debris from damaging the elastomeric casing (of a helical rotor pump)

or diaphragm.

The diaphragm pump has one advantage in as much as it is the only one under

consideration which can easily be hand-powered. It also has a minimum of

moving parts: check valves, the linages in the reciprocating mechanism and

the diaphragm itself. A hand-powered unit would obviously have a much lower

capacity than a motor-powered one and would thus really only be suitable for

small pits and vaults where the time spent pumping is relatively small com-

pared with setting up and removing the equipment. However, in small towns

with ready supplies of cheap labour, hand-operated diaphragm pumps used in

conjunction with vaults of a few hundred litres capacity would be a cheap

and simple option. Field trials would indicate the range of sludge conditions

over which they would be suitable.
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5.3 Sludge f ïukHsation

All the devices discussed thus far would require some ancillary equipment

or operation to fluidise thicker, more compacted sludger, if they are to be

shifted. Vacuum trucks can perform a certain degree of fluidisation without

ancillary equipment, provided the hose ran be forced down into the sludge,

which may not always be possible. Various techniques have been recorded in

investigations by the World Bank in U.S.A. and Haiti. These involve switch-

ing the vacuum pump into pressure mode and pumping air or water (possibly

previously removed from the same pit) into the sludge from below, if the

sludge is thin enough to enable the hose to be pushed through it, then the

limited pressure available will probably be sufficient to achieve effective

mixing. In any case, high pressure would cause erosion of the pit walls and

probably also excessive splashing (observed in trials with sewer jetting

equipment operating at 100 bar). Sludge of this intermediate consistency

can also be fluidised by mixing with a pole (if the pit is not too large)

or even removed directly (but slowly) by a "gulping" procedure whereby the

hose is pressed into the sludge to enclose a small quantity and then lifted

.clear until the sludge is removed up the hose along with some entrained air.

However, in very well-drained or mature pits, it is impossible to push the

hose through the sludge. In this case, a mechanical, rather than hydraulic,

fluidisation technique would be required. No such devices have been field

tested, and this is sn important area for development. A device along the

lines of a vibrating concrete poker has been suggested as a possible solution.

The only commercially available equipment for this purpose encountered during

the study was a caged propeller, rather large to be lowered into a typical

pit and probably not capable of mixing really compacted sludges in any case.

5^4 Air drag systems

Air drag systems rely on drag from a rapidly moving air stream rather than

an atmospheric pressure to shift material. Thus, in addition to not requiring

a fluid sludge, static head is also unimportant, and dense sludge could in

theory be easily lifted. The major problem with this type of equipment is the

cohesive and adhesive properties of sludge. Three types of air drag equipment

were tested by the Building Research Establishment in U.K. (Carrol, R.F.,1981)
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on simulated sludge consisting of topsoil adjusted to 20 - 40 % water content.

Because of its cohesiveness, a gulping technique was required to separate

chunks of sludge for entrainment, but the net result was up to five times

as fast as a vacuum tanker. Build-up of sludge on the hose walls was a problem

when flexible hoses were used, leading to decreased air velocity and eventual-

ly to blockage. Small quantities of water fed in near the mouth of the hose

alleviated this problem.

Thus, although in principle offering the advantage of a simple one-step oper-

ation for removing compacted sludge, this type of machine would require fur-

ther development to make it suitable for desludging. A serious disadvantage

is the large auxiliary engine required to drive the air blower, increasing

maintenance costs and probably quadrupling fuel consumption, compared with

vacuum trucks. Air drag machines of a specification intermediate between most

typical air drag machines and vacuum trucks are available in Japan, and pos-

sibly elsewhere, with the blower driven by a power takeoff (P.T.O.). Capital

cost and fuel consumption are both still considerably higher than vacuum

trucks, however.

•?-5 Equipment size

Apart from reflecting differences in cost, the weight and size of pit empty-

ing machinery are important factors in determining suitability. Low-income

urban areas are typically laid out in a haphazard manner without roadways

big enough for large vehicles, and, where roadways do exist, they are oft

impassable in the wet season because of mud. Big, heavy machines will there-

fore be unsuitable in most cases. The usual capacity of European and North

American vacuum tankers is 4.5 irf5 (1000 gal) whilst Japanese tankers are

commonly 1.8 m with correspondingly smaller chassis. This brings in a fur-

ther incidental advantage, which is that the top of such a tanker may be

1-2 m lower than a typical European model, thus reducing the necessary stati

head to lift the sludge.
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6. MUTUAL CONSEQUENCES OF REMOVAL TECHNOLOGY AND LATRINE DESIGN

Many urban areas have established traditions of latrine construction and

use, and any pit emptying service must clearly adapt itself to the require-

ments of the particular latrine technology used. This will entail the re-

moval of liquid material and, in some cases, compacted sludge as well. The

kinds of technological developments needed to deal with this latter problem

are discussed earlier in this article.

Nevertheless, current estimates indicate that only about a quarter or, at

most, a third, of all developing country urban residents have access to a

latrine of any kind. Against this background, substantial efforts are being

made, particularly during the U.N. Water and Sanitation Decade, to provide

excreta disposal facilities on a mass scale for the people as yet unserved.

When planning the large projects involved, the overall system of excreta

deposition, storage and removal must be considered rather than, as up to now,

the latrine technology alone.

The current state-of-the-art presents planners with a choice between vault

latrines which can be emptied by a (reliable) vacuum truck service, but cause

a greater amount of sullage to be discharged to the environment, or, alter-

natively, pit latrines which can accept considerable quantities of sullage

and are less liable to overflow in the absence of reliable pit emptying ser-

vices, but accumulate compacted sludge which is very difficult to remove.

The value of soakage in reducing pit emptying requirements is illustrated

by the case of Dar es Salaam, where only 17 % of a random sample of pit la-

trines had called on the vacuum truck service for liquids removal, the re-

mainder requiring only sludge removal.

Twin-pit latrine systems retain all the advantages of pit latrines, whilst

allowing for the cheap and simple manual removal of pit contents. These

systems take maximum advantage of locally available resources: subsoil for

liquids removal by soakage and manpower for solids removal. Thus, in addi-

tion to providing a high level of service, another equally important objective,

non-reliance on imported technology, is achieved. Where ground conditions and

span permit, this is definitely the technology of choice. Even in areas of
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high water table, twin pits can be used, if the ground is permeable, by

building them up above ground level.

Impermeable substrata such as clay or rock, however, preclude the use of

pit latrines. In these cases, any latrine built will essentially be a vault,

in the sense which has been used throughout this analysis. The studies on

compaction indicate that these should be sized for a maximum of one year's

storage. Assuming a minimum household size of tv/o and a mean of 5-10, this

would necessitate collections every 2-5 months for the average household.

The installation of small-bore sewer systems for sullage disposal would be

a logical second step in upgrading these systems.

Where ground conditions dictate the use of vaults, some kind of pumping

system will be required to empty them. The operation and maintenance of

this service will almost certainly be the single most difficult task in

the provision of hygienic excreta disposal for the population. The allo-

cation of foreign exchange for the purchase of fuel and spares, the stock-

ing of these (and prevention of their theft), manpower training and the de-

"velopment of an effective revenue collection and subsidy system are thus

central to the-planning of the whole sanitation project if vaults are to be

used. .

The widespread adoption of single pit systems is to be avoided except in

cases where sufficient land is available on house plots to accommodate se-

veral relocations of the pit. Single or double pits can be used in areas of A

intermediate soil permeability, in conjunction with a liquids removal service

for those pits where liquid accumulation exceeds seepage rate, but the same

remarks apply to the central importance of this removal service.

SUGGESTIONS FOR-FURTHER WORK

After having identified the main problem areas in connection with the opera-

tion of pit emptying systems and technologies in developing countries, and

considering the fact that many cities and towns in developing countries are

embarking on major latrine-building programmes which require the existence
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of such emptying systems, we suggest that further field tests and investiga-

tions should be undertaken urgently. Thereby, emphasis should be put on the

difficult conditions encountered in many African cities.

a) There is still ^jery little information on the suitability of pit empty-

ing devices, other than European-type vacuum trucks, to handle rela-

tively thick sludges found normally in African pits. Future field tests

should be undertaken with further desludging devices available on the

market, but which hâve not yet been used or tested in Africa:

- Japanese type vacuum trucks which appear to be more robust and

cheaper than those used in African countries up to now.

- Vacuum tanks mounted on a trailer and pulled by a farm tractor. This is

a relatively simple device used by European farmers to spread the

liquid manure on the fields.

At present, IRCWD is trying to identify manufacturers in Europe and

Japan who are willing to cooperate in these field tests.'

"b) Investigations and tests should be undertaken in the laboratory and in

the field in order to develop new or adapt existing equipment.

Currently available fluid handling technology could be combined with

some device for fluidising the sludge. Alternatively, "solid" sludge

could be removed by an- air drag or conveyor System» though these, too,

would require development to a form specifically designed for p U

emptying. It is probable that vacuum or diaphragm pump systems in con-

junction with a sludge fluidisation device will turn out to be more

cost-effective than other options.

The British Building Research Establishment (BR£) and the Swedish Build-

ing Research Institute (S8RI) have shown great interest in carrying out

investigations and field tests. In both organisations, projects could

be started thanks to the support of the British Overseas Development

Administration (ODA) and the Swedish International Development Authority
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Authorities in developing countries, development agencies, research insti-

tutes and manufacturers interested in helping to find solutions to the pit

emptying problems are kindly invited to write to the Manager of IRCWD.
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HUMAN EXCRETA MANAGEMENT - TOILET MAINTENANCE

Dr.LE VI HUNG

It- Excreta and publia health in rural areas-

Numerous studies have indicated that the waste of a aomnotity
contains the complete spectrum of enteric pai^o genie microorganisms
excreted by the oommmity, which is a function of the endemic
disease rates prevalent in that cormunity. Beside the pathogenic
bacteria* night soil from human sources may contain viruses of
enteric diseases. In warm, tropical and subtropical areas of the
world, diseases caused by the pathogenic protozoans and helminths
are common.

Concentrations of these pathogens in night soil may be
quite, high. For example* one fertilized female Ascaris worm

• living in the human intestine produces 200,000 eggs per day
while a female Anoylostome deposits between 25,000 and 35,000
eggs per day*,.From the above, it can be seen that the concentra-
tion of parasites in night soil or in sewage is a function of
the type of parasite and the number of infected persons in
the aomamity serving os a source,

Vietnam is a subtropical country where the environnent is
a factor favourable for the development of germs of intestinal
infection (diarrhoea, dysentery typhoid fever, cholera, poliomyelitis ,
infectious hepatitis, helminthiasis,,,) and,artlwppdsvectors of
diseases (flies)

Besides the environmental factors, the unorganised excretion
in gardens, in rice fields,,*, the removal of feces from privy-
container over the country side without adequate hygienic measures,
the bad habit of using fresh waste A n agriculture and fish-breeding,,,
have brought about the moot serious pollution factors to the
environment such as ground, water supply and food-stuff. This
constitues a serious danger as regard epidemiology for the

lntern.vV--.-M Reic
tor Coi»-.-.'iV..wty V,,.



excreta of patients and germ-carriers ore a source of propagation

of intestinal diseases. This "fecal peril" is especially great

not only in the region where the population has the bad habitof

using fresh waste but also wHë're tHè crops are'eaten raw»

According to statistic data of the national Institute of

Hygiene and Epidemiology•/ the morbidity rate due to intestinal

pathogens in rural areas was very, high :

. more than 70 prc* for A.Lwnbriooidess

more than ,,60 p..c. for Tricoce-phaluss • ;.

abçut •.. 35 p.c. for Ankyloetoma duodenalis

to 18 p.ct for Shigella .

8-15 p,c. for Salmonella

30-40 p.c. for Pathogenic coli (G.E.I.)

Recently field-studies have indicated that the diarrhoeal

diseases of children under 5 ages are very, serious-data of

, , National Institute of Hygiene and. Epidemiology -Hanoi Medical

Faculty (Tab. 2-6) ,

Besidee, the drinking water used in the country side'mainly

comes from shallow wells-and unchlorinated before use.

In the regions which lack any hygienic and acceptable

" method of excreta disposait the environment (soilt water)

is constantly polluted by excreta. (Tab.?)

II.- Composting toilet.-

To solve the problem of fresh excrement the Ministry of

Public Health of Vietnam launched a patriotic hygiene campaign

with a view to preserve environment purity and man's health and

to make of it a source of fertilizer.

Just in that hygiene movement throughout the country ie

born the typical double vault composting toilet "DVC" which

meets the hygienic requirements.

Principle : The excrement is packed with buffer-matter

in closed bin: Under the activity of micro-organismsa especially

of anaerobic nrlarobsj the composting process takes place anaerobically



and changée organic proteins into nitrates and eliminates

pathogenic germe in several weeks*

The design details vary, but all DVC toilets have

certain operational and architectural requirements in common.

There are two adjacent vaults, one of which serving as receptable

for defecation (urine being channelled into a separate vessel

being used first while the other, full of human excreta, being

left to on-the-spot composting of ite excreta together with

buffer~matter (kitchen ash, powder earth, household refuse,

leaves.,,) Organic excreta and buffer-matter will be made

compact and then composting process in hermetically closed

tank, left to itself for 60 days (Fig 1-3)

DVC toilet is a work aimed at collecting and treating the

excreta after the principle of anaerobic composting. Ash and

biodegradable organic matter are added to the vault to absorb

odors and moisture. To produce good compost , the optimum

moisture content in the vault should be between 40 and 60

percent. This can be achieved in this way : the urine is drained

to a separate vessel and collected for use as a nitrogenous liquid

fertilizer. The buffer matter (kitchen ash, powder lime,,,) is

a absorbent matter and the worm-powder.

The temperature in the compost-ing vault is higher than the

surrounding one by 2 - 6'C, In swmer it may rise up to 45'C

while the surrounding one varies between 28 and 32'C, In short

the time, the buffer matter, the temperature combine themselves

in the closed bin to eliminate the pathogens,

A wide variety of materials may be used to construct the

toilet. Material requirements are for the pit lining, the

squatting plate and the superstructure. Although a variety of

materials can be used, brick or concrete blocks are chosen for the

construction. They are the best and also the dearest, so in some

regions we can use materials on the spot (loam, adobe, bamboo,

wood,,,).
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The use and toilet maintenance muet be strictly carried out,

1/ The cesspool and the composting bin muet be used

alternately^ and never simultaneously;

2/ After each defecation buffer-matter* especially kitchen

\ash, must be regulary added in the correct quantities (one part

of feces and two parts of ash) to absorb odors and moisture and

to maintain a suitable carbon-nitrogen ratio in the composting

material. The toilet paper is thrown into the vault. The lid is

again put on the inlet for fecal discharge,

3/ Periodically orte keep clean the urine outlet, the opening

for fecal discharge and the comp'ôét'removal port;

4/ When the vault is three-quarters full, one throws in

buffer matter and seal it with battered clay; the other vault

is emptied and put into service* :Th& %ate of composting should

be noted and it muet last 60 days*

D,VtCt toilet is the most common type of batch composting

toilet. It presents some advantages:

1/ Collecting and compost processing takes place on the

spot, avoiding thus transport difficulties as well as direct

manual contact with fresh human excreta and scattering pollution

material among the environment,

2/ This model is the most commonly accepted and used in

almost villages. On certain*areas all households possess those

typical toilets for their own house. On average an unit of D,V,C,

toilet is available for 1,5 familly,

3/ The organic excreta is removed from septic bin after

going through complete composting process in hermetically closed

bin and shown as non-pathogenic3 non toxio manure with high

nitrate concentration, excellent fertilizer for vegetables and

aereals (Tab, 8-9) Nevertheless this type of toilet is unsuitable

in areas where: .
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» there is not custom of agricultural 'fëuse'of excreta;

'••'- there ie 'uneuffiaient buffer-matter for composting

process;

— there is high-density of population;

.-•• • - sufficient user care cannot be reasonably expected;

- every year the overflooding and intense rain-fall

bring about the démolition of toilets especially

those made of battered earth;

In those regions> D.V.C. toilet become anti'hygienic,

excreta are hot appropriately treated and pathogens can be

develop in the environment and constitue sources of propagation

of intestinal infections*,

III,- Water-privy

To resolve above difficulties and to preserve public hygiene

the National Institute of hygiene arid Epidemiology has devised

a new type of self-sterilising water-septic tank. This type called

"Improved septic tank" is being studied in the regions where

"D.V.C. toilet" still develops very little effect.

Principle.- This type of water-privy and that of renovated

siphon drainage channel are both different from that classical

S.like siphon» The biological decomposition process of organic

excreta and cellulosic substances will be speeded up along with

the active •'participation of anaerobic bacteria already present

within the excreta^ creating thus a very strong biological

membrane3 which enables the septic tank to maintain constant

temperature^ tightness, the organic manure to change rapidly

into humus and at the same time helps producing a lot of

biological gas (mainly methan) that c<zn be used as fuel for the

cooking. In this composting process, pathogens of cholera,

dysentery, typhoid fever, diarrhoea,.,t various species of

viruses, eggs -of ascaris...cannot survive tong, then will be

readily killed. Tfie effluent and mould of this toilet become

•••:•.••••• non toxic, non pathogenic manure and can be used as a soil fertiliser.
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Structure* - T)iis toilet consists essentially of a suatting

plate situated immediately above a septic tank. The squatting

plate has a siphon, in diameter 150 millimeters, the bottom

of which is 10 to IS centimeters below the water level in

the tank. In this manner a simple water seal is formed between

the squatting plate and the tank contents* In order to maintain

this water seal, which ie necessary to prevent fly and odor

nuisance in the toilet, it is essential that the tank be completely

water-tight and the toilet user add sufficient water to the

tank via the A superstructure, is provided for privacy and a small

vent pipe is normally incorporated in the design to expell the

gases produced in the tank. The advantages of the siphon, inportant

component of water-privy, are; .

1/ small volume of water for each flush (about 3 liters)

2/ an opening must be holed for the deplugging when necessaryj

3/ easy to build and replace.

Thanks to the combination of autodeaomposition tank with

depot of excreta residues recovery^ the biological w&"nbrane of

the autodecomposition tank is constantly preserved so .that the

tightness and the anaerobic condition are quite ensured which

is particulary favourable to the activity of anaerobic micro-

organisms. Thus:

1/ exereta quickly change into humus;

2/ biological gases (mainly methane) emanate in greater

amount:

3/ die ease-causing agents of intestinal infections are

eliminated

4/ the depot of excreta residues recovery acting as a safety-

valve; after 1 year they are taken.out and reused in

agriculture,.

The effluent of depot of water recovery is limpid and

odourless, It can be mixed with urine, which increases the

percentage of nitrates, and collected for use as a nitrogenous

liquid fertilizer.
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The water-privy muet be applied;

t.,.••:...;., - in populous areas and on the; littoral;

•-.in agricultural and aquacultural reuse;

- in enterprises, schools, markets, bus-stops.,.(model for

public spots) ,

- in urban centers or provincial chief-towns

-in new economic zones

- to replace Y>. V. C. toilet,...

The toilet user must respect the following rules:

- discharge just, in the shitting hole so as not to dirty

the seat;

- throw used toilet paper in -the basket provided to this

effeat;
- pour water in the shitting hole immediately after each

defecation (about 3 liters) to maintain the water seal;

- avoid pouring in the tank soapy water or antiseptic

solutions so as not to kill necessary for the decomposition

of orgenic substances.

- avoid using sharp and hard stick for the deplugging.

IV. - Biogas production.-

When organic wastes are digested anaerobicallya a mixture

of mathane, carbon dioxide, and other gases is given off. This

gas has become known as "biogas" and can be produced on Various

different technologies. The bioyas plants are fed with diluted dung

with or without human excreta and with or witnout vegetable

refuse. The effluent is reused in agriculture or in aquaculture

to enrich fishponds. The gas is used primarily for domestic cooking

and lighting. The dung from one cow, .or similar animel, may

producd around SOO liters of gas per day and the calorific value

of this gas may be arount 4-5 kilo calories per liter. In contrast

human excreta only produce 30 liters of biogas per person daily.

The process is very sensitive to temperature. In the mesophilio

range, optimum gas production occurs at around 35fC. In some

regions of our country a complexe of septic tank and system of

recovery of biological gases from dung, human exereta for one

family has been studied and tested (Fig,6-7). The aqua-privy
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is connected to pigsty and to cowshed in order to provide

material for composting and for biogas production. This

amount of gas suffioes to boil water for daily dringking

and to aook meals for one family of 5 to 10 persons. Thue

a source of fuels and fertilizers will be available while

risk of pollution of environment in set aside,

A litte information from the field^studies o>i the hioyas

plant effluent indicate that helminth ovat especially Ascaris

ova3 may be survive in it. Therefore the work of popularisation

of this model is now in progress./.

•'v \ V
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Environmental Conditions in Bangkok Slums

Introduction *Sumet Manoharn*

There are about 400 slums, scattering around, in Bangkok,

approximately 1 million people or 20$ of the city's population. Slums

are characterised by irregular dense settlements and a general absence

of infrastructure services.

Since 1977» The National Housing Authority (HHA) has imple-

mented a slum improvement programma. Curing 1977 - 1983, 33»000 fami-

lies or about 200,000 people in 82 slum areas are expected to benefit

from the programme.

Cause of Slum erection

1) Migration

Since Bangkok is the center of business, administra-

tion, politics, education and development. Every year, a significant

number of people from the provinces has migrated to the city. Most

of them came to bangkok in order to find ;job, education, utilities,

facilities and securities*

/ According to the survey, the rate of migration per

year is about 2% of the city population

2 ) P o p u l a t i o n g r o w t h , , /-.. , =»v '• ; -J•'•***';?

The housing that provided by the state is not suf-

ficient for the middle and low income population*

The city population growth rat© per year is 4% of

the city population. At present, the housing demand of the middle

and low income population are Increasing about 20,000 units per year.

But the housing supplied by the state (include slum upgrading) is

about 10,000 units per year*

* In 1982, the population in Bangkok is 5.4 millions.
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3) Land Tenure

The main land tenure structure of the low income

housing is renting a piece of land without any basic infrastructure

and erect their own houses. The land is normally belong to the pri-

vate rich. Basically government can not improve the land unless the

land lord give the permission.

Topography

Bangkok is located in flat and low land. The existing eleva-

tion is about 1«70 metre above mean sea level (msl.)« The surface

water level in the flooding season is about 1.50 metre above msl..

The soil condition is very soft, and the upper layer ( 2 - 3 ttotre)

is clay.

Building Technology

In the past

Most of the houses were made of timber which was very cheap

and easy to purchase. Normally the floor of the house was elevated

from the ground*

At present

Since 20 year ago, the technology of using reinforce concrete

and brick was adopted and it is very popular among the rloh and higher

middle income*

Instead of elevating the floor like timber house, normally

they fill the land (1-1.50 metre high) and construct the reinforce

concrete house on grade.

But most of the low income houses are still made of timber*

Although at present the cost of timber are rather high, for the

temporary of semipermanent houses use second class timber are still

much cheaper than the reinforce concrete ones.
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Normally, the houses in the slum area are made

of timber. The land is not filled and the floor is elevated. That

make the ground level in the slum areas are lower than their neigh-

bour. Cause the problem of stagnant water and flooding.

Acoess

Normally, the existing walkway in the slum area

is made of old timber and also elevated from the stagnant water or

flooding.

In KHA's slum upgrading project, the existing old wooden

walkway will be replaced with a elevated reinforce concrete walkway.

The space along the circulation in the slum is usually very

narrow. It is very difficult to construct the new walkway.

Drainage

In Bangkok, the drainage system is taken care by the Depart-

ment of Drainage under the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA).

The waste water from the houses and the storm will be drained to the

public drainage line along the road to the canal to the river and

then to the sea.

While poor drainage is the problem, flooding can affect

the whole city after heavy rains» Currently the Department of Drai-

nage has developed a temporary flood protection system, dikes and

pumping stations, which reduces flooding problems in the central areas

of the city, but increases the length and severity of floods outside

the protection areas.

Most of the slums are located near the canals or river.

In NHA's Slum upgrading project normally the drainage which was pro-

vided is the open channol drainage underneath the walkway, drain the

waste water diroctly to the canals or to the river. It is not possible
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to drain the waste water to the public drainage on the road, because

the ground level In the slum are lower than the public drainage.

It is very difficult to construct the drainage in the slum areas

due to the stagnant water and flooding problem. In order to solve

the problem. The Slum Upgrading office has developed a prefab flume

which is very easy to install.

Garbage disposal

The collection of solid waste from each house in the city

is serviced by the destricts under the Bangkok Metropolitan Administra-

tion (BMA).

Currently the districts have the total collection capacity

about 2,500 Ton/day which Is only half of the total solid waste.

Most of the slum areas do not get the service from the

districts. The reason is the truck can not reach in slum area. The

other reason is the slum dwellers refuse to pay. In the slum area,

solid waste is dumped where else on the ground or the canal which

is very bad for the environment.

In NHA's slum upgrading project, the garbage baskets and

garbage house were provided at the place where the truck can reach.

But the system do not work well. Because the truck did not come.

Water supply

In Bangkok the potable water is supplied by the Metropolitan

Water Work Authority (MWV/A).

The most common problem is low discharge pressure and often

there is no water at all for long hours. To cope with the unpredictable

supply, most houses in Bangkok have to store water and install pummps

to increase water pressure. When ever the water pipe is broken,

the pumps may suck the dirty water into the pipe especially in the
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flooding season the problem is more seriously.

Generally, most of the slums in Bangkok have access to

MWWA1 s water supply. The minimum charge for individual connection

including water meter is about us $ 150. The number of metered

individual connections could range between 30 - 70 percent, the

rest of the families being supplied by neighbours or water vendors.

Housing areas outside the center of Bangkok are usually serviced

by privately operated independent network from deep wells* Shallow

wells, near by canals or rain water collection is also a source

of water supply in outlying slum area.

Electricity

The Electricity in Bangkok is responsible by the Metro-

politan Electricity Authority (MEA).

Every house in Bangkok, even in the slum areas, has aeoess

to MEA's Electricity and basically has individual meter. Currently,

the minimum charge for Individual connection including meter Is

about us $ 100*

Human Waste Disposal

There is no central sewage system in Bangkok. Except in

the public housing projects, have the sewage line with the treatment

plant. Generally almost every house has the septic tank which normally

has 2 chambors» the first chamber is the cesspool with squating plate,

water seal on top and a ventilation pipe, the second chamber Is the

seepage one which has holes for the affluence to soak out into the earth.

Except in the slum areas, almost every house has cess pit

which bas only one chamber. There is a squating plate, water seal on

top and a ventilation pipe, But do not seal the bottom in order to

let the affluenoe to soak out into the earth.
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Either the septle tank or cess pit let the affluence soak

out into the earth. Which may cause the disease spread out and con-

taminate the other. Especially in the stagnant water area or in the

flooding season the disease will come up and contaminate the environment.

When the ceas pool is full, we can use the M A 1 s service

truck to empty the sludge in the pool. The fee for sludge removal

1$ about us $ 10 once.

The BMA1 s truck will dump the sludge at the dumping station

located in the fringe area and the sludge will be composed in the open*

In the slum area, where the truck can not reach, when the

pit is full, it has either to be empty and burry the sludge nearby

or construct a new one.

Generally, every house has a toilet.. But basically the

existing toilet is not suitable for the population density, soil

Qondition and topography in Bangkok. It is not possible to ask the

families who own the houses to chance the existing toilets to a new

suitable one» It will be practically to persuade the families who

are going to build a now house to construct a suitable toilet. At

least the enveroncnent will not be worse than present.

So far nobody can say that what kind of toilet is suitable

for Broigkok. The author may has a chance to do a research on the

appriate human waste disposal in Bangkok. It is just the beginning

of the Slum Upgrading Department to solve human waste desposal problem,

especially in the new housing project like sites & services project.

At the beginning we will study on the up flow filter which Is similar

to the existing septic tajik in term of material and cost. But for

the quality, the affluence can be directly drained to public drainage
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system. The ma;} or problem of the up flow filter is the problem of

clogging. If we aan solve the problem of clogging in the up flow

filter, we may say that it is a suitable toilet for Bangkok,

•Slum Upgrading Department

National Housing Authority

Thailand.*
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IMPROVING THE CESSPOOL FOR THAI SLUMS

Krisno Nimpuno

Institute for Housing Studies - B.1E
Rotterdam, Netherlands

The low-cost sanitation solution of the slums in Bangkok has found
general application in the slums. It has become one of the most successful
sanitation systems in relation to the general applicability in the slums.

The excellent acceptability the system has not been reported very
widely. It has, however, hardly ever been visualized how the long-term
pollution effects of the system may be.

The success of the system would justify some systematic analyses of
the cesspool performance to identify possible bottlenecks and strong points
of the system.

This paper discusses some of the attitudes of the uses while an
evolutionary approach for the application of the cesspool is recommended.

THE ORIGINAL CESSPOOL DESIGN '•!•' ' B w

lot u ^ - - - - * '• -
The cesspool design, as it was launched in the early seventies as a

low-cost solution for urban areas in Thailand, consists of two
interconnected tanks.

The first tank is for settling solids» while the partly purified effluent
flows into a second tank - a soakage. The first tank has a vent pipe,
since most of the biogas is produced here, and an inlet in the form of a
squatting plate with a water seal. Both tanks are made of concrete rings,
the first one has a tight bottom, and the second one has an open bottom.
This design requires a regular removal of the sludge, while the system per-
colates a considerable quantity of unstabilized organic matter and pathogens
into the ground water. It is, however, very easily constructed and re-
quires little maintenance.

The system works well in areas with a high ground water level, which
keeps the second tank filled with fluids» As a result, secondary treatment
takes place before the effluent soaks away. If there is a low ground water
level, however, the overflowing fluids from the first tank soak away into



the .ground' before anv secondary treatnte.nt t.ikes place. : I
11 it; pollution

offset will therefore be. considerable.

Tho • cesspool, as H was introduced, still assures a reasonably
environment.:*! protection, but although the system became widely acceptée!
and applied, ji: perform;:; less well thai! could have been expected. 'This is
to a large extend caused by the simplified version th;it waf? applied in most
cases. This system as described in detail in the following pages1 is-, still
ver-y acceptable to the people,: but its performance is very inadequate.

lut' all its faults, however, ever» the simplified cesspool, has marie two
trinjor contributions to public health: it lirp.it.-5 contrimirintion and makes or-
ganized sanitation in dense areas a fully accepted'1 element in

THE 5[MP!,:(PIiC.U CIvSS

Very few hour-es ii? Bangkok lack a toilet .facility.. The sanitation cam-
paigns have resulted in a very high acceptance rate of individv:al facilities -
well over 95" ol the si it m households have one kind of toilet system or
another, in nto^t cases a cesspool.

Two important factor:-; have played a vole in the rapid acceptance of
these toilets In the Bangkok shims, Firstly, the effective water se;i! pre-
vents unpleasant odours, and the vicinity of a toilet, is therefore no longer
provoking strong negative 'reactions.

The second factor contributing- to the general acceptance relates to the
simple construction methods developed lor the system. The whole cons-
truction is readily availably in pre- fabricated parts from a, multitude of sup-
pliers at a very low price. I he. s.yslern is BO cheap in its implementation
that many household.1; buiid a second toilet instead of emptying the original
one.

In summary, nasy ?:od economical .supply, and flu- elimination of plea-
sant sights and sidours arc: the key factors, behind the high implementation
ratio of toi Set s systems in Th/iii;md..

A second look at the system, however, discloses a very different pic-
ture. The actual.'installations that one finds ,in the slum:-; are very dif-
ferent, from the original cesspool design. instead of two tanks, there is
only one, which consists of a set 0/ rings without a bottom plate and has a
squatting plate with a w;tter seal, but without a vent pipe on lop. The
tank yonietimes h.-irdîy enters into the. soil, but rises through the sur-
rounding surface water up to the floor of the house. The user still enjoys
the same advantages as in. the ease of the correct double-pit cesspool:
•cheap and easy installation, and an effective water seal keeping out al) un-
pleasant o d o u r s,



1 The treatment process, however, has changed radically. The fluids
» leach directly without treatment into the surrounding surface water. There

is no secondary treatment of effluents and the percolation of fresh faecal
| matter into the water body is quite possible. There are many operational

problems with this type of toilet, but from the users point-of-view it is
\ satisfactory: it is cheap to construct and pleasant to use. The operational
\ difficulties are not immediately apparent, but the leaching effect constitutes
; a long-term health hazard and causes severe pollution.

The direct soakage reduces the mineralisation process of the settled
; solids* The lack of a vent pipe results in a build-up of biogas in the tank

and causes blockages.

I The adverse environmental conditions in the slums are partly related to
;• this malpractice of building simplified cesspools. The upflow filter as
I described later in this paper is suggested as a solution.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE CESSPOOL

| The cesspool consists of a few simple pre-fabricated components which
I are widely available and can easily be assembled. A complete unit can be
| installed for about Baht 700 (US$ 31) in a few hours1 time. The unit con-

sists of a number of concrete rings, a concrete cover slab, and a porcelain
\ or terrazzo squatting plate with a water seal. The rings have a diameter of

80 cm and a height of 50 cm, and are cast in simple steel molds. These
components are produced by many small contractors and building material
outlets. ,

Installation consists of making a small excavation in the ground and
putting a few rings on top of each other up to the floor level of the house.
The joints between the rings are sealed with mortar and then the cover slab

• is masoned on top. This slab has an oval opening which allows the water
\ ^fc seal of the squatting plate to enter the tank. In its simplest form, this
f ' ^ ^ last element is made of concrete with a terrazzo facing; the more expensive
f model is made of porcelain. Only the squatting plate protrudes from the

floor. The water seal is flushed with a small quantity of water either by
hand or with an autoUatic flush. This type of squatting plate is also used
in public buildings which are linked with a septic tank system.

î
•F

! '

The rings have four small dents in the sides which allow the rings to
| be punctured. This arrangement was made in the original cesspool design
; to allow cesspool effluent to leach out of the tank. The rings were there-
; fore to be surrounded by a mantle of gravel so that the fluids through a
! soakage around the tank could percolate into the ground. The high water

table of Bangkok and the clay soil, however, prevent this from happening.
r The rings are therefore usually left unpunctured, the backfill is the exca-
; vated soil from the pit, and the gravel mantle is omitted. The bottom of
; the pit is left open and thus the water level in the cesspool corresponds
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with that of the ground water. The volume of the cesspools are related to
the number of rings used in the construction, and this differs widely.
Where the original design is basically intended to be an underground,
leaching tank, the present practice is often very different. Many houses
are built on stilts, sometimes on flooded land, and the floor of the houses
may be as much as 150 cm over the surrounding soil. In these cases, the
tanks may have been built more above ground than underground. In some
cases, only half a meter of the tank, penetrates the soil and the main vo-
lumes rises frora that level to the floor of the house. As a result, the
leaching effluent does not percolate through a thick layer of soil but comes
straight out into the surface water.

The cesspool should be built with a vent pipe, but 74.2% of the ins-
tallations in the surveys lacked a vent pipe, while only 5.5% had a vent
pipe protected with wires against flies. The others used open vent pipes
( 3 ) .

i

There are many complaints about blockages which are said to be re-
lated with a gas build-up in the pit. A small puncture in the side of the
tank is often made to ventilate the tanks.

The households in the Bangkok slums have very good access to sani-
tation facilities. In the Rama IV area, 95% of the households have indivi-
dual latrines (5), while in other areas the figure may be lower, everybody
has access to toilets. It is often among the very small households that
toilet facilities are shared, especially in the case of the very poorest (2).
It was observed that these shared toilets were not maintained as well as the
single family units. The system which is generally applied is the cesspool;
over 96% (3), while only 1.2% are pit latrines and 1.5% septic tanks (3).
There are no detailed figures available about the types of cesspools which
are used. By impressions from unsystematic observations, it is suggested
that a great majority of the cesspools in the slums are of single pit types.
It was also very evident that while the toilets in the houses were spotless,
the collective outhouses tended to be quite messy and unpleasant.

USERS SATISFACTION

All surveys show a considerable satisfaction with the present system.
The effective water seal prevents unpleasant odours inside the house. As
many as 62.8% of the respondents desired no change at all. The main com-
plaint concerned the necessity of emptying the cesspool, and 4% of the
people would like to have better emptying methods (3).

When asked whether they would like to have a WC and a septic tank
only, 4% answered affirmative (3). In spite of a number of obvious and
some less obvious shortcomings of the present system, few slum dwellers
see any reason to change their sanitation methods and have other priorities
in life.
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The complaints very often center on disturbances created by their
neighbours' latrines rather than their own, as was the case with 27.4% (3)
of the interviewed. The main complaint referred to the pollution caused by
careless emptying procedures, especially desludging by breaking the tank
and spilling its contents on the surrounding land. This was indicated as a
nuisance by 16,3% (3) of the people, whereas only 1.5% of the cesspool

| owners use this method of desludging (2). It is not surprising that this
f habit causes considerable resentment from the neighbours.

i The main desire to improve the toilet concerns the superstructure of
f cesspools: 23.1% (3). The families with bigger houses, the upper social

layer at the slum, always have their toilet room integrated in the house
I itself. The references to superstructures concern therefore mainly the
| smaller houses which outhouses, especially those who share toilet facilities.

To a certain extent, this indicates that the people see their toilets often in
terms of status rather than in terms pf protection and health. This is con-

^ ^ firmed by the statement by 11.1% of the people (3) that a smelling, poorly
^ ^ built latrine does not disturb.

The successful introduction of the cesspool in Bangkok has achieved a
very unified sanitation method which satisfies the people. The easy con-
struction system and the widely available and cheap components brought
this method within everybody's reach. The absence of offensive odours and
the simple cleaning requirements give much satisfaction.

The result is that people feel that sanitation is adequate as it is.
Public health and technical and environmental considerations are not felt to
be questions within their control, and do therefore fail to attract much in-
terest. It certainly suggests that the absence of evil smells give the people
a false sense of security.

ITS USE

^ ^ The cesspool design is suitable for the Thais because water is allowed
into the tank. As little as two litres will do to flush it and the use of

1 water for anal cleansing - as 94.8% (3) of the population are practising -
| helps. Only few people are using toilet paper» 4.3% (3), and this may
| cause blockages of the water seal. It is fairly common to throw this paper
I in a waste bin next to the toilet and dispose of. it later with the garbage of
I the house. This habit offers still many possibilities for vector transmission
j. and fly breeding. It is not unusual to throw waste water into the cesspool:
I 17.5% (3) do so. Garbage, on the other hand, is not flushed down, the

1.2% who do so are the users of pit latrines, not of cesspools.

The cesspool needs to be emptied periodically, when the solids have
filled most of the tank. The procedure is to use a vacuum truck and insert
the hose through a metal lid that has been mounted in a socket in the cover
plate. It is however often difficult to unscrew this lid and the truck
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operators seldom attempt to unscrew it. They find it easier to scissel away
the mortar that holds the squatting plate, lift it off and seal it into place
after completion the procedure.

The Municipality (BMA) operates 16 vacuum trucks to service a popu-
lation of 5.5 million people to empty the cesspools and septic tanks of
Bangkok (1). The official charges seem to be about Baht 500 (US$ 23) per
service, but it often takes some extra contribution to persuade the driver
to come to the house. The higher income groups prefer this method of
emptying (2).

The sludge is dewatered and composted in two locations in Bangkok
and then mainly used for landfill.

There are quite many slums area^, for instance many of the flooded
areas, which are not accessible to the trucks. The use of the trucks is
limited to 17.8% of the slum dwellers (3), while 14.7% empty the pits by
manually digging the contents out. These figures refer to a variety of
areas and can differ in individual cases. For instance, the Rama IV area -
a well situated, dry and not very dense area •- reported in 1979 that as
many as 70% of the. cesspools were emptied by vacuum trucks. But in the
same area, 1.5% of the cesspools were desludged by puncturing the rings
and discharging the material over the surrounding ground (2).

The surveys indicated a very relaxed attitude from the users: many
respondents declared that the toilets never gave any disturbance and that
there was no need for emptying. Another method for avoiding emptying is
simply building a new cesspool and sealing the old one. It may be more
economical to do so, and 13.8% of the people reported to have chosen repla-
cement over emptying. This is especially common among the poorest groups
(2).

SLUDGE AND EFFLUENT

Comparisons with sludge collected from • Japanese concrete nightsoil
tanks show that cesspool sludge is much less concentrated due to the inflow
of flush- and ground-water into the cesspool.

The cesspool sludge has a high concentration of amonia-nitrogen,
because it has had a long period of absorbic digestion and much of the re-
maining organic material is no longer biodegradable (4).

"Cesspool sludge is Bangkok is unique in its characteristics and is not
similar to nightsoil and sludge from anaerobic digesters. Most of the or-
ganic pollutants in the cesspool sludge are in solid forms and are readily
removed by chemical coagulation using alum or potyelectrolytes. The che-
mical coagulation could reduce over 80% BOD and 95% SS of the supernatant,
and over 80% specific resistance of the thickened sludge" (4).



HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT

The pollution resulting from the cesspool system is very significant,
since the system is based on leaching, and also because many of the tanks
hardly penetrate the ground and much undigested material can reach the
surrounding ground. This is especially evident during the rainy season
when many areas get flooded and the standing water quickly turns black,
revealing its heavy organic loads.

There is much reason to believe that the high density in the slums and
the use of a simplified single pit or a cesspool in clay soil forms a dan-
gerous combination.

During the 1981 visit to Rama IV, ground water samples and soil
samples were taken around six randomly chosen cesspools, and the results
were confirming these fears. The soil samples were taken from the surface
a distance of one to two metres from the cesspool and from a depth of about
six centimeters, and were checked for E. coli» and a variety of bacteria
and parasites.

Among the many bacterial pathogens, cholera bacteria, Dr. Pichit's
findings in July 1981: Vibrio parahaemolyticus and non-agglutinable cholera
gr. I, II, III, Aeromonas hydrophilla etc. were found throughout. Para-
sitic larvae and eggs were found in all the surface samples and in fifty
percent of the subsoil samples. It may be possible that this can be ex-
plained by surface water dripping into the excavation polluting it with sur-
face material, but even so a picture emerges of a thoroughly polluted and
dangerous environment.

The heavy organic load and the pathogenic pollution emitted from the
cesspools today call for viable alternatives. Two successful solutions from
elsewhere are described: the Vietnamese toilet and the Indian pour-flush
latrine. These are not seen as suitable solutions for Bangkok because the
first solution does not work if cleansing water enters into the vault, while
the second type should be applied in areas with low ground water. The
aqua-privy has been applied successfully in a.o. Botswana and may be good
for Bangkok. The upflow filter is suggested especially to suit Thailand.
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Result of Soil Examination by Simple Sedimentation
and Flotation Technics

Sample
No.

1 S

2 S

3 S

4 S

5 S

Top Soil

Toxocara eggs

Opisthorchis-like
eggs

Nematode larvae

Nematode larvae

Mite; adults and
eggs

Opisthorchis-like
eggs

Mite; adult and
eggs

Mite; adult and
eggs

Unidentified eggs

MPN Index/
100 ml.

79 x 103

13 x 106

79 x 10*

13 x 103

17 x 105

Sample
No.

J.

.2

3

4

5

Underground
Soil

Negative

Nematode larvae

Mite eggs

Opisthorchis-like
eggs

Negative

Nematode larvae

MI

49

24

49

33

33

?N
100

X

X

X

X

X

In dey
ml.

10*

105

io\

ID4

104.

6 S Nematode larvae 13 x 103 6 Negative 33 x 103

Examiners : Dr. Jirasak Rojanapremsuk and
Associate Professor Pichet Stulbhram

THE UPFLOW FILTER

In order to improve the performance of the cesspool, several comple-
mentary designs have been tr ied, in most cases aiming at eliminating the
leaching and treating the effluent to a level where it can be safely dis-
posed. The most promising design is the cesspool with an upflow filter.

The upflow filter cesspool is a two-tank system similar to the cesspool,
but with an overflow instead of a soakage outlet from the first tank. The
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degree of purification is therefore much higher, while the effluent also can
be sewered if wanted. ,

The system offers the same treatment process as a good septic tank
and its effluent is well purified. The system consists of two interconnected
tanks. The squatting plate with a water seal sits on top of the first tank,
which also has a vent. The tank is connected to the second compartment
with an inverted U-shape tube which ensures that only the cleanest effluent
flows into the second tank, which is filled with gravel.

In the second tank, little sedimentation takes place and here the ef-
fluent is further reduced in BOD, because it bubbles up past stones co-
vered with bacteria, which further breakdown the organic matter. From
the top of this tank, the clear effluent is discharged through a overflow.
It is then so clear that it can be led into an open drain. The construction
parts of this system are the same as for the cesspool system.

The upflow filter design can be built with the same elements as the
cesspool. It is also possible to develop a cesspool or a simplified cesspool
into an upflow filter installation in stages. It offers, therefore, an
excellent upgrading option for the existing situation. A well constructed
upflow filter system will reduce the environmental and health risks by over
90%. '

It is still necessary to remove the sludge periodically, but the sludge
will be of much less offensive nature than in the standard cesspool design
or in the simplified type. It is also conceivable that the system gradually
attains perfection by joining up the outlets with a simple small-bore sewage
line.

The maintenance of the system is, however, more complicated than for
the simplified cesspool. Not only sludging is required, but also the filter
tends to clogg when overloaded. This means an excessive bacteriological
development which blocks the space between the stones. Then the filter
has to be cleaned, and this can be done by flushing excavation or block-
flowing .
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THE GOViiHWmT CONTRIBUTION TO GOT.VK

COMMUNITY SKRVICKS IN IMrOlffiS

I. BACKGROUND.

Indonesia is an archipelago of more; than 13,000 islands of which 5,000

islands are inhabited, -Java is the main inland, having a population

are about 91 million or about•62 % of the total population of 147 mill-

ion people. There arc six major islands which have different•rate of

densities as shown on table 1.

Table; 1. Population distribution and growth rate.

No. I s l a n d

1. SUMATERA

2. JAVA

5 . MISA TKNGGARA

4 . KALIMAIWAN

5. SULAWESI

6 . KALUKU/

IRIAN JAYA

INDONESIA

Popula t ion

Ter In land

sq Ian

28,016,160

91,269,528

0,407,110

6,723,086

10,409,533

2,584,881

147,490,290

Pcrocn
tagc

19.00,,

61.80

5.76

4.56

7.05

1.75

100

Area

Per island.

sq km

473,606

132,187

80,480

539,460

189,216

496,436

1,919,443

Pcrr-ftP

t a 5 C

24.67

6.89

4-61

28. V)

9.85

25.07

100

Lisn.T.i

f v

per
pi Ion

59

690

90

12

55

5

77

Growth

i'îat r

3.52

2.02

2.01

2.96

2.22

2.79

The table showa that'62?é of the population live.ou Jf.ivy. where ;.;o;nc o.C

the bifj citica in the country are found. Uac table 2.»



Table 2. Tho five big cities in Indonesia,

No

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

City

JAKARTA

SURABAYA

BAKDUNS

MEDAN

SEMARANG

Area

sq km

587.62

274-06

81.25

264.00

99.90

Total

Population

6,053,449

2,027,913

1,462,657

1,378,955

1,026,671

Density

Per sa km

11,067

7,399

18,002

5,027

10,329

Growth

Hate

3-93

2-95

2.20

8.88

5.21

Data based on 1980 Connus-

The Government is càncarned over the average growth rate of the populati-

on, which stands at 2.3 % and will double by the year 2,000,

Only 20 % of the population live in the urban areas.

II. CONDITIONS OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY SERVICES,

Housing conditions depends on the local situation and the geographical

land specification. Moat of the bi£ crowded towns arc located on the is-

land" of Java. The biggest Island in tho country is Kalimantan (Borneo) ,

a flat and swarnpy area with sparse population.

Moat of the towns in Indonesia grow naturally and'unplanned, where one
* . •

can see slums behind the spacious and luxury homes of the wealthy mino-

rity. The poor, who live in the slum areas have poor sanitation and

hardly any community aorvicea. The problems for them look cndlcon and

' hopeless. These areas just continue to grow unplanned and uncontrolled,

For those in Kalimantan, the rivers, swamps and ponds arc used for toilets.

III. THE' PERUMNAS AS NATIONAL URBE.N JJEVELOPMISMT CORPORATION.
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Awaro of its increasing population problem, The Government has taken sc~

veral step3 in order to accomodate the unequal population distribution.

One of them is to establish the PERUMMAS as the ïîaUonal Urban Develop-

ment Corporation in June .197,4* The agency was to provide homes for the low

income group of the population.

Fig 1, shows the structure of the housing institutions,.

1. Inter-relationship among housing institutions.

THE MIHIST1SR OP
PUBLIC WORKS

THE JUNIOR
MINISTKR

OF HOUGIJC

•

PEiiUM
FERUMNAS

c

NATIONAL
HOUSING

AUTHORITY

Dordinat ing

Tim MlliloTl^R OF
Ï'IWHCJS

J3AHK OF
IKIXMEGIA

NATIONAL SAVING
BAUX

1 (mortgage bank)

Perurana3 organisation shows on Fig 2.

Perumnaa is a non profit Government enterprise where the general poli-'

cics arc set by the Minister of Public Works* Specific poli.cj.es arc net

by its own Board of Directirs.

iv. NATIONAL HOUSIW:;

Because of the deteriorating of the growing urban areas and the decline

public services, the Government has introduced three main proprwris '>

1, Kampung Improvement Program.

(to restore community services)



'4.

2. New project of mass housing with completed or part community

services, ' • .

3» Urban Renewal.

Demolish slum areas and construct planned mass housing1 with

; facilities.

Perumnas work ocwer the last two programs while the local Government.

work-on the first program. During the second• J?ive-¥ear-ftational-Develop-

ment Plan, Perumnas has built 73,0Q0 homes and iri the third Fivc-Ycar-

Ifetional-Dcvclopment Han the number of houses built by Perumnag increa-

sed to 120,000. The work was only part of total housing programs, where

the biggest portion of work can be undertaken by the private sectors.

Table 3* shows the application of Perumnas programs.

Table 3» Application and programs of Perumnas

'SOB
PROGRAMME II

1979/
1980

1980/
1981

1981/
1982

1982/
1983

1983/
1984

total
PKLITA
III

total
-PKLITA
II/III

LAND ACQ
(Ha)

PLANNING
: (Ha)

CONSTR.
(Unit)

ALLOC.
(Unit)

SALE

.1,810.6

1,765.1

50,670

38,380

350

465.2

249.1

26,243

32,346

4,617

756.8

115.0

14,700

10,668

7,475

860.7

9-12.5

10,203

15,243

26,809

1,541.6

2,076.7

42,350

47,529

2,819.4

2,114.0

48,811

48,811

47,578

6,443.7

5,46.7-3

142,507

154,597

143,601

8,254.3

7,232,4

iqp o7'

197,2Ï

143,906

Source : Program 1902/1903

Pig 2, Geographic distribution of housing projects.



V. COMMUNITY SANITATION.

In the rural areas, the traditional way to "build a toilet 03 to a "box-shaped

space above the river water or just a platform without a box-shaped located

on the edge of the river. Some areas use the open beach or in more primitive

areas like Irian Jaya, the forest to do their toilet.

Types of sanitation:

a. Fish pod box.

a very simple form, where the toilet box stand above the fish pond,

b. Open pit privy.

A ôïhplolopeit hole laid beside or below the toilet box.

* c. Closed pit privy.

The closed hole laid bcaide or below the toilet box.

d. Individual septic tank.

e. Communal septic tank.

f. Communal oxidatioh pond

g. Town or City public sanitacy sewer.

VI, SEWERAGE PROBLEMS.'

Problems of sewerage system for low income community area

1. To find minimum budget and easy maintenance.

2. To uoc right materials to prevent'polution.

5. To reduce maintenance budget.

4. To minimize water polution.

6. Sanitacy system for mass or flat housing.



The lov/-income people cannot meet the cost of expensive housing or hi

budget for maintenance.

The scale of housing project will détermina the shape and kinds of sewe-

rage system to be laid. A better solution to the sewerage problem has not

found so far.

I have tried to identify major keys of the sewerage problem in the paper

and will now discuss and answer question on my presentation.
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THE ECONOMIC, POLITICAL AND SOCIO-CULTURAL

PROBLEMATICS OF HUMAM WASTE MANAGEMENT

;:N RURAL I?HILIPPINES:,LIKAS EXPERIENCE

by

EDDIE G# BOROTAN, M.D..



I. INTRODUCTION

When I was in elementary school in our small town of

Irosinf I can still vividly remember when my classmate

buddies and I would, once in a while, 3neak out of the

classroom unknowingly, just to push our way to the shrubby

part of a nearby brook. And with trousers off, our own

mouths busy chewing gum3 or licking lollipops, we would

squat hurriedly with feet about a foot apart» buttock3

nearly touching the cold rolling waters. At an instant

of sheer concentration (but often interrupted by sudden

noise around), the bomb would drop out and would dis-

integrate instantaneously, carried by the gush of water

into a place of no return. And the rest in a sigh of

relief.

ïhen when I was brought to Manila to study in an

exclusive boys* high school, I was exposed to the initially

culture-shocking flush toilet comfort. And up to my early

pre-medical years, excreta disposal was not my problem as

there were all around me the"American Standards" to provide

the classy type of comfort.

But with the advent of my gradual social conscientiza-

tion and my frequent live-in exposures to the countryside

during my college days (as a member of the University of

the Philippines Student Catholic Action) and even during

my medical student years (as a member of LIKAS or Care for

the Health of the People), I was thrown back to my original

problem of controlling ray anal sphincters during daytime

and releasing them with a lot of sighs during night time

under a coconut tree, inside thick sugarcane plantations,

or even in open fields. Most of the time, a candy or a



stick of cigarrette would help much in easing some tension

and anxiety while doing the act. ,

And moat often than not » it is a hell of a struggles

So you see, excreta, disposal is really such a problem

to us working in small depressed communities (and I guess»

to a lot of you here, tooj) I jokingly tell my friends

in th** Philippines that I*m going to Bangkok to address

an international forum of human waste management experts

on our own art and technology of defecating indiscriminately

in the rural areas.

Seriously speakinu, I am here in Bangkok to share

with you the Trroblems we, as community or primary health

workers, encounter in rural Philippines regarding human

excreta disposal. And when I say share with you the problem.

I do mean three <3) things: first, to inform you about the

objective existing rural humaaa excreta disposal situation

in our country especially in our field of work; second,

to present our analysis of the problem; and third, to

portray our ongoing attempts to offer solutions to this

woblem.

Before I begin, I think a short introduction and

backgrounder on my health group is in order:

Three years ago, we, a small group of medical and

paramedical students and emerging professionals, felt and

identified three pressing needs: the need to put relevant

meaning to our formal health education, the need for a

socially-oriented group to belong to, and the need to

respond to the increasing misery, not only in terms of

illnesses, of the vast majority of the Filipino people.



The logical response to th*se needs was the formation of a

health group named LIKAS (acronym for Lingap Para 3a

Kalu3ugan ng Sambayanan or Care for the Health of the

People), which would implement a c o mm an ity-based people's

primary health care profrram in remote rural areas of the

country. And for just a couple of years» the group has

grown and developed steadily, both in membership and in

experiences. To date, the group is working and living with,

the rural poor in 23 depressed communities in four provinces,

actively engaging in health education, health organization

and health mobilization towards building self-reliant

communities.
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II. THE PRGBI£K

Perspective

Looking "back into the past places current events and

challenges into a perspective. It relativises the immediate

and situates us in larger context by clarifying our past

and offering insights into our future (l)«

Dr. Juan Clavier of the Philippine Rural Reconstruction

Movement (PRRM) "briefly cited in 1967 some of the following

important events in the history of rural human excreta Û

management :.n our country (2);

1. Human waste disposal wa3 not much of a problem

during th'î ;>re-Spanish and early Spanish times aa population

was sparse- then, There were also plenty of areas far from

the ha"<.ri.t:-v«:'.on that could be used for excreta disposal.

But as th- population gradually increased» disposal became

more a:v\ riore proximal to housing lots, causing some in-

convenience rs to the inhabitants.

2. The Americans in 1909 started what could be the

first national sanitary program with the launching of the

pit privy cjunpaign, only to be met with apathy of the

Filipino people» The antipolo toilet introduced later was

also a M.is'anl failure. '

3. A modified pit privy by way of bored hole latrine

was experimented by Dr. Yeager in 1930. But the heavy

metal equipment parts rendered the invention impractical.

At about this time, septic tanks and sewerage systems were

introduced in a few affluent cities ~ a system financially

impossible for rural setting. '

4. In the early 1960's, intensive studies on rural

hygiene ard sanitation documented the poor sanitation in

the countryside. Dr. Lara et al, in a study of sanitary



and welfare conditions in the barrios and haciendas of the

Victorias Milling Company in Negros Occidental found that

more than 91$ of the houses had -unsanitary rating (3)»

Dr# Rivera'• and Dr. McMillan published a book entitled

ÏM<* fettgal Philippines in 1952 which showed some important

facts on the sanitation of 13 barrios s 25$> of the total

households studied procured water from unprotected tanks,

springs, rivers, and lakes while 50$ secured water froc?

surface wells; there was very serious dearth in medical

service in rural areas with health expenditures in 1950

amounting to only /l8 million or a very low average of

/O*93 per capita (4).

Dr. Ethel Nurge, in a mimeographed paper entitled,

"Some Remarks in the Resistance to the Use of Pit Latrines'*,

put forth the following observations on the sanitary

conditions in Leyte in 1956: 22 out of 231 households

studied used the nearby river for disposal of human waste,

98 used the "pig system**, 109 had pit latrines, and 2 had

flush toilets; only a fraction of the families with latrines

actually used them; and the author went a step further by

posing the question of why people objected to the construction

of sanitary toilets. She unravelled, though 3till vaguely,

the inter-relatedness of political, economic and cultural

dimensions of toilet construction - non-ownership of the

lot, no space in the backyard, lack of money, unpleasant

odor of the latrine, short life of the latrine, non-familiarity

with the use of latrines, and ignorance of the germ theory

of diseases. These were some reasons why people resisted

the construction of sanitary latrines (l5).

5. It .was not surprising that during that same year,

data gathered from a national sample of rural households

by the Philippine Statistical Survey of Households showed

that: l) only 26% of all households surveyed had sanitary

toilet; 2) 46«4# of all households disposed of their



refuse "by burning* 1/3 by throwing, l/lO had it collected,

and 1/16 collected it in compost pita (6)*

6. In 1957» a drum-type of toilet was introduced by

the then Philippine Bureau of Health. Again, this did not

gain momentum as there were some shortages of drums.

7» In I960, a comprehensive sanitary survey of 200

households in Bay and I>03 Banos showed that 52-63$ of the

households surveyed were without latrines. It ended with

the conclusion that the barrios surveyed are with poor

health, hygiene, and sanitary condition. The primary

reasons for such conditions seeia to be ignorance, poverty,

superstition, and unscientific health practices handed

down from generation to generation (7)« Three years later,

another sanitary survey, this time in Kuntinlupa, done by

Abesamis et al also showed almost the same findings; 69.4$

of the households surveyed were without sanitary toilets

(8). Dr. Flavier in 1967 estimated that only 20-37$ ol all

rural homes have some semblance of latrine s ; actual cov.rrfc

in some barrios even point to as low as 4$« This is a

credible claim in as much as ascaris infection was reaching

85-90$ prevalence among school children during this time (9).

8, Recognizing the failure of the sanitary drive for

the past 60-70 years, the Philippine Rural Reconstruction

Movement (PttRM) popularized in 1955 the water-sealed toilet,

and the Department of Health launched it sometime in 1932,,

It claimed that the new toilet is simple, economical, non-

foul smelling, practical, duplicable and does not pose any

danger for persons to fall into the pit. To date, it is

still the toilet type being supported by the Ministry of

Health.

9» Aside from the apparent breakthrough in low-cost,

affordable and acceptable toilet model, a Sanitary Code

was formulated in 1976 to provide legal strength to the

sanitation drive (10). And it was projected that the



Philippines will be within acceptable sanitary standards in

the coming years,

10* But again, despite the alleged raas3ive campaign

drive» invention of a low-cost latrine model» formulation

of the 3anitary Code, and the millions of pesos poured into

the sanitary budget (23*5 million in 1981)» excreta disposal

remains a big problem just like before (11).

Why do I say this? Let U3 take a good look at the

present picture,

B» Present; Status

Even government officials adinit the unsanitary picture

of our country. Dr. Suplido, one of the Regional Health

Directors during the SEAMIC Conference in Tokyo last 1978,

reported that ̂  of the total national households are still

without toilets (12). Last ,L)ol, th» Ministry of Health

through its Division of Envir m.'-sxital Health claimed that

the percentage of households vichout toilet ranged from

9.685S (Region I) to 41$ (Region Vt; the percentage of those

with unsanitary toilets in rural ireas ranged from 8.8$

(Region II) to 73$ (Region VI). ?he Bicol Region has 48#

of its total households with toilïts that are sanitary,

leaving 52% which still have uraanitary ones. Table 1

shows the breakdown of households with and without sanitary

toilets according to types in toe Bicol Region (13):

Table 1 '

PERCENT OP HOUSEHOIiDS
WIÏH SANITARY AND UNSANITARY T0IU3ÏS,

BY TYPE, BICOL BSGION, 19Ô1
No. of Households Percen tage

Sanitary 121,526 48.0
Plush with Septic Tank 14,787 5.8
Plush Direct to Sewerage

System 1,685 .7
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(Table 3.» continued)

Water-Sealed with
Hand Flush Direct
to Drainage Sytem . . 45t28O 17.9

V/ater-Sealed with
Hand Flush Direct
to a Pit 38,246 15.1

Sanitary Pit Privy • . • 21,528 8.5

Unsanitary . . . . . . * . 131,489 52.0
Antipolo 74,995 29.6
Open Privy 35,667 14.1
Drop Type 4,766 1.9
Overhung . . . . . . e , 6,469 2.6
Others 4,209 1.7
Not Stated 5,383 2.1

In its achievement blackboard, the Provincial Health w

Office in Sorsogon has the following tabulation of water-

sealed toilot construction in 1982 (I4)i

Table 2

Water-Sealed Toilet Construction
Bsginning 1982, Province of Sorsogon

Population No. of No. With $>
Dwellings Water-

Sealed
Toilets

Municipality of
I:.x>9in 34,978 5,830 3,138 53.82

Prov jicii of
Sorsogon . . . . 500,685 83,447 42,621 51.OS

f.ĉ -îi'etî statistics in the barrio level is even worse, ™

at leas» in the different rural communities we have been

working for the past yeaxa. Table 3 shows the percent of

households with toilets in different barrios.

Table 3

Percent of Households with Toilets

Barrio Province Economy No. of Household $
Households with Toilets

Kalabuso Cavité Subsistence 83 8 9.64



(Tablo 3, continued)

Calantas
Palma Uno
Magdagosong
Cavité

Quezon
Laguna
Sorsogon
Sorso^ron

Coconut
Coconut
Rice
Rice

81
104
76
104

6
20
26
6

7.40
19.23
34.20
5.77

We have thus seen that from the village, to the

provincial and up to the national levels, a lot of Filipinos

still do not have access to sanitary toilets. And to some

who have toilets, their use of such facility is another

problem.
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III. IMPACTS OF THE PROBLEM

The consequences of unsanitary excreta disposa?*. isf
of course, very clear to ua: fecal-related diseases such

as typhoid feverf cholera, schictosomiasis, anioebiasis»

gastroenteritis, intestinal parasitism will rise in

prevalence. The World Health Organization estimates that

80$ of all sickness and diseases can be attributed to

inadequate water or sanitation (15). Gastroenteritis

directly killed 22,176 Filipinos in 1980 or at a rate of

46.3 persons per 100,000 population, to emerge as the number

4 killer during that year. And there were 503,640 some more '

Filipinos, mostly children, who got sick due to gastroenteritis

that same year (16).

In the rice land barrios of Irosin in Srs.f;on, amoebiasia

is prevalent. I was practically treating at 1- -itt Z, amoeba

case per day in these areas during the past 6 i;rrths when I

was doing my medical rural practicum. Schiatoi orianis,

which afflicts 200 million around the world, in endemic too

in Irosin (17). A lot of patients consulting me because

of Jacksonian types of seizures are later found cut to have

Schistosoma ova in their stools. We have a Schietosomiasis

Center in the town, but the doctor in charge c- ne s Éiround i

only about once a month. In a remote barric i;* 'lagaytay

City, bordering the provinces of Cavité, Laguna ;;nd Batangas,

where there is indiscriminate defecation under the coconut

trees or in the open fields, majority of the children

present with huge tummies, and everytine they defecate,

you'll be 99$ sure there is at least 1 ascaris v/orra with

the feces! I would not be surprised then if I hear that

intestinal parasitism prevalence rate in rural areas is

about 85-90$.
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With. sickness, the subsequent economic, political and
socio-cultural impacts are also clear» A sickly person
cannot work much, thus becoming a family liability» and
cannot participate in community development. Table 4
depicts the detailed impacts of poor sanitation (18). As
Dr. M.Cr. Candau says, "Countries can't release the full
talents of the people unless they have healthy bodies".

Table 4

Impacts of Unsanitary Human Excreta Disposal

PRIMARY
IMPACTS

SECONDARY
IMPACTS

1. Health 2. 3. Environmental
-increased
fecal-
related
diseases

-increased
mortality

"malnutrition
•-less energy
for work and
learning

p_Ç
more burden
to the
family
leS3 time

-dirty home
and community
environment

-more stream
for productive and ground-
family and waste pollution
community
activities
less satisfaction
with rural life

Kcqaomio
-more work
time lost
from sickness
-decreased
labor use

-decreased
farm output

-lower income
and purchasing
power

-increased
unemployment

L

less income , fi
and eroding'!
confidence -
for less
social and Ç
economic i i
improvement/'

Less "kirae for
Other Activities
Like -
- health care
- nutrition
- education j
- housing i
- family planning
- animal !
husbandry !

- others



(Table 4, continued)

12

LONG-TERM
IMPACTS

6, Cumulative, Reinforcing Impacts Can. Includes

Health ; increased medical cost,
increased health services

needed
Social : less use of human resources,

less coiwnwniiy development,
less self-help prospects

Environmental:poor natural resources
management,

poor population-potable water
balance

Economic : decreased production and
public revenues,

increased rural/urban income
disparities
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IV. TOWARDS A STRUCTURAL APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

Now, we ask ourselves: "Why, after so many decades of

sanitary campaigns, the sanitary problem still seems to be

undented?", "How come we have been working for so long,

trying to do something about the problem and still, we <lon*t

see any tangible improvements?11, "Despite the advances in

technology and the numerous undertakings launched, how

come the sanitary situation remains inadequate?"

A community-based health worker has this to say, and

I quote :

"For us involved in seeking solution to the present

problem, it is not enough that we do something about the

situation. We may have the sincerity, the necessary

theories and skills, but these are not sufficient. We

must also know the directions we are goin# to and for whom

the improvement or transformation of the situation will "be.

In other words, v/e must find out the social meaning of our

work.

The structural approach to the analysis of the

health problem provides such an understanding. It helps

to situate our involvement in a scientific framework whether

our actions are transforming or re-inforcing the present

health situation (and this will) make our direction clear,

give consistency in our planning and provide us with the

guidelines for a truly transformative action (19).11

Structural analysis, then, becomes a potent tool for

understanding fully the seemingly isolated problem of rural

waste management. And it is a truism to say that how we

see a problem determines how we respond or offer solutions

to it.
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Let me now share with you how we in LIKAS see the
problem using the structural approach.

We start off with the "basic theoretical assumptions,
which will be proven as we go along our discussion:
1. The human waste problem in the country can't be solved

unless we take into consideration the economic, political
and cultural problems of society.

2. The human waste problem is an element within the health
system which functions as part of the bigger social
system and therefore, it can't be isolated from the
economic, political and cultural'systems of society, \-

3. The human waste disposal problem is no*; a mere technical
problem which can be solved through improved techniques
and in isolation from the other s/ct M3 of society»

4« An approach, therefore, to the âir.w C problem, to bo
effective, must define its role via a ^is existing
structures of society.

We will now see how the excreta disposal problem is
inter-related with the economic, political and cultural
systems.

C• Th_e JEc9̂ 9.!̂ 9_._̂ &tera_and _t.he j?r obli n

The Philippine economy is a Gemi-iTeu'.U.l ;ind semi-
colonial one in which the rural is subservient to the urban
sector» The domestic economy is, in turn, dependent on
world capitalism. Hence, uneven development ensues with
the many who are poor, getting poorer ;;«nd the few rich,
getting richer; the urban sector sector is more developed
while the rural is more depressed. It is estimated that
15 million Filipinos subsist on a daily budget of f 1.38,
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an amount that cannot even buy £ kilo of rice and six

pieces of dried fish. The dai^y /43.65 needed by a family

of 6 to live decently is way above the minimum wage of

/18.00 (20):

The health system, of which excreta disposal is an

element» also follows the same pattern of the economic

system. Health personnel and facilities are concentrated

in urban areas where the rich live. Only 27$ of physicians

and 12fa of nurses are in the rural areas to serve the many

who are poor (21). It is no wonder why tho \jrban sector get

more health services than the depressed rural sector. We

are lucky enough (in our areas) if a sanitary inspector

go* s ;o the barrios at least once a year.*. Only a few in

the uvban areas could afford to construct a flush toilet

wi.h, jptic tank worth about J?5»000,00 or more, while

raa;r;l;y of the m a l poor cannot even afford the ̂ 20.00

wai i r- s« aled toilet bowli So, the rivers and fields become

the bi,;̂ ;es'i; sprawling toilet of the rural masses.

subsistence standard of living of the poor really

becomes a determinant factor in assessing the failures of

hun;an <va3te disposal campaigns. A farmer in Kalabuso,

Ca/it* \>ho averages about ^100.00 a month for selling root-

cro}>3 in a buyers' market about 10 kilometers away, could

hardly buy fresh fish for his family. An agricultural

worker in riceland Magdagosong, Sorsogon who earns about

,2*200.00 a month for harvesting, plowing, clearing the rice-

fields often times (and ironically) gets out of rice supply!

With the shoring system of 1/7 or 1/8 of the coconut sales

going to the tenant in Palma Uno, Laguna, he only pockets

some ^130.00 to ,2*220.00 every 45-50 days, good enough for

repaying previous debts. Surely, all of them can't afford

to construct sanitary toiletsi They would tell us: "Our *
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problem is not what cornea out below» but what goes into

our mouthsj» This certainly is an economically-loaded no

joke,

The feudal set-up in the rural areas ha3 also a big

bearing on the failure of the toilet campaign. Many of the

rural folks, though wanting to construct one, fear the

reprisal of their landowners. Their tenant status renders

them temporary residence - for anytime, they could be

ejected. So why construct a permanent structure such as a

toilet? Besides, some landlords really discourage them to

construct one. V/hy? Toilets are evidences of occupancy,

and occupancy implies that the land could be subjected to

land reform.

So you see, toilet construction is very much economic?

35• The Political System and The Problem

When we talk of political system, we mean decision-

making, people*s participation and organization, not just

the bureaucratic structure of the government. Generally,

there is centralization of decision-making in the hands

of the few (upper classes). The vast majority are powerless

to participate and organize in decision-making affecting

their lives. Thu3, the political system becomes dominant

in that it protects and strengthens the economic system.

Parallelism ia very evident in the organizational

structures of the delivery of health services. Policies

are made without consultation with the people, so the

people are left with minimum participation, ifi at all.

Health laws and codes, like the Sanitary Code, though

inherently good for the people, becomes inutile as these
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are not consulted or informed to the people. The national

budget is not allocated according to the pressing needs.

For example, the health budget of /1.8 billion in 1981

pales in comparison to the huge ,2*7.1 billion defense budget

(22). In simpler form, this would mean an allocation of

about ̂ 70.00 per Filipino for guns and only /7.00 per person

for health. To compound the problem, of the total health

budget, a big portion goea to infrastructures and only £ of

the health budget is left for rural health services (23).

At the level of the most basic unit for the delivery

of health services in the rural areas - the Rural Health

Unit - we may ask: how much participation do the people

have in planning, implementation and evaluation of the

different health programs? One clear example of thi& is

an incident reported by one community health worker :n

Leyte:

"Ihe sanitary inspector decided to schedule f.c

immunization for typhoid and cholera. Upon his arrival ir.

the barrio, only a handful were there to be vaccinated. ïe

immediately gave out a comment that the people were not

interested in taking care of their health and welfare. What

the sanitary inspector did not know was that it was harvest

season for rice during that time in the village. It ,'at a

matter of letting the fanners choose between food for tl tir

stomach and a cholera-typhoid vaccination. Had the scnitary

inspector consulted the people and involved them in the

planning of the immunization, the people would have advised

him to come after the harvest season. This way, the people

will not be blamed for being uncooperative, and health-

services would have been more effective (24)."

Another concrete example is what happened in one of
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the villages in Sorso^on. One day, a truckload of water-

sealed toilets were distributed to the residents for free.

Without much ado, almost all households got hold of one

toilet and were instructed in 15 minutes to build their

own latrines. After 1 month» the sanitary inspector came

back for spot checking only to be shocked with what he

saw: toilet bowls are being used by the people as chairs,

flower and plant pots, containersf decorating piece outside

the house, and playing pans for children»1 Certainly,

people*s participation in planning and people's education

were lacking.

The prevailing mood is that the RHU personnel, especially

the doctor, are the experts in delivering health care, ergo

they are the only on«s who can decide correctly. The people

whom services are supposed to "be rendered are too 'ignorant

to be consulted»

We'have seen, therefore, r'nt the top to bottom method

of decision-making in both the health axid political systems

are similar and supportive of each other»

E• The Cultural System and the_Jtqblem

Values, beliefs, and knowledge being propagated in the

society constitute the culti ra.. £;yst,em. Basically, the

predominant culture is colonial, el;.tist and feudal, forming

an "ideology that justifies the "status quo". And this is

understandable in as much as the mass media (newspapers,

radio, television, magazines, others), education, and others

are controlled by the same economic elite who wield much

political power. "All is well, don't rock the boat11 is

the prevailing hidden messa*r<>» Counter-cultures which are

nationalistic, democratic and Irxmane are bein^ suppressed.
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The health system is permeated "by the very same culture.

For example, Filipinos dream, clamor, and in fact struggle

much o'ust "fc° £e"t a*1 American Standard flush toilet instead

of the more economical water-sealed one. We prefer the

clean, expensive, Western type of toilets. Anything Western»

or foreign i3 best. Cure- and hospital-orientations are

emphasized instead of the preventive aspect. Therefore,

we become elitist in building first class medical centers

confined in urban areas, instead of training dependable

community health workers in the rural areas who will be

adept in tackling prevention of spread of communicable

diseases - proper excreta disposal of prime example.

The feudal tendency is seen in too much dependency

on doctors as if they were gods. Patients remain passive

and subservient and ignorant of common ailments. Thus,

health care becomes disease-oriented and crisis-oriented,

instead of health promotive and rehabilitative.

It is no wonder if a lot of rural folks still do not

appreciate the relation of sanitary toilet to disease

causation. Ignorance, superstitions and fatalism are still

around. Sometimes, one will encounter "herbolarios" or

local healers who do not believe in improper excreta

disposal as a cause in the incidence of gastroenteritis

and parasitism, and would instead attribute these to evil

spirits. And as the people are not educated with the

scientific basis of disease and well-being, the more they

become shrouded in mystery.

The same colonial, elitist and feudal tendencies

dominate both health and cultural systems harmoniously.



%* Summary Analysis and Implications

We can now briefly say that the human waste excreta

disposal problem is only an element of the health system

which can best be understood if dissected in its economic,

political and cultural dimensions; that the health system,

of which excreta disposal is an integral and inseparable

part, runs in interlocking harmony and unity with the

economic, political and cultural systems of the society.

Two closely-linked implications are then evident.

One is that any solution to the human waste disposal

problem that only involves the economic, technological,

political, or cultural aspects separately from one another

will, in the long run, be re-inforcing the existing .social

structures, although giving some short-term benefits. f1} is

means that the solution will touch only the problem at fcho

tip of the iceberg, that is, superficially.

The other logical implication is that as.long as the

economic, political and cultural structures are unchallenged

and unchanged, the excreta disposal system within the health

system will remain as is., It will continue to cause a lot

of sicknesses and misery to the many in rural areas wh.> z re

poor; it will be managed with top to bottom approach by

the elite experts instead of evoking greater participation

from the grassroots; colonial, elitist, feudal and

unscientific vi^ws and beliefs will permeate and captivate

the minds of the people.
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V. LIRAS AND THE PEOPLE'S HEAIffH PROGRAM

-SOLUTION TO A MACRO-PROBLEM

The above discussion ultimately brings us to the

inevitable and pressing question: What do we do then?

How do we solve the problem?

LIKAS through its People's Health Program, juot like

some agencies involved in community-based health programs

(CBHP), is trying to offer microsolutions to a macro-

problem at the concrete level of small, poor rural

communities.

The wholistic approach is raflected in our general

objective of developing healthy persons who are responsible

to themselves and others in 'building Filipino Christian

Communities based on truth, f.i ?3dom, justice, love and

participation in everything wb '-.o 1 affects themselves, their

families and their communit•.»*£.,

Health education, health organization and health

mobilisation towards building se Lf-reliant communities

are key elements in our program.

The Educational Aspect of t ae Proijrara. The peopie * s

potentials and capabilities in taking care of their health

needs are best developed through action-refleetion praxis:

the people and the community health workers learn the art

and science of preventive medicine, proper human waste

disposal included, through learning by doing activities.

And we go beyond health and medicine into the realms of

social, political, and cultural conscientization in

uplifting the WHO (World Health Organization) credo that

good health is not merely absence of disease; most
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importantly, it refers to the physical, mental and

psychological well-being of a person. Thus, attacking

other community problems becomes an integral part of the

educational process,

The Organizational Aspect of the iProgram, One c oc onut

midrib, "by itself, cannot clean a small dirt. But dozens

of small coconut midribs bunched together to make a broom

can clean even the biggest thrash there is. The same is

true with the people. A disorganized, individualistic

community can't solve its problems but.an organized, collective

community can tap all resources to provide solutions to its

problems» This is the political aspect of the program:

organisation.

The community is organized into sciall groups called

"j/n-ing Panglcat Kristiyano*1 or Basic Christian Communities

ai't'l ich group elects its own paramedic who will assume the

ro?.ei-; <>f leader, teacher and health worker. In so doing,.

through people's participation and initiative in planning,

inplenK ntation and evaluation, they take responsibility

and sic wl;r veers away from too much dependency on doctors

and technocrats and therefore, assume self-reliant status.

of the__Prqgrara. "Don't give

tht; ,'ic plo fish everyday, for you might, run out of fish;

teach then how to catch fish KO they will have fish every-

day", so gooa one Chinese saying. Self-reliance then ia

a key objective in our program. The dependence on high

côi;t nodical treatment is greatly avoided by putting

emphasis on the elimination of environmental causes of

diseases like sanitation drive/campaign. The consumption

of indigenous food crops with high nutritive value is

promoted. Likewise, the use of traditional forms of



treatment like herbal medicines are encouraged» To tap

it all, the training of dependable local health workers

cuts the dependence cord of the people on the doctor in

matters of primary health care.

An example of how the above three key elements in our

program becomes operative ia our experience in Kalabuso,

ïagaytay City, Gavite - about 200 kilometers from Manila.

The village is one of the most economically depressed

areas of scenic Tagaytay City where the people earn only

about ^100 - ^200 per month for selling rootcrops and

vegetables in a buyers1 market (the buyers dictate the

price, not the farmers) about 10 kilometer-walk of winding

dirt road from the village. Intestinal parasitism, gastro-

enteritis and pulmonary tuberculosis are endomic in the

place. Ko doctor nor any personnel from the Rural Health

Unit have visited the place for the past years. So, the

people decided, with our help, to launch a People's Health

Program, where they elected their own community health

workers through their Basic Christian Communities,

At the start, a project was envisioned: the construction

of a multi-purpose health center where meetings, trainings,

or actual medical treatments are to be held. In a matter

of two months, with the people's own labor and tapping of

local woods and nipas, a simple and beautiful nipa center

was built in a sitio overlooking another 3itio and the

Manila Bay.

After the learn by doing session of the paramedics on

sanitation, a community-wide sanitary toilet construction

was planned. The pit privy was their choice as it was what

they could afford. In the process of doing the.toilets,



the Rural Health Unit hoard about it and promised to give

the people free water-sealed bowls. Toilet construction

was temporarily stopped as they waited for the bowla that

never came. But as the people became impatient, the cons-

truction of the pit privy was nevertheless continued only

to be disturbed again by the arrest and detention of some

farmers suspected of being subversives. Initially, the

people were terrified such that no one initiated a talk or

an exposure of the matter. Then slowly, issues were talked

about and the people rallied for the release of the farmers.

In mass, they went to the prison camp and asked for the I

support - moral and financial - from sympathizers while

taking good care of the families of their detained barrio-

mates»

A few months after the release of the farmers, e r.other

issue cropped up. Bulldozers leveled the mountair ta y

overlooking the barrio to make way for a big Nation il

Government Center. Hocks, gravel and sand came c&-o;oiig

down the mountain slopes, destroying the farmers1 rociccops

and vegetable plantation. News that the people will be

transferred to another place further hovered them with fear.

Meetings were then held to clarify the issues and plans

were made* At present, they are fighting for their 3 ight

to get compensation for whatever dajriag.es have beer, jicoe to

them. More, they are fighting for their land and survival

as a people. •

The above experience just wraps up our v/hole discussion.

As one of our health workers in Kalabuso would say: "Health

issues and problems like sanitation cannot be separated

from our daily economic, political and cultural lives.

They are part and parcel of it. Therefore, we, community

health workers should not confine ourselves with only



healing the sick. We also have the task of leading and

teaching the people in curing and healing: the structural

illness of our society."

Not unless the people ars educated, organized, and

mobilized, can community problems like human waste disposal

be genuinely solved. People's education, people's

organization and people's mobilization are key strategies

towards building self-reliant people.
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THE OPTIMISTIC OPTION OF DESIGN FOR SELF-RKT.TANCE

Reinder van Tijen, Designer

Michel Bikker, Anthropologist

The Optimistic Option of Design for Self-Reliance

This is a personal statement. It contains the experiences of a technical
designer and a social-anthropologist. It concerns research on the possibilities
of technological alternatives. This research has been centered around the
potential of self-reliance: enlargement of one's own capacity to realise less
dependence together with better living conditions. This research takes place
in the borderline between the formal sector - the modern institutions, industry
and government - and, on the other side, in the informal sector - the networks
of people who are not, or are less, orientated in centralised relations.

This research does not only concern problems in the so-called Third World.
Problems in rich countries are identical to a high degree.

The Job

According to the framework of technical aid, we have engaged ourselves in
the development of the age-old Chinese chain-and-washer pump to a comparable
modern version - the rope pump.

design proved, in its practical application in Indonesia and Peru
to meet standards for self-reliance.

Next to the pump and similar devices, a tool and a method was developed to
make fully illustrated construction manuals an easier job.

The design method seems at least for this part, effective. The question
remains how to achieve a wider Implementation of these and similar results.

Background

The technical designer who gained his experience in industry has been involved
in design for self-reliance since 1970. In a tough learning process he dis-
covered many similar points between designing for industry and designing for
self-reliance.

the design activity should be valuable for a great number of users '

the design uses only materials and skills readily available

the design tries to realise the lowest possible cost aspect together
with the largest/highest possible use/value or attraction.

LIBRARY
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Also there are fundamental differences :

- the design for self-reliance does not aim at centralised manufacturing,
but instead aims at manufacturing by the user or local craftsman

- the design is only of value to the user. There is no manufacturer who
benefits

there is no existing structure which makes modern information directly
productive for the user. On the other hand, there exists an extensive
market structure favouring industrial manufacturing.

This (theoretical) opinion has been obtained through practice. The develop-
ment of the rope-pump from a concept to an effective contribution to the potential
of self-reliance constituted these thoughts which appear to be of general use.

The design process has been started in an institution in Holland, far away
from the future user. The technical concept was correct: the first prototype
worked well on the test-site in Holland, but for practical application in Upper
Volta it proved to have nojvaJLue. It took many years to combine the local reality
with the technical concept: now a procedure exists to construct a very effective
water pump in any given village with the materials and skills which are readily
available and within easy reach.

Starting from a basic concept, different capacities, adaptation of materials,
different methods of activation such as hand-power, animal traction, wind and
motor traction can be realised.

"* Important is the fact that the user decides - and not the designer!

After the introduction many pumps have been built and copied on site. No -
formal organisation was engaged.

Transfer of Information

Besides the design method, an amount of action should be allowed for spreading^
new information to other areas. It is clear that 'normal1 technical and formal i^
information, J.ike blueprints and technical specifications, are of no use. The
wrong language is applied. Of all possible methods, demonstration at the sites
is the most valuable, but also the most difficult to realise at all the many
different places. TV, radio and newspapers arouse interest, but do not contain
enough information for realising the concepts.

Also in view of the limited capacity of a designer or design group, it seems
to be a practical option to make small illustrated construction manuals. They
can be printed for a relatively low price and reach a high spread of people.
Local adaptation to language and, if needed, to design is possible.

This should not happen with the expectation that every potential user can
work it out from such a manual. But one can expect to reach 'starters' for whom
the offered information is sufficient to reproduce the tool. With their results,
they can invite other people to follow the example.
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A further technical problem is the quality of the illustrations, which act
as bearers of technical information - this must never be less than very good.

Reading appropriate technology literature does not give the idea that
many organisations have good results in this field. However, transferring
information by clear illustrations should be of the highest priority.

To make the designer 'self-reliant' in this respect, a tracing-table
or drawing-projector was developed. It makes it possible for any person
without previous experience to make perfect illustrations after only a few
exercises.

The tracing table is a table-like unit, which can be made locally, to
project by slide projector or episcope, images on a glass plate table top.
These images can be traced with a variable enlargement on plain paper. The
tracings (big size) can be used as illustrations to clarify ideas in group
discussions. The tracings (small size) can also be used, which was the main
purpose, as illustrations for manuals. The cost of a unit, including glass
and electric parts is +/- US$40 - labour +/- one day.

Facts and Questions

It was possible to make a design that proved to be of value to "informal"
users and to make and introduce this design from the "formal" side. It was
also possible to make good and cheap information to sustain this process.

The question remains : is this an incidental result? Or is it an effective
approach for the many institutes that have a task in the field of development
cooperation, to use "design" as an appropriate tool?

The option - What to achieve?

It turns out not to be possible to make the poorest a little richer;
neither does development satisfy the rich.

In on-going development material resources are used too intensively,
the mental potential of people, too little.

The inverse - an intensive use of mental and creative power of human beings,
together with limited material resources seems unimaginable, as there are no
tools to make this option productive.

As the old option of development through specialisation and growing inter-
dependence fails to achieve its goals, it is imperative to research at least on
the technology for the option of self-reliance; to enlarge one's own capacity
to realise better living conditions with less dependence.

Vfe do not start with empty hands. There is an inexhaustable source of
knowledge available.
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Why it has not happened

The technology for self-reliance has not been developed; on the contrary,
it has been decreased. Why? Why did the rope pump as an efficient tool, not
exist as the self-evident further development of the Chinese chain-and-washer
pump? Everything was available; ability, knowledge and certainly also the need
for this tool.

A characteristic of modern development is that it is generally expected to
be the most economic to centralise production around a centralised management.
Yet centralised production of the rope pump can never be more efficient or cheaper
than the now-realised production in conditions of self-reliance. It is essential
that there is no perception that anything can be done better than through modern-
isation; a religion-like conviction, shared by the formal and the informal parts
of society

The more technical answer for the question of the non-existence of the rope
pump could be:

"Formal" has no interest in the development of information that favours
decentralisation.

"Informal" does not have the potential for integrating knowledge and abilities
in research. The adaptation of craft takes more time than was available.

Even if there was a notion on the "formal" side, that there was a need for
an "informally" to be built pump, even then a formal designer would feel embarr-
assed to offer village technology to the villagers. "Formal" expects from itself
an advanced input. Informal concepts are realised with modern technological
elements or trends. Matching modern manufacturing methods make realisation within
self-reliance impossible.

Why it is just as possible

For those who are aware that there is at least a theoretical possibility
for technology-choice, it is of interest to study the potential of formally
acquired information brought into the potential of informal production activities.
This potential is characterised by the direct manufacturing of new materials
the widespread ability to use these means for a certain purpose.

"Informal" development led to adaptation of a foreign design of a plunger
pump to the locally available production means, such as cast-iron. But it could
not bridge the gap between the old wooden or mstal Chinese chain-and-washer pump
to the rope pump that uses modern materials, such as PVC pipe and nylon rope,
which, although well-known, were never used for similar purposes.

To achieve this result is typical for a design activity where in an
extended period of research and development all possible new combinations of
existing elements are tested on their value for a set purpose. This design process
may result in innovation or adaptation; anyway, it must be guided by a well-
defined set of goals, which are partly from political origin and partly from
economical origin.

Although it was to be expected, it still does surprise that this combination
of formally acquired information and informal potential leads to 'a sea of
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possibilities1. Their camion characteristic is that these answers to problems
do not favour centralised production or centralised management. Much research
work along these lines has resulted in solutions of high quality. These
solutions were not related to 'siitple' problems, and often a 'thing' was replaced
by a method ... in fact dematerialised!

This happened all over the world, and sane of it is already history, such
as the spinning wheel of Gandi.

Strategy to prcmote design for self-reliance

To promote better means for existence for the hundreds of millions of people
who are impoverished in informal conditions is the task of most organisations
for development cooperation.

Therefore it is in the interest of these organisations to learn to handle the
tool of "design for self-reliance".

However, this asks for a mental adaptation or change in expectation that
will not easily be made. It can even be questioned if it is possible.

In all cases the change will have to be made voluntarily and this can only
happen if "design for self-reliance" gives the better options.

Yet, this design approach itself has still to be developed. A positive
interaction and sustainment of individuals and organisations working on this
subject is essential to reach the quality needed to convince first of all the
users of the new designs and, through them, the development organisations.
Prom the work done on the rope pump and similar designs, it seems the designer
needs:

*V!'
NV \> 1 Ability to speak the formal language. This may be regarded as

r'' 'c "V a corruption of one's own convictions, but it has to be realised
' ' r ̂  •'= • that it is essential for ccmnunication.

\'"l 2 Technical understanding, both fundamental and practical, of the
problem, and knowledge of related modern technical solutions.

3 Knowledge of related crafts and the elements of which they consist.

4 Knowledge of the nature of change. What political, cultural or
environmental forces have caused the need for adapatation.

5 Knowledge of the actual circumstances, means, abilities, needs
and expectations of the future users.

Finally, the designer and the sponsor can fence themselves in within the
following design criteria:

Design within the economical limits of the user. Avoid relying upon
credit or aid if this results in unacceptable dependence.

rm > Design within the means and abilities available at village level.
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Design clearly and with a sense of being self-explanatory, to
induce local upkeep and repair and to inspire others to copy
the design. Avoid styling.

Design in such a way as to inspire design modifications to be
made to different situations, tastes and even purposes.

Make it possible for information about this design to be intro-
duced in such a way as those concerned can form an opinion well
in advance and decide on sound reasoning. Avoid 'selling'
dreams that cannot come true.

Design for basic needs requires actual interaction with those
basic needs, never lose that tie.

Resulting autonomous spreading and further development of the design
information cannot be expected before these criteria are answered.

It is a heavy task in itself. Even more so because of the lack of exper-
ience all the participants share .... designer, user, sponsor and 'the public'.

Yet it has to be done.
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PLANNING A N D DESIGNING OF LARGE SCALE POUR-FLUSH LATRINE

PROGRAMME IN URBAN AREAS

SUMMARY

The UNDP Global Project GLO/78/006 with the assistance of the Government of India, and the
World Bank acting as the executing agency, has recently prepared a Master Plan Report and Feasibility
study of pour-flush waterseal latrines in 110 representative towns with a total population of nearly 5
million (town population ranging between 7,000 to 400,000), having about 800,000 households, in
different physical and hydrogeological formations and varying socio-economic conditions in 7 States of
India. This is a demonstration project, findings from which would be utilised in preparing similar projects
for other towns. Recognising the utility of such a project, the Government of India has now taken up the
preparation of similar projects for another 100 towns in the remaining 14 States of India with assistance
from the UNDP funds for India and with the World Bank acting as the executing agency.

Any large scale latrine programme should necessarily be : hygienically and environmentally safe;
technically and scientifically appropriate; socially and culturally acceptable; economically affordable; and
with inbuilt financial and organisational infrastructure, enabling immediate initiation and expeditious
implementation of the project. The present paper deals exclusively with only one of the eight possible
low-cost sanitation technologies—pourflush waterseal latrines with offset leaching pits—for disposal of
human excreta, which has been adopted in India and is equally applicable in many other countries.

The major inputs to the demonstration projects, based on the Indian experience are : evaluation
of pourflush latrines or any other latrine programme (household or public) and the lessons learnt; review
of the organisational, financial, managerial capabilities and legal authorities of the local government in the
project towns; house-to-house survey of project towns to ascertain the size of the family, its income,
availability of electricity, water and latrine in the premises and the feasibility of constructing a pour-flush
latrine for deciding the financing pattern to households, optimisation of the proposed technology for least
cost solution and studies on sub-surface pollution; institutional requirements for implementation of the
project; methodology for construction of household and public latrines; and the financial aspect of
the project.



PLANNING AND DESIGNING OF LARGE SCALE POUR-FLUSH LATRINE

PROGRAMME IN URBAN AREAS

INTRODUCTION

1. History reveals that once it was an universal practice to defecate directly either on the soil or
in flowing streams or stagnant pools. With the passage of time, and the dawn of the modern civilisation,
rapid urbanisation followed. Non-availability of open spaces for defecation and alsothj awarness of
privacy and convenience, brought the need for household latrines. While in most countries the removal
of excreta and its safe disposal from a latrine was a routine practice for the family, without any stigma
attached to it, some countries devised the bucket system in which a particular section of the society made
a house-to-house collection of human waste from latrines for its disposal at a particular place. As the
world advanced towards industrialisation, the economy of many countries improved and with the spread
of education, health consciousness arose. This resulted in the adoption of water-borne sanitation, making
use* of septic tanks or sewerage, with or without sewage treatment. Most of the economically backward
countries continued with the old practice. Only a fraction of the population could afford the facility o{
household latrines and these were in most cases the dry and insanitary types. In the densely populated
core sector of the old towns in the developing countries, the conventional water-borne sanitation system
has basri found to ba too costly for adoption. Thus, excreta disposal system in urban areas is in a critical
stags, in particular, in the small and medium towns of these countries. This can, however, ba overcome
with proper planning and by adopting suitable technological devices for low cost solutions.

2. The global survey (1975) by WHO found that the population living in houses connected to
sewerage system in developing countries dropped from 27 percent to 25 percent between 1970 and 1975.
The house-to house survey (1980) carried out in 7 States of India by the UNDP Global Project (GLO/78'
006) in 110 small and medium towns, with nearly 5 million population and 800,000 house-holds having
no sewerage system, revealed that on an average, population served with water flush latrines varied in
different States between 11"/,, and 40%. those with dry latrines 7% and 56% and those having no latrines
13% and 78X. The United Nations Conference on Human Settlements (June 1976, Vancouver) stressed
the need of priority for the supply of safe water and a hygienic system of waste disposal. The United
Nations Water Conference (March 1977, Mardel Plata, Argentina) in which almost all the developing
countries participated, expre'sed concern over the poor level of service in community water supply and
sanitation. The United Nations in recognition of this urgent need declared 1981—90 as the International
nrinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade to emphasise the world-wide efforts to provide safe drii king
water and sanitation to all by 1990,

3. As a contribution to the International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade, the
World Bank is continuing applied research in an effort to develop techniques for design of low cost w;ter
supply and sanitation systems. These would allow maximum coverage to provide basic nr-eds in the
early years of a project, with progressive up-grading, as more resources become available. In November
1978, the UNDP financed Global Project (GLO'78/006) commenced operations, with the World Bank as
executing agency, to implement thes? results into actual practice.
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4. In India, the UNDP Global Project (GLO/78/006) with the assistance of the Government
of India and the World Bank as the executing agency, has recently, prepared a Master Plan Report
Including Preliminary Engineering and Feasibility studies for 110 small and medium towns having no
sewerage system. The population of these towns, distributed over 7 States of the country, ranges between
7,000 to 400,000 covering a total population of about 5 million living in 800,000 households. This project
provides low-cost pour-flush waterseal latrines with on-site disposal of waste in offset leaching pits to alt
households, wherever feasible and the remainder by public latrines. Recognising the utility of preparing
such large scale demonstration projects of low-cost latrines, the Government of India has now taken up
the preparation of similar projects for another 100 towns in the remaining 14 states with assistance from
the UNDP funds for India and with the World Bank acting as the executing agency of the Project.

5. The safe disposal of human excreta should be given a high priority as over fifty infections
can be transferred from a diseased person to a healthy one by various direct or indirect routes involving
excreta.* This paper deals in particular with the pour-flush waterseal latrines with spot disposal of waste
in leaching pits—its technology, planning and designing a large scale programme in the urban areas as
experienced in India.

6. Water related sanitation for urban areas should be : hygîenicaffy and environmentally safe,
technically and scientifically appropriate, socially and culturally acceptable; economically affordable and
should be simple in implementing, operating and maintaining. The water related sanitation technology
has been categorised into the following three classes* :

( i ) LOW COST—Pourflush toilet, pit privy, communal toilet, vacuum—truck cartage, low—cost
septic tanks, composting toilets and bucket cartage;

( ii ) MEDIUM COST—Sewered aquaprivy, aquaprivy and Japanese vacuum—truck; and

( i i i ) HIGH COST—Septic tanks and Sewerage.

7. Seven different technologies under low-cost sanitation have been enumerated above. The
present paper, however, deals exclusively with the pourf lush waterseal technology, which has been in use
in India and is equally applicable in the countries of the Indian sub-continent and also in many countries
of South East Asia where the population at large use water for anal cleansing. Although the technology
suggested in this paper cannot be claimed to be purely innovative, the Global Project has studied the
various types of such latrines adopted in different countries in the past as well as at present, and has
designed an unit of low-cost which is structurally safe and also takes care of all precautions to eliminate
health hazards, can be installed under different physical and hydrogeological conditions, is socially and
culturally acceptable and affordable by the poor (with a certain element of subsidy).

8. Studies and research on the design of a simple waterseal latrine with squatting toilet pan
and suitable trap, disposing the waste into a leaching pit have been going on in India for nearly the last
4 decades, by several agencies such as, the All India Institute of Hygiene and Public Health, Calcutta
(1943) in collaboration with Rockefeller Foundation, Research-Cum-Action Project, sponsored by the
Government of India in collaboration with the Ford Foundation (1955), the Planning Research-Cum-Action

•Appropriate Technology for Water Supply and Sanitation—by John M. Kalbermatlen etc. World Bank/December 1980.
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Institute (PRAI) Lucknow assisted by WHO/UNICEF (1958), the Indian Council of Medical Research, the
National Environmental Engineering Research Institute, Nagpur and also several social, private and
commercial organisations. Based on these studies, nearly 400,000 pour-flush waterseal latrines have
been constructed in the urban towns of India, many of which are in the densely populated areas.

THE PLANNING PROCESS

9. The preparation of a demonstration project including evaluation and other special investi-
gations detailed below and actual construction of latrine units, to cover a few towns with different
physical, hydrogeological and socio-economic conditions to get a feed back on the acceptability, feasibi-
lity and affordability of the adopted technology, is a pre-requisite for the planning and implementation of
a large scale pour-flush latrine programme. Findings from such a project could ba suitably adopted for a
particular local condition without going in for fresh investigations. The major inputs in the demonstration
project are :

( i ) Evaluation of pour-flush or any other latrine programme and th 3 lessons learnt;

( ii ) Review of the existing organisational, financial, managerial capabilities and legal authorities
of the local government in the Project towns;

( iii ) House-to-house servey in Project towns;

( iv ) Optimisation of the proposed technology for least cost solution and study on sub-surface
; pollution;

( v ) Institutional requirements (including health education and training); and

( vi ) Methodology for construction of household and public latrines.

EVALUATION OF ONGOING LATRINE PROGRAMME (HOUSEHOLDS AND PUBLIC) IN URBAN AREAS

10. The evaluation of the ongoing household or public water—flush latrine programme, if any,
and in its absence that of the existing latrine situation should be carried out to assess the users' preference
and habits and also that of the non-adopters or those having no household latrines, of different socio-
economic status in varying hydrogeological conditions to identify the constraints and their remedial
measures. It would be necessary to determine the promotional or educational activities including financial
assistance needed to encourage acceptance and Government's (at state and local levels) commitment to a
pour-flush latrine programme. This study should be carried out at different levels—state, local and house-
holds (See Annex I). The evaluation of the pour-flush latrine programme in urban areas of India concluded
that this type of latrine was acceptable to all, irrespective of income groups and were being used regularly
wherever they had been installed. The study further revealed that the public latrines were seldom used by
permanent inhabitants. It Is thus apparent that in view of the multiple problems faced in maintenance
of public latrines, it Is economical in the long run to provide a household latrine, wherever feasible, even
if full grant is to be provided. "

11. As a corollary, there should be a study on the rehabilitation of scavengers (Annex 2), whose
services are utilised in some countries for cleaning the bucket latrines, to assess the unemployment or
economic deprivation by converting the dry (bucket) latrines into pour-flush ones. The Indian experience
however indicates^ that latrine conversion programme has neither created unemployment nor under-
employment among the scavengers.



REVIEW OF EXISTING ORGANISATIONAL MANAGERIAL, FINANCIAL CAPABILITY AND LEGAL
AUTHORITIES OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND SUGGESTED REMEDIAL MEASURES

12. In order to judge the capacity of a local authority to prepare and implement a low-cost
pour-flush latrine project, these studies are needed for suggesting the institutional set up that would be
required to carry out such a programme, It would also need reviewing the existing legal provisions in
local authorities ads, by-laws, and rules and to suggest practical and expeditious remedial measures
for overcoming the existing inadequacies. Experiences of the India programme have revealed, that jjegal
sanctions have been a very potent force in the conversion of dry latrines into waterseal ones. The basic
requirement is therefore a pohcy decision by the Government to remove the existing insanitary dry system
and ban open air defecation. In order to provide full support to the programme, legal reinforcement appears
to be necessary (See Annex 3).

HOUSE-TO-HOUSE SURVEY

13. House-to-house survey should be carried out, comprising of data collection in respect
of income, availability of water sources and electricity, type of latrine (flush or dry), to ascertain the socio-
economic condition of the individual households for suggesting the financing pattern of the project (loan
and grant to individual households); number of persons residing in the household; feasibility of conversion
or construction of a new pour-flush latrine in the house with leaching pits inside or outside premises for
determining the realistic cost estimate.

SOCIO-CULTURAL ASPECT

14. The socio-cultural aspect of the problem is as important as the technical aspect in a pro-
gramme of this type. A recent World Bank study says "It is easier to change technology than to change
behaviour and it is more difficult to determine cultural acceptability than technical feasibility".

t 15. Awfreness, acceptability, availability, adoption and satisfaction* are the five most important
ingredients of a programme which could lead to the changing of the existing practice for a more hygienic
method, Therefore, for changing the existing insanitary sanitation system to pour-flush type, people
should be motivated and made aware of it. The technology should be such that it is acceptable and
easily available.

PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY, ITS OPTIMISATION AND STUDY OF SUB-SURFACE POLLUTION

16. Quite often the planners and administrators lack access to efficient planning and design
tools, resulting in non-optimal solution to the given problem, which makes the solution out of reach of
the poor. The service level and the technology selected, should be such that it is acceptable and afford-
able in the first stage of development and could be up-graded subsequently, utilising the existing systems.
In most of the de\ eloping countries sanitation systems have been built without assessing the requirement,
affordability and acceptability of the people, resulting in non-utilisation and leading to the failure of
the systems.

17. Some basic questions such as the location of the latrine and leach pits, the size, depth
and the structure of the leach pits, proximity of hand-pumps, open wells and street water mains, are factors

>
*Or. W. J . Cousins Sanior Urban Adviser, UNICEF—Changing Sanitation practic«a. Some sociological considération».
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which call for a more discerning judgement from the technical angle. Certain questions arises. What
should be the depth of leach pits ? Can the pan have a steeper slope and the trap a smaller depth of
waterseal ? Is a follow up action possible to assess the extent and degree of sub-surface dispersion ?
Is there a co-ordinating technical unit to research and discover least cost solution for different situations ?
Answers to all these queries have been taken care of by the UNDP Global Project while formulating the
Master Plan and Feasibility Study of 110 towns in India.

18. The technology developed by the UNDP Global Project is simple, consisting of a squatting
pan and a trap, fixed on the floor of the latrine cubicle and is connected to two small and shallow leaching
pits through a pipe or drain located away from the latrine cubicle (drawing attached). The leaching pits
are of honey comb brick work or of dry stone work according to soil condition. The pits are used alternately
and it takes about three years for each pit to get filled up. Because of the steep slope (25° to 30°) in
the bottom of the pan and the shallow waterseal, (20mm), water requirement for flushing the excreta to
the leaching pits is minimal, about 2 litres per capita per use (See Annex—4)

19. Based on the past studies and experience gained by various institutions in India, a design
guideline has been presented (Annex—4). The optimum values have been arrived at, considering the
cost effectiveness without disregarding performance.

POLLUTION ASPECTS

20. Studies in India and abroad have revealed that if the leaching pits are located in an un-
saturated zone and water table is 3 to 4 metres below ground level, the risk of bacterial pollution is
minimal. However, even under unfavourable hydrogeological conditions, the system could be adopted
with some precautions and modifications (Annex—5).

INSTITUTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

21. For a successful low-cost pour-flush latrine programme, it is necessary to set up a suitable
institution for programme planning and implementation, oriented to people's needs. "In absence of well-
planned national or regional programmes, executed by efficiently run governmental bureaucracies, commu-
nity participation and appropriate technology will count for little*.

22. Experience in India justifies the above statement. Inspite of the presence of an All India
Social Organisation (Harijan Sevak Sangh)** in all the States of India, this organisation could meet the
success only in one State. The question arises as to what extent the programme owes its success to the
supporting input from the non-official advisory agency. Why was this approach not adopted elsewhere,
bearing in mind that this organisation operates in every State of India ? What are the factors which made
the conversion of dry latrines into waterseal ones an object of special attention in this particular State and
not elsewhere ? The answer to this is simple—because the State Government itself was motivated and
dedicated to the cause, and committed to the programme. The non-official agency provided the catalytic
influence with its experience, expertise and voluntary involvement. The local authorities too were moti-
vated and receptive to the programme. Personal dedication and drive by the advisory agencies gave the
necessary stimulus. Thus, the programme was successful with mutually and complementary Input by
different agencies involved.

*Dr. Richard Feacham—Rose Institut» of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine—London.

* * A Social organisation for uplifting and bettering the living conditions of socially and economically backward community
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23. Based on the experience of ths ongoing programme in India, four institutional alternatives

could be suggested :

( i ) Establishment of an autonomous Latrine Board or Corporation.

( ii ) Creation of a State Authority by the Government, as a High Power Committee,

( iii ) Existing Sanitary Engineering Departments, and

( iv ) Establishment of a Social Organisation at the State level. Their functions and responsi-
bilities appear in Annex—6. W\

METHODOLOGY FOR CONSTRUCTION OF HOUSEHOLD LATRINES

24. Whatever be the organisational pattern of the agency to be entrusted with the programme,
the actual installation of latrines would best be carried out by smalt and medium contractors in the town,
who will be the best motivators of the programme, as they will earn their livelihood from it. The procedure
should be such that all the works which normally a householder is required to do from the time of appli-
cation to the completion of the latrine, is done by one Agency, at the same time the householder is involved
to the maximum possible extent (siting of the latrine, including the selection of design, and full satisfaction
with the finished unit). These functions are summarised in Annex—7.

FINANCIAL ASPECT

25. In view of the heavy investment needed for implementing a large scale low-cost pour-flush
latrine programme, it would be necessary to phase out the programme in such a way that this is within
the financial resources of the government. Highest priority should be given to the conversion of all the
dry latrines into waterseal ones, as it involves both social and health problems. Houses without latrines
could be taken up under the subsequent phases.

COST ESTIMATE

26. Obviously the cost of conversion of a dry latrine into pour-flush one or cost of installation
of a new latrine, has to be kept to the absolute minimum, consistant with the structural stability and
functional efficiency of the unit. Keeping above factors in view the average per capita cost of conversion
has been estimated to be US ? 18 {Rs. 150) while that of construction of a new latrine with superstructure
US $ 25 (Rs, 210) (at 1981 prices for the Indian conditions).

FINANCING PATTERN

27. Past experiences of the implementation of a pour-flush latrine program ne in India have
revealed, that in poor families sanitation carries a lower priority than water supply, therefore if the pro-
gramme is aimed to serve the poorest of the poor, a liberal subsidy would have to be provided to them.
At the same time those who can afford to pay for the cost of the unit should pay for the full cost. There-
fore, determination of the income level of the beneficiaries is very important for such a programme. There
could be three approaches to determine the affordability of a household latrine :

( a ) Income tax liability,

( b ) Assessed value of the property, and

( c ) Access to the public utilities in the households.
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28. It would be difficult to assess the income level of the beneficiaries in view of the fact that
majority of the population in the small and medium urban towns are non-salaried and so income tax
liability and household income can only be estimated by guess work. Property value of the households
could be another indicator of household income but again it is difficult to rely on the same, as fhe houses
are not assessed at proper intervals and they may also be over or under assessed. Therefore, the second
proposal also does not appear to be feasible. Thus the only alternative left to assess the affordability
of households for participating in the programme is the access to the public utilities (water connection,
electricity connection and dry latrines as existing) in the premises. These would be the economic indi-
cators of the households. Therefore grant and loan to an individual household could be based on the
number of public utilities a particular household enjoys. In general, the various state governments in India
agreed to the following grant and loan components : (i) households having at least two out of the three
utilities (water, electricity, bucket latrines)~100% loan; (ii) households having one of the three utilities-50yo

loan and 50% grant; and (iii) households with no utilities within the premises—25% loan and 75% grant.

29. The Indian experience has further revealed that even if a household has all the public
utilities, paymet of the entire cost of sanitation unit in one lot cannot be afforded by majority of the
people. The evaluation study has revealed that if long term soft loans are made available, there would
be wider acceptance of the programme. Repayment of monthly instalment should be within 1 to 1.'5%
of the monthly income

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

: 30. Day-to-day maintenance of the latrine consists of only washing the latrine cubicle and
cleaning the squatting pan. This would be the responsibility of the householders. After about
three years, when the first pit gets filled up, the discharge can be diracted to the second pit. This is a
simple operation and can be handled by the householders themselves.

.i 31. When the pit contents are left for about two years, they become pathogen free, and can be
marketed easily. The NPK values of the pit contents are 1.5, 1 and 1 % respectively. It has been estimated
that its removal and market cost will break even. "However in the initial stages, emptying of household
pits, including its marketing, should not be left to the individuals but should be municipalised and local
authorities in collaboration with local agricultural extension workers and farmers' associations should
develop a market for the collected humus.

MANUFACTURE OF PANS AND TRAPS

32. In a number of developing countries the problem of manufacturing ceramic squatting pans
and sirtable traps may also arise, in view of the limited manufacturing capacity of the existing units or
because of the heavy capital investment required to establish a new factory. To solve this problem, TAG*
has provided assistance to the manufactures in India in developing light weight GRP** pans and traps
which cost less than the ceramic ones and can be manufactured conveniently as a small scale industry.
TAG is also providing advice for manufacturing pans and traps of PVC and HOPE in India. "

•TAG—Technology Advisory Group, UNDP Global Project GLO/78/006.

**GRP—Fibre glass reinforced polyester plastic.
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ANNEX-1

EVALUATION OF ONGOING LATRINE PROGRAMME (HOUSEHOLD AND PUBLIC)
IN URBAN AREAS

TERMS OF REFERENCE

A. HOUSEHOLD LATRINES

(a) The study at the state level should be done specifically to examine and evaluate :

— means adopted by the Government to orient its administration favourably towards the
programme and to mobilise local authorities to actively co-operate with it and equip with
needed skills to implement it;

— the Government efforts to promote the programme; and

— whether any financial incentives by way af subsidy and/or loan were provided to local
authorities and individual households for installation of waterseal latrines and whether loan
is being repaid by the adopters and if not, what are the reasons.

(b) The objective of the study at local authority level should be to examine and
evaluate :

— whether the existing Municipal Acts, Rules and By-Laws are conducive to the implemen-
i tation of the programme; if not, necessary amendments are needed ;

— institutional arrangements availabe to implement the programme; its adequacies/inadequacies
and remedial measures to be taken ;

— whether any incentives including financial and technical assistance were provided by local
authorities including the procedure and the results obtained;

— the efforts to disseminate knowledge about the programme to the people, to educate and
motivate them to co-operate and adopt the programme ; and

— the impact of the above on the people.

(c) The study at household level should be undertaken :

-^ to know the experience and reaction of adopters about their satisfaction with regard to the
technology, implementing agency responsible for construction, health education, motivation
and maintenance of the units already installed ;

•9-



— to assess the attitude of the non-adopters towards the programme;

— to assess the willingness of the non-adopters to take loan for conversion of existing dry
latrines into waterseal pour-flush type and also for construction of new such latrines; and

— to assess the socio-economic profile of the adopters and the non-adopters.

B. PUBLIC LATRINES

The s tudy should be intended t o assess :

— the availability of commun ity latrines, stage of their development and their present
situation;

— socio-economic profile of the beneficiaries ;

— the extent to which they are being used by permanent settlers and the casual visitors;

— acceptability, inhibitions and constraints; and

— management (including financial, administrative and technical aspects).

-10-



ANNEX-2

REHABILITATION OF SCAVENGERS

(TERMS OF REFERENCE)

The study should comprise of :

— the assessment of unemployment problems faced by scavengers, as a result of implemen-
tation of low cost waterseal latrine project;

— impact of conversion programme on life style, as well as on vocational and economic
aspirations of scavengers;

— analysis of scavengers' aspirations regarding occupational future of their children; and

— finally measures to be taken for their economic rehabilitation.

I • - 1 1 -
i

I
I



ANNEX—3

SUGGESTED PROVISIONS IN MUNICIPAL LAWS

1. Building by-laws should make the conversion of dry latrines into water-flush ones obligatory
within a specified period.

2 The Municipal law should include provisions enabling the local authority to carry out the
conversion/construction of a new latrine where none exists at the cost of owner, if he faiis
to do so.

3 The existing by-laws should provide a clause that all houses proposed for construction or
reconstruction should invariably be provided with a water-flush latrine.

-12-



ANNEX—4

TECHNOLOGY OPTIMISATION

1. The pit size in case of a 5 user latrine is ona metre diameter and about a metre deep (effec-
tive depth). Each pit lasts for about three years, before it gets filled up. The pit is then pot out of use
and excreta is diverted to the second pit. When the first pit is left without use for about two years
or so, the pit contents become a rich humus, free of pathogens and can be used as a manure. The first
pit is then ready to be put into use when the second pit becomes full in its turn.

2. Leaching pits can be located inside a house, under footpath or main road. An oval pit with
partition wall or pits of smaller diameter, but deeper depth, could be constructed (provided the water table

^is low), if there is space constraint. In case of narrow lanes, latrines of a few houses can be joined to a
sewer leading to leach pits located at some distance. Studies in India revealed that there is no choking in
the connecting pipes even when the distance between leaching pits and latrine is between 15 to 20
metres. In such cases the connecting pipe has, however, to be laid at a steeper slope (1 in 5 to 10).

3. Design guidel ines and o p t i m u m values

Item

( i ) LATRINE CUBICLE

( ii ) SQUATTING PAN

(a) Top opening

(b) Width of back portion of pan

(c) Vertical drop in front wall

(d) Horizontal length

i (e) Slope of base of pan to horizDntal

( i i i) WATERSEALTRAP

(a) Depth of waterseal

(b) Diameter of inlet

, (c) Diameter of outlet

( iv ) CONNECTING PIPE OR CHANNEL

(a) Size of pipe

(b) Size of channel

(c)* Slope

Optimum

750 mm x 900 mm

125 mm

200 mm

75 mm

425 mm

25°

20 mm

75 mm

70 mm

75 mm

115 mm x 75 mm

1 in 10

Other options

900 mm x 900 mm or
800 mm x 1,000 mm

125 mm

200 to 225 mm

50 to 75 mm

425 to 460 mm

25°to 30"

20 mm

75 mm

70 mm

75 to 100mm

115 mm x 75 mm

1 in 5 to 1 in 15

•13-



Item

( v ) INSPECTION OR JUNCTION CHAMBER

Size

( v i ) LEACHING PIT

(a) Shape

(b) Effective capacity for sludge
accumulation under :

( i ) Dry condition*

( ii ) Wet condition**

(c) Design period

(d) Minimum spacing of pits

Optimum

250 mm x 250 mm

Circular

Other options

250 mm x 250 mm

Circular, oval* rect-
angular and square

0.05 nWcap/year 0.045—-O.OSm'/cap'year

0.066 ms/cap/year 0.055~0.066mVcapyear

3 years 3 to 5 years

1 x effective depth 2 x effective depth®

•Unsaturated zone.

••Saturated zone.

@May be relaxed with proper precaution» by providing an impervious barrier like cut-off screen or puddle wall.

-14-



ANNEX-5

POLLUTION ASPECT*

1. Studies carried out in India, USA and elsewhere have shown that alluvial soil (with predo-
minance of silt mixed with clay and fine sand) where pits are located in an unsaturated inne, the risk of
bacterial pollution is minimal, provided the bottom of pit is at least 2 metres above the maximum water
table and the hydraulic loading in the pits does not exceed 50 mm pet day (equivalent to a discharge of
40 litres per day in one metre diameter pit). Where the pit extends in saturated zone, pollution travel
depends mainly on the velocity of the ground water. With the continued usage of the pit, clogging of the
soil around the pit takes place, resulting in the regression of pollution plume which ultimately stabilises
within about one metre distance**.

2. Even under unfavouable hydrogeological conditions such as coarse soil, high ground water
velocity and high water table, the leaching pit system can be used provided certain modifications
and precautions are taken, such as providing an envelope of fine sand of average size not more than
0.2 mm and a minimum thickness of 500mm all round the pit and the bottom sealed off by any impervious
material such as polythene sheet or puddle day. If fine sand is not available, whatever coarse material
is available, may be screened through a sieve of 0.6 mm and the material passing through it can be used.
This should also be adopted where bottom of the leaching pit is within 2 m of the water table. In high
water table conditions, the inlet to the pit should be kept at least one metre above the maximum water
table. This condition may necessitate raising of the latrine floor.

3. In conditions such as rocks with fissures, chalk formations, old root channels, pullution can
flow long distances. These conditions demand careful investigation and necessary modification of the
system or adoption of alternative technology.

4. In case the pits are located under the roads or streets, the invert level of the connecting pipe
to the leaching pits should at least be one metre below ground level, so that the liquid level in the pit does
not rise above the water-supply mains, which are generally laid at a depth from 0.3 to 0.9 metre below
ground level.

5. It is desirable to monitor periodically the quality of ground water in the area where the pro-
gramme is implemented. The monitoring programme should cover periodical sampling of ground water and
analysis for at least faecal coliform and nitrate.

•The conclusion drawn is based on a limited study dons in India. Further work on tha «ubieoi Is under progr«s* by the Inter-

national Working Group on Water and Soil Pollution from Iwchino pits.

••Export Group on Detign Criteria on pourflush wat«r*«al lairines-TAG (India)
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ANNEX-6

FUNCTIONS A N D RESPONSIBILITIES OF ORGANISATIONS

The organisation et the State level should be responsible for :

— policy making, mobilising the necessary resources, guiding local authorities in the imple-
mentation of the programme :

— setting up of a nucteous of technical and administrative staff to serve as the executive arm
of the authority to help in programme planning, fund allocation, co-ordinatipn of field acti-
vities and to monitor the field work, provide programme intelligence and report to the
authority, establish training to social workers, supervisors, junior engineers, sanitary inspector,
organise concurrent research on sociological, economic and technical problems emerging
during programme implementation and to make alternative arrangements, where any imple-
menting agency fails to undertake the programme satisfactorily. v

ORGANISATION AT LOCAL LEVEL

By and large local authorities in all the urban centres are primarily responsible for providing water
supply and sanitation facilities to their citizens. They have adequate powers to give loans and grants to the
beneficiaries and have remedial powers in case of default. Therefore, local authorities in the urban centres
should be charged with the responsibility of implementing the programme and made responsible for :

— preparing the detailed programme of work, identifying the target locations;

— receiving and disbursing loan and grant funds from the Government;

— organising training of staff and local contractors;

— implementing the programme;

— arranging for emptying of household teaching pits; and

— recovering the loans from the beneficiaries.

-16-



ANNEX—?

PROCEDURE FOR CONSTRUCTION OF HOUSEHOLD LATRINES

? i. A householder wishing to have a waterseal latrine should entor into an agreement with tho
: local authority to ensure timely repayment of loan. The funds available for the construction should be
? paid to the contractor by the local authority on the completion ot the work

2. The licensed contractor would visit the house of such interested persons to assess the space
available for construction of the latrine and leaching pits, the number of users, and decide with the hou&e-
holder, the design which is suitable. At the same time public water supply and electricity connections
should be checked, aa they would be used as economic indicators to determine the quantum of subsidy

^ ^ to be provided.

; 3, These details should be set down by the contractor on a standard form, which th« house-
owner would endorse by signing an agreement The houseowner would also be provided with a list of
materials and latrine dimensions.

^ 4. The contractor would take the endorsed form, together with a skotch plan of the proposed
| înstaîlatîon to the local authority for approval, The junior engineer or sanitary inspocttw will then visit
! the site and check the type and location of water supply source, structural condition of the house etc.

I • • •

I 5. The completed installation would be inspected by the jumim engineer/sanitary inspector, who
t would furnish completion certificate fully endorsed by tha houseowner. The contractor would be paid
I the standard cost of the latrine on production of the above certificate.

•17-
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••VIETNAMESE LATRINES AT G0N03HASTKAÏA KÉNDRA

)Vi Shrvfiuddin, Programme Director, Agriculture Section, Gonoshasthnya ^endra
and , •

Bnchman, Gonooh&sthaya Kendra, Savar, Dhaka,

I ABSTRACT:

• Gonoshasthaya K e n ( } r n i a n integrated rural health and development project

'f in Bangladesh, has be«n experimenting with Vietnamese Katrines for over

') five years. Despite the advantage:.the latrineG offer, i.e. they do not

I require water for flushing, and they produce a load of fertile compost

; periodically, we are not yet happy with them. Although they have great

! potential for use as latrines in village, areas, they require either

I a modioum of education and health understanding among users, or else

f 4fc frequnnnt supervision of maintenance -- something not easily available

l^* in villages. They are also expensive to build, and villagers have other

! ncre pressing needs for their extra capital — namely, food, shelter

i ami clothing. Sanitation will not be a high priority for them until

f ̂ ^ «either whole communities are mobilized, or elae, people feel t.hey are

deriving some benefit from the latrine, like periodic loads of compost.

\ -ucally^ political and economic mobilization will integrate questions

j of health and sanitation -- as in Vietnam anc* ^hina. This does not,

I
| however, appear to be on the horizon in Bangladesh's future.

INTRODUCTION . . u '". , fte; "'"'*

tot U'-.i'-̂ ''1-̂
Ask for a description of sanitation practices in Bangladesh, and anyone

c;.n tell you in a fewvorde: bushes, bamboo groves, roadsides and ponds.

The government estimates that only one, or at the most two percent of the

vhole population has access to adequate sanitation facilities.(i) A survey

carried out in 1976 indicated that 5% oî all adults and only 1.5$ of

all children use sanitary latrinesv, Of the reBt of the population, half

UBe 'open' latrines — a walled off corner near their houses, and half use

no latrine at all. (2)
t

Sanitation is a problem rscogniaed by all health planncro. At the same time,
it As a field which has not inspired much action to complement the verbal

concern. The reason why seems simple: sanitation is not the primary

,„,„*,,„, |V> ,̂[W 3<,o3l«. In Bangladesh, where 80$ of the population lives
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the poverty level, digging; a latrine is not a high priority for the

villager in need of clothing, shelter, and, above all, food.

Overall picture

In order to run a successful sanitation program, one must look at the

existing situation, not only whnt facilities are currently avaiaïbe,

but what other factors will influence villagers to accept or reject

•the- programme. (3)Village sanitation programmes in Bangladesh have failed

in the past because they have not taken either traditions or

iciechanicftl questions into account. IaBangladesh, water seal latrines are

not biding bought from government sources because of two main considerations

the expenses of building a latrine, which is beyond the means of most

villagers, and the inconvenience of keeping it clean — especially, the

inconvenience of flushing a water seal toilet with t'eo bucket fuis of water.

(In eome countries, failure to take all considerations into account

hae l«d to such enormously impracticable UB©B of latraines ad chicken

in Latin America 00»)

whole concept of sanitation ic surrounded with taboos» traditions

and the habits of hygiene specific to any culture. In order to give a

picture of these , we briefly surveyed two villflfles!

vvubdi vision, about 15 miles from Gonoshacthaya ^endra; and Village S,

in Savar Thana, about 3 miles from the central O.K. project. ^o development

Agencies have ever worked in Village Mt apart from the government's various

outrreach and extension agents. In any case, there are few enough of them,

tind they arrive so seldom, that in effect, there have been no external

influences on the progress of development, or lack of the same. One of G.K^

Most enthusiastic paramedics comes from Village S, and lived there while

doing primary health care work full time for three years.

Village IM is poor in comparison to Vilinge(S), and may be more representative

o^ conditiono all over Bangladesh, Apart from the lower percentage of

iand'lf.GS families in Village S, it contains more houses with tin roofs —

an indication of greater prosperity than a chapra (mixed tin and thatch) or

thatch roof,'

Village S. also contains one sanitary latrine. It is used by four families,

although it belongs to another family whose members live in town abroad.
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sidc-of a hillock. Most houses are built on such hillocks to lift them

clear of yearly floods. During the rainy season, there are no dry

fields and few roadsides where one can go — nenr the hounc> but not

so n^ar that the next breoze can carry'with it an unpleasant odor —
chC-npftrjt and eacifmt - though not tho mont sanitary —

and the/Bolution is "the open latrine. The excrement that accumulates

beneath the latrine is not protected from flies, birds or other vermin;

it hay be covered by floodwater during the wet scaoon when the water

surrounding the hillock is^used for bathing and pot washing.

A majority in both villages, however, use the fields and burah&s as their

defecating grounds. They follow a common pattern; women rise before the

men in the early morning dark, to go to a field or grove carrying a

fr.btj.h?. (wqter far •specifically for transporting water used for washing

the buttocks after defecation). This way, women preserve their modesty,

an iiijether the men of the family notice them going out, nor can they

be sef»n by strange men.

i .

Men rise after the women and, since they are free to move more than

women are, may go further away from tho house to parts stool. (5)Preferred

plftcoa for defecation arc empty fields and roadsides. Both men and

women awoid defecating — and thereby defiling — any field with standing

crops.

I This is often the only time that women defecate during the day. When it

! is light, they riok beinn seen by strangers if they stray too far from

| the house to defecate. At the same time, no one wants to soil the gDound

i Jfe nearby the house. This need to retain a woman's modesty is an important

^* incentive for building latrines — in fact, women are the major users of

i some latrines. (6) In most cases, women do not have access to a latrine,

r and so they train themselves not to have any bowel movements during

•
the day. Women have been known to skip lunch in order to avoid having

| a bowel moveibement. (7) .

• ?ov urinating during the day, a woman's most discreet opportunity presents

. its«lf while she bathes in pond or river. Standing in the water, she can

urinate without anyone noticing. (8) After bathing, both men and women

complete the ritual by rinsing the mouth. No distinction is usually made

between water used for bathing and that used for mouth rinsing. Considering

that pond water contains run-off from whatever is on the aide of the

pond -- including oow and possibly human faeces -- the dangers of this

are obvious. ;
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Mon have more opportunities if they «eed to pass stool or urinate during the

day. Sine» most men spend the days outside the house compound, they harts

their choice of any protected grove for def«eating, and any open roadside

for urinating. If he defecates outside the house, a nan will probably not

have a bodna at hand, and will go to the nearest water source afterwarda

to wash his buttocks. The only customary restriction on a man urinating

is that he squat and turn his back to whatever activity is going on. Men

face walls or stand in corners to urinate, but face away from as many people

as possible*

Children, especially babies, usually pee or defecate wherever they ar*, no

matter whether inside or outside the/compound. Babies are allowed to pee

on the floor and the moisture is usually left to dry up by itself. But if

a child « or a chicken, for that matter -- defecates on the house floor

ĝr.J.n,, the courtyard, a handful of ash is thrown over it before being eeocp»;d

up with a leaf or twi» and thrown away. Childrens1 urine is not

't , considered particularly harmful. A baby sitting on a mud floor may no';

be moved even t ough it has urinated on the spot, dampening the

toys it was playing with or — in the case of puffed rice — eating.

Some habits help spread disease, while other help curb its spread. (9)

People scrupulously avoid using their left hands to eat, since the left

hand is used to clean the buttockso Though woreen use both hands to cut

vegetables and prepare food, they use only the right hand after food

has been cooked. People also avoid touching their feet with their handn,

and if they do they use only the left hand. They also'avoid putting

feet near food, or touching anyone else with thsir feof. As mentioned

above, people avoid defecating in fields where crops are growing, and human

faeces are not traditionally used as fertiliser.

Water and Sanitary Latrines

Water sources in Bangladesh villages are limited to rivers, ponds and

tubewells. Water is king in Bangladesh — floods, ruin and drought arrive

on their own schedule, with little that humans can do, or are doinjr, to

control them,In the rainy season tht-re is too much water, and the wat&r
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are still very fsw villages whore every family haB access to a tubewell.

In the wimter, people suffer from lack of water, both for their fields

and for their own purposes — washing, cooking and bathing.

Village M haa only three public tubewella (and one private one) for 80

families^ one ringwell and no river or pond. Women must therefore

carry water long distances to their homes for all purposes, or else carry

their pots and dishes and clothes to the closest tubewell. Water is

less of a problem in Village G, although water for cooking and drinking

mutt be carried by the women into their houses inheavy water jars.

In general, tubewell water is reserved for drinking water, in most villages*

Ponds and rivers — where water can be obtained without having

to pump -- are used for washing clothes and pots and for personal hygieae'.

In places where water is generally less availablej like Village M>

people usually use less water for washing themselves. Women who must

carry water to their houses for all purposes, will natru'ally be reluctMnt

to use it up quickly* It is easier to do the wash and bathe in the river
/ i t

= ^ r - p o n d or—at—t h « -tubewell or rin^we-ll i tself- Pond water is considérée;

t

X particularly pleasant. It leaves a good ' araell in clothes, and is auld to

•

;. t get them clean — probably because pond water is mostly 'soft' run-offt

ç without the rainerai contint that tubewell water night have.

j . >

: The government's Department of Public Health Enginfiering, is trying to

! sell sanitary v/ater-aeal latrines for the subsidized price of 150 taka

for slttb and rings* (' Although the programme has been going on since

; 1977, they have only managed to sell 150,000 to date, 'l'here are two ma;!or

reasons for this: first, that 150 taka (a subsidy of 250 taka) plua the.-

carrying charges and construction expenses needed to install a water

seal latrine, are still beyond the means of most villagers. The same

money can be better used, in their eyes, on any number of purchases -••• chr'.c .

cows, goats, sarees, etc. — whereas building a. lutrin* has no monetary

benefit(although it does have high statua value). ' - )

Secondly-, a water seal latrine is inconvénient to flush. People will be

reluctant to go to the trouble of currying two buckets of water to fluuh

the toilet under any circumstances, and even mor<; so if the water sourci-

ls far away. Women are afraid to be s^en entering the latrine, or

hauling two buckets of water for obviouu purpose a. Yet, if a latrine .i. :;

not flushed, it may become plugged or smelly, uud people will prefer co-

d«f#cuta in the op«n air v;hvjr« the wind caiiritsf? R'Utflla away.

People who have bought water-seal lutriiica for tlieinselves — either ou';



ting with a latrine pan without gooseneck (the gooseneck is replaced by

a straight, sloping chute) which takes much less water to flush. &ince

there is no seal, however, the latrine cannot be called •sanitary'. Ci'4)

UNICEF has suggesting installing a latrine alongside a tubewell. Studies

show that the quality of tubewell water is not affected, (15) HoweVerv

as lon"g as there reamins a shortage of tubewells, and a shortage of p«opl«.

to fix them when they break down, water will remain an obstacle to

the success of water-seal or water-flush latrines. Although toueandj

of tubewell mechanic» are being trained (16), they canno??be counted c i

to be vigilant in seeing that both tubewells don't remain out of service

for long, and that latrines do not get plxigged up.

Vietnamese Latrines î Our Experiment ,

Primarily to overcome the obstacleof water supply, we began experimenting

with vietnamese latrines. They call for no more water than that carried ~

ï>n a bodna to wash the buttocks. Three or six months after one bin is

""filled, it produce's" a load of rich compost, which can be used as fertilizer.»

V/e also thought that Vietnamese latrines would have another advantage:

they do not need to be dug into the ground, and so there is no danger of

contamination of ground water even during yaars of high flooding. They

are also small, and therefore might be easier to fit on the surface of

the overcrowded hillocks on which people live. Other toilets, .particularly

the latrines with two pits for collection of faeces, which must be du;.;

into the ground, take up far more space. Eventually we hoped that people

could overcome their aversion to using human waste on fields (17) why.-.

they saw that they could gain an income from Belling vegetables, for

example, grown with human fertilizer.

Before introducing the latrines into villages, however, we knew that\w«

would have to prove that they would work. If they failed to be used

correctly by our workers — who are for the most part literate, or els*

have received some kind of informal education at a*.K> -- then they would

almost certainly fail in the villages. Gonochiiathaya Kendra has more;' than

200 workers, half of whom live at the project, and half of whom com.* from

their villages daily for vocational training. The projt-ct

itself ic involved in heulth work (with a small hospital and paramedica

who visit villages daily); agricultural extension work: vocational tr-Unin

for woman in aewing, metal-eiiiithy, cïxrpentry, bakery, and shoe mukin./,;-.and

a school for children of poor familier,.( IS ) About 20 or more peopl« rrom



f; )!> • other,organisations usually live at the project for training.

f; Currently, the only sanitation programme we have in the villages consista

of advice and example: paramedics tell the families they visit, school-

teachers advise their students, and agricultural extension workers suggest

i to members of credit ûooptsratives to ••• dig pit latrines. At the very/

• least, they suggest that families use a specific place for defecation»

'i Paramedics and school teachers also help families to begin digging pit :

I latrines, and the school children help other families in their Tillages

i • to dig them. ••-•

We realized how few families would be able to afford water-seal latrines,

even at the government's subsidized price, and so we did not promote thcm0

Also, while waiting for results of our experiments with Vietnamese latrines

to come in, we did not promote any other permanent latrines3

We built our first Vietnamese latrine over five years ago» binding that

it was too big — it took a year to fill one box -- we built the following

V-n ii»uJJ..._..,l6—on n slightly—mmaller scale,. Our latrines are generally 3 feet by three

i feet by 6 feet (depth), with housing of bamboo poles and woven bamboo walls

• ̂ ^ t with tin roof and woodran door0 1'he bins are built of brick and mortar» with

? ~ Two bricks flanking the hole in the top of each bin as footriqts,

| and other bricks to lead urine and water over the side of the bin. (Unlike

', the latrines in 'ietnain, we do not collect or use the urine. It drains ovei1

] the bin side and into the gound. ( 1o))„ The side doors, from which the •

compost is unloaded, are either metal or wood»

. Not Enthusiastic

Almost none of the workers was enthusiastic about using the latrines at

first. Many still prefer to use a commode or latrine in the-li a building,

if they aan. They object to the smell of some latrines, and to the ivveonvft

ience of shifting forward after defecating to urinate and wash without

letting water into the bin. Inevitably, people become careless and 1+st

water or urine into the bin, or forget to throw ash in before they leuve»

to'dry the (Saeces and souk up odors» Two paramedics have been

assigned to supervise the latrinesg All health training giv«n
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to our workers and visiting workers, includes a section on Vietnamese

latrines. In addition , all workers taking vocational training, or

who are illiterate when they arrive (guards, cooks, etc.) also learn

about Vietnamese latrines in the literacy classes they roust attend.

most heavily used latrines -- those near the house» where trainees

live and those behind the workshops -- are the ones most likely co RB«X1<.

50 people work in the workshops, most of whom come from their vilIn?a

homes in the morning and return at nighto Perhaps because neither

trainees nor workshop employees live permanently near the latrines, they

are less careful about keeping them clean and keeping water from entering

the boxes. Latrines used by one or two families are the cleanest imd

sraellyo

'Fertilizer :

We have used about 1^ loads of fertilizer from our Vietnamese latrin.«s • ao
i . • •

far. Host have been spread on our vegetable fields° No on« has yê , refaistd
thpy were squeamish about unloading th.n *:irst

to work in any field where such fertilizer has been used — although .• • , compos

our workers, from doctors dov/n to guards, work in the fields every day.,

We have not made any specific tests of the fertilizer, except on one

patch of tomatoes where no other fertilizer was used. The ,

and produced big red units-

A few months back, we sent a sample of compost to a pathology laboratory

to see if worms or their eggs could be found. We were dismayed to .find

out that the compost still contained a significant amount of helminths.^

(see Table II) However, ten minutes' cooking kills all bacterin t-.nd helminth ovi
T, , . . . , , „ at leant ten minutes, so
Bengalis invariably cook food.tor/there is little danger that diseases

or worms could be transmitted from the compost through cooked food,, Since

most people work in their fields barefoot, however, the danger remains tï-.=it

disease could be transmitted that way.

Research has shown that "(some) helminth ova ».. may hatch out ai: ?jtrv;u; in

the compost. After 3 v/eeks, the compost may contain significant numbers u.'

Ascaris (roundworm) and îaeniu larvau, but these subsequently die :ia<3 ai'lur

7-8 weeks, 85 pfci* cent of the Ascaris originally present, and a sii:i:i.iar_

percentage of the total helminth population, will have been killed wheth;;'

as eggs or as larvae«'( 2(9 '̂ ince we made no test of the helminth ccrrtciit or:



^:fj*-!: among»our workers about using the compost.

| Something ingoing f\wry in the composting process for one of sever».!

reasons. *Hnce people use water to wash themselves, and are often careless

about letting water enter the composting bin, the faecee may be too wet- to'

I compost properly. W«t compost will not heat up as much as dry or simply

.-• moist compost will. Possibly, the hole on the top of the bin or the doer on

the side ore not being sealed properly, or there are leaks in the.walle

through which air and water can enter the bin. Since "...the -precise m>.ti!iV

of the (composting) process is uncertain... ,"' (21 ) there could
• ' . • ' • • • ' • ' • > ' ' • • • •'•

be other reasons as well. We also have not had a fixed timetable for

unloading compost, and it is possible that we have unloaded it too soon...

before all helminths could die.

Latrines to the Villages ; A Difficult Proposition

After five years of experience with Vietnamese latrines, we cannot say

that they will be easy to intorduce into the villagss. Although member.--:

^=o€_our credit cooperatives and nearby villagers who visit the center often,

have asked us to help them build and try out a Vietnamese latrine, we have

W reluctant to do so. There are several specific problems:

—-' cost? A Vietnamese latrine is even more expensive to build than au

water seal latrine: total 3,000 taka u (22) We are most interested in

helping the poor villagers, who will never be able to afford bbafcuch

money, on something which will yield so little "for them- >-•..'..,

— compost production: the latrines might seem more rewarding for the- yiXI a-f,a/•

if they produced a load of compost more ofteiu Even the latrines

behind our workshops or beside the houses where trainees live yield a

load of compost at most every four months. If a single family use:j the

latrine, a year can pass before any compost can b*s usedo Although „'•

the compost is the Vietnamese latrin's biggest potential 'selling point1

araon,ï villagers with 3L«SS understanding of health and sanitation,

compost alone may not convince people to adopt the latrineso If mort- :

people used one latrine, so that it would fill quickly, and the compost

was used on a field from which all those people could gather vegetables,

the benefits of the compost might be easier too the users to s«e. That

kind of collective action is, however, extre/uely difficult to organiin-, --

if not impossible in the current soci&l, political and economic clin. .-.<;.

— c o m p o s t for tho poor: If the compost can be controlled or used



by the poor onlyt perhaps it could be a source of income and some kind

of power for them. We do not want to repeat the mistakes of people

who have introduced bio-gas plants, which are more often than not' takes.

over by rich and middle farmers who cun provide enough ffobar (cow ma.iur

or roganize enough human wastes to produce natural gas. (22)1or this

reason, we would like to work with the poor farmers who are members o*

our credit cooperatives, in order to introduce Vietnamese latrines.

Apart from the difficulty of organizing maintenance for a. latrine ,-v;.

Jjy a few such families, most of the families do not live near each o...'>

making communal latrines an altiont impracticable proposition,

^-maintenance: if it were ever possible to construct Vietnamese latrine

for each family in a village, the problem of maintenance would still .

remain. It takes a good deal of supervision to keep our own ietnam-Jije

lttrines running properly, despite our relatively educated worker3.

follow-up would have to be organized, though how long it would hav ;

to continue is another question. In general, latrines that have bee t
v

purchased by the users nrt> well kept up, and so if istnamese latrine?

could be less expensive, nerhaps mnin-tenanc» would be less of a prooleui

Conclusion: Mobilization ami, '^ystcmlc ^hanp-ea . . -.

In order for any sanitation programme .to b& successful, a whole

community must be mobilized» ?h« public health impact of latrines

does not begin to show up until a large number of houses in a given

area have access to them» ( 2 3) The Chinese and Vietnamese «sanitation

programmes have attained a decree of success in part because they hâve

involved almost all houses in the community.

More importantly, however, health and sanitation measures will not

have any meaning for people until they can be fed, housed and clotVu.il»

Until villagers in Bangladesh can afford to f«ed themselves, they v:.,ll

not consider spending money on a latrine particularly important. wh«?n

they do make enough monwy, they must be mobilised., Best of all would b«

a change in the socio-economic -system which would not only allow all

people to have the basic necessities of lif«4 but would integrate health,'

income generation, etc. in one system»

That kind of change does not look probable in the near future, in I• -uî la<'

In the meantime, we can test no me technical solutions to prob.\.*ïi;;j.

ïhe Vietnamese latrine still hi-.s many problems..4isf>ocia.ted with it: -uoultl

it be coviotructfcd rtiorrt chenply':' how should «•duc;i'.tion about how. to 'WÏ :'.t

and follow-up to m&ke mire it is niaintninftd, ' b« orgnniaefd? can the b.Lùs-i

be constructed so-that the cotdvoai; h on ta to a hi g h« r temperature a...c;



Initiatives will have to come from top leadership, as well as from

N.G.O.'s like Gonoshasthaya Kendrao In ^hina and Vietnam, sanitation

was made official policy, and a whole movement was started around the

theme 'Stop the Faecal Peril,' in vietnam. (2'0 "In ^hina, sanitation

was made inot a matter of social prestige and patriotic duty."

reportedly
Visitors t© Vietnam (from western countries)/claim that Vietnamese

latrines are not working as well there as is claimed by the government. f,f

Bangladesh sanitary engineers should check on this allegation, and

perfect the latrine technically., But the rest of the effort — that is/

the use of the latrines — is entirely up to the people, calling for

mobilization, supervision, etc. Above all, however, it calls for a

unified approach to development, treating sanitation as only one facet-of

health care measures which include income generation and education., Only

then will any sanitation efforts bear fruit in Bangladesh. in the end,

the problem is not an engineering one, but a qu«stion of manpower and

political wisdom, and lots of dedicated wort»

i .



flî£ TABLE I

." SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS AND SANITATION IN TWO BANGLADESH VILLAGES.

VILLAGE M

total 80

FACTORS:

No. familiew

landholding per
family:

landless (0-1 bigha')

1-3 bighas

3-6 bighas

6-9 bighas

9 + bighas

housing:material
of roofing

tinshed

chapra (partly tin,
partly thatch)

thatched

nil

t latrine:
cement (sanitary)

tin walled

bamboo

none

VILLAGE S

total 55

18

12

6

9
11

35 (63.

10 (i8-2
9 ( 16£

1

1

9
16

30 (53.

tubewells:

other water sources:

6 (2 are private)

one river beside the village
one ring well(open top)
no ponds

18

13

1

3

14 (17.5#)

38 ( ̂ 7 - 55̂  ) ÉÈ
26 (32.5^)

a

2

15

63

<*

one
no
no

(78.75^)

(one is priv;

ring well
river
pond Mk.

* one bigha = approx. 1/3 acre

TABLE II
HELMINTH OVA AND LARVAE FOUND IN VIETNAMESE LATRINE COMPOST, SEPT. 1982,

1. ^irect examination and concentration techniques revealed:

Ova. of A. Lumbrocoides N_ 60/gram of sample

Ovn of T« T^uchuri H '+/gratn of sample

Larvae of hookworm N_ 1/grarn of sample

2. Microbiological culture Ht 25° and 37° C for kS hours on suitable ^
revealed fev/ colonies of:

^scherichia coli (non-pathogenic strain)

Pseudomonas - (saprophytic strain)
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VIETNAM'S SANITATION SYSTEM

Krisno Nimpuno

The Vietnamese toilet is of interest for several reasons. It is probably the only

system which was successfully applied on a national scale in a developing country

This was possible because of its simplicity in construction and use. The system

made significant contribution to the environmental care and agriculture in

Vietnam by recycling human excreta as fertilizer. Its significance for public

health care is also very considerable. The Vietnamese method of excreta disposal

is most remarkable since it follows completely different principles of pathogène

destruction and mineralisation of organic matter compared to systems used else-

where.

The great difficulty in public sanitation encountered throughout the third world

certainly justifies some attention for the succesful Vietnamese methods, especially

since the system is unique in its applicability in flood prone areas, as well as

in places without piped water supply.

The few publications about the Vietnamese Toilet so far available in the west have

been limited to short descriptions of the construction and use of the toilet but

little information has been available about the actual process performance.

In this article we would therefore like to concentrate on these aspects.

Anaerobic Composting

The system is characterized by in situ treatment of excreta, separation of urine

and feaces, anaerobic composting and family size units.

The Vietnamese Toilet is a double vault system or a discontinuous toilet. There

are two tanks: One is used as a privy, while the other has been closed and is

used for composting the faecal matter.

The Vietnamese Toilet requires that faeces and urine are deposited in different

containers. After each use of the toilet some ashes or lime is thrown on the

fresh excreta to absorb humidity and to eliminate the smell. Toilet paper can

be dropped into the vault. The lid is carefully replaced on the opening after

each use- When the tank is full, the material is levelled off with a stick and

all is covered with an extra layer of ashes.The opening is then closed hermetical-

ly with mortar and marked with the date to assure a sufficient treatment time.

In the Vietnamese Toilet organic matter decomposes in two phases: as Ions as

•^0 bouwcentrum international education rotterdam
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the toilet is in use there is ample oxigen available. Since the faeces are

always sprinkled with ashes the pile remains porous and aerated and the process

is aerobic. After the vault is closed the oxigen is rapidly exhausted and the

process turns anaerobic. The Institute of Hygiene and Epidimiology in Hanoi

monitored the development regularly and analysed the various processes involved

in this type of toilet. Since food tradition and living conditions vary and

there are different constructions methods in the various regions, the institute

established a number of field stations for such analyses.

The Process.

The Vietnamese Toilet has been developed as a part of the preventive health work

of the National Institute of Hygiene and Epidimiology. The Institute started in

1956 to study old and new methods for the collection, transport and treatment of

human excreta and its use in agriculture. Data about the qualities and composi-

tion of human excreta were collected:

Table 1

Human excreta composition

Annual excreta quantities per person: ca 500 Kg

Containing: 1.07 % N

5.7 % Organic matter

1.3 % Inorganic matter

0.26 % P 20 5

0.22 % K20

It was noted that human excreta is rich in organic material in comparison with

excreta of domestic animals.

Treatment should therefore not only be useful from the health point of view that

is effective in pathogène desctruction, but also for agriculture reasons:

achieving a satisfactory mineralization and conservation of the valuable organic

matter. One of the first methods propagated in Vietnam was aerobic composting of

human excreta with agricultural waste in windrows on a floor of rammed earth

or concrete.

The windrows were covered with a thatch and mud layer of ca. 20cm. Temperatures

of 70°C could thus be reached and the process was completed after three weeks.

But all the known disadvantages of windrow composting were experienced: transport

and handling of fresh excreta, fly breeding and very disturbing odours. It was

therefore soon decided to try anaerobic composting methods. An interesting

development at this stage was the research on the antibiotic effect of carbon

number:
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rich material added to the excreta. Household refuse, agricultural waste and

leaves were studied. Two types of leaves, Rhizo-hora micronata and Aegiceras-

were chosen because of their iodine content, while the leaves of the Melia

Azadarach were tested because of their antibiotic properties. The results were

encouraging and in later developed composting methods these leaves were used.

The first experiments with anaerobic composting were executed in pits of 150 -

200 cm depth, where alternating layers of excreta and carbon rich material were

buried under a cover of straw and mud. The institute found that after four weeks

a satisfactory level of pathogène destruction could be reached. It was also found

that a 10% additive of lime or superphosphate would reduce this time to ten days.

The positive results of nitrification and pathogène destruction in anaerobic

composting ecouraged the Institute to attempt composting directly in the toilets

in order to avoid the handling of fresh excreta. A multidisciplinary team in the

National Institute of Hygiene and Epidimiology under Dr Nguyen Dang Due then set

out to develop the Vietnamese Toilet. The first publications about their work

appeared in the series Vietnamese Studies. The toilets were first called

"Double Septic Tanks" later the name "Double Septic Bin" was used. In this arti-

cle we simply use the name "The Vietnamese Toilet". A major question was whether

composting of very small quantities of faeces such as produced by one family

would be feasible, in view of the problem of odours and of heat loss which

retards the composting and changes the character of the process. It took time to

solve these problems. An interesting additional requirement was to develop a

toilet which would satisfy the peasants timing for applying fertiliser to the

fields. The use of human excreta in agriculture is so general in Vietnam that

farmers often proved unwilling to wait for the treatment if it would interupt

the agriculture cycle. The decisive factors for determining the dimensions of

the toilet were therefore the minimum composting time possible and the volume

of excreta produced during the same time by an average family.

These two factors would assure the peasant the shortest possible cycle to make

a safe compost available. The attention o,f the institute turned therefore to the

choice of suitable carbon rich material to shorten the cycle. The final product

is naturally determined by the composition of the excreta itself and it was

noticed that the composting process developed better with a dry than with a

humid mixture. It is essential to avoid flooding of the vault, but it is not easy

in a hot climate. Moisture content should either be reduced by adding moisture

absorbing material or by separating urine from the mixture. This last step proved

to be effective. It was also found that fly control would be easier in a dry
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mixture. Seperate urine treatment was not considered very risky from the health

point of view. For the volume of the vault it would mean a reduction by 90%.

The seperation of urine from faeces has much effect on the composting process.

Firstly great quantities of water are avoided: urine has a moisture of 93 - 96%

(see Gotaas 2). In this way the faeces can be composted without arrangements forj

drainage or ventilation. The quantities of nitrogen and potasium (as K20) are

approximately equal in faeces and urine as excreted per person per day. The

quantity of calcium (as CaO) Phosphorus (as P2O5) a n d c a r b o n in u r i n e a r e

respectively only 50%, 25% and 10% of those discharged in the faeces. It is

worthwhile to recover these materials as well.

Table 2

Excreta composition

(Calculated from Gotaas1 figures).

Dry weight in grams per person per day

N

Potassium

(as K2O)

Carbon

Ca (as CaO)

Faeces

6.75 - 16.9

4.05 - 14.58

1.35 - 10.75

54.00 -148.5

5.4 - 14.5

Urine

7.5 - 13.3

1.25- 3.5

1.5 - 3.15

5.5 - 11.9

2.25- 4.2

Urine handling

Urine is seperated from the main treatment tank to simplify the composting

process. The large quantities of fluids are handled seperately, and the acidity

and nitrogen content in the composting pile is reduced significantly.

Consequently much smaller amounts of carbon rich material are needed to reach

the C/N ratio required for composting. But what are the health aspects of it?

The higher temperature which now can be reached in the composting vault promotes

the pasteurisation effect of the composting process and makes it therefore more

efficient. The urine itself however has to be treated as well. The original

method is simply to drain the urine into a water filled jar outside the toilet

building. The one to four dillution reduces the smell and the mixture is used

to water the garden. In later designs a special receptable filled with lime

and ashes receives all the urine. In this arrangement no flies or odours are

detectable even if the receptable lacks a cover. There are few diseases which

number:
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can be transmitted through urine: bilharzia,typhoid and leptospirosis.* is)

It can therefore be argued that the health risks related to urine are insignifi-

cant compared to those caused by faeces. The Vietnamese hold that urine, after

absorbation and retention in lime or ashes, safely can be used as fertilizer.

There are, however, no data vailable to substantiate this claim.

Further experiments were thus based on urine seperation and on studies of effects

of carbon additives. Since the aim was to develop a toilet with composting in

situ, it was necessary to know the effects of the additives both during the time

the toilet was used and during the composting period. Household refuse, powdered

earth, leaves and straw belonged to the examined materials. Although the results

were encouraging, a shorter composting time than two months could not be achieved

with these and the search for better additives continued. Powder lime, quick lime

and kitchen ashes were found to given good results. These additives would

increase the composting temperature, improve fly control and reduce odours of

the toilet in use. The general availability of kitchen ashes to rural household

was an important consideration: it would increase the acceptibility of the toilet

Since only faeces would require a lengthy treatment process the reduction of the

quantities make a great difference. Dr Nguyen Dang Due calculates that the annual

quantities of faeces per person amount to 48 Kg, whereas the figure for urine is

438 Kg. In other words only 10% of the excreta has to be composted. The treatment

of the other 90% is much easier.

In comparison with the 48Kg which have to be treated per person annualy in the

Vietnamese method it is interesting to note that the annual quantity of waste

water per person in North America is 800 times as much: 40.000 Kg/an. The five

gallon flush multiplies the treatment enormously.

The Vietnamese emphasize that adding ashes is essential for the process. Gotaas

argues, while discussing aerobic composting, that great quantities of ashes

should be avoided during the composting to prevent the loss of nitrogen. The

Vietnamese at the other hand hold that anaerobic composting in closed containers

retains many of the gasses which in an open process are lost. Ammonia for example

dissolves in the water suspended in the pile and is useful as fertilizer as

NH4CL,(NH4)SO4 and (NH^^PO^. Ashes do absorb many of the aromatic gasses. The

concentrations of NH3 and SH2 measured in the vault were only 0,007 mg/1 respec-

tively. After three weeks composting no traces of these gasses could be found

anymore. The effect of ashes and other additives on pathogène destruction was

tested in relation to Shigella", Salmonella, Vibro cholera, ascaris and many other

pathogènes.

Personal communication from Dr R. Faechem.
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Table 3

Additives and pathogène destruction

Anaerobic composting

Destruction in days

Pathogènes:

E Coli

Sh Shigae

S Typhi Vi

Vibri Choi

1

62

12

24

9

2

60

10

15

8

3

35

10

12

3

4

56

9

12

7

5

20

8

12

7

6

0.34

0.7

0.4

0.24

7

21

7

14

1

*)Additives

1 = excreta only

2 = powdered earth

3 = Melia Azadarach

4 = Household refuse

5 = Powder lime

6 = Quick lime

7 = Kitchen ashes

The effect of the additives is noticable. Kitchen ashes show about the same

values as powder lime and are everywhere in the rural areas available. Ashes

also have a marked reducing effect on the occurence of flies. The temperatures

in the vault during the aerobic period is a few degrees above the toilet room

itself. The humidity is also slightly higher in the vault. After closing the

vault hermetically the temperature rises dramatically: in five days from 30 C

to 45 C peaking after twenty days at 52°C-6O°C and then slowly dropping off

after 45 days to the original temperature again. The method used to measure

temperatures is to mount waterfilled glass tubes through the construction

into the pile. During the composting period thermometers are introduced into

the tubes to take the temperature of the surrounding material.

The ministry of Public Works informed us about the test results concerning

pathogène survival and gave some details on bacteria and parasites.

Salmonella, Salmonella typhi, Para A & B, Shigella, Flexner and Sonnei were

absent from the test of the compost. Special attention was given to

Escherichia Coli, a very resistant pathogène.
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Table 4

Survival of Escherichia Coli

Total before composting

After one week

After four weeks

After 6 - 7 weeks

Of the common parasites ascaris was studied carefully because of its high

resistance. The effect of the composting process on the survival of intestinal

parasites is of great importance since about 70% of the population were reported

in 1958 to be Lumbricoides Ascaris Carriers, 35% were carriers of Duodenalis

Ankylestema. Samples from the third and fourth composting weeks showed a high

occurance of Ankylestema Larvae and a 35% reduction of the eggs. The larvae

do not survive the seventh and eight weeks. Of the remaining eggs 50% can no

longer develop into larvae. The Vietnamese sources conclude that a total of 85%

of the parasite eggs are destroyed after an eight week composting period. The

destruction of parasite eggs is closely related to the type of additive used

for the composting. If lime, phosphate or kitchen ashes are used 50% of the

Ascaris Lumbricoides eggs - the most resistant parasites - degenerate, while all

the larvae are destroyed.

Dr Nguyen Dang Due informed us that the general application of the Vietnamese

toilet must be credited with the sharp reduction in the occurance of intestinal

diseases as demonstrated in the table below.

Table 5

Incidende of intestinal diseases

Bacteria and parasites

causing intestinal diseases 1958

Shigella disentry 1 2 - 1 3 %

Salmonella 6 - 7 %

Coli GEI 4,5-12%

Ascaris Lumbricoides 60 - 80%

Trichocephalus 40 - 45%

Ankylostoma Duodenalis 20 - 25%

Incidence

1978

1,2 - 1,7%

0,1 - 0,6%

1,2 - 1,8%

15 -35 %

10 -12 %

10 -15 %

Mineralisation of organic material can be determined in different ways and is

used to indicate the stabilisation of the decayed excreta. The different methods

do not give compatible results and there are no general methods to compare
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mineralisation of composting and water borne excreta treatments. In the last

disposal method Biological Oxigen Demand (BOD) is used to indicate the remaining

decay activity. In composting volatile soil tests indicate the same. In Vietnam

the mineralisation of the organic material is measured by determining the proteirj

and nitrate content. Measuring biological activity can also be done by

determining CO? production. We were allowed to take a sample from one of the

Vietnamese toilets, which one week later in Bangkok was analysed by Dr Thanh of

the Asian Institute of Technology. A part of the sample was dissolved in water

and then the BOD5 was determined to be 4,364 mg/l. The rest of the sample was

used in a volatile soil test and the residue content was found to be 10,5%. The

Institute of Hygiene reported the following results:

Table 6

Proteins and nitrates in the compost

before composting

After 4 hours

After 8 hours

The nitrification is reportedly most effective during the fourth week of

composting and a six week composting period is recommended in view of the

agricultural use as a minimum period.

The Institute of Hygiene gives the following chemical processes to describe the

composting in the Vietnamese Toilet.

Proteins
gr/100 gr compost

1.102

0.395

0.020

Nitrates
gr/l00gr compost

0.011

0.210

0.446

1.

2.

Glucose

aerobic:

anaerobic:

total:

Protein

aerobic:

C6H12°6 "

C4H9OH+H2

CO(NH)2 +

ureum

CO(NH2)2.

C4HgOH + 2CO2

0 = 3CH4 + C02

3CH. + 3C0_
4 2

CH2NH2COOH -

amino acid

+ H20

+ H20

+ H20

+.2H2O +

C02 + NH3

C02 + NH3

CH4/CO2 ratio

8,500 Kcal/Nm3

+ H2S + H20

anaerobic: 4CH2NH2COOH + ratio = 3:1

+ 6,375 Kcal/Nm3

number-
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3. Lipids

aerobic:

anaerobic:

CH3(CH2> ,6COOH + 3

(OH) 3 +

12CH3(CH2)]6COOH + 3

+ 3CH_(CB_).,COOH
J J J i Z 1 O
glycerine stéarine acid

52 20

total : 59CH4 + 25 C0 2 + 5,970 Kcal/Nm3

CH./CO. ratio = 2.36:1
4 2

The implementation of the sanitation system.

The ministry of health of Vietnam is through its Institute for Hygiene and

Epidimiology responsible for the implementation of its rural sanitation system.

The Institute works through its network of provincial stations and through the

health centres of the ministry of health in the villages.

The sanitation programme was launched as part of a broader public health

programme promoting the establishment of a protected well, a bathroom and

improved latrine for each household. The programme has developed into one of the

most successful public health efforts anywhere and deserves international attent-

ion. The health centres are well organised and work with carefull planning

methods. The health centre always has a map of the village with each house

indicated and numbered. The number corresponds with the number of the health file

of the family, which contains medical records as well as the environmental

health conditions of the house and plot. The construction and conditions of

wells, bathrooms and toilets are carefully recorded here. A typical health centrt

is staffed by an assistant physician (medical assistant), a nurse, a midwife, a

pharmacy assistant, two home visitors and two traditional medicine practitioners

These health workers live in the village and are responsible for the development

of the village public health programme. The plans are drafted at the district

level and supervised from there.

The programmes include the construction of sanitary facilities, the cultivation

and processing of medical herbs for drugs, health education, family planning,

preventive health care, inclusive vaccination programmes and curative out -

patient services.

The district authorities train the health centre staff and provide them with

information and propaganda material such as posters, demonstration models and

leaflets. Much of the propaganda work is brought in the form of theatre

performances. There are annual competitions between the health centres at the

number:
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provincial and national level concerning performance the implementation of the

public health programme. The health centre organizes the population through its

Red Cross Society which has a family health worker in each householdi7It is a

very fine developed mobilisation network which highly promotes the contact

possibilities with the population. The family health workers receive regular

health information and have some rudimentary health education.

They act as family nurse and are trained to enlist more qualified health workers

as soon as the problem cannot safely be handled by them. The family health

worker sends the family members to the centre for vaccination, constructs and

maintains the well, bathroom and toilet and tends the family medical herb garden,

holds the first aid box.

The Vietnamese public health system is based on a successful mobilisation of the

population and on a careful definition of the roles which the various actors in

the public health delivery system have to play from the national and provincial

institutes to the family health worker.

The very rapid implementation of the national health programmes testifies to the

effectiveness of the Vietnamese public health system and its remarkable successes

can serve as an instructive example to other countries.

The construction. "

The Vietnamese Toilet is in its present design and construction a low cost

solution. The toilet was developed as a part of the rural health work and the

whole effort was therefore geared towards bringing sanitation within reach of

the poorest peasants. In the villages there is no problem to site the toilet

building, as is the case in the urban and sub urban areas. The construction is

therefore an indépendant building.

The construction material used now varies from place to place according to the

local building tradition and the availability of construction material. Most

common are burned brick constructions with the floors made in concrete. Plastered

adobe constructions are used in some areas, whereas even plastered bamboo

constructions can be found.

Many areas in Vietnam have a very high ground water table and inundations are

there common. It is in such areas necessary to build the whole toilet construct-

ion well above the surrounding ground. The floor of the vaults should be at least

20 cm over ground level. The vaults measure 70 x 70 cm with a height of

60 - 70 cm. There are therefore three or four steps leading up to the toilet
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door. The vaults have each a 25 x 30 cm opening to extract the compost located

in the back or front walls of the construction. These are closed with bricks

and mortar after emptying the vault. The vaults are not ventilated, since ashes

deposited on the excreta sufficiently absorb odours.

The slab over the two vaults forms the squatting plate and the floor of the

toilet and has two openings with foot supports of which one has been sealed and

the other has a lit. A urine drain in the slab leads to a urine tank. In many

areas Health Cebtre Workshops prefabricate and distribute latrine slabs.

In summary one can give the advantages of the Vietnamese Toilet as its simplici-

ty, its efficient pathogène destruction, the good mineralisation of organic

matter, its safe use and handling, the absence of odours and polution, its low

costs, the rich yield of fertilizer and its applicability in flood prone areas.

The system can still be perfected, especially in its treatment of urine, but by

and large all performance criteria for waste disposal systems are satisfied by

it. The Vietnamese Toilet can be applied under difficult circumstances where

other sanitation systems fail.
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I- INTRODUCTION

This paper is prepared in the context of an Interaatio_

nal Seminar on Human Waste.Management for low income

settlement held in Bangkok, Thailand from 16 to 22 Ja_

nuary 1983, and is adjusted to the following ob;jec -

tives of the Seminar :

- To exchange information of the ways to manage human

waste in the urban areas ;

- To discuss and find a pattern and a system 'of human

waste management both technically and administrati-

vely, and to improve community participation espe_

cially in the Asian cities*

This paper will thus provide more information on the

problem of human waste management related to Kampung

Improvement Programme currently underway in Indonesia0

Environmental sanitation in Indonesia has since World

War II been deterioratingjhuman waste disposal, waste

disposal and drainage.

During the Japanese occupation and the war for indepen

dence, most of the available facilities were neglected

and no additional facilities were constructed. After

the independence environental sanitation has not been

fully taken into account for many reasons•

1)O The limited funds of both the Government and
 v the

community, whereas many problems have to be solved;

such as rehabilitation of damages left by the war

and disorders, lack of food and clothings and un

employment»

2). Increasing urbanization due to disorders in the

rural areas, the desire to continue education and

to find better jobs. Those people bring with them

to the cities their way of village-life, such as

throwing waste at will in ditches and gutters or

everywhere on empty places and defecating in

ditches which very often are completely dry without

any water or almost dry.



They come flocking to the city*s kampungs or they

set up new kampungs of their own without planning

and facilities for waste disposal, garbage dump ,

waste water drainage and rain water channels»

3)« Lack of government apparatuses both in quantity

and quality. During the Japanese occupation period

and during the colonial time the leading agencies

were accupied or led by Japanese and Dutch offici-

als. After the struggle for independence there had

been serious gaps becouse most of the officials

left the country. The consequence was that many un

qualified and unskilled people come in their places.

™ Most of those newcomers directly held the leading

posts although they did not understand or did not

fully understand what their tasks actually were.

As to environmental sanitation, it is consequently

„• been neglected. Additional facilities and infra; •

structures are very limited,, The consequence is

. that the enviornmental health conditions becomes

worse or remains unchanged. The first step to cope

with this problem is to encourage the community to

settle their own problems. Approaching them is

thus a very important factor and is the first

k effort done with a well - panned strategy and sim

pie pattern, clear and easy to understand; \

To encourage people to handle waste, waste water, rain

water etc. in the best possible way, it is first of

I all necessary to make them understand the dangers im

proper disposal systems can create. Then they should

know the best way to throw waste. If they are not able

individually or collectively - to do so, the Govern-

ment should help them although they themselves have to

pay part of or the entire costs that might be needed.
To make people understand the importance of a proper

* . system of waste disposal, waste-water and rain-water

I outlets etc., the Government should give them the ne_

cessary extension/information and even models on this

; matter.



This provision of extension/ information and models

should be properly planned and given priorities and

people should be taught how to handle the matter in

the "best possible way with the available funds and

manpower. This is important in that the fund and per_

sonnel the Government has for this purpose is rela-

tively too small compared with the huge work to be

implemented.

For human waste disposal - if it is no more possible

to use septic tank, " cubluk " and pits in the house

garden - the Government should assist by constructing

public facilities like KCK ( Facilities for people to

take bath, to wash clothes and to defecate ) or urban

sewerage, the Government should assist by constructing

general or public sewerages from the houses to out

side the environment,,

Cost for such activities carried out by the Govern-

ment can partly or wholly be paid by the community

who are the sources of the waste and rubbish and who

want to dispose waste and rain water. This can be in

the form of fees collected by the Government or orga

nized and supervised by the Government,,

Starting 1967 the Government the progressivley created

disposal system in various fields based on priorities.

This has been successful. Food self-sufficient pro-

gramme has been achieved, and Indonesia is now an

exporter of ready-made dresses and clothes whereas in

infrastruetural development significant progress has

been made, and this success has been facilitating de_

velopment in the other sectors.

Fund accumulated from this successful development can

now be put aside for other sectors not covered in the

first and secojad Five Years Development Plans, incltul

ing environmental sanitation^ through proper waste ,

sewerage and waste water disposal systems.
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The fund has been gradually been increasing, but funds

that can be made available etc still relatively too

small compareb with the work to be implemented.. In Jlddî

tion, people lack awareness and understanding so that

their participation in solving the problem of environ

mental sanitation is too limited» This is the reason

why the problem of environmental sanitation cannot be

coped with nationally so far. This should be solved in

progressive stages.

This progressive handling provides the opportunity to

gradually develop the needed menpower* This is important

in that the shortage of skilled personnel has been

seriously felt.

To achieve maximal sufficiency and effectiveness from

investment made in environmental sanitation and health,

it is necessary to decide priorities both among the sub

sectors - waste disposal, drainage, sewerage and waste

water disposal — and the other components.

The Department of Home Affairs is the agency which is

directly responsible for developing and supervising

all development sectors in the country including env:L

ronmental development and rehabilitation. The physical

implementation is carried out by the respective regio_

nal government which is directly supervised by the * De_

partment of Public Works and the non - physical compo_

nents by the Technical Departments concerned.

11• THE BACKGROUND

The condition of settlement areas in general and those

in the urban areas in particular does not meet people*s

requirements and of proper life. Environmental, facil^

ties to secure environmental hea!Lth such as hospitals,

health centres, water supply, ••werage and waste water

disposal, roads, etc., are quite scarce. This situation

has led to the creation of very thickly populated resî

dential areas/kainpungs which. *• do not meet health



requirements and socio — cultural life patterns, which

in turn lead to critical urban situation.

1. To develop environmental facilities and to provide

basic services for the community.

2. To encourage and develop the participation of the

community "by increasing the income and productivi -

ties of the kampungs.

3» To develop kampung environmental system by' arrang-

ing and ordering the bothers of plots and their le_

gal status„

There ha.ve been programmes for improvement of living

conditions and residential environment in some big

cities. These efforts, however, are still too res-

tricted compared with the big problems to solve* Funds

that should be made available by the Central Govern -

ment, and the ablity of local personnel are too limi,

ted, and these programmes have to be implemented under

this restricted condition, and ability of the Municipal

Governments and the Community. So these efforts can

only be enjoyed by the community after a long period,,

The Government is quite aware of this limitation. The

Government therefore will try to accelerate Kampung

Improvement Programme so that the community can enjoy

it. The Central Government will mobilize other sources

for this purpose. Financial sources like APBS (Natio -

nal Budget), £PBD (Regional Budget), INPRES ( Presiden

tial Instruction ) Programmes and foreign aid will be

used to implement this programme»

Consequently, city development and the rapid increase

of population create complex problems which need to be

coped with, among the problems are t

- housing

- waste disposal

- shallowing channels
- waste water and rain water draining system
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- water pollution by industrial waste and sewerage dispo_

sal, which, sndangeres urban drink water supply system,,

- electricity

- sectirity

- lack of understanding and awareness on the part of the

\urban community of the importance of healthy life eirvl

ronment*

- the limited development ability of the low-income ur

ban communityo

- the limited ability of the Regional/local Governments

to develop and build facilities due to lack of fund»

The unrestrainable urbanization has in the meantime

created slums where environmental health, for example

waste v/ater and sewerage disposal system, BICK (baiihing",

washing and discharging) ficilities do not meet health

requirements and which eventually couse environmental

pollution.

In addition, the industries found in big cities pay less

attention to proper waste-water disposal systems which

lead to water pollution.

In the urban areas, for example, kampungs are built at

will neglecting environmental health. This is attributed

to the premature development of the cities concerned due

to rapid urbanization.

In the rural areas, in the meantime, such a problem is

due to the inability of the local people and their lack

of knowledge and understanding of what a healtthy env:i

ronment would mean* This is reflected in the scarcity of

infrastructures and environmental facilities.

In the cities, kampung people - who generally come from

the rural areas - apear to be not able to maintain and

take care of their environment, besides supporting

elements of urban environment differ from those of the

rural areas.
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This difference demands higher requirements which can

only be met with better environmental health infra_

structures and with certain technical requirements

which they can not provide»

; Expansion of urban territories which does not

' the flows of urbanization and rapid population growth

coupled'With the difficulty to promote the status of

the city in line with the given standard criteria,the

urban areas have rapidly become tight and pressed ,

the city administration becomes busier due the li -

•

mited funds and apparatuses, and these all create

. separate difficulties.
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Below is a table showing the speed of population growth

in 50 municipalities in Indonesia.

i ear
1980

01
02'
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

C i t y

Jakarta
Surabaya
Bandung
LTedan
Seinarang
Palembang
Ujun;* Pandang
Malang
Padang •
Surakarta
Yogyakarta
Banjarmasin
Pontianak
Tanjung Earang
Balikpapan
Samarinda
Bogor
Jam"bi
Cirebon
Kediri
Menado
Ambon
Pekanbaru
Madiun
Pematang Siantar
Pekalongan
legal
Magelang
Sukabumi
Probolinggo
Gorontalo
Pasuruan
Tebing Tinggi
Pangkal Pinang
Pare - Pare
Salatiga
Payakumbuh
Blitar
Binjai
Banda Acëh
Bukittinggi
Mojokerto
Bengkulu
Palangka Raya
Sibolga
Tano'-ung Balai
Padang Pandang
Solok
Sabang
Sawah Lunto

Number of
population
in 1980.

6.503.449
2.027.913
1.462.637
1.378.955
1.026.671
787.187
709.038
511.780
480.922
469.888
398.727
381.286
304,778
284.275
280,675
264.718
247.409
230,373
223.776
221.830
217.159
208.898
186.262
150.562
150.376
132.558
131.728
123.484
109.994
100.296
97.628
95.864
92.087
90.096
86.450
85.849
780836
78.503
76.464
72.090
70.771
68.849
64.783
60.447
59.897
41.894
34.517
31.724
23,82t
13.561

Year
1971
01
02
03
05
04
06
07
08
14
09
10
11
12
13
22
21
15
19
17
16
18
31
20
23
24
25
27
26
28
30
29
32
46
33
34
35
37
36
40
41
38
39
44
47
42
43
45
48
49
50

Number of
population
in 1971.

4.579.303
1.556.255
1.200.000
635.562
646.590
582.961

. 434.766
422.428
196.339
414.285
341.629
281.673
217.555
198.986
137.340
137.782
195.873
158.559
178.529
178.865
170.181
79.636
145.030
136.147
129.232
111.201
105.752
110.308
96.242
82.008
82.320
7 % 266
30.314
74.733
72.538
69.831
63.388
67.856
59.882
53.668
63.132
60.013
31.866
27.132
42.223
33.604
30.711
24.771
17.625
12.427



III. GOVEHHKMT POLICY AND PRQGHA1ÏÏ.Œ

The national policy for promoting environmental develop

ment or what is know as Kampung Improvement Programme,

has "been stated in the General Guideline of State Po_

lioy (GBHN) and in Repelita III ( 3rd Five Year Develop

ment Plan ) which among others states :

1, The integrated and well - planned construction of

people*s housing, clean water facilities and the de_

velopment of environmental health will be adjusted

to city and regional planning, population policy,

financing and crediting systems, expansion of work

ing opportunities, technological development and

other socio — economic pilicies.

2. The role of the community in the development of

people's housing and environmental facilities that

meets the given requirements will constantly be pro_

moted effectively and more house will be built in a

healthier environment and at prices within the reach

of the common people.

3* The construction of people's housing, clean water fa

cilitie and the development of environmental health

will be stepped up progressively and given priori -

ties to assist the low - income population,

4. Kampung improvement in urban residential areas will

be further promoted and spread to small cities and

towns.

Urban residential development or popularly known as Earn

pung Improvement has provided valuable experieces for

various parties that handle planning, implementation ,

and evaluation and monitoring, and for the community in

general who have enjoyed the outcomes of development

programmes»
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In this context the institutional aspects of ICanipung Im

provement Programme related1to the following, should

firstly be described :

a» preparatory and planning processes

b» the administration of development implementation and

financing patterns.

c. implementation in the field

d. utilization, preservation and maintenance programmes

e. programme for further development and improvement of

the community1s initiatives0

f• other activities supporting the entire process of

kampung improvement,,

To place the problem in its real proportion it seems to

be necessary to study the link and relationships

between kampung improvement programme and the current

system of administration.

Shis is important because the direct target of kampung

improvement programme is the economically weak commu -

nity. Thus this involves the interest of the largest

part of the urban people who really want improvement to

their settlements in general in a marginal situation*

and condition.

As- a consequence of Article 18 of the Constitution of

1945, which is specified in GBHN, the Government is

obliged to implement the principles of decentralization

and déconcentration and to assist in running the regio_

nal administration©
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a» Decentralization

The regional government is fully authorized and respon
sible for the regional administrative affairs in the
context of the implementation of the principles of de,
centrâtization•

In this case initiatives are fully left to the Regions,
both those related to policy making, palrming,. impie -
mentation and financing, and all these are to be impie,
mented by the regional agencies and services themsel-
ves»

b« Déconcentration,,

Because not all administrative affairs can - according
to the principles of decentralization - be delegated
to the reagions, various administrative affairs in the
Regions on the basis of déconcentration• Administra-
tive matters or affairs delegated by the Government to
the regional authority on the basis of déconcentration,
remain the responsibility of the Central Government
both those related to planning, implementation and fi
nancing» The executing elemnts are vertical agencies
co-ordinated by the Area Head in his capacity as a Cen
tral Government apparatus. Policy for the implementa -
tion of déconcentration however, remains fully in the
hand of the Central Government •

Co Co-administration.

It has been stated earlier that not all of the adminis,
trative affairs can be delegated to the.Regional Govern
ment, to become fully its own regional affairs. So,some
administrative affairs remain the affairs of the Cen -
tral Government» However, it is by no means an easy task
for the Central Government to carry out the whole admi
nistrative affairs in the regions which - basesd on the
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principles of déconcentration - are still its responsji
bility. This is especially dua to the limited ability
of the Central Government's apparatuses in the regions.
Also, seen from efficiency and effectiveness, it is not
justifiable and really correct if all matters or af -
fairs of the Central Government are carried out by its
agencies in the Regions in that this requires person -
nel and huge costs. Besides, viewing the natura of the
affairs, many of them are difficult to carry out pro
perly without the participatoin of the Regional Govern
ment concerned.
We can thus conclude that :

a« Décentrâtization is the execution of administration
in the regions based on the following :

- planning by the regions themselves
- financing by the regions themselves
- implementation by the Regional agencies or serv^

ces themselves*

b, Déconcentration is the execution of administrati-
on in the regions based on the following :

- planning by the Central Government

- financing by the Central Government K

- implementation by the Central Government1 agen-
cies/services in the regions - vertical agencies.

c. Supporting task/assignment is the execution of ad
ministration in the regions based on the following!

- planning by the Central Government.

- financing by the Central Government

- implementation by the Regional agencies (non ver
cal agencies)•

Studying or reviewing the above mentioned principles
of governing is important and useful in that the ins
titutional aspects of the implementation of kampung
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improvement is very much influenced by one or more of the
three principles.

As to human waste management in settlements of low-income
peolpe in Indonesia, the target is the same as that of
kampung Improvement Programme and its implementation in
the urban areas is partly linked with the implementation
of kampung Improvement Programme. Below is the development
of the process of Kampung Improvement Programme in Indone
sia. :

- started by the Dutch Government in the beginning of
the 1930s.

- ceased due to World War II, War for Independence and
internal disorders and rebellions.

- in the 1950s, the Government and the community could
not start its implementation. Efforts were focused on
rehabilitation after the war.

- in the 1960s the community started kampung improvement
programme in several cities, although limited to some
aspects only, especially footpaths.

- in the 1st Five Tears Development Plan (Repelita I)
the initiative of the communities in several cities
were supported by the Regional Goverments.

- in Pelita II, the Central Goverment started supporting
by allocating additional fund from foreign aids to ac
celerate Kampung Improvement Programme in Jakarta and
Surabaya.

- in Pelita III the Central Government Increases aids for
the Begional Governments by :

e eontinuting efforts to get foreign financial aids

_ allocating pioneering funds particularly for small
cities and towns.
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- Two kinds of standard financing of Kampung Improvement
Programme have come up :

« emergency standard for pioneering Kampung Improvement
Programme (KIP) with a construction cost of 2.8 mi
llion rupiahs per hectare ; pure National Budget or
foregin loan by the Central Government.

= Minimum standard of 6 million rupiahs per hectare ;
50 % allocated from the National Budget and 50 % from
the Regional Budge (District and Provincial Boudget).

Programme Components.

1. Consisting of :

- footpaths
- area roads
- waste water disposal
- MCK (bathing, washing and disehaging) facilities
- cleans water supply
- garbage / rubbish
- elementary schools

The physical components have been implemented trougth the
National Budget, Regional Budget and community self- help
and loans from the World Bank, Asian Development Bank *and
bilateral co-operation (see list of activities).

2. Non-physical components :

- improvement of health services
- improvement of education facilities
- soeial services
- community development»

These non-physical components have been implemented by
the technical Départements concerned and seven c i t ies have
been selected :
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- Surabaya
- Xogyakarta
- Ujung Pandang
- Cirebon
- Medan
- Bandung
- Semarang

in the context of co-operation with UNICEF for aids and
special guidance for the implementation of the above men
tioned programme components.

i \
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IV. SOME OBSERVATION ON THE RESULTS OF A CASE STUDY ON THE

USE OF MCK FACILITIES AND FAMILY LATRINES.

As we all understand human vaste management, particu -
larly in the low-income people's s et t element s, is partly-
linked with Kampung Improvement Programme in the urban
areas. Facilities for human waste disposal take the
form of MCK (public latrines) and family latrines, and
multiple latrine. MCK facilities area built by the govern
ment thought Kampung Improvement Programme and the com
munities themselves. Family latrines are provided by the
Government thought the Département of Health and Inpres
Projects (Projects based on Presidential Instruction
while multiple latrines are currently at a trial stage
(pilot project) in several big cities in Indonesia,
thought a Programme of the Département of Helath.

Below is a case study on the use of MCK within KIP areas,
where MCK constitutes a sufficiently afficient means for
further development. Viewing that the most difficult hin
derance is the provision of land in thickly populated
areas, this case study was implementaded in k- small cities
and towns near Jakarta : Bogor, Tangerang, Bekasi and Ci
rebon. x

Based on interviews and analyses the following are con
eluded :

1. MCK have been used in different ways. There are
people who consider MCK a v&xy important facility,but
in another location people in other location think it
best just for washing clothes.

2. Apart from functioning as latrine, MCK functions more
as a place for talking a bath and washing clothes ,
and the most Important tebnical weakness is the bad
system of waste water disposal.
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Some people complaixi of the bad smell of the waste water,
but other people consider the system as being improper.

3. In addition to the size of the MCK, people also complain
about the place of entrance, the way septic tank is lp_
cated and some seriwis constructional errorso However,
lack of understanding and attention to the correct way
of using MCK has made the situation become worse and in
convenient. For some other reasons people appear to be
reluctant to use MCK.

As to the use of family latrine we can refer to the sta
tement for the Municipal Government of Semarang, a pro -
vincial capital city of about 36*t.8i sqokm., with a popu.
lation of 1,03^,175 people. This city has got sufficien-
tly big allocation of Kampung Improvement Programme in -
eluding MCK components, both throoght loan provided by
the World Bank and the National as well as Regional Bud
gets ,
By the end of 1981 only 53*3 % of the entire population
of the city used newly built latrines. The rest discharged
in rivers, gutters, ditches, home garden etc.
This situation had caused environmental population and en-
dangared people's health in general.
It is expected that by the end of 1990 80 # of thejWhole
urban people will have used latrines and 25 % of the ru
ral population should have used latrines that meet health
requirementso

Ao Hygienic conditions and home house sanitation :

1. Facing proffioas a 39» 86 #

2, Facing no problems *= 60,1V %

B, Hygienic conditions and drinking water sanitation s

1, Bacteriological :
a. Meeting requirements + s 62,96 #

! b» Does not meet requirements « 37»0V %.
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2« Chemical »

a. Meeting requirements = 33»33 %
b« Does not meet requirements as 66,67 %m

Co Hygienic conditions and human waste disposal sanitation
in the urban areas :

1. Having family latrines s=
2, Does not have family latrines » 55»29 %

Human waste disposal in the urban areas faces difficul-
ties in acquiring land for the location of family lat
rinees.

Steps Taken.

a. Education/extension on home/house sanitation and the
surrounding

b« Education/extension on the provision of clean water

c. The provison of aids as modification sample of family
latrine namely : Multiple latrine in the Kecamatan/ Sub
district of North Semarang, South Semarang, West Sema -
rang and East Semarang*

•the provision of this Multiple Latrine Units is supported
by project aids for Settlement Environmental Sanitation j
National Budget»

D« Supervision of water used by the community and sugges-
tions intended to protect the community from diseases»
This supervision is supported by helath Installation pro
project aids j National Budget*

FUTURE FEASIBT/ft EFFORT.

Some hinderances and l imitat ion encountered by the exe -
cutors of the programme in the context of handling and
managing projects for the Provision of MCK fac i l i t i e s and
family la t r ines are among others t
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1. The difficulties to ecquire land for MCK/Latrine locati
ons*

2» Limited funds both from the Central and the Regional Go
vernments,

3. MCK built by the Government does not meet the require -
ment of the users. Among others, the design, the dis -
tance etc.

If. Lack of proper communication between palnners, executors
and community leadres.

5. MCK and family latrines built partly with financial as-
sistance by the Government and the community have not
bee fully utilized.

6. The construction of MCK and Family Latrine is not syn -
chronized with the provision of clean water»

7. Most of the urban people discharge in gutters, ditches,
rivers and other places,

8. Lack of understanding and awareness on the part of the
community as to the improtance and advantage and con -
sequences of human waste discharged or thrown at will*

9» Laek of health cadres and effort to produce skillful
personnel for hygienic matters and sanitationo \

Efforts that can be made in the future :
i

I 1. Innovation or modification is needed to construct la -
I trines massively,,

: 2. The design of MCK , its size, door, and roof should
"conform to the Indonesia culture and sosial feeling «

3. The provision of MCK and latrine should be synchronized
, • with the provision of clean water,

h* To have the community participate in selecting the de -
sign and location, and throught a short training, inser

* ting actual facts in the construction of latrines»
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5o Materials needed for the construction of latrines
should be bougth at lower prices ? local materialso

6. To minimize costs, the participation of the communi
ty is imperative,

7. Overall observation of the local situation or the
location where MCK is to be constructed.

8. The number of MCKs and latrines to be constructed
should be relatively mactching the existing problems.

9. The design and construction of MCK should be as exact
as possible and should not necessarily be uniform.
This depends on the condition and the geograpic loca
tiono

t,0. In the future family latrines should be given first
priority while multiple latrines and MCK respectively
second and third.

I •
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VI. CONCLUSION

The low standard of living of those people living in

slums and the fact that they still apply their rural

habits of throning waste at will in gutters, ditches

etc., may lead to the outbreak of various diseases

and create stagnant water and pools which may also

be the sources of diseases like malaria and skin

diseases.

In addition, slums are generally thickly -populated

and the layout of houses is not well — arranged.

This conditions facilitates the transmission of commu

nicable diseases.

In the effort to improve environmental quality, the

Government has implemented various programmes, such

as people's housing, water supply, environmental sanî

tation and kampung improvement.

The construction of houses both by the Government

through its National Housing Programme and by Private

Developers supported by the State Savings Bank

includes the promotion of environmental sanitation.

The. rehabilitation of rural houses is in principle

aimed at the same objectives. In the meantime, Earn

pung Improvement Programme in the Urban areas covering

slums and poor settlements is intended to create

healthy environment through repairing, rehabilitating

and restoring road infrastructure, drainage, sewerage

disposal, water supply and managing human waste dis_

posai.

Viewing the limited ability of the Government to im

plement the above mentioned programmes, whereas the

problems to be coped with are quite critical, the

role and participation of the entire community need

to be stepped up further.
Meanwhile, the Government in a larger scope has already

started programmes to preserve life environment so

that the next generations can inherit a better

tion of ecosystem that may support their living.
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These programmes require proper co-ordination and inte_

gration "both at Central and Regional levels, starting

from human environment to human settlement and housing*

The problem of human waste management in the urban

areas, particularly in slums and poor settlements has

been tackled by the Government through programmes

financed by the National as well as the Regional 3ud

gets, community self-help, foreign loan and'aids pro_

vided by international agencies like TMICEF, UTI3P,etc.

Technically we can thus make this conclusion j

1. To suggest that family latrine programme being the

component of Kampung Improvement Programme be eon

tinued and that family latrines to be constructed

should conform to the local culture, condition and

aspiration.

The fact that requests for family latrines have

teen increasing rapidly, and more people become

aware of the difference between KCE and family Isa

trine is indeed welcome and even wanted.

For this reason continuing the construction of fa

mily latrines (semi-provate) is strongly recommended.

2. We should also draw a conclusion that the local si.

tuation and particularly the need for sanitation fa_

cilities differ from one kampung to the other.

Apart from the specific need for latrines,the other '

functions of MCK are also required. The rapid popu

lation growth doubles the need for these facilities»

and because of the differences among the kampungs

as stated above, we should be careful in making

general conclusions»

3. The approaches applied so far in programming and

planning family latrines in the kampungs have been

seccessful. Particularly the early involvement of

the people, has supported this successful MCK pro_

gramme Q

*i
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77e suggest that this direct active involvement of the

local community be stepped up even further especially

before the construction of LlCKs»

Detailed information on the shape and number of MCKs

that can be constructed should be made available

before a plan is finished0
Due to misunderstanding on the idea of septic tanks

and filters, not all KCKs have been optimally used0
For this reason it seems to be necessary to inform

the local people on the use and operation of septic

tanks.

In addition, the local people (top to bottom) should

be invited and encouraged to participate actively

(bottom to ifeop), particularly in selecting the lokati_

ons for KCKs. This active participation can avoid d:L

fficulties in acquiring locations for LICKs.

4. Based on some technical considerations, we should be

able to distinguish between designed KCK and construe^

ted I.1CK. In the opinion of the local people the waste

water disposal system is not satisfactory, This is

based on facts ; incomplete septic tank, misunder -

standing on the difference berfcween septic tank and

soakaway or pit privy.

Fearful of possible pollution by such a septic tank

of their pump wells has been the main reason for ifhe

people not to fully use MCK. HCK is considered too

smallo MCKs constructed a bit bigger than their

original designs, are used more intensively, go we

can draw a conclusion that MCKs designed so far are

too small, at least for thinckly populated karapungs.

m
i
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INTEGRATED KAMPONG IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMMES

PROBLEMS PROGRAMMES OBJECTIVES

GENERAL

OBJECTIVE :

To improve the liveli

hood and means of li-

ving of the low in-

come groups.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

OF T1IE. PROBLEMS :

1. Social structure less stable.

2. Income level still low

3. Unhealthy housing conditions.

4. Infrastructure and facilities

of the neighbourhoods still

insufficient.

5. High density and uncontroled

land - use (in the Urban-

areas).

4

HUMAN

DEVELOPMENT

DEVELOPMENT

OF HIE LI -

VING ENVIRON

MENT

DEVELOPMENT

OF ECONOMIC

! ! ACTIVITIES

INCREASING TIE

- understanding

- awarenees

- s k i l l

- kno>. ledge

IMPROVING THE :

- public servis

- people 's living

environment

envi ronmen t prof oc t i on '!

n -i. t i .on ;.•
i

well be\,6 of the l'y- ||

mily il

heal th }
ii

educa_tj_on_ ;

neighbourhood roads |î

foot paths |i

reraf.;fV-'.lra in ago

drinking wat^r

public bathing wash

to i le t fari Litk-s

garbage col " f i-.-sn

disposal

ji
i.ns;|

INCREOSING THE :

- people 's income

- business oppor-

tun i t i •;;

increased a capital

increased ski]1

increased priv. x ;

business in i t iâ t ive ,



SUMMARY OF KAMPUNG PROGRAM COMPONENTS

SURAMYÀ

Fiseal Year 3

•s Area
Total po,
pulation Cost

Vehicular Foot

roads paths drains Culverts
h
o

m
o *4

P C M

•H m O

S»

Water
Supply/
Taps.

(Ha) persons (Rp.1000) No. No. No. No. No. Units (M*/Tops)

1976 / 1977

1977 / 1973

1978 / 1979

1979 / 1980

1980 / 1981

1981 / 1982

5

6

10

67

125

249

185

192

1235,5

37.725

94.851

136.450

76.900

60.070

85.756

435.485

711.943

1.934.804

1.837.541

1.837.541

1.934.999

3.258

5.431

16.344

6.337

2.055

12.935

30.330

24.558

6.767,50 27.124

11.470,50 28.165,50

5.553

12,809

4.079

7.743

8,324

221

263

1.622

1.083

1.514

1.682

15

7

6

12

1

2

17

14

13

10

1

2

2

1

3

4

3

1

1

26

39

66

30

17

18

7274/ 60

14109/ 63

42801/172

26975/166

26172/135

30625/133

T o t a l : 45 11053,5 491.744 18.692.313 49.608 125.167,50 41.785 6.385 57 12 196 147956/729
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Illustration 1. At MGK's only a few people bath inside. The users have altered the wash

ing- areas, which axe now used for bathing ?̂ d washing. Tney do not use

water from the pump for drinking since it is too close ta the septic

tank. ".•••' :

I Illustration 2. Usually children bath in the washing area. Several users complained that ;/;

I iron pipe was used at this HCK ( location 6 ) instead of P.V.C

> i
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Illustration. 3. î-îany respondents wished for a door. For the MCK at Pulo Xecil, Sekasi

(near Jakarta), the users provided the door themselves with the -under -

standing that the facility would not be -used by too many.people. You

can see how the users overcame the problem of the pump being- placed too

low to permit placing a "bucket under the spout.

Illustration 4. Many children can be see usin«j the MCK and playing j.n the washing basin. ̂

In the background can be seen swamp and rice land which once-covered " ;;

the entire area of Xanrpung Poncol, Bekasi. ;


